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Wednesday, 28 October 2020
The SPEAKER (Hon. Colin Brooks) took the chair at 10.02 am and read the prayer.
Announcements
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
The SPEAKER (10:02): We acknowledge the traditional Aboriginal owners of the land on which
we are meeting. We pay our respects to them, their culture, their elders past, present and future, and
elders from other communities who may be here today.
Bills
FOOD AMENDMENT BILL 2020
Introduction and first reading
Mr FOLEY (Albert Park—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services, Minister for
Equality, Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (10:03): I move:
That I introduce a bill for an act to amend the Food Act 1984 and the Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008,
and for other purposes.

Motion agreed to.
Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) (10:04): I ask the minister for a brief explanation of the bill.
Mr FOLEY: Yes, I am happy to provide the house with a brief explanation of the bill. This bill
seeks to make amendments to the Food Act 1984 and the Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008. The
majority of these amendments are to support a consistent and transparent regulatory practice across
Victoria’s 79 local government areas, such as for small businesses, cafes, restaurants, hairdressers and
beauty therapists, so as to ensure they can comply with COVID-19 restrictions as they are relaxed
around the state.
Read first time.
Ordered to be read second time tomorrow.
Members
ACTING SPEAKERS
The SPEAKER (10:05): I wish to advise the house that under standing order 20 I have tabled my
warrant amending the panel of members to preside as acting speakers to include Bronwyn Halfpenny.
Documents
PARLIAMENTARY DEPARTMENTS
Annual Reports 2019–20
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) (10:05): I table, by leave, the 2019–20 reports of the Department of the
Legislative Assembly and the Department of Parliamentary Services.
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DOCUMENTS
Incorporated list as follows:
DOCUMENTS TABLED UNDER ACTS OF PARLIAMENT—The Deputy Clerk tabled the
following documents under Acts of Parliament:
Planning and Environment Act 1987—Notices of approval of amendments to the following Planning
Schemes:
Alpine Resorts—C29
Banyule—C159
Nillumbik—C117 Part 2
Port Phillip—C192
Wellington—C102
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
COVID-19 Omnibus (Emergency Measures) Act 2020—SR 118
Estate Agents Act 1980—SR 114
Local Government Act 1989—SR 115
Local Government Act 2020—SRs 116, 117
Magistrates’ Court Act 1989—SRs 112, 113
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994—Documents under s 15 in relation to Statutory Rules 112, 113, 114,
115, 116, 117.

Bills
CLADDING SAFETY VICTORIA BILL 2020
EDUCATION AND TRAINING REFORM AMENDMENT (REGULATION OF STUDENT
ACCOMMODATION) BILL 2020
Council’s agreement
The SPEAKER (10:06): I wish to advise the house that I have received messages from the
Legislative Council agreeing to the following bills without amendment: the Cladding Safety Victoria
Bill 2020 and the Education and Training Reform Amendment (Regulation of Student
Accommodation) Bill 2020.
Business of the house
STANDING AND SESSIONAL ORDERS
Mr M O’BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (10:06): I desire to move, by leave:
That so much of standing and sessional orders be suspended to allow general business, notice of motion 60
standing in my name, relating to the government’s handling of the COVID-19 pandemic, to be moved and
debated immediately.

Leave refused.
Members statements
OLIVER GUTHRIE
Ms STALEY (Ripon) (10:07): Today I rise to pay tribute to Oliver Guthrie, who died last month.
Oliver was a farming legend. He bred award-winning Corriedale sheep and was president of both the
Australian Sheep Breeders Association and the Australian Corriedale Association. The picture on the
order of service for his memorial was of Oliver and one of his Corriedale sheep. As well as being a
member of the Liberal Party since 1963, holding many positions in the party during that time, he
helped form the Victorian Farmers Federation in 1979 when the grain growers association merged
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with the Graziers Association of Victoria. Despite his political affiliation, Oliver agreed that the VFF
should be apolitical.
He was a member of the Donald Lions Club for 28 years, a trustee of the Rich Avon Services Cricket
Club and a member of the Rich Avon fire brigade for 60 years. Oliver epitomised what it means to be
a volunteer and a member of your community in country Victoria. He served terms as a local councillor
in both Ararat and Buloke. Like myself, he was a long-suffering Melbourne supporter. However, it
was his family that was of most importance to him, and today my thoughts are with Pam, his wife of
67 years, their children, Tom, Chris and Georgina, their grandchildren and their great-grandchildren.
Vale, Oliver Guthrie.
COVID-19
Ms HENNESSY (Altona—Attorney-General, Minister for the Coordination of Justice and
Community Safety: COVID-19) (10:08): I wish to pay tribute to all of the school leaders in my
electorate of Altona, who have been doing such a spectacular job through the course of remote
learning, supporting children and students who were in attendance at school in the course of some of
the more challenging moments that we have all experienced in respect of COVID-19.
People often do not necessarily understand the incredible demands that have been made on both our
school leaders and our teachers as they have had to develop curriculums and specific learning
programs for students. That has obviously been particularly important for those that are at those
milestone years. To all of the grade 6s that are making the very big step either to a new high school or
into year 7 in the P–9 model, which is quite prevalent in my electorate, I want to say congratulations.
I want to say good luck to all of the VCE students. I think it is important that we remind people that
as hard as everyone works and as much pressure and stress that gets put on families and students, it is
but a moment in life. I think it is incredibly important, given the pressures that so many students have
endured this year, that we remind our VCE students that we are very invested in their success but that
there are going to be very many more important moments in their life to come.
COVID-19
Mr D O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (10:09): The Andrews government needs to iron out some of
the anomalies it has created with its spider web of COVID rules and restrictions that are confusing
Victorians who just want to do the right thing. Trying to stay within the law while interpreting a raft
of inconsistent, contradictory and just plain silly determinations is near impossible for Victorians. It is
hurting businesses and, I might add, making life difficult for MPs and their staff.
Questions the government needs to resolve include the following: why in regional Victoria can we
have 70 people outside at a pub but only 50 at a funeral or an outdoor religious service? Why can there
be 10 people seated at a table at a restaurant or a pub but only two at a food court? Why can there be
70 people seated outside at a pub but only 50 for a food court? Why are hospitality venues limited to
10 people per area, but at the same level of restrictions in June they could have 20 people per area?
And now we have less active cases and less community transmission than we did then. Why can
10 people from the local CWA committee meet at a cafe without masks if they are eating but not at a
local hall with masks? Why can there be 10 people outdoors at a wedding but 50 for a funeral? Are
weddings somehow inherently more dangerous?
And then there is the poor communication and advice. My colleagues and I have all sought advice
from Business Victoria recently on whether non-hospitality retail businesses need to check the
residential address of their customers to ensure they are not from Melbourne but have been given
different answers depending on who we speak to. I appreciate the government is operating in a
complex environment, but Victorians need simple rules if they are going to follow them.
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COVID-19
Mr PEARSON (Essendon—Assistant Treasurer, Minister for Regulatory Reform, Minister for
Government Services, Minister for Creative Industries) (10:11): It has been quite a week, and with
businesses opening up all over Melbourne, today is quite a day. The COVID-19 pandemic has brought
unprecedented challenges to our state, our country and our world, and it has been such a difficult time.
We are all excited about taking a step outside as a community and supporting businesses as they
reopen. We will be cautious, safe and cognisant of the health advice of our experts. We will hold on
tightly to this COVID normal we are building, and we will honour, remember and rebuild what has
been lost.
TAYLAH MARSHALL-SANDERSON
Mr PEARSON: I want to take this time to send my warmest support to all of the year 12s in the
state district of Essendon but also my niece Taylah Marshall-Sanderson, who is preparing for her final
year 12 exams. Taylah is an amazing young woman, and it has been an absolute joy and privilege to
watch her grow and develop into the bright young woman that she is. She has got the world at her feet.
She has worked so hard for so many years, and she is in the final straight now. Taylah, we are all so
proud of you, and we really cannot wait to see you and celebrate at the end of the exams.
ESSENDON ELECTORATE SCHOOLS
Mr PEARSON: There are so many great schools in my electorate, filled with the most excellent
students, teachers, principals and support staff, and throughout the pandemic they have all shown
courage, ingenuity and resilience in forging ahead with learning online, supporting each other and
keeping community spirit alive. As these students step towards their exams and other assessments I
want to thank them all for the way they have carried on and wish them well for both their exams and
their future. As we emerge from lockdown I am eagerly awaiting the opportunity to visit all the
fantastic schools in the state district of Essendon.
STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE LILYDALE UNIT
Ms VALLENCE (Evelyn) (10:12): I wish to thank and acknowledge for their extraordinary efforts
the Lilydale State Emergency Service for their ongoing dedication and hard work in our community,
particularly after a number of recent severe storm events across our community. The Lilydale SES is
proudly 100 per cent volunteer. They are our local heroes. Over this past weekend they responded to
over 260 call-outs for urgent assistance after the storms and severe winds hit our community, causing
huge trees to fall across powerlines and properties. It was only two months ago, in late August, that
after catastrophic storms this SES unit responded to over 300 call-outs. On both occasions these SES
volunteers worked tirelessly around the clock several days straight to help people in our community
become safe. During emergencies like this our community owes a great debt to volunteers at the SES
and the CFA.
Lilydale SES unit controller Shaun Caulfield—I would like to pay tribute to him and all of his crew,
all of the volunteers, who put on the orange overalls and head into devastation and destruction,
removing trees and helping people who are in vulnerable positions. Of course, being a volunteer
brigade, much of their equipment is purchased through funds raised through the community. They are
doing a virtual tin raffle over the Melbourne Cup weekend, and I hope everyone gets behind the
Lilydale SES unit.
COVID-19
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) (10:14): I would like to express my appreciation and my genuine
thanks to my community, to everyone in my community, throughout 2020. What you have done this
year is nothing short of extraordinary. This belongs to you. What we have achieved together is because
of you. Just 80-odd days ago we had over 700 daily cases and we were heading close to an average of
400 cases a day. This week we are down to well under five; two today, zero in the last couple of days.
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There were some who said we could not do it, who preferred to take a negative approach, who took
issue with everything that was done, who had no constructive idea and whose opinions changed with
the winds whenever they saw a political opportunity.
I am so pleased to say the Victorian community and my community did not take that approach. They
rejected that negativity. They just got on with it because they knew this was a health crisis, not politics.
That made success possible. To our frontline workers, from health care to emergency services; to
educators; to every parent; to all the volunteers; to people living alone; to those who have gone out of
their way to check in on neighbours; to the elderly; to every business who has done it tough; and to
everyone in our community, thank you. We need to understand that COVID could still be with us for
some time. There are still likely to be challenges ahead, so if this reopening is to mean anything, as the
Premier says, we have to live in a COVID-safe way for the foreseeable future. We still need to be
vigilant. We have shown that we can do it, and we can do it by being positive and constructive and by
rejecting division.
COVID-19
Mr MORRIS (Mornington) (10:16): On Monday afternoon Victorians breathed a collective sigh
of relief—finally, light at the end of the tunnel. But are the long weeks and months finally at an end?
I certainly hope so. Let us hope those promises of getting people back to their jobs, of reuniting
families, of restoring opportunities to meet our mates and socialise and of removing the barriers
between regional and metropolitan Victoria, restoring freedom of movement around the state, and
soon around the country, are met. But frankly, I am pessimistic. Yes, coronavirus is a nasty enemy.
Individually and collectively we need to take all necessary steps and all necessary precautions, but it
can be managed, as every other state in the nation has proved. Why have three-quarters of Australia’s
cases occurred in Victoria? Why have 90 per cent of deaths occurred in Victoria? We know the
reasons. A calamitous failure of the hotel quarantine system and a paper-and-pencil contact-tracing
system—both failings which can be laid directly at the door of the government. That government and
those people remain in power. Given the manifest incompetence of the government, how can we have
any faith that this will not happen again? The impact of those lost months—individually,
economically, socially, physically and most of all on people’s mental health—is immense and
unprecedented. The consequences will be with us for years. We cannot afford to let it happen again.
TRAVEL AGENTS
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) (10:17): I rise to speak up for local travel agents in the electorate
of Thomastown and beyond. Thomastown of course is a very multicultural electorate, so travel agents
had done a roaring trade prior to the pandemic, whether it was for business, for holidays or for people
to meet up and visit relatives that are living overseas. These local travel agents of course have been
absolutely devastated by the pandemic and the federal government’s decision to close international
borders. At the moment many of them are not entitled to JobKeeper, yet the federal government
provides millions to Qantas, who are going to be sacking thousands of workers very soon. Now, of
these travel agents that the federal government often provides no support to, 71 per cent are women,
and many of these agents are working harder than they have ever done before to help their customers.
They work tirelessly because of the loyalty that they have to their customers, in trying to get back
almost $4 billion that has not been recovered in fares that were paid to airlines and for travel overseas.
This $4 billion cannot be recovered unless it is done through the travel agent. This is what the airlines
requirements are. If the federal government lets these businesses go bust, then of course the many,
many thousands and thousands of customers that are still owed money will not get that money back.
CATHERINE KIRBY
Mr ROWSWELL (Sandringham) (10:19): Catherine Kirby, a local Sandringham mother,
educator and champion, is the deserving recipient of the 2020 Joan Kirner Award. The Parents Victoria
award recognises the outstanding contributions made by parents to the life of their local school
communities. Be it driving buses, assisting with school productions or simply getting things done
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around Sandringham College, Catherine has never failed to generously give of her time and talents. In
my view Catherine is living proof that bureaucracies and institutions are no match for powerful
contributions made by selfless individuals who shape the character of our communities.
Congratulations, and thank you, Catherine.
MENTONE LIFE SAVING CLUB
Mr ROWSWELL: Mentone Life Saving Club on 22 October 1920 came into being. There was
no clubhouse, no lifesaving equipment and no trained members. John Delves lent a boatshed to give a
presence on the Mentone Beach, and Mr Dave Moreland was tasked with training 12 new members.
One hundred years on, there are now more than 1100 members, making Mentone the largest lifesaving
club on Port Phillip and one of the oldest. I acknowledge every volunteer who has contributed to this
club during its 100-year history and acknowledge current president Brian Kirk and his volunteer
committee. I acknowledge former president Russell Rees and committee members, especially David
Blanks and David Grant. A club like Mentone is the beating heart of our community, and may it
continue for a century more.
MACEDON ELECTORATE SCOUTS
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (10:20): Today I want to celebrate the role scouts play in the Macedon
Ranges. Last week I jumped online for the Macedon Ranges district annual report and awards
presentation. More than 150 scouts, their families and leaders were on one giant Zoom to deliver
awards and recognition and to report on their year—and what a year it has been. Our Macedon Ranges
scouts are a diverse group, with 619 registered members, making up 1st Riddells Creek, 1st Romsey,
1st Gisborne, 1st New Gisborne, 1st Kyneton, 1st Macedon and 2nd Woodend, who this year are
coming together as Macedon Woodend Scout Group.
Scouting in the Macedon Ranges has seen an incredible surge in membership over the past year, with
our eight groups growing by an average of 30 per cent—a shout-out to 1st Romsey who grew by
126 per cent in the past year. The 91 registered leaders and 26 adult helpers have been instrumental in
adapting to scouting at home. I would like to thank Wayne Gunn, state commissioner region support,
for his leadership and Andrew Smyth, district commissioner, and his team, who have worked very
hard to ensure our Macedon Ranges scouts have not missed a beat. And while scouting during COVID
has been very different, I for one am glad that the Scouting at Home program has sharpened up our
children’s cooking skills. Leadership, imagination, a love for an adventure, an appreciation of the
environment, problem-solving and resilience are all qualities nurtured through scouting. To the
Macedon Ranges scouting community, thank you for having me at your online gatherings. It has been
a real treat to be able to share in some special moments with you this— (Time expired)
PLACES OF WORSHIP
Mr BATTIN (Gembrook) (10:22): Places of worship, places of religion, places that are more than
just going in for a Sunday mass—they are a part of the community that holds so many in the
community together. And right at this particular time, more than any time in history that I can recall,
they need to be open. They need the ability to go and work with their community and have people
come in, just so they can sit down and have that discussion. I thoroughly love going down to my cafe
and having a coffee, to talk to my local constituents or catch up with a mate. That is something that is
very good for my mental health; it is something that is very good for me and how I live—for many
people that is a church. It could be St John’s or St Luke’s, St Mark’s up in Emerald or in Cockatoo,
St Pat’s down in Pakenham or St Michael’s in Berwick, or it could be the gurdwaras in Pakenham and
Officer, who not only have a place to meet and a place for worship; they actually have a place for their
communities to come together. And it does not matter the religion; it matters that they get the
opportunity to connect. Many people in our communities want to have a place that they can go and
have that discussion in numbers. We can meet safely in this place with 20 people plus staff. There is
no reason that a church cannot open with 20 people plus people who are conducting the service—no
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reason whatsoever that cannot happen today—and we are calling on that to happen to ensure that
people can get back into their churches and their faith essentially now.
WOMEN IN SPORT
Mr McGHIE (Melton) (10:23): On Friday, 18 September, I had the great honour of attending the
online launch of an action plan for change on behalf of the Minister for Community Sport, the member
for Yuroke. This action plan focuses on women’s participation in sport and active recreation in
Melbourne’s west—the coming together of Sport and Recreation Victoria, Victoria University,
Monash University, seven municipalities, Women’s Health West and Inside Edge Sport and Leisure
Planning to deliver such an important project. As a product of the west, having been raised there, I
know the positive impact sport, particularly the ability to participate in sport, has had on me and those
around me. However, research shows that women and girls in western Melbourne face many
challenges preventing them from participating in sport and active recreation. They are woefully underrepresented, possibly due to issues related to cultural, linguistic and economic diversity.
This targeted action plan helps us to understand those challenges and addresses the imbalance of
opportunity, representation and access to sport and physical activity for women and girls. Our
community has grown and changed, and there is plenty to love about Melbourne’s west. Projects such
as this promote and celebrate our diversity, encourage participation at all levels and by all comers and
informs decisions, ensuring we better support women and girls to remove obstacles and reach for the
stars. I commend all who are participating in this project, including the participating councils, being
the cities of Wyndham, Brimbank, Hobsons Bay, Maribyrnong, Melbourne, Moonee Valley and of
course Melton. Well done.
JOHN GRAY
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) (10:25): Today I pay tribute to John Gray, a respected civic leader and
friend from the Shepparton community who recently died at the age of 82. He was an educator who
did his teachers training at Burwood Teachers College and eventually was sent to St Germains, a small
hamlet near Shepparton. Over the years he taught at Shepparton North Technical College, Tatura
Primary School and then Mooroopna Park Primary School. John served as a councillor for the Shire
of Rodney from 1972 to 1986 and was shire president four times. He was a councillor for the Greater
Shepparton City Council from 1997 to 2005.
John was described as a councillor for the people. His interest in local government extended beyond
his elected years, and he always maintained a keen interest in it. He was regular columnist with the
Shepparton News for 33 years, commentating on current local issues up until the time of his death. He
had a remarkable recall of the events occurring within the Shepparton district and had an extensive
network connection at every level.
John made a significant contribution to the Mooroopna Cricket Club. He was a former club president,
treasurer, life member and also best club person. The John Gray Oval and John Gray Avenue were
named in honour of him and his contributions. He served on countless community boards and
committees. He was a man of great generosity with a sharp wit and good humour and has left a longlasting impression on our community. We are all the better for having known him. I offer my sincere
condolences to his wife, Barbara, and children, Kate, Cam and Meg. Vale, John Gray.
COVID-19
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) (10:26): To my community, thank you. Together you have worked so
hard and so selflessly and so compassionately to stop the spread of the coronavirus, and today as the
city wakes and starts taking its first steps you can feel the sense of relief and also a sense of pride and
a sense of achievement. There are so many people to acknowledge: the teachers and staff, students
and parents and families of every school and every kindergarten and every childcare centre throughout
my electorate, the workers at Coles and IGA and Woolies, and kids like Gus who went back to year 10
this week—thank you for always having a chat and just being an awesome kid on the check-out.
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Thank you to the City of Frankston and the City of Kingston, from their CEOs, Phil Cantillon and
Julie Reid, all the way through the ranks to council officers like Doug Dickins and staff like Allison
Clark and Lisa Stewart. Their support in helping us fight this pandemic and support residents and small
businesses has made an enormous difference. And of course to all of my local businesses who have
weathered these months of hardship, many reshaping themselves, persevering and so importantly
keeping their staff, their work families, employed: a huge thank you. A Facebook post from a
wonderful local shop, Creek and Bay in Seaford, captures what I am trying to say quite beautifully:
I’m sure like me you’re sick of hearing about it—

the coronavirus—
and putting your lives on pause.
But we are here, we are adapting, we are figuring out ways to make this work and still cautiously follow the
guidelines.
I’m proud of us. I’m proud of Dan Andrews. I’m proud of my Suburb, our state, our country.
We’re not going anywhere and when the time comes we’ll be waiting.

Well, that wait is over today, and it is over because of your collective, selfless, generous and
compassionate efforts.
MOIRA FOODSHARE
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) (10:28): My sincere thanks and gratitude to the Moira FoodShare
group, who continue to work tirelessly for those in our midst who are doing it tough. I met with them
last week, and they have expressed to me their fears that affordable food and products are becoming
harder and harder to access. It is important that the Victorian government assist them financially and
support food-share groups throughout Victoria. Moira FoodShare are desperate to be successful in the
current grants that closed earlier this week and to ensure that they can continue to transport and store
frozen food safely. The Shire of Moira continues to support this outstanding organisation. I urge that
the Victorian state government do the same.
GABRIELLE ‘GADY’ PARKER
Mr McCURDY: I would like to take the opportunity to congratulate and thank Gady Parker from
the Wangaratta Open Door Neighbourhood House for her 30 years of commitment to this fine
community organisation. I attended their AGM last Thursday night, via Zoom of course, and I was
absolutely delighted when Loretta Waters surprised her with the acknowledgement—another unsung
hero in our community who just keeps giving.
VCE EXAMS
Mr McCURDY: I would like to take a moment to wish all of our VCE students across the Ovens
Valley good luck as they finish their classes and start exam preparation. This year has been an
extraordinary one for everyone, but it is not lost on me that the year 12 VCE students have spent their
entire lives to this point striving to achieve their educational outcomes. I wish them all the best for
their exams.
NORMAN MADDOCK
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) (10:29): In June this year my dear friend Norm Maddock passed away
at the age of 97. Norm was the last of the Victorian veterans who fought at the Battle of Crete. He
served with the Australian Army and was deployed to Greece in 1941, where he was taken prisoner
by the Germans. He would often share with me some horrific stories of his time in battle, including
being on a raft in the middle of the sea in searing heat. He nearly died for this country.
It was very, very sad when he had his war medals stolen, but I was very honoured to be with the Consul
General of Greece and a Department of Veterans’ Affairs deputy commissioner last year when those
war medals were reissued and presented to him again just months before he passed away.
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Norm was truly a great man, someone I was honoured to call a friend. When he returned from war, he
did not stop fighting; he was a proud unionist, and he fought for the rights of workers. He was also a
life member of the Labor Party. I will miss Norm very much. As was recited at his funeral:
My final salute
I render today
I’m still a soldier
I’m just on my way

MULTICULTURAL SENIORS GROUPS
Mr KENNEDY (Hawthorn) (10:31): I am very pleased to acknowledge that Victoria’s
multicultural seniors have built the social, economic and cultural backbone of our state and made it
the place we proudly call home. They have seen and overcome so much, but a global pandemic is a
brand new challenge and one they should not face alone. That is why the Andrews government has
announced $2.1 million in funding to support multicultural seniors groups to help keep them safely
connected. We have provided $2000 grants along with liability insurance and personal accident cover
to almost 900 Victorian multicultural seniors organisations we have partnered with in the past.
I am very pleased that the following seniors groups in the Hawthorn electorate have been included:
Associazione Amica Pensionati Italiani Di Hawthorn, Boroondara Camberwell Greek Senior Citizens
Club, Camberwell Senior Citizens Club, German Senior Citizens Club, Glen Iris/Burwood Greek
Senior Citizens Club, Ex-servicemen’s Greek Elderly Citizens Club of Kew and the Stonnington
Indian seniors club. It was great chatting on the phone to each group and informing them of this wellearned news.
COVID-19
Ms CONNOLLY (Tarneit) (10:32): I want to take this opportunity to acknowledge the tremendous
effort put in by Victorians but especially the Wyndham community in driving down the number of
cases and beating this second wave. As I have been telling my community on a daily basis, we are all
on the front line of this virus and we all have a part to play. I am extremely proud of the way we have
just gotten on with the task of driving it out of our community, street by street, suburb by suburb. It
has not been without sacrifice and it has not been without hardship. We have been challenged in many
different ways, and we have remained steadfast to the course—and it has worked. At the beginning of
this period Wyndham had 942 cases, making us the hotspot of this second wave; yesterday we had 14.
Our state’s rolling average is now under three. We have done what they all said we could not do.
I want to thank the schools and teachers, the parents and children who have adapted to working and
learning from home; the sporting clubs and their volunteers, who have bunkered down and weathered
the storm; the multicultural and religious groups for reaching out and keeping our communities
connected; the local businesses I have been catching up with and regularly working with through each
and every issue to keep them afloat; along with the hundreds of people who have contacted me over
the past couple of months. I also want to give a huge shout-out to our emergency workers and
healthcare workers. Together they have been on the front line of fighting this virus, determined to keep
us safe no matter what. I thank my community, along with all Victorians. Together we have made this
reopening and recovery possible.
GREG ALLISEY
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) (10:34): I am really saddened today to have to inform the house of
the passing of a genuine Frankston legend. Greg Allisey was the operations officer and former station
officer of Frankston fire brigade. He was the former chief officer of the Fiji fire service, and he was
my first boss coming out of four months of firefighter school at Fiskville after turning just 22—and I
will be the first to admit he scared the hell out of me as a young bloke. He was old school, loud like a
drill sergeant and he demanded courage, commitment and excellence. More importantly he could still
show you, at the drop of a hat, what any of those things looked like, and he did during his battle with
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cancer over the last seven years. But once you earned his respect you felt very lucky to have a boss, a
mentor and a friend looking out for you. I have no idea how many lives Greg saved or changed in his
career as a firefighter but I know it is many. I was so lucky to be working as one of the next generation
who Greg Allisey trained and made sure we knew what was important for firefighters to be actually
trained to be not just good at our job but excellent and the best.
My thoughts are with Greg’s wife, Robyn, and his family—especially Squark, Jason, Kat and the
kids—at this really difficult time. My thoughts are also with the Frankston CFA and Fire Rescue
Victoria family. I spoke to his son and my mate Jason only 20 minutes ago, and we found ourselves
swapping some funny stories about his dad, who was a character and a half and certainly was not
backwards in going forwards. Greg bravely finished his battle with cancer with his beautiful family
by his side. I know that Greg had his arms around all of us as a team, and I know the CFA family has
its arms around his family right now. Vale, Greg Allisey.
CRANBOURNE INFORMATION AND SUPPORT SERVICE
Ms RICHARDS (Cranbourne) (10:35): Today I would like to recognise the incredible work of
Leanne Petrides, Cathy Willmott and the volunteer team at the Cranbourne Information and Support
Service. Like most of us, the CISS have had to adapt and adjust their modus operandi due to
COVID-19 but nonetheless have ensured that they can keep providing their outstanding service to the
Cranbourne community via the phone. The CISS provide free, impartial and confidential counselling,
crisis support, education assistance, financial counselling and more to all people in the City of Casey,
and despite restrictions they have continued to provide outstanding support to those who need it most
in the community. For many, this year has been a challenging one more than ever, and the global
pandemic has meant that we have not been able to work, to see our loved ones or to live our lives the
way that we are accustomed to. Difficult times can bring out the very best in people, and we have seen
evidence of that everywhere, especially in Cranbourne and especially at CISS. These dedicated people
have been determined to provide people with whatever support they need, whether that be a friendly
chat, essential vouchers for food, petrol and medicine or information, counselling and support.
AFGHAN COMMUNITY
Ms RICHARDS: I would like to take the opportunity also to thank the women of the Australian
Afghan diaspora, who have been so generous with their time and are wonderful leaders. In particular
I would like to thank Machid Ali, a terrific clinician and nurse—a young leader; Sadia Ali; Rabia Safa;
Dr Gouola Besan; Tahmina Arsalan; Omira Tahery; Rabia Sikander; Shegofa Hazara; and Sara Jafari.
Statements on parliamentary committee reports
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES COMMITTEE
Inquiry into the Victorian Government’s Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) (10:37): I am pleased to rise this morning to speak in relation to the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee (PAEC) report entitled Inquiry into the Victorian
Government’s Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic: Interim Report, and that report is dated
July 2020 and was tabled in this place on 3 September 2020. I note within that document, which is
quite a weighty tome of almost 200 pages, that at the rear of that, on page 195, there is a minority
report, and that is the particular matter that I want to raise in the house and want to speak to today.
I note that the minority report gets, in my view, to the heart of many of the issues that have been raised
in relation to the COVID-19 pandemic here in Victoria, rather than what was, I guess, the not
unexpected whitewash by the government-dominated Public Accounts and Estimates Committee in
relation to the substantive report. I note that the minority report starts off by talking about statistics at
12 May 2020, when at that time:
18 people had tragically died …
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And then it refers to 23 July 2020, when it notes that:
49 people have tragically died …

And then to think, if we fast-forward to where we are today in relation to the situation where we have
had in Victoria 817 deaths and more than 20 000 cases, I think the members of PAEC and the
witnesses that appeared at that time would have been probably shocked and horrified—or if they were
not, they should have been—at the way that things went out of control. And as the Public Accounts
and Estimates Committee’s minority group there has said:
The current position in Victoria is nothing short of disastrous.

And it goes on and talks about a range of matters and talks particularly about some of the obvious
shortcomings and failures in relation to the report that has been written and the fact that it has not
addressed at the heart some of the key issues. Let me quote from page 197. It says:
We consider that PAEC is failing to fully and thoroughly probe the Andrews Government’s handling of the
pandemic. Issues that could be potentially embarrassing or difficult for the Andrews Government are not
being allowed to be given appropriate or due consideration.

It goes on further down that page:
We consider that not to include such additional information and context in the Report denies the Parliament
and Victorians a full account of the state of the pandemic which is currently occurring in Victoria. It presents
a very selective one sided view.

And it goes on:
We consider that PAEC has failed in its duty to the Parliament and the people of Victoria in failing to have
responded to the escalating rates of infections and deaths in Victoria.

I think that is a very telling insight in relation to the matters that PAEC looked at there. The fact is that
because it is controlled by the government it has tried to cover up and just accede to the directions of
the government, and that is a very shameful situation for that committee, which should have stood up
to the government. Despite the fact that it is chaired by a government member and is dominated by
government members, it should have stood up for the people of Victoria rather than just capitulate to
the demands of this ever-demanding Premier. The report goes on, under point 2. 1, to talk about the
minority members’ position. They talk about the composition of PAEC, and again I will quote:
… the PAEC report does not reflect or represent a full and frank assessment of the Andrews Government’s
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Rather, the majority report glosses over many of the Andrew
Government’s key failures during the pandemic, some of which Victorians are still suffering from today.

I note too that within some of the minutes we can see that the government-appointed chair of the
committee has used her casting vote to shut down and to exclude certain matters from the report.
The report goes through and makes a range of findings. It in fact makes eight findings and seven
recommendations. They cover a range of things, but they identify in conclusion some of the key
failures, being hotel quarantine, contact-tracing failures and the Department of Health and Human
Services’s communication failures.
I would urge the government to have the courage to empower PAEC to fully and frankly examine this
matter rather than just be a whitewash, another cover-up for the government to try to cover over its
failures. Those failures are well documented now. They may as well own up to them and let the
committee get to the bottom of the truth in relation to these matters rather than just be another arm of
the government. So I commend the minority report to the members of this place and to the general
public. It is very insightful and informative reading.
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES COMMITTEE
Inquiry into the Victorian Government’s Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (10:42): I wish to speak on the Inquiry into the Victorian
Government’s Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic as well. I was listening intently to the member
for Forest Hill and his contribution, because I feel the minority report was in a parallel world to what
we saw in terms of evidence and questions that were put forward by the opposition. They were ranting
and they were raving during those questions. These issues were not brought out in evidence. I think
they were brought out from the Leader of the Opposition’s office, because these were not questions
they went to. They were politicising, they were yelling over witnesses and they were talking over
witnesses. So while the member for Forest Hill commends this report, it was not through the efforts
of those committee members who put their name to it, because none of that evidence that was put
forward and none of the questions that they brought out actually covered the substantive matters in
that minority report. It was all through a political lens.
And the notion that there was some sort of cover-up, when we had hours and hours of hearings—I
mean, goodness me, this guy is a shadow minister. Get serious—at least get serious. The Leader of
the Opposition now is on 15 per cent approval, and these are the kinds of diversion tactics that we
see—a ridiculous statement of a cover-up. Literally media were watching constantly during this
inquiry. I mean it is just cheap, rank politics to come in here and to suggest anything other than the
fact that all members were able to put forward their questions. It was actually the crossbench
members—the member for Prahran and the upper house member David Limbrick—that actually said
something constructive when interrogating witnesses and interrogating ministers during their
questions. To come in here and make another rank political point and attack as well is a bit cheap, and
we should see better from a shadow minister.
But turning that attention to this report, you see that there are some really important and interesting trends.
We get warning signs about the mental health and wellbeing of the Victorian community, and it doubles
down on the importance of funding every recommendation and funding everything that we need to do
in the Royal Commission into Victoria’s Mental Health System. We see evidence during that first report
of warning signs about the impacts on our young people, on our students. As Professor Patrick McGorry
outlined, this is indeed the second phase and a very serious phase of this pandemic. It requires us to do
everything we can to support the wellbeing of our Victorian citizens, and that is exactly what we are
doing. This report talks in the mental health section in detail about the investment that is being made to
support the urgent mental health and wellbeing needs of our citizens. The other thing that is really
important to reflect on is the impact on aged care. The report touches on it obviously being in the federal
space, but it talks about the disproportionate impact on the aged-care sector.
In my area, in the City of Kingston, we have had about 300 infections, and we lost dozens of people
to this pandemic, most of them in aged care. When you look at the infections to residents tragically
lost during this pandemic, it is absolutely devastating for the City of Kingston residents and indeed the
bayside communities. We lost a lot of beautiful people in aged care, and sadly as well those people
were not able to say goodbye to their family members because of the harsh and horrific nature of this
pandemic. The notion of anyone saying you should open up earlier and risk more people losing their
lives is insane. It is absolutely offensive when you see the impacts that have been had on family
members. We saw this bet each way of ‘Open up sooner, open up earlier’ and ‘You’re not closing
soon enough’. You cannot have a bet each way in a pandemic. When you see the impacts and when
you talk directly to families and it then goes beyond statistics to the impacts on those people in those
communities—those who sadly lost their lives, and their family and community—you know that you
cannot play around with this stuff. You have got to do everything possible to protect communities.
This interim report talks about the impact on aged care, which as we went further through this
pandemic was so much greater. The royal commission that is being done federally will be so critical.
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I want to place on the record our extreme gratitude and appreciation for our educators, but I want to
also highlight those supporting kids with additional needs. One in five kids in our school system needs
additional support in school. Education support staff were absolutely incredible during this time,
supporting our kids with additional needs. Sometimes they did not get those differentiated education
plans—we heard about that during the evidence, and I heard about that when I led the review into
remote and flexible learning—but that did not stop our education support staff, our teachers, our
principals, our parents doing everything possible to support children’s learning and education. That is
shown in this report and highlighted. I want to give a big shout-out and a lot of love to our teachers,
our education support staff and our students for all that they have gone through.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES COMMITTEE
Report on the 2019–20 Budget Estimates
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) (10:47): I rise to make a contribution on the Report on the 2019–
20 Budget Estimates, and I particularly want to focus on page 209, paragraph 9.3.1, ‘Agricultural
exports’. The paragraph begins with Minister Symes, who set targets for the agricultural sector ‘to
grow food and fibre exports to $20 billion per annum by 2030’. Now, the report goes on to say that
the sector employs 90 000 Victorians and contributes 6 per cent of Victoria’s gross state product. That
is all very good and well, but it is really important to note that COVID has a major impact on the
agricultural sector. Ovens Valley fruit needs picking, whether it is apples in Wandiligong, fresh corn
in Whorouly, cherries on the edge of Wangaratta, oranges at Cobram East or stone fruit—peaches,
nectarines, apricots—all through Cobram, they all require manual labour and all need fruit pickers.
Traditionally the fruit pickers are a blend of backpackers and Aussie travellers—itinerant workers—
whether they are local or from abroad, but I am regularly in discussion with fruitgrowers, and they are
very concerned that they just do not know what to expect and what is going to happen with their labour
force this year. On the one hand we have lost a very good labour force, with backpackers, and on the
other hand we have got people who are capable of picking fruit paid to stay at home. Now, do not get
me wrong; I think the federal government’s support packages have been outstanding and have
certainly shown tremendous leadership, but I am concerned for the whole labour market and where it
is going to come from. We need to know this before it is too late.
There is a bar graph on page 210 of the report, figure 9.1, that shows a steady incline for the last seven
years of agricultural exports from $10 billion to $12 billion. Again, I think Minister Symes, instead of
setting those targets for the industry, whether they are achievable or unachievable, needs to work more
closely with the industry, making sure that labour is ready and achievable and available. Setting targets
for 2030 is a waste of time if growers cannot see past this year’s harvest. What many people do not
realise is that fruit picking and harvesting is only half the story. If the fruit is not harvested, it rots on
the trees and then we get fruit fly outbreaks and it becomes a greater issue, a broader issue, and more
than a one-year issue or problem. It becomes a problem for the whole sector.
I note the matter of public importance to be raised today by the member for Shepparton. I think it
should have been around this labour force, because she, like me, has a massive problem in that region.
I know she has chosen to pump up the tyres of her local media group, but I just think this issue is
paramount in our regions at the moment. I share that border at Katamatite and Invergordon, in those
regions where we have a solid stone fruit industry.
I met with federal MP Damian Drum and growers recently. Damian is very much across the broader
aspects of this issue. Obviously the lack of commercial flights internationally has left a void, and this
could either double or triple the cost of getting a box of fruit from, say, Cobram to Asia. Damian is
working on this, and I certainly applaud him for it. But Minister Symes, again, really needs to tell the
industry what plan B might be—or plan C. We have seen how this government’s track record has gone
with hotel quarantine and contact tracing. Growers cannot afford to not have a contingency plan, and
the minister needs to be up-front with the growers and talk to them about what plan B or plan C might
be. We do have a narrow window for fruit picking. For apples it is a little wider of course; you get a
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lot more time to take them off. But certainly for apricots and nectarines there is a very narrow window.
We need to make sure that the labour force is available and, if it is not, what the next step is.
Again, I think we have seen other examples in many areas where the government is quick to put up a
remedy for a problem and suggest that maybe it will offer, for example, $2 million to solve a problem.
But it might be a $20 million problem that needs solving. They can turn around and say, ‘We’ve
identified the problem, we’ve allocated the resources and we’re very pleased with ourselves’, but when
the money runs out and 10 per cent of the problem is fixed, well, then they will say, ‘It is just on a
first-come, first-served basis’. So we have to be careful that we do not just start out by saying, ‘Yes,
we’ve got an idea in our heads how we are going to fix this when the problem comes’, because when
the problem does come, it is going to be here and now and we will have only days to deal with it, not
weeks and months. It starts out as a labour shortage, turns into a financial problem for the growers,
turns into a fruit fly problem for the region, and then it becomes a year-on-year problem and a local
economic problem. I think the minister really needs to meet with the fruit growers and make sure that
they understand what plan B or plan C might be.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES COMMITTEE
Report on the 2019–20 Budget Estimates
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (10:52): I refer to the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
inquiry into the budget estimates and the contribution from the Treasurer as Minister for Economic
Development on how Victoria is trying to strengthen economic performance with a range of
mechanisms. As part of the Victorian government’s commitment to recovery post COVID-19 and the
worst recession since the Great Depression, I want to continue reporting to the Parliament with updates
on key strategies and how we are trying to coordinate them and get collaboration. We have established
the vision, the plan, the partnerships and the investments, and now it is how we actually bring these
home where they are needed most.
The one I want to update the house on was released this week: Building Communities, Connecting
People: Northern Horizons 2020. This echoes a lot of the themes that I have been arguing, as you are
well aware, for a long period of time, but I think it is timely and significant to be addressing this now.
This is a blueprint for charting how to rebuild Melbourne’s north and features four projects that would
create 50 000 jobs. That is the critical point. That is what we are all after now—how do we bring back
the economy now that we have actually been able to suppress the virus? This has been described as a
once-in-a-century opportunity to kickstart private investments with co-contributions from the various
tiers of government. That is not just my argument; it is the argument from former Premier John
Brumby himself. He is one of the champions of this, with former Premier Steve Bracks and the Senate
leader, Scott Ryan. That is what we are trying to do: get the unity ticket, get the champions for the
cause and bring these issues to bear. One of the key things that they point out is that the four
commercially backed projects include a $5 billion La Trobe city of the future, which I have been keen
to promote as well—that should be the institutional hub for the north, with all the clout that a university
brings; a new Epping food innovation hub; the development of a freight terminal in Beveridge; and a
Broadmeadows revitalisation scheme.
The issue as defined is that one in five Melburnians are living in the northern suburbs, so you are
talking about 1 million people, a population the size of Adelaide, by 2036, according to the report. The
way that this has now come together is: here is the opportunity, and this is what I want everyone to see
and to seize. Do not squander this unique chance. We have the city deal already now delivered for the
north-west and one for the south-east as well. But for the north-west, how do we now bring these
projects together and get the investment from the three tiers of government? We have brought together
business and civil society as well through what I have been doing on the Broadmeadows Revitalisation
Board to just say, ‘Here’s the chance. It will never come again, and here’s the area where we have
been really devastated by COVID-19’. To quote the report, it says:
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The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic crisis has had a significant negative impact on both the economy and
jobs in Melbourne’s north. The report identifies the priority infrastructure projects that will generate the
biggest return on investment in terms of economic growth, new jobs and stimulating the economic recovery.

This is what I have been arguing for from the three tiers of government. We have been in a
hyperpartisan, hyperfactionalised time of politics. We need to put the swords and shields down and
act in the national interest, act in the best interests of the public, by the three tiers of government. So
local council: it has got to be more than just what is in your ward. You have got to see a bigger picture
than that. Invest for the best return for the entire municipality. For the state government: the Victorian
government has been driving these initiatives for a long period of time, and I am delighted to play
whatever role I can in that to provide advice to the Premier, the Treasurer and all the job-creating
ministers and then connect it to the Australian government as well, to be a partner in these communities
and to set aside the old views that have too often been shown to Melbourne’s north—the managed
decline and not the investment.
We need scale for advanced manufacturing, because the automotive industry has gone. So how do we
bring it back? Where do we do it? Where we have got CSL, where we have got the Ford Motor
Company now manufacturing face shields. They have adapted. Now is the time to bring it together to
get the investments. We have got two budgets to get it done; one is forthcoming and then double
budgets in May from the state and federal governments, who want the municipal government to
partner as well.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES COMMITTEE
Inquiry into the Victorian Government’s Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic
Mr D O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (10:57): I am pleased to have a brief say on committee reports,
and I too want to speak on the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee’s inquiry into the
government’s handling of the pandemic. I want to talk a little more, though, about going forward. That
inquiry is ongoing, and I am pleased that the committee has recently decided to have further hearings
on that because we certainly have not got to the bottom of the troubles that we have had this year with
the government’s handling of the pandemic. But I really want to talk a bit more about how the state
recovers economically and as a state more broadly. The concern I have always had about this is that
this pandemic is not just a health pandemic and it is not just a pandemic about COVID. It is a pandemic
that has had huge impacts across our whole society—and not just economic impacts, not just the
COVID health impacts, but the other health impacts, including the mental health impacts.
But particularly today I want to talk about the economy—how that can be rebuilt and how we need to
look at our future going forward. There is no doubt that our economy has been smashed. That has been
the case for Australia broadly but particularly for Victoria and particularly because of the second wave
that we have had that has made it worse. When I talk about the economy I sometimes hear, particularly
I get it on Twitter and other forms of social media, ‘Oh you Libs and Nats, you’re only about dollars’.
It is not just about dollars; it is about lives, it is about livelihoods, it is about people who have worked
for decades building up businesses and seen it all vanish overnight through no fault of their own. It is
about people who have had insecure work that has been lost. We hear a lot about that from those
opposite. We hear a lot about the importance of women and insecure workers and young people. They
are the ones who have been most affected. So we need to actually understand that when we talk about
the economy it is not just about dollars. It is not just about profits; it is about lives and livelihoods.
Our regional economy in particular has been smashed, and this comes on the back of the bushfires for
Gippsland in particular and indeed for the north-east. Our regional economy was smashed over
summer as well, and so it has been a double whammy. We need some action for a start. I was alarmed
recently when we had a nice weekend and I ducked down to Marlo for the weekend and went to Cape
Conran. There had been quite a bit of social media activity praising the fact that the steps down to
Salmon Rocks at Cape Conran had been rebuilt—nine months after the bushfires burnt them down.
Nine months it took Parks Victoria and the Department of Environment, Land, Water, Environment
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and Planning to actually get that sort of infrastructure back. That is not good enough. We actually need
a quicker response from our government agencies, both to the bushfires and indeed to COVID as well.
And we will need some innovative thinking. In my view there is a real opportunity here for us to
reshape the state; indeed I think the state will be reshaped and the government needs to get on the
cause. I am talking in particular about decentralisation, because I think what we have seen is a change
in attitudes both from individuals and from businesses. We see a report in the Age today—an exclusive
Ipsos poll found that one-quarter of Melburnians are rethinking where they want to live, and one in 10
of them is looking at regional Victoria. The data shows already that regional Victoria is becoming an
attractive place for people from Melbourne to move. The real estate data even in the last six months
has been very strong. So we actually need to get investment to our regions. I note that at the last election
we took a plan for a massive rail and fast-rail investment to our regions, and I think the government
should be looking at something like that.
At the moment this government puts the vast bulk of its spending into metro Melbourne. You can take
just three projects: the $11 billion metro project—which is probably a lot more than $11 billion; we
will not find out until the budget—the $16 billion North East Link and the $9 billion, I think it is, for
level crossing removals. So for just three projects in metro Melbourne that is $36 billion. And yet what
do we see in regional Victoria? Very little. What we do see is things like the Murray Basin rail
project—$440 million provided by the commonwealth and the previous government, and this state
government has completely messed it up. The Minister for Transport Infrastructure, if she was here,
would say, ‘We’ve got the Regional Rail Revival’, which is great, but again most of that is funded by
the federal government.
We need this government to now be working with us and with regional areas to actually deliver for
regional areas in terms of a rebuild. We released a few months ago the back to work and back in
business program, where we have a $200 million regional tourism fund, a reintroduction of the country
roads and bridges program and infrastructure like the Princes Highway duplication in my electorate.
These are the things the government needs to be doing. It needs to be supporting regional Victoria.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES COMMITTEE
Report on the 2019–20 Budget Estimates
Mr FREGON (Mount Waverley) (11:02): I am delighted to speak on the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee’s Report on the 2019–20 Budget Estimates. As my preferred topic of, I guess,
this whole term is education—it is not the only topic that we are doing a lot of work on in this house,
but it is one that I go to regularly—I immediately took myself to chapter 5 of the estimates report. The
budget that we are discussing here from 2019 was a cracker. Let us face it, it was one more surplus
budget from the Andrews government, and the education story that this government has told to create
the Education State starts with our early childhood policies. As the Minister for Education, the Deputy
Premier, has said many times, the focus on early childhood is crucial for the future of Victorians, and
it is a game changer for this state. We will have generations of Victorians that will be better educated
and have better potential and be able to become the people that they can be because this government
is changing the way we think about early childhood education.
In the budget that we are talking about there is $880 million to kickstart the rollout of 15 hours of
subsidised kinder for three-year-olds. As I have said before in this house, I was very lucky to be the
president of a local kinder back when the Rudd-Gillard government brought in 15 hours of universal
kinder for fourth-year kinder—and that was only about eight years ago. And now this state has
obviously jumped on that; this government has jumped on that, and it is bringing it in for three-yearolds. There is no debate about the science on this. We know that 15 hours of universal kinder for our
four-year-olds will benefit that cohort for years, and we know that the 5 hours, which will grow to
15 hours, of universal subsidised kinder for our three-year-olds will do the same.
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I have young children and I have seen this. I saw it when I was at Pinewood as a president. I saw it
come into practice and I saw the benefits. Anyone with kids—and I think most of us have kids in this
house—can see those formative years and the amount of knowledge that our children just soak up like
a sponge. So to have that extra structured curriculum around them with the quality frameworks, the
pedagogies and the educators who are dedicated professionals working with our children—it is very
hard to describe the benefits that we will see. But I know my children will benefit, and I know all of
our children will benefit.
Of course our budget did not stop with early childhood. In my local area we have seen in that budget
a significant commitment to the education of the Mount Waverley district—in infrastructure, in
training and in staff, with a maintenance boost of $1.8 million. Now, this is leaps and bounds, as Paul
Kelly would say, above what we have seen from previous governments. The VCE students at the
Brentwood senior school that I mentioned last night in this house had their valedictory dinner last
night. I wish them all well, as with Mount Waverley Secondary, Glen Waverley Secondary, Avila,
Huntingtower and Glenallen—and I do not think I have forgotten anyone, so that is good. Those kids
have had a hard year, but I know they are up to it, and I want to reassure them and their parents, both
in Mount Waverley and all of Victoria, that this government is up to it. We are going to see a budget
very, very soon that will just show our commitment to education, because we are the Education State.
Bills
SPENT CONVICTIONS BILL 2020
Statement of compatibility
Ms HENNESSY (Altona—Attorney-General, Minister for the Coordination of Justice and
Community Safety: COVID-19) (11:08): In accordance with the Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006 I table the statement of compatibility in relation to the Spent Convictions
Bill 2020.
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the Charter), I
make this Statement of Compatibility with respect to the Spent Convictions Bill 2020 (the Bill).
In my opinion, the Bill, as introduced to the Legislative Assembly, is compatible with human rights as set out
in the Charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview of the Bill
This Bill provides for a new spent convictions scheme that:
•

automatically limits the disclosure of a person’s conviction for certain offences, either immediately
or once the person has completed a period of crime-free behaviour;

•

allows a person who is ineligible to have their conviction automatically spent to apply to the
Magistrate’s Court of Victoria, in certain circumstances, to limit the disclosure of a conviction;

•

provides for limited disclosure of a spent conviction of a person for the purposes of administration
of justice or performance of statutory functions; and

•

creates offences for unlawfully obtaining or unlawfully disclosing information about a spent
conviction.

The Bill also provides for amendments to the Equal Opportunity Act 2010, to make a spent conviction an
attribute on the basis of which discrimination is prohibited.
Human Rights Issues
Human rights protected by the Charter that are relevant to this Bill are:
•

the right to equality (section 8);

•

the right to privacy and reputation (section 13);

•

the right to freedom of expression (section 15);

•

protection of families and children (section 17);

•

taking part in public life (section 18);

•

cultural rights including Aboriginal cultural rights (section 19);
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For the reasons set out below, I am satisfied that the Bill is compatible with the Charter and, if any rights are
limited, those limitations are reasonable and justified.
Disclosure of convictions for certain offences and sentences are limited under the Bill
The Bill provides for a Spent Convictions Scheme (the Scheme) that will limit the disclosure of a person’s
conviction for certain offences and sentences through specific mechanisms of disclosure.
Generally speaking, convictions can be spent automatically or immediately under the Bill, or by succeeding
in an application made to the Magistrates’ Court. Once this occurs, the conviction is no longer disclosed on a
Police Record Check (or any other document by a law enforcement agency that outlines a person’s
convictions). It also allows the person to lawfully and honestly answer in the negative when asked if they
have a conviction. These provisions are strengthened by making clear in the Bill that a person must not ask
another person to disclose a spent conviction. Further, once spent, a conviction cannot be ‘revived’, even by
further offending.
Disclosure of a person’s criminal record, for example through a Police Record Check, engages the rights to
equality under the law and protection against discrimination (section 8) and the right to privacy and reputation
(section 13). To the extent that Aboriginal people are overrepresented in the criminal justice system, it also
engages the protection of Aboriginal cultural rights (section 19(2)) given the impact that disclosure can have
on enjoyment of those rights. The restrictions on disclosure of a person’s spent convictions uphold those rights
by minimising the negative effects associated with having a criminal record, including discrimination.
Where the Bill provides for exemptions and circumstances where disclosure of spent conviction information
on a person’s criminal record is permitted, for the following reasons I consider that they are reasonable and
proportionate limitations on those rights. Such disclosures include by law enforcement agencies for a law
enforcement purpose or to agencies to fulfil a statutory function and prescribed purpose, and disclosure
between law enforcement agencies and courts and tribunals.
Limiting disclosure of certain ‘spent’ convictions upholds the right to equality and non-discrimination under
section 8
Criminal records can limit people’s ability to access education, employment and housing, and therefore limit
people’s ability to effectively rehabilitate and reintegrate with the community. Individuals often carry the
stigma of a conviction for their whole life despite how minor the offence was, how far in the past it occurred
or the degree to which they are rehabilitated. Disclosure of convictions on a criminal record therefore limits
the right to equality before the law (section 8) to the extent that the document is frequently requested by
employers, real estate agents, volunteer organisations, education providers and others which can result in loss
of opportunity and discrimination on the basis of a person’s criminal history.
In general, people in contact with the justice system are more likely to have worse outcomes over a range of
metrics, including access to housing, employment, education, health and connection to community. A
criminal record can also compound existing challenges and result in entrenchment of poverty and
disadvantage. These issues also disproportionately impact some groups, in particular Aboriginal people,
women and other cohorts such as people with an intellectual disability or who experience homelessness,
which represents a further, albeit indirect, limitation on a person’s right to equality and non-discrimination on
the basis of Aboriginality, gender and disability (section 8).
By limiting the disclosure of a person’s spent convictions the Bill removes barriers to accessing opportunities
that are crucial for effective rehabilitation and reintegration with the community. In doing so it significantly
reduces the possibility of discrimination occurring on the basis of an irrelevant spent conviction and provides
more effective protection of the right to equality before the law and effective protection from discrimination,
whether on the basis of that record or, indirectly, on the grounds of Aboriginality and/or disability.
Limiting disclosure also upholds the right to privacy and reputation under section 13
Disclosure of a person’s criminal record also engages a person’s right not to have their privacy unlawfully or
arbitrarily interfered with, and not to have their reputation unlawfully attacked (Section 13).
Protecting the privacy and reputation of people who have a historic conviction in areas such employment,
housing and education is one of the key purposes of the Bill.
A criminal record can have a significant and ongoing impact on a person’s reputation. It can affect a person’s
reputation socially within the community, as well as professionally. A criminal record will considerably limit
a person’s access to employment as most employers want to hire people with unblemished backgrounds, to
reduce risk and protect the integrity of their business. Similarly, a criminal record is likely to be a deciding
factor for landlords when making a choice between rental applicants, thus substantially limiting housing
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options. These barriers exist regardless of the degree of seriousness of the offence or whether it is relevant to
an application or assessing a person’s character.
By enabling certain convictions to be spent and placing limits on their disclosure, the Bill allows people to
lawfully keep a conviction private. To the extent the Bill places limits on such disclosure, the Bill strengthens
the rights in section 13, thereby enabling a person to more effectively reintegrate with the community.
Limiting disclosure also strengthens Aboriginal cultural rights
Criminal history information has a disproportionate impact on Aboriginal people who are over-represented
in the criminal justice system. A past conviction, regardless of its seriousness, creates an extra barrier for
Aboriginal people seeking employment or education, or to provide kinship care or be involved in
organisations and structures to exercise Aboriginal self-determination.
Introduction of the scheme under the Bill therefore removes a barrier to exercise and enjoyment of distinct
Aboriginal cultural rights under section 19(2) of the Charter, including maintaining kinship ties and
connection to land, identity and culture. As outlined in detail below, the Bill also mandates consideration of
the unique cultural circumstances for an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander applicant for a spent conviction
order by a court, consistent with this right.
Limiting disclosure is a lawful exception to freedom of expression
To the extent that the prohibitions on collection, use and disclosure of spent conviction also engage and limit
the right to freedom of expression (section 15) including the freedom to seek, receive and impart information,
I do not consider that it amounts to a limitation of the right per se, since subsection (3) recognises that the
right may be subject to lawful restrictions. I consider such prohibitions and the prescribed exceptions for use,
disclosure and collection (discussed further below) are indeed lawful restrictions which are reasonably
necessary to respect the rights and reputation of the person with the spent conviction.
Convictions automatically spent under the Act
The Bill makes a distinction between two categories of convictions that are automatically spent by operation
of the Act—those which become immediately spent, and those which become spent after a defined period of
crime-free behaviour.
The Bill enables any findings or orders imposed by courts that do not result in a conviction being recorded by
the court to be immediately spent and protected from disclosure, subject to the completion of any conditions
that may be attached to the penalty imposed.
Shorter conviction periods (crime-free periods) for children and young people are consistent with Charter
rights under sections 17 and 23
For certain other categories of convictions, the Bill provides that, after a period of crime-free behaviour
(referred to as conviction period in the Bill), they will automatically become ‘spent.’ This applies to
convictions with sentencing outcomes of 30 months or less imprisonment or detention and to convictions
which result in non-custodial sentences, such as an adjournment with undertaking, community corrections
order or a fine. The conviction period for a person who was a child or young offender (under 21 years of age
at the time they were sentenced) is 5 years from the date the conviction is entered into judgment by the court
and, for any other person, 10 years from that date. A shorter conviction period for children and young
offenders is consistent with the increased likelihood of rehabilitation for young offenders, and therefore earlier
access to the protection of one’s privacy and from discrimination upon a conviction being spent is consistent
with the right to protection of the best interests of a child, without discrimination (section 17(2)) and with the
right to age-appropriate treatment under section 23(3).
Recommencement of conviction periods when a person commits a subsequent serious offence is a reasonable
limitation on the rights under section 8 and section 13
Subsequent offending will not restart the conviction period under the Bill if the conviction involves minor
offending, being a fine of equal or less than 10 penalty units (or the equivalent value if imposed outside of
Victoria), or where no penalty is imposed (or the only penalty is an amount in restitution or compensation) or
the conviction is not recorded by the court. By restarting the conviction period and effectively delaying access
to the protections from disclosure of certain convictions in other cases, including where a term of
imprisonment is imposed, the Bill sets a reasonable and justifiable limit on the rights to equality and nondiscrimination (section 8) and prescribes lawful exceptions to rights to privacy and reputation (section 13),
consistent with community safety.
The exclusion of sexual offences and serious violent offences from being automatically protected from
disclosure is a reasonable and justified restriction on section 8 and section 13 rights
Under the Bill, sexual offences and serious violence offences are not able to be automatically spent (other
than for a person who was 15 years or younger at the time of offending). This represents a limitation to the
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rights to non-discrimination based on the person’s age at the time of offending (section 8), and a limit to the
right to privacy and reputation of individuals (section 13) to the extent these convictions do not attract the
same automatic protections from disclosure. It would undermine community perception of risk and
punishment and the ability to appropriately consider risk if sexual offences and serious violent offences were
automatically capable of being kept private. This limitation is therefore a reasonable and justified restriction
in the interests of public safety.
Convictions spent by order of the Magistrates’ Court
The Bill provides for other serious convictions (which cannot be automatically spent), to be spent by
application to and determination by the Magistrates’ Court. Unless the person was under 15 years at the time
of offending (in which case their convictions are immediately spent), a person may apply for the conviction
to be spent by order of the court, where they can demonstrate rehabilitation. Making a distinction in the Bill
for some convictions to be spent in this way, rather than automatically, is for the purpose of promoting and
maintaining community safety in respect of more serious offending and acknowledges the long-lasting harm
caused to victims of these offences.
The Bill also distinguishes between children and young offenders, and adults 21 years of age or older at the
time of sentencing, whereby more serious offending is excluded from the application process in the case of
older offenders. For those older offenders, an application can be made for a serious violence offence or sexual
offence, provided no term of imprisonment was imposed, and for any other convictions, where the term of
imprisonment imposed was no more than 5 years.
Narrow circumstances in which sexual offences and serious violent offences can be spent is a proportionate
limitation on section 8 and section 13, having regard to public safety and community expectations
Serious violence offence is defined in the Bill by reference to the definition in schedule 2 of the Serious
Offenders Act 2018 and includes manslaughter. The definition of ‘sexual offence’ in the Bill adopts that of
section 4 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 and includes offences which involve child abuse material.
Prescribing only very narrow circumstances in which such convictions are eligible to be spent for a person
who was 21 years or older at the time of sentencing limits the rights to equality and non-discrimination
(section 8) in a way which is proportionate having regard to the need to maintain public safety in the case of
more serious offending. For children and young offenders (people under 21 at the time of offending) this
means in effect there are no restrictions on convictions eligible to be spent under the Bill (even for serious
violence offences or sexual offences). This is in recognition of the more substantial impact that a conviction
has on a young person’s ability to rehabilitate, including obtaining employment and their social and
community participation.
Articulating the limits to eligible convictions for older offenders by reference to the sentence imposed
including the length of the term of imprisonment, rather than the offence itself, reflects the court’s holistic
assessment of risk in sentencing and is therefore proportionate to the public safety purpose of the restriction.
In so doing, the Bill also prescribes a lawful, rather than arbitrary restriction on the right to privacy and
reputation (section 13). I am satisfied that the limitations are reasonable and proportionate having regard to
the overarching public safety purpose of the restrictions.
Features of the application and determination process are consistent with Charter rights or, where restricted,
involve reasonable limitations
The application process under Division 2 of Part 2 of the Bill is tightly construed in order to limit impost on
court resources, including supporting documentation requirements and appropriate costs for applications. This
is reflected in the process under the Bill for making an application, for submissions to be made, the factors to
be considered and principles to be applied by the Court in deciding the application and the Court’s ability to
refuse an application in certain circumstances, which, to some extent all engage the right to a fair hearing
under section 24(1) of the Charter.
The Bill provides that an application can be made for an order that more than one conviction be spent, however
the relevant conviction period for each conviction in the application must have already expired or will expire
on the day the application is made. To the extent this limits access to determination by a court in timely way—
a component of the right to a fair hearing (section 24)—it is justified having regard to the public safety
considerations underlying the tiered nature of the spent convictions scheme. Where a person is unable to apply
to the Magistrates’ Court because of their disability, then the Bill ensures a guardian under the Guardianship
and Administration Act 2019 can make that application on their behalf. This provides explicit protection from
discrimination and ensures equality before the law by removing a barrier for persons with disabilities,
consistent with section 8 of the Charter.
The Bill also enables the court to refuse to accept an application where it is vexatious, misconceived or does
not comply with the prescribed form and contents under the Bill including the applicant’s full name, the
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conviction for which an order is sought and information in support of the applicant’s rehabilitation, or if the
prescribed fee is not paid. These provisions limit the right of timely access to a court for the matter to be
determined—a key aspect of the right to a fair hearing (section 24(1)). Having regard to the imperative of an
efficient and effective administration of the application scheme in the context of the impact on resourcing for
the Magistrates’ Court more broadly, I consider this to be a reasonable limitation which does not unfairly
prevent access to justice.
Where a person’s application has been refused or not been accepted by the court, under the Bill they are
prohibited from reapplying for another 2 years unless they provide new information in support of their
application. The fact a person can still make an application within the 2-year exclusion period if they have
new information means the exclusion period under the Bill is a reasonable and proportionate limitation on the
right to timely access to a fair hearing and procedural fairness (section 24(1)).
Submissions by the Attorney-General and the Chief Commissioner of Police and guiding principles at a
hearing are consistent with rights to a fair hearing under section 24
The Bill provides the Attorney-General and the Chief Commissioner of Police with the opportunity to make
submissions to the Court should they wish to do so. In that case, the decision must be determined at a hearing
although, in other cases, where the court determines it to be appropriate, the Bill provides for a determination
to be made without a hearing and on the basis of written material alone. Requiring a hearing in the case of
submissions from either the Attorney-General or the Chief Commissioner of Police enables the applicant the
opportunity to respond to adverse material put by those agencies. Although this has the potential to limit the
right to a fair hearing (section 24(1)) if the court decides to determine the matter without a hearing, I consider
the Bill strikes the appropriate balance by providing the Magistrates’ Court with the flexibility it needs to
efficiently manage applications, with appropriate safeguards for procedural fairness.
The Bill also provides that, where a hearing is conducted, the Court is not bound by rules of evidence and
may inform itself in any way it sees fit. It must also act with regard to the substance of the application,
irrespective of technicalities or forms outside those in the Bill. These provisions enable the court to determine
the most efficient means to administer applications. Although the Bill does not provide an explicit reference
to procedural fairness, in deciding certain cases courts must nonetheless act in accordance with procedural
fairness, a key component of the right to fair hearing (section 24 of the Charter) by virtue of section 6(2)(b)
of the Charter. This will ensure that the rights of individuals to a fair hearing under sections 24 of the Charter
are not unreasonably limited.
Factors the court must consider help to strengthen Aboriginal cultural rights under section 19(2)
The Bill provides a mechanism for the Magistrates Court to order an eligible conviction be spent after
considering a range of (mandatory) factors including the nature, circumstances and seriousness of the offence,
the applicant’s personal circumstances, their age and maturity when the offence was committed and any
demonstrated rehabilitation, the impact on any victim and any risk to public safety in making an order for the
conviction to be spent.
In addition, in recognition of the disproportionate impact of incarceration discrimination and other adverse
effects related to disclosure of a criminal record on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, the
Magistrate’s Court must have regard to the unique background in the case of an Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander applicant, which strengthens the Aboriginal cultural rights under section 19(2) of the Charter.
Presumption of closed hearings is consistent with the right to a fair hearing at section 24 and upholds other
Charter rights
The Bill provides that a hearing to determine a spent conviction application must be closed to the public,
unless the Court considers that the circumstances of the case justify the hearing being open. The very purpose
of applying for a conviction to be spent is to limit its disclosure and protect a person’s privacy, subject to
lawful exceptions articulated in the Bill, consistent with section 13 of the Charter. As such, requiring a public
hearing by default would undermine this right. Specifying the presumption of a closed hearing in the Bill is
also therefore consistent with the fair hearing right under section 24 of the Charter and specifically subsection
(2), which provides that a court may exclude members of media organisations or other persons or the general
public from all or part of a hearing if permitted to do by law.
Furthermore, people may be deterred from making an application to have their conviction spent if the matter
is heard in a public setting. This would limit the effectiveness of the Bill in achieving its objectives, even if
the court ultimately decided to make the spent conviction order. To the extent that hearings are closed by
default and are only held in public by way of exception, this strengthens the rights to equality before the law
(section 8) and protection against arbitrary interference with a person’s privacy and reputation (section 13).
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Children and young people
An important objective of the Bill is to protect young people, who are particularly vulnerable to discrimination
and disadvantage on the basis of historic convictions.
Children and young people are susceptible to offending due to their ongoing brain development and lack of
full maturity in their ability to exercise judgement and decision making. Most children who come into contact
with the justice system have experienced childhood trauma and have complex and intersecting issues such as
socioeconomic disadvantage, disrupted education and unstable housing.
A criminal record can further inhibit a young person’s ability to access education, employment and housing,
all of which are extremely important for reducing the risk of recidivism. Even a minor offence committed as
a child can prevent a positive trajectory towards adulthood and lead to cycle of disadvantage and entrenchment
in the justice system.
The Bill allows a young offender who has grown out of offending behaviour to put their criminal record
behind them. This is in their best interests, as it enables them to engage with education and employment
opportunities that will support their development and connection to community, and reduce their likelihood
of reoffending.
The Bill provides discrete provisions and considerations for children in terms of those convictions which can be
immediately spent, and the prescribed conviction period after which other offences become automatically spent.
Protection of families and children (section 17) and children’s rights in the criminal process (section 23) are
upheld by the Bill
Section 17 of the Charter provides that every child has the right, without discrimination, to such protection as
is in his or her best interests and is needed by him or her by reason of being a child. In addition, section 23
provides that a child who has been convicted of an offence must be treated in a way that is appropriate for his
or her age.
The Bill enables offences committed by a person under the age of 15 years to be automatically spent. This
recognises the considerably young age of children under 15, and their inability to fully understand the
consequences of their actions.
Convictions are also automatically spent when the only penalty imposed is a fine by the Children’s Court.
This is in recognition that a fine is a low-level response by the court that should not carry the ongoing
consequence of a criminal record.
In addition, the Bill contains differentiated conviction periods (crime-free periods) before a conviction can be
spent. The conviction period for a person who was a child or young offender (under 21 years of age at the
time they were sentenced) is five years, whereas for all other offenders it is ten years. This reflects the disparity
in cognitive development between younger and older people, and the particularly damaging impact a criminal
record can have on a young person as they move into adulthood. It also acknowledges the capacity for children
to rehabilitate more quickly due to their still-developing brains.
Research demonstrates that longer conviction periods can have a significant impact on future education and/or
employment opportunities. A shorter conviction period also recognises that young people and Aboriginal
people are particularly vulnerable to stigma and discrimination in employment settings.
The Bill has taken into account the nature of youth offending and the increased adverse impact that barriers
to opportunity have in younger people, and in doing so I am satisfied that it upholds the rights contained in
section 17 of the Charter.
Additionally, I am satisfied that the Bill treats children who have been convicted of an offence in a way that
is appropriate for their age, as is required by section 23 of the Charter. I am therefore satisfied that the Bill
upholds the rights of children that are contained in the Charter.
Mutual Recognition of interstate Spent Convictions Schemes
The Bill provides for automatic recognition of a conviction which is spent by virtue of another state or territory’s
scheme, to be deemed as spent in Victoria. This enables an efficient administration of the Scheme, rather than
requiring law enforcement agencies like Victoria Police to expend the time, effort and resources to re-assess an
interstate conviction under the Victorian scheme, including obtaining offending information to which they do
not necessarily have ready access. The Bill in this way limits the right to equality and non-discrimination
(section 8) since interstate offences may be dealt with slightly differently than in Victoria. To the extent this
may result in an unfair outcome for interstate convictions compared with Victoria, there is likely to be only
minimal impact since, despite the variations, the framework for spent convictions in each state and territory is
largely consistent. For this reason, the mutual recognition provisions are a justified restriction on equality before
the law (section 8) given the need for an efficient administration of justice in Victoria.
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Permitted disclosures of spent conviction information
Disclosure, use and collection of spent conviction information by courts and tribunals
The Bill contains exceptions for the disclosure, use and collection of spent conviction information by courts
and tribunals in legal proceedings and in the making and publishing of decisions. These exceptions will allow
courts and tribunals to receive spent conviction information as part of the giving of evidence and to use spent
conviction information for the purposes of sentencing.
Additionally, these exemptions will allow courts and tribunals to continue to publish decisions (which may
contain spent conviction information) consistent with the principles of open justice. I am satisfied that this
aspect of the exemption is consistent with Section 24 of the Charter, specifically subsection (2) which provides
that all judgments or decisions made by a court or tribunal in a criminal or civil proceeding must be made public
unless the best interests of a child otherwise requires, or a law other than this Charter otherwise permits.
Disclosure of spent conviction information by law enforcement agencies for law enforcement or corrections
functions
Spent conviction information is also available to state and federal law enforcement agencies, as this is
necessary to protect community safety and to allow efficient and effective administration of the justice system.
This exemption provides law enforcement agencies like Victoria Police, and the Independent Broad-based
Anti-corruption Commission with the ability to disclose spent conviction information to other law
enforcement agencies, courts and tribunals for the performance of statutory powers or functions. Additionally,
these agencies can disclose spent conviction information to other non-law enforcement agencies providing it
is for a law enforcement function.
The Bill also allows Corrections Victoria to use, collect and disclose spent convictions information for the
purposes of performing a function or exercising a power under, Corrections legislation or Corrections-related
legislation. Corrections Victoria will therefore be able to use and disclose spent conviction in order to, among
other things, manage, assess, treat, and rehabilitate prisoners (and ex-prisoners) and to reduce safety risks in
correctional facilities.
Disclosure of spent conviction information to government agencies and bodies
In addition, full criminal records can be released to certain government agencies and bodies for the purpose
of exercising their prescribed functions as well as maintaining public safety. This is where the disclosure is
required to make a holistic assessment of risk and determine a person’s suitability for employment, licencing
or to hold a position such as a marriage celebrant or honorary justice. This is referred to as the ‘public safety’
exemption. The Bill also provides a regulation-making power for additional agencies to be granted such an
exception for a prescribed function under a prescribed statute, in recognition that such an exception may be
required for limited additional circumstances where disclosure is necessary for other agencies with the
appropriate risk assessment expertise.
Exemptions to disclosure are reasonable and justified imitations on section 8 and section 13 rights, having
regard to the need for the efficient administration of justice and protection of public safety
Disclosure of a full criminal record is clearly required in certain circumstances for the management of risk,
administration of justice and protection of community safety. Similarly, use of a person’s full criminal record,
including spent conviction information, by the receiving agency or body, may also be necessary. The Bill
provides the above exemptions to allow police, courts and corrections to continue to use spent conviction
information to carry out their existing functions.
Discrimination on the basis of a disclosed spent conviction will still prohibited, and the vast majority of
employers will not be subject to an exemption. Thus there will still be adequate opportunities for gaining
employment and reintegrating with the community which minimises the impact such disclosure and use will
have on rights under the Charter. Where prescribed entities and agencies have received spent conviction
information, the Bill provides that its use by that agency will be lawful provided that it is for the stated
prescribed statutory purpose.
Having regard to the purposes of the limitation on a person’s right to privacy, reputation and nondiscrimination—whether to fulfil law enforcement functions, administration of justice or for holistic risk
assessment by prescribed agencies under prescribed laws, I consider these exemptions to be reasonable and
proportionate limitations on the rights under section 8 of the Charter.
Likewise, prescribing lawful exemptions for disclosure supports a person’s right not to have their privacy or
reputation unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with, consistent with section 13 of the Charter.
Given this protection I consider that the Bill strikes an appropriate balance between the need to support the
rehabilitation of individuals and public safety and the administration of justice, and remains compatible with
sections 8 and 13 of the Charter.
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Offences for unlawful disclosure of spent conviction information
The Bill creates an offence for disclosing information about a person’s conviction in circumstances where the
person knows, or ought reasonably know it relates to a spent conviction without lawful authority or written
consent by the convicted person. The penalty for such disclosure is 40 penalty units. Where the Bill authorises
disclosure, for example by law enforcement agencies, courts, tribunals or to other prescribed agencies in
limited circumstances, this operates as an exception to the offence provision.
A defence to such disclosure is also articulated in the Bill, which places the obligation on the person accused
of that offence to prove that they took all reasonable steps to avoid the unlawful disclosure. The defence
provides an explicit legal onus on the accused person in that instance.
In addition, the Bill makes it an offence to fraudulently or dishonestly obtain information relating to a spent
conviction, the penalty for which is 20 penalty units.
Any limitations on Charter rights imposed by the offence provisions are reasonable and justified
The offence provisions in the Bill are consistent with schemes in other states and territories, most of which
establish offences for both unlawful disclosure and obtaining by fraud or dishonesty.
The penalty provisions in the Bill reflect the significant impact that disclosure of a person’s criminal record
has on their rehabilitation and community and economic participation and the public interest in protecting
dishonest or fraudulent conduct. In this way, the Bill strengthens the rights to both non-discrimination on the
basis of an irrelevant criminal record (section 8), and the right not to have their privacy unlawfully or
arbitrarily interfered with (section 13). The reverse onus for the defence to unlawful disclosure is reasonable
and justified having regard to the need to maintain integrity in the operation of the scheme.
To the extent that the offence provisions also engage and limit the right to freedom of expression (section 15)
including the freedom to impart information by, for example reporting by the media a person’s spent
conviction, I do not consider that it amount to a limitation of the right per se, since subsection (3) recognises
that the right may be subject to lawful restrictions. I consider the offence provisions are indeed lawful
restrictions which are reasonably necessary to respect the rights and reputation of other persons, having regard
to the integrity and purpose of the scheme established by the Bill.
Amendment to the Equal Opportunity Act 2010
In addition to the provisions which limit disclosure of a person’s spent convictions as outlined above, the Bill
goes one step further by making it unlawful to discriminate on the basis of a spent conviction. It does this in
Part 6 by providing for amendments to the Equal Opportunity Act 2010 (Vic) to include a spent conviction
as a protected attribute, on the basis of which discrimination is prohibited. This amendment strengthens the
rights to equality before the law and privacy and reputation under sections 8 and 13 (respectively) of the
Charter by providing further protection for people who have convictions that are spent.
Eligibility for election to the Victorian Parliament
The Bill makes an amendment to section 44(3) of the Constitution Act 1975 to clarify a person’s electoral
eligibility to the Victorian Parliament.
Division 7 of the Constitution Act 1975 contains provisions applicable to both the Legislative Council and the
Legislative Assembly within Victorian Parliament. Section 44 deals with membership of the Council and the
Assembly. Currently under section 44(3), ‘an elector who has been convicted or found guilty of an indictable
offence which by virtue of any enactment is punishable upon first conviction by imprisonment for life or for
a term of five years or more…shall not be qualified to be elected a member of the Council or the Assembly’.
Under the Bill, convictions that become spent will not be capable of triggering the section 44(3)
disqualification provision.
Whilst the Bill in this respect engages section 18 (participation in public life), I consider that it does not limit
this right but rather strengthens this right by reducing barriers to public office for a person whose conviction
is spent under the scheme, who would previously have been ineligible. In doing so, the Bill is consistent with
the right and opportunity for a person to have access to public office without discrimination, consistent with
section 18(2)(b) of the Charter.
Hon Jill Hennessey MP
Attorney-General
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Second reading
Ms HENNESSY (Altona—Attorney-General, Minister for the Coordination of Justice and
Community Safety: COVID-19) (11:08): I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

I ask that my second-reading speech be incorporated into Hansard.
Incorporated speech as follows:
The Spent Convictions Bill 2020 embodies a simple idea: people who have worked hard to turn their lives
around deserve the opportunity to move on from minor historical offending.
Having a criminal record can affect a person’s life in many ways. It is a barrier to gaining and seeking
employment. It rules out many professions and industries which impose a test of “good character”. It can
exclude a person from university or TAFE, or from accessing practical training essential to those
qualifications. It is a black mark on an application for housing. More fundamentally, it can mean a lack of
hope, a lack of belonging and a feeling of being marked as an outsider.
While for a period of time, and for serious offending, those effects are justified and a part of the punishment
imposed, there are circumstances where an enduring criminal record imposes a penalty out of all proportion
to the original crime. For example, if the offence was minor and the offender has not offended for a lengthy
period of time, the lasting effects of a criminal record are difficult to justify. Indeed, to exclude such a person
from fully participating in society, despite having demonstrably turned their life around, actively discourages
rehabilitation. It can trap people in a cycle of offending, closing the door to them building an education, a
career and a home.
Without some scheme to allow old, minor convictions to be protected, people who have offended can never
move on from their crimes. No matter how much time has elapsed and how much the person has turned their
life around, they are still marked as an offender. For the foolish mistake, the impulsive decision, lifelong they
must answer in the affirmative to the question “have you ever been found guilty of an offence”. Without laws
to address this, no amount of rehabilitation can take that shame away.
In light of this, the Spent Convictions Bill 2020 will establish a scheme for eligible convictions to become
protected from disclosure on a person’s criminal record after a period without re-offending. This Bill will
correct the fact that Victoria is the only jurisdiction in Australia without a legislated spent convictions scheme.
A person’s interaction with the criminal justice system appears on their criminal record, usually in the form
of a conviction. Where criminal record information is protected from disclosure, it is referred to as ‘spent’. In
the absence of a legislated scheme in Victoria, Victoria Police currently discloses criminal history information
in accordance with an Information Release Policy. This non-legislative approach, while allowing for a degree
of flexibility, creates inconsistency and uncertainty for people who consent to their records being released. A
legislated spent convictions scheme will provide a clear and consistent framework for the disclosure of a
person’s criminal record information to employers and other relevant agencies.
In May 2019, the Government asked the Legal and Social Issues Committee of the Legislative Council to
report on the need for a legislated spent convictions scheme in Victoria. The Committee tabled its report of
their Inquiry into a Legislated Spent Convictions Scheme in August 2019 and made 10 recommendations,
including an overarching recommendation that the Government should introduce a legislated spent
convictions scheme. I would like to thank Ms Fiona Patten MLC for her courageous advocacy and thoughtful
stewardship of the Committee’s work. The Committee’s report and its thorough, compassionate approach to
consultation laid an invaluable foundation for the design of the Bill.
In February 2020, the Government responded to the Committee’s report, supporting all its recommendations
in full or in principle. This Bill will give effect to the Government response and bring this scheme into existence.
I acknowledge that in doing so, the Bill realises the efforts and aspirations of many advocates, including the
Woor-Dungin Criminal Record Discrimination Project, Victoria’s Aboriginal Justice Caucus, the Law Institute
of Victoria, Victorian community legal centres and Liberty Victoria’s Rights Advocacy Project.
Introducing this Bill recognises that historical convictions for eligible crimes should not stop people from
accessing jobs, training and housing. In too many instances, the stigma of a minor historic conviction has had
unjustifiably significant and ongoing impacts, sometimes lasting a lifetime. This stigma is often carried
regardless of how minor the offence was or how long ago it occurred. Such impacts of a historical conviction
can be out of proportion to what society would consider justified. They can result in a cycle of disadvantage
and entrenchment in the justice system and even encourage further reoffending.
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This Bill will help people with criminal records to rehabilitate, make a new start and fully contribute to society,
once they have completed a period of crime-free behaviour. The protections against discrimination created
by the Bill will allow more people to seek and maintain better employment opportunities, in turn contributing
to reduced recidivism and improved community safety. These measures are even more important at a time
when many Victorians have lost employment due to the global COVID-19 pandemic.
Aboriginal people are more likely to be impacted by criminal records than non-Aboriginal Victorians for a
range of reasons, including increased contact with the criminal justice system. This Bill will help reduce the
over-representation of Aboriginal people in the criminal justice system by removing barriers to selfdetermination, removing stigma associated with criminal records and increasing employment and educational
opportunities.
Children and young people will also benefit from these reforms. The Bill will ensure that convictions that
adults may have received as young people will not impact their ability to rehabilitate and re-integrate into
society as an adult. Barriers created by minor convictions have a greater impact on young people, because
education, employment and housing are crucial for their development. Being excluded from accessing
opportunities as a young person due to a minor offence committed as a child can place them on an irreversible
offending trajectory into adulthood.
The Bill will, at the same time, recognise that disclosure of historic convictions is an important practice to
manage risk. It will ensure that children and other vulnerable persons remain protected from harm by
codifying public safety exemptions, so that for trusted professions decisions can be made based on a complete
picture of a person’s history.
This proposal will also address issues of disadvantage linked with gender-based trauma such as domestic and
family violence. The Bill will remedy disadvantage suffered by women, particularly Aboriginal women,
statistically over-represented in the justice system, for whom barriers to accessing employment and housing
are exacerbated by having a criminal record.
Bill details
Turning to its structure:
•

Part 1 of the Bill sets out its purposes and definitions.

•

Part 2 provides for convictions that are spent immediately, convictions that are spent on completion
of a conviction period (often referred to as a crime-free period), and convictions that can be spent
only by court order.

•

Part 3 provides for the effect of a conviction becoming spent. It also creates an exemption for law
enforcement agencies in the administration of justice and for certain employers to make informed
risk assessments on the basis of public safety.

•

Part 4 creates offences for unlawfully obtaining or unlawfully disclosing information about a spent
conviction.

•

Part 5 sets out the power to make Regulations, particularly with respect to applications for a court
order.

•

Part 6 amends the Equal Opportunity Act 2010 to include a spent conviction as an attribute on the
basis of which discrimination is prohibited under that Act.

Legislative framework
The disclosure of convictions will be governed by an automatic stream and an application process. Under the
automatic stream, the majority of eligible convictions will be spent at the completion of a period of no serious
re-offending, (referred to as a conviction period in the Bill), while those convictions which require decision
making or risk assessment in order to become spent may be considered through an application process.
Convictions with sentencing outcomes of 30 months imprisonment or less will be eligible to become spent
after the completion of the conviction period
Convictions for most offences for which a term of imprisonment or detention of less than 30 months has been
imposed will be eligible to become spent automatically after the completion of the relevant conviction period.
This sentencing threshold matches that applied in the current administrative policy used by Victoria Police and
recommendations from key stakeholders during consultation, such as the Aboriginal Justice Caucus and the
Law Institute of Victoria. It also aligns with spent convictions laws in Queensland and the Commonwealth.
Sexual offences and serious violent offences cannot be automatically spent
Convictions which are defined as ‘serious convictions’ will not be eligible to be automatically spent under
the Bill. This policy recognises the need for the spent convictions scheme to balance the need for rehabilitation
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of offenders with the inherent risk to the community posed by serious sexual offences and serious violent
offences, and an acknowledgement of the severe and lasting harm caused to victims of these offences.
Under the Bill, serious convictions will be defined as:
•

‘sexual offences’ using the definition from the Criminal Procedure Act 2009;

•

‘serious violence offences’ using the definition from the Serious Offenders Act 2018, a definition
which includes offences such as murder, manslaughter, serious injury offences and kidnapping;
and

•

convictions for any other type of offence, for which a term of imprisonment or detention of more
than 30 months has been imposed.

Using existing definitions in legislation provides certainty about the offences excluded from the automatic
stream.
The conviction period is ten years for adults, and five years for children and young offenders
Under the Bill, in order for convictions to become eligible to be spent automatically, a specified timeframe
with no serious re-offending must be completed by the individual. This period will be 10 years for adults, and
5 years for children and young offenders, including those sentenced in adult courts under the dual track
provisions within the Sentencing Act 1991.
The chosen thresholds are consistent with the current Victoria Police Information Release Policy and with the
overwhelming majority of spent convictions schemes in other Australian jurisdictions. In doing so Victoria
will match all other jurisdictions by specifying a shorter waiting period for children and young offenders.
Research tells us that young people are particularly vulnerable to discrimination and stigma on the basis of
historic offending, which may affect their ability to seek employment or education opportunities, known to
reduce recidivism rates.
The Government recognises that many submissions to the Committee’s Inquiry advocated for shorter waiting
periods to apply to both children and adults. The Committee itself concluded that the waiting periods should
be set from within a recommended range. The Government has given the matter careful consideration and the
Bill proposes a cautious approach, with waiting periods set at the outer point of the range recommended by
the Committee but in line with waiting periods applying in almost all other Australian jurisdictions.
Reflecting the approach in most Australian jurisdictions, the Bill provides that convictions for anything more
than minor offending during the conviction period will re-commence the conviction period. Minor offending
is defined in the Bill as a conviction where the penalty imposed is a fine not exceeding 10 penalty units, or
for which no conviction is recorded by a court. Sentencing outcomes of terms of imprisonment, drug treatment
orders and Community Correction Orders would however re-commence the conviction period if a conviction
was recorded. A definition of minor re-offending based on the court outcome is preferred to a definition based
on whether the offence was summary or indictable. This distinction is not as strong a basis for assessing risk
or seriousness, noting that some low-risk and low-harm offending is classified as indictable while summary
offences can capture offending which may be considered relatively serious.
In addition, offences where the conviction is discharged without penalty, convictions that are quashed or
where the person is pardoned will not re-commence the conviction period. This policy is consistent with the
view that the threshold of disclosure of criminal wrongdoing should be that the prosecution has proved the
guilt of the offender.
These conviction periods will commence from the date that an individual is convicted. This reflects the fact
that an individual can begin to demonstrate rehabilitation from the time they are sentenced.
Non-conviction outcomes, and convictions recorded against children under 15 years old, will be spent
immediately
The Bill provides for certain convictions to be spent immediately.
Under the Sentencing Act 1991, a sentencing court can choose not to record a conviction when sentencing an
offender for a minor offence. In doing so, the court must take into account the impact recording a conviction
will have on the offender’s economic or social wellbeing, and their employment prospects. Where the court
decides not to record a conviction, the Sentencing Act states that the finding of guilt must not be taken to be
a conviction for any purpose. In line with the policy embedded in that discretion, the Bill provides that any
findings or orders imposed by courts without conviction are immediately spent, subject to completion of any
conditions that may be attached to the penalty attached (for example, completion of a good behaviour bond).
This removes the current inconsistency that arises where a person is told by the sentencing judge that they
will “not record a conviction”, only to find the outcome nonetheless appears on their criminal record.
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Additionally, a conviction for an offence committed when a person is under the age of 15, and any fines issued
with conviction by the Children’s Court, regardless of the child’s age, will be spent immediately. These
provisions help mitigate the stigmatising impact of recording convictions against very young children. They
also recognise that a fine is a low-level response by the court, that should not carry the ongoing consequence
of a criminal record where the offender is a child.
Infringement convictions, which relate to certain specific offences for drivers of cars and marine vessels, are
also able to be spent immediately.
Going forward, current investigations and pending charges will no longer be disclosed on a police record
check. This aligns with the presumption of innocence, a fundamental principle of Victoria’s legal system. It
will not, however, prevent the disclosure of pending charges where this is otherwise required, for example in
connection with a Working With Children Check.
Some individuals who do not meet the eligibility criteria to have their conviction automatically spent will be
able to apply to the Magistrates’ Court for a spent conviction order
In limited circumstances, where an offender with a conviction ineligible to be automatically spent has
completed the relevant conviction period without re-offending and is able to demonstrate their rehabilitation,
the offender will be able to apply to the Magistrates’ Court of Victoria for a spent convictions order.
Under the Bill, the individuals able to apply for a spent conviction order are those who were sentenced as a
child or young offender, and adult offenders who committed a serious violence offence or sexual offence
where no term of imprisonment was imposed for the conviction, or other types of convictions where the term
of imprisonment imposed was less than 5 years. Other strict eligibility criteria will also need to be followed
before a court will consider an application. The circumstances where an application is allowed will be
deliberately limited to ensure the court is not overburdened with applications, and to reflect community
expectations about the types of offences that should continue to be disclosed on criminal records.
In evaluating an application, the court will need to consider a number of criteria to determine whether a spent
conviction order should be granted. Primarily, the court will consider the personal circumstances of the person,
including any demonstrated rehabilitation, against any risk to public safety, which warrant the conviction being
ordered spent or continuing to be disclosable. The court must also act with regard to the substance of the
application under without regard to technicalities or legal forms that are not set out under the Bill.
In relation to Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander applicants, the court must consider the unique systemic and
background factors affecting people from those communities. This acknowledges the over-representation of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people within the criminal justice system. Additionally, to reflect the
current scientific understanding of behaviours of children and young people, the court can also consider the
age and maturity of the person when the offence was committed.
The court will be able to make their decision either on the papers, which it is anticipated will be sufficient in
most cases, or by holding a hearing in open court. A hearing for a spent convictions order must be held in
private, given the highly sensitive and personal nature of the information disclosed, unless the court considers
the circumstances of the case require that the hearing should be in public. In acknowledgement of the longlasting effect that offending has on victims, the court has discretion to invite a victim to attend the hearing and
must take into account any views expressed by victims.
Spent convictions legislation in other Australian jurisdictions is to be applied to interstate criminal record
history
The Bill provides that where a conviction occurred in another Australian jurisdiction, the legislation for that
jurisdiction will be applied. Consequently, interstate criminal record history will be either disclosable or not
disclosable in accordance with the spent convictions legislation of the respective interstate jurisdiction. This
process, referred to as mutual recognition, will allow the Bill and its framework to be efficiently and
effectively administered.
Overseas convictions that correspond to Victorian convictions are to be spent in accordance with the
parameters of the Bill, save for the application process
The Bill proposes that overseas convictions are to be spent immediately or automatically if the overseas
offence corresponds to an offence against the laws of Victoria, which itself would be spent immediately or
automatically under the Bill. This is in line with spent convictions laws in all other Australian jurisdictions,
except the Northern Territory.
However, due to the complexity of determining whether an overseas offence has an equivalent in Victorian
law, a person cannot apply to have an overseas conviction spent, where the offence cannot be spent
immediately or automatically.
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Incorporating overseas convictions into the Bill will further the objectives of a spent convictions scheme and
provide certainty for persons who may have committed offences overseas, particularly recent and long-term
migrants to Victoria.
Once a conviction becomes spent, a person will not be required to disclose it to any person for any purpose
Once a conviction becomes spent, it will no longer form part of the person’s criminal record and the individual
will not be required to disclose the conviction for any purpose. Furthermore, once a conviction is eligible for
controlled disclosure under the Bill (that is, it becomes spent), it cannot be revived later if the person receives
another conviction.
The Bill also provides that convictions which become spent will not be capable of triggering the
disqualification provision within the Constitution Act 1975. Currently, under section 44(3) of the Constitution
Act 1975, ‘an elector who has been convicted or found guilty of an indictable offence which by virtue of any
enactment is punishable upon first conviction by imprisonment for life or for a term of five years or
more…shall not be qualified to be elected a member of the Council or the Assembly’. Under the Bill,
convictions that become spent will not be capable of triggering the section 44(3) disqualification provision.
A person who has their conviction spent, and would ordinarily have been ineligible, will therefore be eligible
for election as a member of the Legislative Council or the Legislative Assembly.
To ensure the disclosure of spent convictions is prohibited effectively, the Bill also proposes offences for
unlawful disclosure of spent conviction information, and for obtaining spent conviction information by fraud
or dishonesty.
There will be no constraint on the use of criminal record information by courts and agencies with corrections
or law enforcement functions, or government agencies for the purpose of exercising existing functions
Under the Bill, spent conviction information can be disclosed where necessary to allow efficient and effective
administration of the justice system and protect community safety. For example, it is proposed that courts and
agencies with corrections or law enforcement functions will be able to share criminal history records.
Additionally, exemptions from the scheme are provided for certain agencies with specific functions to have
access to complete criminal record history, to make well-informed risk assessments. This includes licensing
for trusted professions, checks for working with children, and employment in sensitive government roles.
These exemptions acknowledge that there will be circumstances that require the disclosure of a person’s full
criminal record to make a holistic assessment of risk. However, employers or agencies who are under the list
of exemptions will still need to consider how a spent conviction is relevant to the given situation or
requirement of a position.
Circumstances in which an exemption is provided under the Bill include the following:
•

law enforcement agencies, such as Victoria Police, the Independent Broad-Based Anti-corruption
Commission and the Adult Parole Board

•

courts and tribunals

•

Corrections Victoria

•

Working With Children Checks

•

accreditation of transport workers, such as taxi drivers and bus drivers

•

occupational licensing, such as for health professionals, teachers and lawyers

•

licences for business activities, such as gambling operations and licensed premises

•

employment or contracting of persons to provide care to children or people with a disability

•

employment in government, such as in prisons and courts

•

family violence and child safety information-sharing programs, and

•

immigration decision making.

This is a non-exhaustive list, with the full set of exemptions set out in the Bill. The agencies provided with an
exemption have been carefully assessed based on their need to protect vulnerable persons from harm, perform
sensitive public functions or maintain the integrity of government programs and licensing frameworks.
Where relevant, authorities in other states and territories or the Commonwealth are provided with
corresponding exemptions.
The Equal Opportunity Act 2010 will be amended to prohibit discrimination based on a spent conviction
The Bill will amend the Equal Opportunity Act 2010 to include a spent conviction as a protected attribute, to
prevent discrimination based on a spent conviction. This will enable people who have experienced
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discrimination to file a complaint with the Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commission and
seek redress. This amendment is an important measure to ensure that the protections against disclosure in this
Bill are given meaningful effect.
The Government will undertake further detailed consultation, particularly with employer groups and unions,
to consider whether discrimination on the basis of an irrelevant criminal record should also be prohibited,
given that many stakeholders advocated for this change during consultations. This change, if pursued, would
affect a larger group of stakeholders than is affected by the Bill, and requires further consideration.
Statutory review of the Scheme will occur after 12 months
The Bill proposes for a statutory review of the Scheme after 12 months, in order to consider the administration
and operation of the Scheme and any continuing funding or resourcing implications. This timeframe will
allow all major stakeholders to be in a position to better understand these implications, following
commencement. It also provides an opportunity to assess the benefit of the scheme to persons with a criminal
record.
Conclusion
Introducing this Bill recognises that historical convictions for eligible crimes should not exclude people from
accessing jobs, training and housing for their whole lives. Having a pathway to a conviction becoming spent
can help break the cycle of recidivism, thereby enhancing community safety. The fair and sensible scheme
contained in this Bill will protect public safety while enhancing the ability of this oft-overlooked cohort of
Victorians to lead a positive, productive life.
I commend the Bill to the house.

Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) (11:08): I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Ordered that debate be adjourned for two weeks. Debate adjourned until Wednesday,
11 November.
ENERGY LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (LICENCE CONDITIONS) BILL 2020
Statement of compatibility
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (11:10): In accordance with the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities
Act 2006 I table a statement of compatibility in relation to the Energy Legislation Amendment
(Licence Conditions) Bill 2020:
Opening paragraphs
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the ‘Charter’),
I make this Statement of Compatibility with respect to the Energy Legislation Amendment (Licence
Conditions) Bill 2020 (the Bill).
In my opinion, the Bill, as introduced to the Legislative Assembly, is compatible with human rights as set out
in the Charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview
The Bill amends the Electricity Industry Act 2000 (EIA) and the Gas Industry Act 2001 (GIA) to enable the
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change to make Orders specifying conditions applying to
licences issued under those Acts. Before making an Order, the Minister must: consult affected licensees;
consult the Premier, the Treasurer and the Minister administering the Essential Services Commission
Act 2001; and have regard to any significant costs and benefits the Minister considers are likely to arise out
of the making of the Order.
Human Rights Issues
Human rights protected by the Charter Act that are relevant to the Bill
The Bill does not engage any human rights protected by the Charter.
The Charter sets out the rights, freedoms and responsibilities of people in Victoria. Whilst the Bill enables an
Order to be made specifying conditions applying to licences under the EIA and GIA, licensees include retail,
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distribution, wholesale, generation and transmission companies. The human rights of individuals are not
engaged by the Bill.
Consideration of reasonable limitations—section 7(2)
As the Bill does not engage any human rights protected by the Charter, it does not limit any human rights and
therefore it is not necessary to consider section 7(2) of the Charter.
Conclusion
It is my view that the Bill is compatible with the human rights as set out in the Charter.
Hon Lily D’Ambrosio MP
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change

Second reading
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (11:10): I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

I ask that my second-reading speech be incorporated into Hansard.
Incorporated speech as follows:
Energy is an essential service. Access to a reliable, sustainable and affordable energy supply is vital to the
wellbeing of all Victorians. Businesses in Victoria’s electricity and gas industries are engaged in the provision
of an essential service and are subject to a licensing framework administered by the Essential Services
Commission (ESC).
Licences are an important instrument through which energy companies are regulated, and licence conditions
cover a wide range of matters. Currently, licence conditions can only be imposed by the ESC, or through
amendments to primary legislation. The Electricity Industry Act 2000 (EIA) and the Gas Industry Act 2001
(GIA) set out a number of licence conditions that are deemed to form part of electricity and gas licences. The
reforms in this Bill will enable the Minister responsible for administration of the EIA and GIA to make Orders
specifying conditions of licences. This will provide a more direct, flexible and timely mechanism, subject to
appropriate safeguards, to give effect to Government objectives with respect to regulation of the licensed
energy sector.
Overview of the Bill
The Bill will amend the EIA and GIA to enable the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
to make Orders imposing conditions on licences issued under those Acts. Orders must be published in the
Government Gazette and may specify licence conditions applying to particular licensees or a class of licensees
(to be known as Ministerial licence conditions). Orders may also vary or revoke Ministerial licence conditions.
The proposed power to specify Ministerial licence conditions is additional to the ESC’s existing power to
impose conditions on licences. If an inconsistency arises between a Ministerial licence condition and a
condition imposed by the ESC, the Bill provides that the Ministerial licence condition will prevail.
The Bill sets out a number of preconditions to the making of an Order by the Minister. To ensure fairness to
licensees, the Minister must consult with affected licensees before making an Order imposing conditions
applying to these licensees. Licensees must be given an opportunity to make representations on the proposed
licence condition, and the Minister must have regard to any such representations.
The Minister must also consult the Premier, the Treasurer, and the Minister administering the Essential
Services Commission Act 2001. This will ensure that potentially significant decisions on licence conditions
are considered at appropriately senior levels of Government, and that the Minister with oversight of the ESC
is consulted on matters potentially impacting on the ESC, which will be required to monitor and enforce
compliance with such conditions.
Finally, the Minister must have regard to the costs and benefits arising from the licence condition. This will
ensure that any significant costs and benefits that are likely to result from a licence condition being imposed
are appropriately considered.
Compliance and enforcement
Energy licensees are subject to a stringent compliance and enforcement regime overseen by the ESC. As with
existing licence conditions, energy licensees who breach Ministerial licence conditions will be subject to
potential compliance and enforcement action by the ESC using its powers under the Essential Services
Commission Act.
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The Victorian Government has committed to overhauling and significantly increasing penalties for energy
companies that do the wrong thing as part of its Energy Fairness Plan, as well as strengthening the ESC’s
enforcement powers so it is able to more effectively regulate the energy sector. These matters will be the
subject of forthcoming reforms. In May 2019, the ESC was given a $27.3 million funding boost over four
years to enable it to take strong action against wrongdoing by energy companies. Also in 2019, the
Government appointed a new ESC Commissioner with expertise in litigation and enforcement, another key
commitment of its Energy Fairness Plan.
Electricity connections
The Bill will also make amendments to the EIA and the National Electricity (Victoria) Act 2005 to ensure
that timeframes for electricity connections can be regulated under a licence condition (including as a
Ministerial licence condition). Improving the timeliness of electricity connections to new developments is a
matter of high priority to Government, particularly at a time when Victoria’s construction industry and
housing supply is a critical enabler of economic recovery. The need to improve timeliness of electricity
connections has been recognised in a number of recent reviews, and through the Victorian Government’s
engagement with key industry stakeholders, including by Victoria’s Red Tape Commissioner, the Building
Victoria’s Recovery Taskforce, and the ESC.
This Bill will improve the regulation of Victoria’s licensed energy sector and support the provision of reliable,
sustainable and affordable energy.
I commend the Bill to the house.

Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) (11:10): I move:
That the debate be adjourned.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Ordered that debate be adjourned for two weeks. Debate adjourned until Wednesday,
11 November.
TRANSPORT LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2020
Statement of compatibility
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie—Minister for Public Transport, Minister for Roads and Road Safety)
(11:12): In accordance with the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 I table a
statement of compatibility in relation to the Transport Legislation Amendment Bill 2020:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the Charter), I
make this statement of compatibility with respect to the Transport Legislation Amendment Bill 2020 (the Bill).
In my opinion, the Bill, as introduced to the Legislative Assembly, is compatible with the human rights
protected by the Charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview of the Bill
The Bill makes miscellaneous amendments to various transport Acts. Some of these amendments relate to
compulsory acquisition of land and the disposal of goods. To this extent, the Bill contains some provisions
which may engage rights that are protected under the Charter.
Human rights issues
Right to property
Section 20 of the Charter provides that a person must not be deprived of their property other than in
accordance with law. This right requires that powers which authorise the deprivation of property are conferred
by legislation or common law, are confined and structured rather than unclear, are accessible to the public,
and are formulated precisely.
Compulsory acquisition of private railway crossings and adjoining land
Clause 7 of the Bill inserts new Division 1B of Part 4 into the Rail Management Act 1996 (RMA), which
provides the Secretary to the Department of Transport (Secretary) with the power to close private railway
crossings by a process similar to a notice of acquisition under the Land Acquisition and Compensation
Act 1986 (LACA). This new scheme engages the right to property. New section 67J defines “private
crossing” as meaning a gate, bridge, easement, road, right-of-way, crossing, passage or work that provides
access to private land over a railway track and that is on land on which the railway track is situated (but does
not include a public highway or public road within the meaning of the Road Management Act 2004). “Private
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crossing right” is defined as meaning any right to use or have maintained a private crossing arising from or
by reason of the giving of a notice to a person under section 43(2) and (3) of the LACA and “private crossing
adjoining land” is defined as land adjoining land on which a private crossing is situated (section 67J). A
private crossing right is an accrued right in the nature of a proprietary right in rem, akin to an easement or a
right-of-way. New section 67U provides that the effect of a notice of closure is that: the private crossing
identified in the notice is closed; any private crossing right in relation to that private crossing ceases and is
extinguished; any interest in the land on which the private crossing is situated that forms part of or relates to
the private crossing right, in the nature of an easement or right-of-way, is divested; and any obligation on a
person to maintain the private crossing ceases and is extinguished. The Secretary may also acquire private
crossing adjoining land by agreement or by compulsory process (section 67Y). These provisions therefore
authorise actions and decisions that will result in a deprivation of property. However, in my view, any
deprivation of property will likely be in accordance with law, and therefore will not limit the right to property
under section 20 of the Charter.
The powers to close private rail crossings and private crossing adjoining land must be exercised in accordance
with the new scheme and are unlikely to be arbitrary. The Secretary may only close a private crossing in
accordance with Subdivision 2 of new Division 1B of Part 4 of the RMA if the Secretary considers it necessary
or desirable for the management or development of the transport system (section 67L). Similarly, the
Secretary may only acquire private crossing adjoining land if the Secretary considers the closing of a private
crossing necessary or desirable for the management or development of the transport system, and access to
private crossing adjoining land on one side of the railway would be removed or significantly affected as a
result of the closure (section 67Y). If the Secretary intends to close a private crossing, the Secretary must
serve on any owner and any occupier of private crossing adjoining land that the Secretary, after diligent
inquiry, believes may have a private crossing right in relation to the private crossing, and any person with an
interest in the private crossing adjoining land in relation to the private crossing of whom the Secretary is aware
(section 67M). The notice to close must specify, amongst other things, the reason why the private crossing is
to be closed and request the person on whom the notice has been served to advise the Secretary of various
matters, including of any other persons who, to the knowledge of the owner or occupier on whom the notice
has been served, may have an interest or right in relation to the private crossing (section 67N). Subject to an
extension or abridgment of time under new section 67ZC(1), the Secretary must not close a private crossing
in respect of which a notice of intention to close has been served before the expiration of 2 months after the
service of that notice (section 67R). The notice lapses if the relevant private crossing is not closed within
6 months (section 67P).
The power to compulsorily acquire private crossing adjoining land is lawful as it must be exercised in
accordance with the LACA. It is a necessary power to acquire adjoining land in circumstances where a private
crossing is closed, access to the adjoining land is lost and no alternative access can be provided, rendering the
adjoining land inaccessible. The LACA Act (including the compensation scheme under Part 3 of that Act)
applies to the acquisition of private crossing adjoining land (section 67Z), while the closing of a private
crossing gives rise to a right to compensation for financial loss suffered as a result of the closing of the private
crossing (section 67V). The amount of compensation following closure of a private crossing must be assessed
by reference to any diminution in the market value of the owner’s or occupier’s interest (as the case requires)
in the private crossing adjoining land caused by the closing of the private crossing and any other financial loss
suffered or expenses incurred as a natural, direct and reasonable consequence of the closing of the private
crossing that is not included in the diminution in the market value of the owner’s or occupier’s interest
(section 67V(2)).
Sale or disposal of motor vehicles and items deemed to be abandoned
Part 6A of the Road Safety Act 1986 (RSA) sets out a detailed scheme for the impoundment, immobilisation
and forfeiture of motor vehicles with respect to certain offences. Under the current scheme, vehicles are meant
to be collected after the impoundment period ends and the designated impoundment costs are paid. If a vehicle
is not collected, it may be deemed to be abandoned and then sold.
The Bill makes the following amendments to the scheme which engage, but do not limit, the right to property:
•

Clause 46 of the Bill amends section 84ZQAB(2)(b)(i) of the RSA to reduce the period in which
an uncollected vehicle will be deemed not to be abandoned from 30 days to 14 days. Clause 47
makes a consequential amendment to section 84ZQAC(4) which also refers to the 30 day period,
reducing it to 14 days.

•

Clause 48 of the Bill amends section 84ZQAD(5)(b) to only permit the court to make an order that
a motor vehicle is not abandoned if it is satisfied the applicant has a genuine intention to collect or
arrange for the release of the motor vehicle within 2 months of it being made available for collection
or release. This limits the circumstances in which a court may determine that a vehicle is not
abandoned, thereby enabling a vehicle to be sold or disposed of more quickly.
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Clause 45 amends section 84ZQ, which provides that the sale or disposal of uncollected motor
vehicles cannot occur until certain proceedings have been finalised, to clarify that the reference to
“proceedings” is not intended to include matters relating to the recovery of unpaid fines.

To the extent that these clauses could be considered to deprive a person of property, any such deprivation of
property will be appropriately tailored and confined. Section 84ZQAB (amended by clause 46) is subject to
procedural protections, including notice requirements. The notification process to have a vehicle deemed to
be abandoned can only commence seven days after an impounded vehicle becomes available for collection,
and there are certain circumstances in which vehicles may not be sold or disposed of (see right to fair hearing
for further discussion). The purpose of clause 48 is to bring section 84ZQAD in line with section 84ZQ of the
RSA, which provides that an impounded or immobilised vehicle may be sold or disposed of if it is not
collected or released within 2 months of being made available for collection or release.
Therefore, any deprivation of property that may occur under this Division is appropriately confined and would
be in accordance with law. Consequently, section 20 of the Charter is not limited.
Right to be presumed innocent
Section 25(1) of the Charter provides that a person charged with a criminal offence has the right to be
presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law. The right in section 25(1) is relevant where a statutory
provision shifts the burden of proof onto an accused in a criminal proceeding, so that the accused is required
to prove matters to establish, or raise evidence to suggest, that they are not guilty of an offence.
Clause 4 amends section 156 of the Accident Towing Services Act 2007 to provide that it is a defence to the
offence of failure to release a vehicle to its owner if the person is owed money by the owner in respect of
salvage fees. This provision creates an evidentiary burden on the accused, in that it requires the accused to
raise evidence in relation to the unpaid salvage fees in order to make out the defence. However, in doing so,
it does not transfer the legal burden. Once the accused has pointed to evidence of the unpaid fees, which will
ordinarily be peculiarly within their knowledge, the burden shifts back to the prosecution to prove the essential
elements of the offence.
I do not consider that an evidential onus of the kind in the above provision limits the right to be presumed
innocent, and courts in other jurisdictions have taken this approach. Accordingly, I am satisfied that this
provision is compatible with the right to the presumption of innocence.
The Hon Ben Carroll MP
Minister for Public Transport
Minister for Roads and Road Safety

Second reading
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie—Minister for Public Transport, Minister for Roads and Road Safety)
(11:12): I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

I ask that my second-reading speech be incorporated into Hansard.
Incorporated speech as follows:
Objectives of the Bill
The objectives of the Bill are to support the delivery of Big Build projects, meet Government policy
commitments and increase the efficiency and effectiveness of regulation.
Support the delivery of Big Build projects
Our Big Build program of works is continuing across metropolitan and regional Victoria. The works deliver
much needed transport solutions, but also create jobs and assist in our economic recovery from Covid-19.
A key element of the Big Build program is the $2 billion Regional Rail Revival program, which is upgrading
every regional passenger rail line in Victoria and creating 1,000 jobs. These upgrades will often enable more
services or faster services, however some amendment to legislation is required to deliver the program safely.
Victoria has a limited number of private level crossings that were created under the Land Compensation
Act 1869. These crossings, on private land, originate from the period when the rail corridor was first created.
In order to ensure the safety of rail line upgrades, the Bill enables the Secretary of the Department of Transport
to nominate a private level crossing to be closed. Compensation for the loss of access to the land will be
provided to affected landowners in accordance with the process under the Land Acquisition and
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Compensation Act 1986. The State will also be able to acquire surplus land, and the compensation process
will include this land. Alternative access may also be provided if it is feasible to do so.
The Big Build also benefits local government, as major projects often entail upgrades to the surrounding local
infrastructure. Victoria is building more infrastructure than ever before, and new bodies such as the Major
Transport Infrastructure Authority (MTIA) are delivering the Big Build across multiple modes of transport.
The Road Management Act 2004 allocates responsibility for public roads to state agencies and municipal
councils. The Act needs to be updated so that on-going responsibilities for infrastructure built by the Major
Transport Infrastructure Authority and other delivery bodies can be allocated between state and local
government road managers in line with the normal split of responsibilities under the Act. The Bill will amend
the definition of ‘road infrastructure’ to enable works by the MTIA and other agencies such as the Suburban
Rail Loop Authority to be captured, where the works are on road infrastructure.
Meeting Government policy commitments
The unprecedented program of works currently being undertaken disrupts the network and inconveniences
people. It is short term pain for long term gain, but we are working to minimise those disruptions. People are
understandably exasperated when a closed worksite is still slowing speeds and delaying traffic. Our ‘safer
speeds, safer sites’ policy requires the lifting of speed limits around construction areas when construction
work finishes for the day. The Bill delivers on the policy commitment to introduce a corporate penalty of up
to 300 penalty units, or approximately $50,000, for traffic management breaches, including not returning
roads to a safe speed when construction work finishes for the day.
Under a bilateral agreement between the Commonwealth and the State, Victoria committed to negotiating a
new 99-year lease with the Australian Rail Track Corporation. The long lease time is necessary to give the
Commonwealth certainty around its future investments in inland rail. The Bill amends the Transport
Integration Act 2010 to put it beyond doubt that VicTrack can enter long term leases over crown land for rail
infrastructure related purposes.
Better regulation
Impounding vehicles for hoon offences has clear road safety benefits. Separating the vehicle from the offender
creates a practical barrier to further offending as well as creating a disincentive to offend or re-offend.
However, the impoundment regime comes with significant costs.
In 2018–19, there were 11,090 vehicles impounded. Of these, 2,882 vehicles were deemed abandoned. Most
of the cars that are abandoned are so old or in such a poor state that they are not worth the cost required for
people to pick them up from the impoundment facility. Abandoned vehicles are putting police storage
facilities under strain. The Bill contains changes aimed at freeing up space at impoundment facilities to
accommodate future vehicles.
Under the current regime, the time it takes to have a vehicle deemed to be abandoned is 37 days. That is made
up of a waiting period of 7 days and a notice period of 30 days. The Bill will reduce the notice period from
30 days to 14 days. There is a hardship scheme for those people who cannot afford to collect the car within the
required period. This ensures that there are no unintended consequences associated with the reduction in time.
The Bill also allows Victoria Police to temporarily use (and possibly destroy) abandoned vehicle for training
purposes, prior to disposal. Only vehicles of negligible sale value will be destroyed for training purposes.
In response to industry requests, the Bill amends the Accident Towing Act 2007 to allow a tow truck driver to
transport other people such as their family members when the vehicle is not being used for accident towing.
Tow truck operators have a legal right to withhold a vehicle when payment has not been received for towing
and storage. The Bill will extend this to enable a vehicle to be withheld from its owner if the vehicle owner
has not paid for salvage.
In December 2019, the National Heavy Vehicle Regulator took over responsibility for the enforcement of
offences involving the use of heavy vehicles. To support better integration between national and state
regulatory functions the state entered a service level agreement for the enforcement of state road safety
offences concurrent to the national regulators work on the enforcement of national heavy vehicle laws.
Transitional provisions enable enforcement officers previously employed by VicRoads that transferred to the
National Heavy Vehicle Regulator to continue to exercise powers they were previously authorised to exercise
under the Road Safety Act 1986 and Road Management Act 2004. The Bill will enable other staff of the
national regulator to be authorised to carry out compliance and enforcement activities under the Road Safety
Act 1986 and the Road Management Act 2004 so that the requirements of the service level agreement can be
efficiently and effectively discharged by the national regulator.
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More effective road safety regulation
Drivers of ‘large vehicles’, defined as a bus or a vehicle or vehicle combination over 15 tonnes, are required
to have a 0.00 blood or breath alcohol concentration (BAC). Taxis and rideshare drivers must also have a
0.00 BAC while working.
Conversely, 12 tonne rigid and flatbed trucks (‘heavy vehicles’) are not currently subject to a 0.00 BAC. To
improve safety and address inconsistencies, the Bill will introduce a 0.00 BAC requirement for all drivers of
heavy vehicles, defined as vehicles and vehicle combinations more than 4.5 tonnes. The change will not
capture tradespeople with utes or people who hire a van on a standard licence (for example, to move to a new
house). It will capture the trucks that require a special licence.
Similarly, the Bill will ensure that emerging motorized personal mobility technology can be appropriately
regulated. In particular, the Bill will enable application of drink driving and drug driving restrictions to these
vehicles, if their use is permitted by Government under the road rules.
The Bill will also amend the Road Safety Act 1986 to increase penalties in a limited number of high-risk areas.
The penalties for drink or drug driving by a driver supervising a learner driver will increase from 5 to
20 penalty units. These offences by a supervising driver are unacceptable and a significant deterrent is
warranted. The change reflects the serious risks posed by learner drivers who are not appropriately supervised
while driving and aligns the penalty with that applicable to similar offences.
The penalties for breaching alcohol interlock conditions are low relative to the risks the behaviour represents
and the penalties for unlicensed driving more generally. Breaching an interlock condition is a form of
disqualified driving and the Bill will raise the penalty to mirror those for disqualified driving. The maximum
penalty for breaching interlock conditions or unlicensed driving where the driver should have had an interlock
will be increase from 60 to 240 penalty units or imprisonment for two years.
Conclusion
This Bill is about delivering on our Big Build program of works and our policy commitments. In addition to
this, the Bill improves the efficiency and effectiveness of some regulatory schemes, including making our
roads safer.
I commend the Bill to the House.

Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) (11:12): I move:
That the debate be adjourned.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Ordered that debate be adjourned for two weeks. Debate adjourned until Wednesday,
11 November.
HUMAN TISSUE AMENDMENT BILL 2020
Second reading
Debate resumed on motion of Mr FOLEY:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Government amendments circulated by Mr FOLEY under standing orders.
Mr FOLEY (Albert Park—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services, Minister for
Equality, Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (11:13): I seek
leave to make some brief comments in relation to the amendments and the bill.
Leave granted.
Mr FOLEY: The Human Tissue Amendment Bill 2020 amends the act to include a process for the
authorisation of ante-mortem procedures which are required to be undertaken in relation to a person
when the removal of their issue has been authorised for the purposes specified in the Human Tissue
Act 1982. The amendment will provide clarity on how to facilitate the donor’s wish to provide viable
organs and tissues to improve the lives of transplant recipients, removing an ambiguity in the current
Human Tissue Act 1982 and clarifying the processes for obtaining consent for ante-mortem
procedures in people who have expressed a wish to be an organ and tissue donor after death.
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This amendment seeks to codify longstanding practice and ensure that procedures to enable antemortem procedures to take place remain consistent with the National Protocol for Donation after
Cardiac Death. In making the amendments to the Human Tissue Act this bill recognises that antemortem interventions should only be authorised if it is anticipated that they will not harm the patient,
hasten or cause death of the patient or cause a breach of the doctor’s duties to the patient they are
caring for, even where that patient is nearing the end of their life. This is reflected in the National
Protocol for Donation after Cardiac Death, which will remain a key document in guiding ethical
decision-making and practice here in Victoria and across Australia.
To support the proposed duties of designated officers under the act and to ensure that this amendment
continues to support the careful and considered decision-making around ante-mortem procedures, the
government has committed to developing guidelines and education resources in close consultation
with stakeholders, including DonateLife, Catholic Health Australia and St Vincent’s Health Australia.
These resources will ensure that designated officers understand their role and responsibilities with
regard to the ante-mortem procedures and that practice remains consistent with the national protocol.
I would like to thank the various stakeholders for their insights and collaboration with the Department
of Health and Human Services in the development of this bill and this house amendment, ensuring
that this bill will provide greater clarity on the authorisation of ante-mortem procedures. I commend
the bill to the house.
Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) (11:17): I rise to speak on the Human Tissue Amendment
Bill 2020, and I will just give a brief overview of what the bill does. Thank you to the Minister for
Health for the explanation of the amendments, which we have just been given notice of in the last
24 hours. But this bill, basically, amends the Human Tissue Act 1982 to include a process for the
authorisation of any ante-mortem procedures which are required to be undertaken in relation to a
person who, in the removal of tissue, has been authorised for the purpose specified in the Human
Tissue Act. Basically, this is a bill about making sure that the procedures are in place when a person
is past the stage of life, but has not reached post-mortem, which is death—the term ante mortem means
usually when someone is actually on life support and death is imminent. So the reason for this: there
were some ambiguities left as a result of the Medical Treatment Planning and Decisions Act 2016,
which repealed the Medical Treatment Act 1988. It left some ambiguities, like I say, around some
terminology in making sure that there was authorisation for procedures to take place in that period
between life and post-mortem, or death. The amendment to the Human Tissue Act 1982 created that
anomaly. So this bill will now create a legal framework for permitting ante-mortem procedures.
Now, many of those procedures are things like taking blood; being on a life support machine—so
maintaining life support, such as ventilation, the usual thing you see; giving someone medications—
that is often to maintain haemostasis, which means that you do not want the blood pressure to be really
high and cause damage to some of the organs that you may want to use, if the person has authorised
that use; taking blood to get some understanding of—you know, it is normal stuff that goes on every
day; things like medical imaging, such as X-rays, CAT scans, also known as CT scans, or MRIs; and
many of those procedures that will be taking place to prepare for some of those organ donations.
This bill outlines that these can only occur once two registered medical practitioners have certified in
writing that an individual’s respiration or circulation of blood is being maintained only by artificial
means. In other words, they are not able to live because they have only got artificial support that keeps
their brain from not completely dying or their circulation being able to be maintained—circulatory
death is what it is known as. The medical treatment decision-maker must also be appointed if the next
of kin cannot be contacted. So this is putting procedures around the process that needs to take place to
make sure there is proper authorisation and management of the patient.
I see we have got an amendment today, and the Minister for Health at the table has been so kind as to
give some overview of that, but it does make me concerned that an amendment to such an important bill,
which has had this anomaly and ambiguity around it for some time, has taken until the eleventh hour. It
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was just yesterday morning that we were notified of the amendment, and the amendments actually are
around making sure that the ambiguity that they are trying to address is less ambiguous.
So, in other words, the bill was not adequate. If you are trying to address an ambiguity, and today we
have got amendments to address the fact that there is still the ambiguity there, you have got to ask
yourself: where is the government? What are they doing when they have got something as important
as this? The respect of the patient, the respect of the family, is what this is all about, yet it still had not
been cleared up or addressed properly.
We have seen many examples of the way this government does not consult well enough. Just a few
months ago we saw bills that were coming in for which there was no period of consultation available.
It is like I do not get the opportunity as a member of Parliament to go back to my community and
consult. Some bills are introduced on a Tuesday and then we are addressing them and passing them
on a Thursday. It is like there is no understanding.
We also see muck-ups like this constantly. We are seeing similar things with the pandemic. I know a
pandemic is a difficult time, but at the same time we are seeing the ambiguity and the challenges for
people whose businesses are so disadvantaged by decisions. Then when I write to the minister to say,
‘Could you consider this because it is an anomaly for my region?’, I do not get anything back for six
weeks. Just this morning I had Jayson Lamb from Jayson Lamb swim school ring me. We all know
that indoor pools are able to be opened in the next short while, or they are in the regions now, and
Jayson said, ‘I’ve got a swim school on a school ground—theoretically. I rent it off the school. It’s on
public land. It has got its own driveway in, its own driveway out. None of the children at the school
go near it. I’m going to lose all my customers because they are going to go off to other businesses. So
how is it fair?’. I will write to the Minister for Education, but I will also bring it up with the minister
at the table now: consider some of these anomalies. Please do not make us wait six weeks when
businesses are actually compromised the way this young man, Jayson Lamb, is compromised. He has
been running his swim school for 20 years, so for him not to be able to do that makes no sense. I get
that we must minimise movement and we must have restrictions in place, but all those things were
able to be maintained in this instance.
Ms Connolly: On a point of order, Acting Speaker, could you bring the member back to the
substance of the bill? I am not too sure why she is talking about swim schools when this is a bill very
much about human tissue and organ donation.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ward): Order! I thank the member. I do accept that when people
are first speaking on bills there can be a wideranging debate. However, I do agree with the member
that this has strayed way off the scent of anything to do with the bill whatsoever. So I would ask the
member to go back, please.
Ms BRITNELL: I will come back to the bill, but that was actually about the ambiguities and the
anomalies that are existing and how challenging it is for the community when the government does
not make things clear when they have the opportunity. This bill is presented today to make some very
important changes to the Human Tissue Act 1982, but it has left ambiguity which the government is
only addressing today. So it was on that point that I was referring to the Jayson Lamb swim school. I
thank the minister for listening, and I will make sure I send him an email about it.
We have a bill here that again has been out for discussion for some time, but it is only here today. The
Law Institute of Victoria mentioned their worry that the bill still does not fix the ambiguity, and
DonateLife as well brought to the minister’s attention their concern, writing as clinicians on behalf of
the organisation DonateLife, to strengthen that up. In my experience I have had ventilator patients who
were donors who had actually signed the form; they had it on their licence to say they wanted to donate
organs, which I encourage people to do. I want to take this opportunity to reassure people that in my
experience there is quite a strong oversight, the responsibility is taken very, very seriously by the
medical community and it is only very senior medical professionals who do the very extensive tests
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that take place when a patient is in that position where their life is over and the only reason they are
alive is because they are having their circulation maintained and their brain oxygenated via circulation
support. It is a very distressing time for the family. The patient usually looks well. They are very well
cared for by the staff in that they are sleeping, they have got a ventilator and they look like they are
just lying there, so it is very, very difficult for families to actually accept that death has really occurred.
But I have seen that very, very huge responsibility taken on by the medical profession and they have
been very cognisant of the family and the next of kin and also very, very respectful of the patient,
whether they are in the ante-mortem phase or even the post-mortem phase.
One of the concerns that was raised by Catholic Healthcare when we were consulting on this bill was
that there would be a loss of respect for the patient during that ante-mortem phase, and they wanted to
be reassured that this bill would not compromise that. I remember laying out my first patient, back
when I first started in my nursing role, and it was the grandfather of one of my nursing colleagues,
who is still my very best friend today. We nursed, and he passed away, and when you are doing the
procedures that you do after death on the person, you are very, very respectful of the fact that they
have lived and passed and their family are grieving. The community can be reassured that the health
community are very respectful. But I think it is important that that has been raised with the Shadow
Minister for Health, and we are confident that there are safeguards in place that do respect that period
and that these tests can be taken and organ donations can take place in a way respectful of the recipient,
the patient who has passed away and the patient’s family.
I will just make mention here of a lady in my electorate called Anne Rea. Anne has been campaigning
for what must be close on 30 years for people to consider organ donation. What an extraordinary
activity for this woman to do. She goes to all the country shows, and she has a stand. She sits there,
and she is just able to make available information, because it is hard when you are alive to think about
(a) the fact that you might die and (b) whether you want to give up your organs. But I am someone
who is quite confident to do that and quite comfortable in doing that, because I do know that the
procedures are absolutely robust in making sure that whilst, as I say, the patient may be on a ventilator
and look like they are breathing, they are actually not alive any longer. So I really want to congratulate
Anne on the work she has done over the years.
I think it is really important, though, that we as a society do remember that it is a person’s right to
donate and that we should not necessarily be saying everybody must do it. It should not ever be an
opt-out system in my view; it should be an opt-in system. But we should actually get more discussion
around the importance of donating, whether it is someone’s sclera, which is on your eyes, which could
be transforming someone else’s vision, or whether it be kidneys, lungs, hearts or so many of the things
that we can give today—even skin. There are so many things that we can do, and if we get our heads
more around the fact that death is part of life instead of something to be frightened of, I think we as a
society will be better at moving from the 1980s, when we first started doing this, to the 2020s now,
where that is quite a well-accepted and well-understood procedure.
So I do support the bill with the amendment. I am comfortable that there are enough safeguards in
place. We had thankyou day last Friday, rather than what was actually supposed to be grand final day.
We did not have the grand final in Victoria because of the government’s contact-tracing and hotel
quarantine stuff-ups, which made Victoria stand out as the state that was not achieving what could
have been achieved and what other states have achieved with this pandemic happening at the moment.
We lost the grand final. Now we have had thankyou day for our nurses and doctors and support staff
of the health community, which is a great thing to say—thank you. I certainly know how brilliant the
health staff, the cleaners, the orderlies, the doctors and the support staff in allied health—occupational
therapists et cetera—are, because I was part of that system for a very long time.
I look at what my community in Warrnambool achieved and the Warrnambool Base Hospital under
extraordinary circumstances getting ready for COVID. They had two intensive care sites ready, one
we called the dirty COVID area and one the clean area. They are medical terms for infection control,
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and I could probably go on there for a while about understanding infection control and having a decent
understanding, which Warrnambool Base Hospital and other hospitals in my region all did—unlike
the government, who got untrained people in to try and manage an infection control situation in the
middle of a pandemic. I will never get my head around that, and I absolutely know that we would not
have done that. We would have taken the offer of the Australian Defence Force, and we would never
have compromised Victorians in the way that this current government has compromised them.
I want to thank particularly the staff at Warrnambool Base Hospital. This is a group of people who
have been quietly getting on with the job of trying to work under extraordinary conditions. For a
number of years now the Liberals and Nationals have promised that the second stage of the hospital
would be delivered. For the last five budgets we have been waiting for a commitment from the
Andrews Labor government. The minister is at the table. We have got a budget coming down
hopefully—is it 10 November?
Mr Foley interjected.
Ms BRITNELL: Cannot possibly tell me the date of the—
Mr Foley interjected.
Ms BRITNELL: So when we get the privilege of knowing what date we will be hearing the budget,
which is rumoured to be 10 November and has to be by the end of November, I think, the Premier has
said, I am hoping that the Minister for Health will give me the good news that Warrnambool Base
Hospital second stage will be funded. This is a development that is not wanted; it is needed. And it is
not just something for good looks or for happiness and whatever. It is about the fact that the accident
and emergency area specifically is extremely compromised in space, which makes it very, very
difficult if you have got, say, a big motor car accident, which they often get, and they have got three
or four people in critical condition. They cannot actually get the X-ray machine in and they cannot do
blood gases and they cannot do all the sorts of things like intubate at the same time as they are trying
to X-ray to try and save a life. These guys do an extraordinary job under those circumstances.
Also the theatres absolutely need to be upgraded. They are not meeting the needs of population
demand. What happens in health is that you do not just stop. You cannot strike like the unions would
encourage you to do, because you have actually got patients—and unfortunately the government is
playing on that desire not to fail. As a nurse, as a doctor, you just cannot fail, because somebody
suffers, dies or is in pain—whatever. There are consequences that are way too hard for your ethics to
allow. We have got surgeons working after hours—doing minor procedures such as lacerations after
9 o’clock at night—because the theatres are not free. That is not within the guidelines of ideal, but it
is to make sure that they get through the workload. They are really, really compromised. If you talk to
the theatre staff, they are really compromised in their wellbeing because they are in really difficult
circumstances.
I know there is a big health fund. You know that with COVID we have got to get on and get some
jobs done to get the economy back up and running, and here is a shovel-ready project, the
Warrnambool Base Hospital, that needs to be funded in the budget. I implore you, Minister; we have
waited over five years. We are promised every time. Denis Napthine put the money there. The member
for Bulleen promised it. I have committed to it. It is not something, as I say, that would be lovely; it is
actually something that is going to compromise the health and wellbeing of our community, and I am
sure that you do not want to see that any more than I want to see that. So I look forward to the good
news. And while we are on it, do not forget—because you have just come from the mental health
portfolio—the Lookout project as well, a very important project that funds drug and alcohol
rehabilitation beds.
I do not know how many times, when I was in my role working in a community health setting, I would
make calls looking for beds for patients who had done a two-week in-hospital detox, because you do
not want a patient detoxing out of the hospital setting, because they can fit and have cardiac arrests
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et cetera. So that is fine; we can get to that stage. But then to let them out into the community to go
back to that environment where it is difficult for them to maintain a stay-off-drugs position—I was
looking constantly for beds all over the state. A lot of my patients at the time were very, very
committed to their area where they had young children or where they had Indigenous links. The
support in families in Indigenous communities is incredible—something that I will always admire and
always take away as a mother, that, ‘Gee, they’re fantastic at family’. Often I would go to work and
my little girl would be home sick, and Violet Clark—who I pay my respects to, who passed away just
earlier this year—would say to me, ‘Roma, what are you doing at work? Get home to your daughter’.
So I would often take her. They were just the most amazing group of people, who supported families.
So for them to go away to find a rehab bed was not an acceptable situation, and we did not have rehab
beds for the post-detox period. It is incredibly important to our Indigenous community and our people
who understand that this is not something people want to do. They do not want to get stuck on drugs
and fall into that situation. They actually want help. These are people who are ready to make the move
to get back into a healthy phase. So these are two projects that are very important.
Again, a big thankyou to the nurses and doctors for all the work that was done during the pandemic.
We in Warrnambool and the South-West Coast had four outbreaks really, and I would like to take a
minute to remember that communities like Portland, Heywood and Port Fairy all did such a good job
because we actually really know how to look out for each other. I suppose it is because we have got
smaller areas and we do know each other well, so contact tracing was not something we sat back and
waited for the government to do. There was a lot of evidence at that point that the government were
not doing it very capably—and that has proven to be fact not fiction—so I take my hat off to the work
that Portland District Health did to set up extra testing sites, to use social media and to be open and
honest with the community about where the outbreaks occurred and which businesses people had been
to. They just used what I have seen New South Wales do. Premier Gladys Berejiklian is doing exactly
the same thing. She is being very open with her community, and that is the stark difference I am seeing
with the Victorian government and their inability to really speak to the people around how to be part
of our solution.
It feels more like we have been blamed as a community—whether it be people in the homes’ fault or
the young people’s fault, it is always someone’s fault, instead of actually working with the community
like we saw in South-West Coast. In the Warrnambool community we saw the business Midfield
Meats’s outstanding response where they ignored the Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS) recommendation—who said they could stay open—and shut down. And we also ignored, as
a community, the advice that you cannot get a test unless you are symptomatic. They tested all the
workers at Midfield Meats and waited until all the results came back before they opened up the
business. So business, community and health service locally working together is the epitome of how
we should be using the community in addressing this pandemic, because as I am hearing admitted
around this room today even, we are going to have to live with this pandemic now. And that is how
you live with it in the country, as I am sure the member for Ovens Valley would actually agree with,
because he has seen the same thing in his community—how well we work together. We have certainly
had restrictions eased. I think we will have more outbreaks, so let us just be sensible, like we have seen
evidenced in the country. If you need an example, look at Colac, look at Shepparton, look at Portland,
where outbreaks occurred and did not become explosive situations. They were well-managed clusters.
The other thing I think we need to think about is, locally, how well we can do things. The government
have actually just recently announced that there is some funding for the logistics hub at the hospital to
be moved off site—so the linen area and supply department to be moved off site. That is a really big
win for the local area because it means many, many jobs, and I think it is testament to the likes of
people like Terry Hoy. Terry Hoy has been in the supply department down at Warrnambool for years.
I used to work with Terry when I would get supplies for the community health service, and he was
amazingly resourceful and effective. So it is fantastic to see people like Terry who have done such a
great job. Rather than having these top-down approaches—and we could have centralised this—I am
really pleased they have not, because the locals know how to do it and they know the needs of their
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regions. So when we have got situations where we need a hospital, like in this situation, we are now
going to move the supply department off site. I hope that is an indication that the government is ready
to fund the next stage, because they know stage 2 of the hospital needs to be done. Obviously elective
surgeries are going to be a massive issue right across the state. Post pandemic there will never be a
more important time to fund health and to recognise the importance of health, because everyone has
got it at top of mind. The government I think understands that. But we are not going to get on top of
elective surgery lists at Warrnambool, for example, unless we actually do get that redevelopment.
That probably leads me close to the end of the bill, so I will just wrap up by saying this is an important
bill because I think leaving in an ambiguity like that, which was left in the bill after the change, and
then to see an amendment come in today is nothing short of disappointing. With such an important
bill you would hope that the government, which was trying to fix up an ambiguity, which is why we
are here, would not then come up saying that the law institute and the like actually think there is still
an ambiguity in the bill. So to have to see an amendment come before the Parliament within just
24 hours is rushed and poor form on behalf of the government.
But as I have said all through this, the former health minister showed quite clearly that she was not
across health like we would hope. The pandemic responses demonstrated that, and we can only hope
that now they have had nine months contract tracing is finally fixed. They certainly learned their lesson
about hotel quarantine, and using people untrained in health and infection control was the disaster
decision that led to the hotel quarantine mess that let the virus escape. Unfortunately for the
800 families who are suffering today because of the loss, prematurely, of a family member, there is no
coming back from that. There is just no way that that is acceptable.
Nor is it acceptable, as I say, to have a very simple bill still being ambiguous 24 hours before the bill
when there has been an enormous amount of time to consult and you have got put the likes of
DonateLife clinicians writing to the government saying, ‘I think you had better strengthen this up
because it’s still quite ambiguous’. But in the same sense, donating organs I think is a very important
thing that people can do if they choose to. It should always be the patient’s choice and the person’s
right. It does give life to many people who are struggling. Someone who is on a dialysis machine for
many hours of the week really appreciates the fact that they can have a new life, and I have seen that
so many times over.
In fact—this is a sad story—I had a man write to me just recently saying, ‘Please can you help me.
I’m stuck here in Victoria because of the mismanagement of the government. My mother has just been
diagnosed with cancer, and she’s in Queensland and the borders are shut,’ which is the fault of the
Victorian government, because we are the only ones with our borders open but everyone not letting
us in. He wanted to go and see his mother, and only two years earlier she had donated a kidney to his
son. I felt so incredibly sad for this young man whose mum had given his son life and freedom and a
future, and here was he not able to go to Queensland to support her in her greatest time of need, having
just been diagnosed with terminal cancer.
So they are some of the horrendous stories that we are seeing come out of this pandemic, and I am
pretty sick, to be honest, of hearing it called an enemy and ‘It’s terrible overseas’. No, come on, let us
work it out. We can do things with restrictions in place. We can manage to live with the virus. We are
going to have to, because we have not got a vaccine. And if we just look across the border, as I have
said already, to New South Wales, they are being open with their community. They are managing the
outbreaks like we have done in the regions, because they are honest and they are clear and I suppose
they are not trying to cover up.
You know, when they had the Ruby Princess, they came out and they said, ‘We made a mistake’, and
Gladys Berejiklian, the Premier, said, ‘I’m sorry’. We have not seen that same level of dignity or
respect for our community of Victoria from our Premier unfortunately. All we have seen is politics
played, even though that is the card he keeps trying to throw at us. But as my leader, the Leader of the
Opposition, said here in the Parliament yesterday, or it might have been to the press, ‘We haven’t had
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the respect of those discussions’. You would hope we would all come together and we would all work
together—we hope for that—but I have not had any briefings, and I have asked for many from the
health minister. We did not know anything about the state of emergency being extended, which is
what I have said about this before. There was no consultation, which we have seen again with this bill.
Obviously there was not enough consultation if 24 hours before the bill came to the table, you had
organisations like the law institute saying, ‘We probably should strengthen this bill up’. I mean, where
was the consultation? But anyway.
I probably just need to conclude with the fact that I do support this bill. I am disappointed that there
are ambiguities that had to be strengthened today, given it is a bill about strengthening ambiguities,
but you know, we have seen that from the government for the last nine months. I do hope they have
got contact tracing right. We have got businesses; families; children who go to school, from prep right
through to year 12; university students; and people who want to get on with life and buy a house or
get their licence all relying on this government not making the same mistakes continually. We have
seen enough of it. We are nine months in now. Get contact tracing fixed and do the job that the
Victorian community expects so we can learn to live with this virus. I will leave it at that.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (11:46): In my contribution on the Human Tissue Amendment
Bill 2020 I just want to pick up on a couple of matters that the minister at the table, the member for
Albert Park, the Minister for Health, kicked off with. Of course he talked about how the Human Tissue
Amendment Bill 2020 amends the act to include a process for the authorisation of ante-mortem
procedures, which are required to be undertaken in relation to a person when the removal of their tissue
has been authorised for the purposes specified in the Human Tissue Act 1982. Of course the current
act is silent on those ante-mortem procedures that are to be authorised.
Lastly on that, the amendment will provide clarity on how to facilitate the donor’s wish to provide
viable organs and tissue to improve the lives of transplant recipients. Of course it is really critical that
we note as well that the amendment seeks to codify those longstanding practices and remain consistent
with the National Protocol for Donation after Cardiac Death. Those matters of course were picked
up by leave in some more detailed comments outlined by the member for Albert Park and gave I think
further assurance to members and stakeholders as regards the bill and the amendments that have been
circulated. I hope they give confidence that these ambiguities have been picked up and that the
appropriate safeguards are in place.
I want to just jump back to a couple of other broader matters in relation to the bill and give a shout-out
particularly to Austin Health in my electorate, who of course offers a comprehensive kidney transplant
service for many Victorians. They also are very significant in relation to the Victorian liver transplant
unit that supports patients not only in Victoria but Tasmania and southern New South Wales. They
also have a very keen collaboration with the Royal Children’s Hospital regarding young people and
organ transplants. I think of the many times that I have had to visit and engage with clinicians and
patients at Austin Health in my electorate, and I note the very significant work they do statewide and
of course interstate and the international collaborations that clinicians at Austin Health have in relation
to organ transplant, very much a significant part of organ donation. I certainly want to acknowledge
their work and also the great relief and support they provide—a new life to so many people across our
country, well beyond Victoria’s borders. It is significant that they do very much lead the way in
international practice and innovation. I am very thankful, as we all are, for the leadership and the work
that they provide.
In relation to organ and tissue donation, I did also want to touch on this in a personal capacity. Mum
being the last of 11 children, one of her sisters—an older sister—had a kidney transplant in the 1980s,
when of course technology and I suppose the drugs and the medical intervention at the time were
probably not as innovative as they are today. Certainly growing up through that time I understand the
significance of organ transplant and organ donation and understand why it is so important to families
and why it is so important to people. I know that in Margaret’s circumstances her bravery, her care for
her son and her husband and enduring that—while I am sure as a younger person what you observe of
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these things is difficult and challenging and traumatic—certainly gave a great understanding to all of us
in our family and extended family about the desire and need to be an organ donor and to understand
that it is also important that, if perhaps you may find yourself in such circumstances and you are
counting and relying not only on clinicians but on the generosity of other Australians in particular, you
are also willing to make that contribution yourself. I certainly will come to how people can make that
contribution—make that affirmation and statement of their willingness to be an organ donor—and take
those opportunities to be a giver, as much as you may hopefully not need to be on the receiving end.
Just on some of those statistics as well, I think it is important to put some perspective around organ
and tissue donation and the size of the problem we are talking about. When you look at some of the
national statistics in Australia, around 1600 people are waiting for a life-saving transplant. And it is
not just 1600 people, is it? It is also their families—the anxiety, the stress and the strain on children,
on partners, on mums and dads and others. So when you look at the 1600 people who are receiving
significant medical care, whose lives are not perhaps as full as they would like them to be, it touches
so many other people. Of the 12 000 people on dialysis many would benefit from a kidney transplant.
Very significant changes have been made in medical technology as well as advancements in clinical
treatments. People do a lot of dialysis at home, but there is no doubt that the opportunity for those
kidney transplants is so significant for so many people in our community. Just last year over
10 000 people received a tissue or tissue-based product transplant from over 4000 tissue donors—so
really significant numbers again of people whose lives have changed and whose families’ lives have
changed as well. Imagine the engagement and the capacity for over 10 000 people who have received
a tissue or tissue-based product transplant and what that has meant to them and their extended families.
Going back, I suppose, my experience with these things was that it was lungs, hearts, livers and
kidneys, and these were the broader conversations that we had. Some people here have had greater
engagement with these matters and would know also that we had 1500 eye donors, 2500 corneal
transplants—more than twice as many as there were in 2009. So you can see that as medical
technology has changed there has also been a greater breadth and depth of understanding among
people of the contributions that you can make and the medical interventions that can add such great
value and change to people’s lives. That is really significant. Of course the Australian government sets
that national organ and tissue donation transplantation policy, and that has been referred to in the bill
in relation to making sure that the changes that we seek to make here in the amendments reflect, affirm
and are guided by the National Protocol for Donation after Cardiac Death. So they are also very
significant matters that I wanted to touch on.
I am looking forward to a contribution; I am sure the member for St Albans will be on the list. She has
been a very long and strong advocate for organ donation, organ donation awareness and understanding
of those issues, and I am sure that she will have a contribution to make that will add value to affirming
the great importance of providing, in emotional circumstances and times, a lessening, where we can,
of the ambiguity in relation to the legislation, because in the end these matters become heartfelt and
emotional. As much as we may be able to provide detailed consent and arrangements, often at the time
family are still consulted about these matters by clinicians in their capacity to be up-front. We must
understand as much as we can as legislators that they are ultimately very emotional decisions for
families to understand and make about when people’s lives end and the opportunity that they have to
give life to others.
Just lastly, I did want to pick up on the fact that the member for South-West Coast was talking about
South West Healthcare. She was talking about stage 2, and I did want to remind her about stage 1 of
the South West Healthcare redevelopment, which was $90 million funded by the Bracks and Brumby
governments and in fact particularly by the new health minister at that time in 2007, who is now the
Premier, the member for Mulgrave. I remember it well because I was working for Minister Pike, who
was the health minister just prior to that changeover. The budget that year, 2007, included that very
significant work at that time, $90 million, which was one of the largest capital redevelopments in
regional hospitals in Victoria.
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There was a period of time when the previous member for South-West Coast, the local member for
that area, was also the Premier and was also a member of the government for four years. It is easily
forgotten, but there was a four-year period where those opposite were in government and had a great
opportunity to make that investment and even match what the Brumby and Bracks Labor governments
had delivered for South West Healthcare in stage 1 of that redevelopment. But they did not choose to
do that. So we can continue to talk about stage 2, but there is only one party in this Parliament that can
put its hand on its heart and say it delivered and funded stage 1, which is providing great benefit to the
community there. I catch up with people at South West Healthcare regarding the current pandemic
and the work that they are doing. I commend them for the ongoing work that they do, and I commend
these amendments to the bill.
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) (11:56): I am delighted to rise to make a brief contribution and
say a few words on the Human Tissue Amendment Bill 2020. The member for South-West Coast has
covered the bill in great detail and has suggested that we will be supporting the bill, and I think that is
a good thing. We know that this bill amends the Human Tissue Act 1982 and includes authorisation
before death so that a person can agree to tissue removal under the Human Tissue Act 1982. Part of
the background to this bill is that the Medical Treatment Planning and Decisions Act 2016 was
repealed. What this did was change the definition of ‘medical treatment’, which in turn created
confusion around the predeath procedures and what could and could not be performed. So this bill
seeks to address those issues by amending the Human Tissue Act 1982. I see we have got more
amendments to this bill. It is a little confusing to then go back and amend the amendments, but anyway
we will get through that as we go.
This will create a new legal framework for permission for ante-mortem or predeath procedures. The
way this legislation will do it is that it will create a new definition of ‘ante-mortem procedure’.
Basically this is a medical procedure carried out to determine or to improve or to maintain the viability
of the tissue. It outlines the procedures that can be performed for the purpose of transplantation after a
person’s death. To give some examples of this, it includes the maintenance of life support, taking blood
for testing, the administration of medication and medical imaging. They are just a few examples. The
bill ensures that these procedures can only occur if two registered doctors have certified that an
individual is being maintained by artificial means and, should that artificial means be withdrawn, death
would be imminent.
I think it is really important as we talk about a bill of this nature and discuss this legislation to
acknowledge the outstanding contributions of the health sector and health professionals, whether they
are doctors, nurses or other frontline staff—all staff in the health system. It is not just in a pandemic;
it is every day that we should acknowledge the great work that they do in our health sector. They are
looking after older Victorians and they are looking after our kids—and obviously everyone in between.
They do a fantastic job. Certainly in regional Victoria we never take for granted the effort and the
contribution that our local hospitals make, and we never take for granted our health care in general.
In Ovens Valley we have got many hospitals. We have got Cobram District Health, we have got
Yarrawonga Health, we have got Northeast Health Wangaratta and of course Alpine Health up in
Myrtleford and Bright. All of these hospitals provide excellent care—Cobram and Yarrawonga in the
hands of Jacque Phillips and Elaine Mallows. They certainly juggle the staff and patient relationships
and the constant financial challenges.
Wangaratta services the lion’s share of the north-east—Tim Griffiths has just taken over the helm there
from Margaret Bennett, who did an outstanding job. Margaret brought Northeast Health back from
the brink financially 11 years ago, and that is very well set up. Obviously it will always continue to
need investment. With the Minister for Health here at the table, I am also always pleased to plug that
for the forthcoming budget—for contributions to our hospitals in our regional sector. And of course
Alpine Health services the needs in upper Ovens, in Bright and Myrtleford.
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There are certainly days in this role as an MP that you never forget. When Numurkah lost their hospital
in the 2012 floods, it was a tragic day for that small community. Wendy Lovell, in the other place,
Damian Drum, who was in the other place, and I took up the fight to rebuild the Numurkah hospital,
and we are very proud of that achievement. It was a $15 million investment—not a lot when you look
at city investments. To a small community like Numurkah it is very easy to say to that community,
‘Well, you’re only 20 minutes down the road from Shepparton. If you need health care, just wander
down the road to Shepparton’. But it is the lifeblood, it is the heartbeat of a town—and a big employer
too in our smaller communities, whether it is Numurkah or Cobram. Numurkah is not in my electorate
anymore; it is in the seat of Shepparton. But we were very proud of the day we got that hospital. David
Davis was the minister at the time, and we spoke to him about the importance of regional health, and
he accepted that and the funding was forthcoming.
Further on the bill, consent for these procedures is obviously preferred by the patient; however,
guardians, a spouse or the next of kin can certainly consent as well. It is only if there is no next of kin
that a designated officer of the hospital may authorise the procedures.
Although I maintain the utmost respect and gratitude for regional health services, I can still say they
face significant funding challenges, whether it is recurrent funding, whether it is year-to-year funding
or whether it is capital investment. I know Cobram District Health, which is now part of NCN—
Numurkah, Cobram and Nathalia—can always do with a cash injection to try and keep services or get
services back that we have lost over the years. Dialysis is an example at Cobram. But there are other
day procedures that we could still be doing in these small hospitals that, with the lack of funds, we
cannot do. People accept that there are times that we can and cannot do different services in our
hospitals, but where possible there are basic services we still want to retain and other services we have
still wanted to try and get back as the years have gone by, because as I said earlier, they really are the
lifeblood of our communities and the heartbeat of our communities, so to speak.
And of course Northeast Health Wangaratta—it is the largest single employer in Wangaratta, with
1200 to 1400 staff there, and they are critical care for our region. They support the smaller hospitals
as well. They do not just do their job, but they support Benalla, Mansfield, Bright, Myrtleford, Cobram,
Yarrawonga and all those surrounding towns as well. So they do an outstanding job there.
I think I will leave my comments there. As I mentioned, the member for South-West Coast covered
the bill in enormous detail. We are supporting the bill. I am disappointed about the amendments that
have come to us. It is basically a bill that is being amended because of mistakes and there are more
amendments coming forward, which again, I think, just goes to show up this government, whose hands
we are in. This is how they roll—‘We’ll just keep making mistakes, and we’ll keep patching it up’. So
with that, I will commend the bill to the house.
Ms HALL (Footscray) (12:04): I am delighted to make a contribution to this bill, on an issue that
I am very passionate about, organ and tissue donation. Prior to my time in the Victorian Parliament I
had the great honour of working at the Victorian donation service, also known as DonateLife. I would
like to start by acknowledging the incredible clinicians and nurses who work at DonateLife and of
course the donor families who at often the worst time in their lives make the decision to consent to the
donation of the organs and tissue of a loved one.
There were many terrific people I worked with at DonateLife. I am very pleased that the member for
Mordialloc is in the chamber, as a local nurse who is well known to him, Jodi McInnes from his
electorate, who works at Peninsula Health, at Frankston Hospital, was one of the terrific hospital-based
organ donation nurses. The member for Williamstown is also in the chamber, and Nora O’Connor is
a terrific donation nurse who lives in the electorate of Williamstown. I would also like to acknowledge
Michelle Skinner, who was the bereavement counsellor at DonateLife, and I know that she is still
there, and Dr Helen Opdam, who is an intensivist and was the head of DonateLife when I was
employed there.
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Not many people would be aware that very few Australians would die in circumstances where they
are in a position to become organ donors. People often discuss why organ donation rates are low. The
reality is that about 1 per cent of people who die in a hospital setting die in circumstances where they
can potentially proceed to be organ donors. It is a really challenging situation, because obviously the
patients often die or receive a catastrophic injury in pretty traumatic circumstances, so families of these
patients are often experiencing a huge amount of shock and devastation.
Traditionally the pathway to organ donation was brain death. Many of these patients perhaps would
have had a stroke or a catastrophic brain bleed, and that happens suddenly. It can be obviously the
hardest time in a family’s life, so I was always in awe of these families who would sit down with the
intensive care specialists and the organ donation nurses and consent to the gift of life, essentially. One
organ donor can save the lives of up to 10 others, and that is an extraordinary thing.
When I worked at DonateLife in 2010 we introduced the National Protocol for Donation after Cardiac
Death. Donation after cardiac death at the time was a pretty transformative shift in organ donation in
Australia. As I mentioned previously, brain death was normally the pathway to becoming an organ
donor, but donation after cardiac death of course is where patients perhaps in the intensive care unit
are so sick that their doctors do not think they have any chance of survival without ongoing artificial
ventilation or other life support. For those patients to be considered potential donors after cardiac death,
the intensivists need to be of a view that the patient will pass away in around an hour without artificial
support. With that withdrawal of life support or ventilation the patient then proceeds to die within that
hour, so the organs are viable for transportation. Often they are patients with very severe brain injuries
who cannot recover, and less often they are patients with terminal heart or lung failure or who have
suffered a very severe spinal injury where they cannot breathe unassisted. These are really traumatic
experiences for families, and the most important thing in the whole piece of this puzzle is that people
who want to be organ donors should discuss with their families their wishes.
So the DonateLife motto, or the thing that we always encouraged people to do, was for them to
discover the facts about organ donation, to make an informed decision and then to discuss it with their
families, because in these situations of trauma and grief it can be really hard for people to then have to
make a decision around organ donation if they do not know what the wishes of their loved ones are.
This is where the work of our organ donation nurses and clinicians based in hospitals has really
transformed the system, because these nurses are embedded in hospitals—where sometimes the
hospital staff as well need education about organ donation and the steps towards organ donation. It
was my great honour to work with all those nurses to educate both clinical staff and the community,
and I travelled around Victoria with many of these nurses and talked to people about discovering the
facts around organ donation and how it can absolutely transform the lives of recipients and, incredibly,
save up to 10 other people’s lives. Because it is in such rare circumstances that people can be an organ
donor, that is what makes it an extra-special gift.
The families I worked with really were extraordinary, and I never met a family who said, ‘We regret
the decision to donate our loved one’s organs’. I did meet families who said, ‘I was so overwhelmed,
so stressed and so bereaved, and I regret the decision not to donate’, because I know that it did bring
some donor families a great deal of comfort to know that the tragic loss of a loved one then went on
to make other people’s lives better, and it is a really incredible thing.
Organ donation rates, due to the evolution of donation after cardiac death as a pathway, have really
increased the number of potential donors in Victoria. At the time I worked at DonateLife 10 years ago
it was a really emerging field; we had just developed the national protocols. So I feel incredibly proud
that I can be here today to contribute to just making this process easier for clinicians. The ante-mortem
care that is required often does not have anything to do with the ongoing viability or potential of life
for the donor, but it does mean that the organs and tissue are more viable for the transplant recipient.
The process of organ donation is just extraordinary, and the infrastructure around it is incredible. From
when you have a patient identified in a hospital through to the end result of a transplant recipient
receiving the gift of life, it is really incredible, and I commend the bill to the house.
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Dr READ (Brunswick) (12:14): Before I start, I want to acknowledge the useful and experienced
contribution from the member for Footscray.
The Human Tissue Amendment Bill 2020 sets out the consent process for procedures to be performed
on donor patients, who would usually be in intensive care, which benefit the organ recipient but not
the donor. These are done before the donor’s heart stops. Before organ donation the donor patient must
be given certain medicines, have tubes inserted into arteries and veins and have various blood tests
such as tissue typing and other tests done. The current Human Tissue Act 1982 does not clarify
sufficiently how consent should be obtained for these procedures which do not benefit the donor.
Under the process in this bill the designated officer of the hospital gives consent after obtaining consent
from a medical treatment decision-maker, who would usually be the donor’s next of kin, if they can
be located, and, again, after two other doctors have certified that the donor patient will die when
artificial breathing or circulation has stopped. Just on that point, the house amendment is a sensible
adjustment to that provision. Last year in Australia 548 people donated organs after dying in Australian
hospitals. Their organs went to over 1400 people, because as the member for Footscray pointed out,
the organs from one donor are often sent to several people who need them. Just over half of the donated
organs were kidneys; most of the remainder were livers, lungs and hearts in descending order. Other
organs and tissues were also donated.
Transplant outcomes have now improved considerably, and transplantation is now an accepted
treatment option for a number of organ failure conditions. But it is greatly limited by the availability
of donors. Less than 2 per cent of people dying in our hospitals are suitable donors. Last year 63 per
cent of Victorian families asked agreed to their dead relatives’ organs being donated. That is roughly
similar to the national rate, but South Australia is considerably better at 74 per cent of those asked
agreeing to organ donation. South Australia is the only state still asking people to register as organ
donors when they renew their drivers licence. Victoria stopped that some years ago, and now only
20 per cent of Victorians are registered donors compared to 70 per cent in South Australia. I
recommend that the Minister for Health talk to the Minister for Public Transport and Minister for
Roads and Road Safety about reintroducing this system of asking people to become organ donors
when they renew their drivers licence and/or at other important life events, such as doing VCE.
According to DonateLife about 90 per cent of families will consent to donation if their dead relative
was registered as an organ donor compared to around 50 per cent if they are not. Perhaps that is
something the member for Footscray could pursue.
The other thing to consider is what else we could do to increase the supply of donors—that is ethical,
that is. Every year some people are deemed unsuitable to donate their organs because they have
hepatitis C or may have been exposed to hepatitis C because they have injected drugs at some stage.
This was estimated to be around 10 per cent of potential donors in 2015 in Australia in a paper
published earlier this year in scientific reports by Scott, Doyle and others. International experience
shows that this need not be a barrier because hepatitis C is now readily treatable. The barrier of
hepatitis C or potential hepatitis C could easily be removed, allowing an immediate increase in the
organ supply. This is not happening on any scale in Australia because the Pharmaceutical Benefits
Scheme will not supply the necessary few weeks of hepatitis C treatment drugs for transplant
recipients. Victoria should approach the federal health department and resolve this relatively small
barrier to increasing the supply of donors.
Finally, as we heard earlier, there is an argument that all of us should be assumed to be organ donors
unless we or our relatives when we die opt out. Opt-out organ donation has been widely discussed and
is actively promoted by Mr Allan Turner, whose daughter Zaidee’s organs benefited seven others.
This was adopted in the UK in May this year and already applies in a number of countries. Personally
I find it a persuasive argument. Families can still say no if they wish.
In practice this does not really change what happens a great deal; it just means that the conversation
begins from a starting point that everyone is a potential organ donor. However, I think it is very
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important that we heed the concerns raised by health workers and others that any suggestion of
compulsion would undermine trust in the health system, particularly among those from some of the
diverse cultures who rely upon our health system. Like vaccination, trust is important, and compulsion
risks eroding the social licence. Organ donation requires a spirit of altruism, and that could be
undermined or damaged by an opt-out system. We need to consider this, but we should not necessarily
be paralysed by this as a potential barrier.
Our community has changed over the past few years and opt-out donation may be more acceptable than
it would have been 10 or 20 years ago. Perhaps we should do some research and find out. The Greens
support this necessary bill, but it will not really change anything much. What would make a welcome
change would be for the state government to increase the number of eligible donors by arranging
hepatitis C treatment for transplant patients and by linking driver licensing to organ donation registration
and then, if we still cannot get our consent rate up high enough, to explore opt-out organ donation.
Mr McGHIE (Melton) (12:20): I rise today in support of the Human Tissue Amendment Bill 2020.
I am pleased to rise and follow the member for Ivanhoe and Parliamentary Secretary for Health, who
has made a fantastic and important contribution. I would also like to acknowledge the great
contribution from the member for Footscray and her personal experiences in working for DonateLife.
Once again we see this government’s commitment to the health and wellbeing of all Victorians, and
this is just another example of the Andrews Labor government’s innovation to ensure the best health
outcomes for Victorians. I want to thank the Minister for Health and his staff for this amendment bill.
As many of you know, I spent my career in the ambulance and paramedic services. There are very few
of us who really see the impact of accidents and medical issues and the flow-on effect it has on families
and loved ones. Organ donation is one of the most important things that we can do as an individual,
and it is also one of the easiest things we can do. When we choose to make ourselves an organ donor,
that decision can have a huge impact on the lives of many people. It can also be a very selfless act, not
just to give to other people but to take away the pressure placed on families to make a tough decision
when the emotions of potentially losing a loved one run high. Registering as an organ donor means
you are registered with DonateLife. DonateLife has a wonderful team of caring, hardworking nurses,
donor advocates and facilitators that tirelessly work behind the scenes in an emotional and often fastpaced environment. Your decision to be an organ donor can make their job so much easier and
increases the chances of a successful donation.
For most organ donations to be viable in Australia the situation must be just right to allow a successful
transplantation to occur. Often this means the availability of specialist medical equipment to ensure
organs remain viable. Organising a transplantation is a huge effort. There are huge amounts of testing
and paperwork. The clock really is ticking, and usually there is a very emotionally charged state when
families have to come to grips with a tragic accident or event. I had experiences as a flight coordinator
at Air Ambulance Victoria of arranging for transplant recipients to be flown into Essendon Airport
and then transported to either the Royal Melbourne, the Alfred, the Royal Children’s or the Austin
hospitals to have their surgery. We also arranged for organs to be flown to Melbourne to be provided
to transplant recipients—and that practice still happens today on a daily basis. To see a patient arrive
at Essendon Airport on death’s door and then two to three weeks later depart to go home to rural
Victoria or southern New South Wales was amazing. Sustaining someone’s life and enhancing their
quality of life cannot be measured in any monetary amount. The value of that individual to their family,
friends and their community is immeasurable.
In January 2004 I had a personal incident with my twin brother, Warren, where he went into cardiac
arrest while playing basketball. He was dead before he hit the floor. Fortunately for him, I was playing
that night. I commenced CPR with an opposing player who was an off-duty nurse. My brother was
lucky—he got good CPR, Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre had an automatic defibrillator with
which he was defibrillated and the ambos arrived quickly, and they treated him and transported him
to the Alfred hospital. His young son witnessed all of this. Warren walked out of hospital a week later.
Sixteen years later he is still alive and giving life a fair nudge. That outcome made a major difference
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to his family and community. I use this as an example of how this legislation can change many lives
and the quality of lives, and I believe that should be all of our priorities. I use my family experience
just to show how incredible it is to sustain and extend someone’s life.
Statistics from DonateLife show that making the decision to be an organ donor results in higher
donations. The conversations that hospital staff and the DonateLife team have with families of
potential donors who have registered as organ donors mean that a successful outcome is easier to
achieve. Discussing with a family member that this is a decision their loved one had made and asking
for their consent is a vastly different conversation to asking a family member to consider donation.
Ninety per cent of families say yes to donation when their loved one is a registered donor. This
compares to the national consent rate of 62 per cent. In Australia we always ask the family to confirm
the decision of their loved one, but a conversation with the family to say ‘This is what your loved one
had already chosen’ is of course a lot easier. It is always a very tough decision, considering a person
is going through an already traumatic event.
It is important to note that the people who are having the discussion with family members about
potential organ donation are not those treating their loved one. The decision to donate life is never a
decision to stop treatment. The professionalism of and treatment by the doctors, nurses and hospital
staff is unquestionable. The easiest thing that you can do for your loved ones in a situation like this is
to jump online with your Medicare card number and take 2 minutes to fill out an online form to tell
people that you choose to donate life. Around 1700 Australians are currently waitlisted for a transplant,
and more than 12 000 people are on dialysis. If we can increase even slightly the rate of organ
donation, we can have a huge impact not just on someone’s life expectancy but on the quality of life.
So make sure you do it. If you are listening now, jump online and register at donatelife.gov.au.
My preference would be that we have a system of opting out of donating organs and tissue in this
country, and I think this is an issue that we should have public debate about. I acknowledge the member
for Brunswick on this very issue and his contribution. Surely the saving and the improving of the
quality of health of individuals should be a priority in this very affluent country. It can be easy to think
about life in terms of years saved when it comes to organ donation, but we should consider the quality
of life gained by organ and tissue donation. Time not receiving treatment or dialysis is time at home
with those they love or living a more fruitful life. It has a transformational impact on not only those
receiving a transplant but those who surround them.
In Victoria donation rates have been very successful, but there is always more that we can do. We
should leave no stone unturned in the pursuit of trying to increase the rates of donation. One suitable
organ donor can result in multiple organ donations to multiple recipients—even more if tissues are
also donated. For those who receive organ and tissue donation, it is not just an increase in the years; it
is an increase in the quality of life.
Traditionally the most common organ donations came from donors who suffered brain deaths. This
would often occur in ICU or emergency wards, where life support could make sure that the donated
organs remained viable. Victoria in particular has recently seen an increase in organ donation through
increasing donations from donors who pass away from circulatory death. These deaths do not result
in the multiple organ donations that are viable from brain deaths but have given a new quality of life
to the recipients of organs from donors that might not have previously been considered. Some of this
change has come from new medical research and technology and new practices, and as technology
and medical research increases and develops it is important to make sure that our legislation is up to
date to keep pace with these changes. Relying on legislation that was written in 1982 is no longer
appropriate. We now have modern medical solutions that were never dreamt of in 1982, when the
Commodore 64 was launched and the first CD was sold in Japan.
The Human Tissue Amendment Bill 2020 will amend the Human Tissue Act 1982 to include a process
for the authorisation of ante-mortem procedures in relation to a person so that donation of that person’s
organs or tissues can occur after death. It allows the transplantation of organs and tissues to another
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person after the death of the donor or for the use of that tissue for other therapeutic, medical or scientific
purposes after the death of the donor. This concept may not have been envisaged by many people in
1982. We only focus on organ donation and easily lose sight of tissue donation. Once again, we need
to view donation of organs and tissues as about increasing the quality of life of patients.
The Victorian Institute of Forensic Medicine operates the Donor Tissue Bank of Victoria. It was the
first multi-tissue bank in Australasia. It screens, processes, stores, tests and distributes multiple types
of tissue, all at its facility in Southbank. They provide Australian surgeons with safe and effective
tissue grants for transplantations in many medical areas. Their technologies and skills are truly
amazing. Tissues donated through the Donor Tissue Bank of Victoria often come from deceased
donors, many of whom were not able to donate their organs.
Medical products that have been developed have come from amazing medical research that, once
again, would have been in the realm of science fiction in 1982. We as a government need to make
things easier for facilities like the Donor Tissue Bank of Victoria. We should never underestimate the
potential that one small decision can have for many people, their families and their communities. I
support this amendment bill, and I commend the bill to the house.
Ms CONNOLLY (Tarneit) (12:30): I rise to speak on the Human Tissue Amendment Bill 2020.
This is a very important bill because it will clarify how to facilitate an organ donor’s wish to provide
viable organs and tissues to improve and, in many cases, save the lives of transplant recipients. We are
making changes to the current act, the Human Tissue Act 1982. It is silent on the process for antemortem transplants and how such procedures are to be authorised. These procedures are treatments
given to a potential organ donor before their death, and these procedures will help delay the
deterioration of the organs, which begins to occur upon the withdrawal of life support. This means the
organs can remain viable for a period of time when the body circulation ceases. This includes delaying
the withdrawal of cardiorespiratory support to allow time to organise the organ donation operation and
taking blood samples to ensure the organs are a suitable match for potential recipients. This is really
important because, once life support is removed and the body stops circulating blood, organs become
affected and for organs like lungs and hearts, waiting until after the donor has passed away means that
the sudden lack of blood flow may compromise the organs’ viability.
Now, in certain cases ante-mortem procedures make the difference between whether one person dies
or two people, and yet despite how important these procedures are, the current legislation is still silent
on how and when these procedures are authorised. That is what this bill seeks to change. The changes
in this bill incorporate standards and guidelines from the National Protocol on Donation after Cardiac
Death, and this way our government is making sure that ante-mortem procedures are conducted in a
manner that is ethical and takes into account the wishes of the donor and their family in the process.
When I read about the changes in this bill I stopped to pause, because it also sounds very clinical,
doesn’t it. I suppose it is, and in some respects death, like birth, is clinical if you are looking at it from
a medical or scientific point of view. But as human beings we know all too well that the birth of our
children, like the death of someone we love, is anything but clinical. It is emotional, and it often does
not involve those emotions we are used to feeling and grappling with on a daily basis. It is raw, it is
emotive and it is felt deep inside us, because we value life, no matter how short or long it may be.
When I knew I would speak on this bill, I picked up the phone and I called someone close to me and
asked him if he would share the personal journey of his family, which was forever changed after
receiving a lung transplant. I knew it would not be easy for him. He would have to relive his feelings
and emotions, and I knew it would be incredibly upsetting for him, but he was really quick to respond
‘yes’. I think that is because he knows just how important organ donation and a bill like this truly are.
And I say to that person: you know who you are. Thank you for sharing your story with us here today.
You are truly a remarkable person, and your mum, I have no doubt, is very proud of you.
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I struggle to remember a time when she wasn’t sick, it had been that way for most of my life.
Graduation day as I finished VCE was like so many other days, spent in a hospital waiting room with Mum
for one of endless appointments.
It’s not easy being a carer, especially as a teenager with your whole life ahead of you.
But it was all I’d known and that’s what you do for the people you love.
I can still remember clearly the constant sound of the oxygen machine heard day and night through out our
house.
It was 7 years later after I finished VCE when the tone of the doctor changed, there had been several close
calls in that time where it didn’t seem like she would make it.
She was now fit enough to go on the waiting list for a transplant, though the doctors were very realistic about
the risks involved.
You could be on this list for years, and there was no guarantee of success when it came to surgery.
Just over 3 months was all it took as Mum woke me frantically at 2am. The hospital had called.
I was groggy and didn’t understand, it seemed like we had only just been in the doctors office talking about
going on the transplant list days before.
The immediate shock turned to a feeling of incredible luck, before turning to one of substantial guilt.
This meant that somewhere another family was now left devastated and grieving.
We got in the car and I drove across the city to the hospital, holding mums’ hand as I drove with an
occasionally broken silence, she was scared and so was I.
What would I do without her?
We thought we’d have 2 years to prepare mentally and emotionally. But now we were caught off guard with
a huge decision to make.
The risks were real.
I sat crouched on the hospital floor, refusing a chair for what seemed like hours as she was wheeled back and
forth for tests.
As the sun rose for the day, my siblings were the first of our family to arrive shortly before the doctors came
by to see us all for the very last time.
The tests had gone well, and they were ready to proceed.
Mum had to make the choice knowing there was a chance she wouldn’t wake up, to her it was worth it for a
chance to live again. For a quality life.
It’s been 3 years, and I’ll never forget the generosity of someone we had never met, and their grieving family
that gave me my mother back.

Just last year 221 641 Australians registered to become organ donors on the Australian organ donor
register, and in the same year 1683 Australians received life-saving transplants from over 800 donors.
A further 12 000 Australians received eye and tissue donations. Now, Australians are overwhelmingly
in support of organ donations, yet despite 69 per cent of Australians being willing to donate their
organs when they die, only one in three is registered to be a donor. So I would like to take this
opportunity to echo the sentiments of my colleagues in this chamber encouraging Victorians to
consider registering as a donor. On average the waiting list for an organ donation is about 1700 people.
Your decision to donate could very well save lives, and it has never been easier. All you need is your
Medicare card, and you can register online at the DonateLife website, where it only takes a couple of
minutes. You can also register now through MyGov, through the Express Plus Medicare app or by
filling in a paper form.
On that note, I would like to give a big shout-out to the work done in this space by DonateLife Victoria.
I understand they have worked very closely with our government on the changes in this bill. When I
heard this bill was coming up, I took a little bit of time to learn about DonateLife and what they do,
and I have to say they do a truly incredible job. In fact they are already working on providing us with
the guidance for ante-mortem procedures to follow once this bill is in fact passed, and that is working
with doctors and the Department of Health and Human Services to ensure that they support ethical
patient management and involve appropriate decision-making and consent processes.
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This bill does make a small but very important change to the laws governing organ donation here in
Victoria, and these ante-mortem procedures are so important in making sure that organs can be
donated—and that means essentially saving lives. I am very glad to see that our government has
decided to make efforts to clarify existing legislation and improve our donation system. It is for these
reasons I commend the bill to the house.
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) (12:39): It gives me enormous pleasure to follow such powerful
contributions from the member for Tarneit, the member for Melton and the member for Footscray. I
had the pleasure of hearing all those contributions both from my office and in the chamber. This is an
extraordinarily important bill for many, many reasons. I am just reminded, though, of the last seven or
eight months. We have demonstrated in Victoria that we are willing to look out for each other and to
look out for others. We are willing to wear masks outside, which would have been unthinkable
previous to COVID. We are willing to only leave the house for the four permitted reasons. We are
willing to be separated from loved ones for the health of those we have never met—and of course for
the health of those very loved ones but predominantly for the health of those people we have never
even met. We are a generous and caring society. We are tolerant and we are willing to look out for
each other. Despite the negativity of the last eight months, that is what Victoria has proven—Australia
more broadly but Victoria more than any other community in the country.
I think we will appreciate people and interactions with others far, far more. It is almost like we have
shared an extraordinary common experience with people in Victoria that we have not met. I reckon
we will walk past each other in the street, complete strangers, and have an affection for and affinity
with each other because we been through the same awful experience, and we will be giving people, as
long as the masks last, a smile with our eyes. I am reliably informed that there is a new term for when
you smile with your eyes called ‘smeyes’. I am not sure that will take off, but that is effectively what
is happening. Victorians have been through this together. The solidarity of the community through
this period has been absolutely immense and extraordinary, as many others have talked about,
including the Premier.
Why I raise this in this bill contribution is because people often talk about community, and when you
think about it for a second—no more—everything I have described about the Victorian community in
the last seven months and what they did to protect neighbours and people they have never met is the
expression of community. It is an enormous expression of community. Community is effectively when
we care about and are invested in the good of others or the success of others that we are not part of.
Community is when we care about insecure work even though we are not an insecure worker.
Community is when we care about a renter’s rights even though we are not renters or the rights and
the access to services of disabled Victorians, of women or of the LGBTI community even though we
may not be of those communities. Nothing speaks to community more than this bill because, as others
have said, it is so intensely personal to donate your own tissue, whether alive or making the decision
prior to death. It is so intensely personal and is such a profoundly personal but profoundly life-giving
thing to do, and I bring it back to the contribution, although in a different form, that we all made to
each other through the last seven or eight months of this pandemic.
Some of the stories of people who have had a far more direct experience with this, including the
members for Footscray, Tarneit and others, remind me of something that I have always committed to
myself to do and never gotten around to, and I regret that I have not gotten around to it sooner. There
is absolutely time, and I hear the call of the speakers on this bill who encourage all of us to become
organ donors. It is such a profoundly important thing to do. There would be no-one in this house who
does not acknowledge the importance of organ and human tissue donation. Thousands of Australians
each year put me to shame because they make that decision that I have yet to make. It is the generosity
of people to support people they have never met, to give them an opportunity, but also the generosity
of their families, because we know families also have a very important ultimate say at, as I think the
member for Melton described, the very tense and awful time in those last couple of hours of someone’s
life after a tragic accident or whatever has brought them to probably the intensive care unit or the
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operating theatre of a hospital in Victoria. In 2019 alone, as others have said, 1683 lives around
Australia were transformed by 548 deceased people and 239 living organ donors and their families. In
the same year more than 12 000 Australians benefited from eye and tissue donation. This is
extraordinarily important.
What we are trying to do with this bill, as the Minister for Health made clear in the second-reading
speech, is clear up something that is not at an optimum at this point in the statutes but effectively is
happening in the operating theatres of hospitals. The current act, the Human Tissue Act 1982,
authorises the removal of tissue from a deceased person but is silent on the use of the ante-mortem—
pre-death—interventions that are necessary to be administered to the person before they die to make
any donated organs more viable when they are transplanted. Prior to the introduction of the Medical
Treatment Planning and Decisions Act 2016, ante-mortem procedures were authorised for a patient in
accordance with the Medical Treatment Act 1988 as the definition of ‘medical treatment’ in that act
included ‘any other medical procedure’. The Medical Treatment Planning and Decisions Act 2016
was found not to extend to ante-mortem procedures because the definition of ‘medical’ in the new
legislation does not extend to procedures that are of no benefit to the patient. It was recommended that
an amendment be made to the Human Tissue Act to remove any ambiguity and clarify the processes
for authorisation of the ante-mortem procedure. This will ensure the act is consistent with current
practice but more importantly that it is consistent with people’s express desire to donate their organs
and their human tissue and to support their community by doing it. The law should never get in the
way of that level of human kindness. In fact the law should support that level of human kindness.
Ante-mortem procedures delay the degradation of the donor’s organs, which begins to occur upon the
withdrawal of life support, allowing for the organs so treated to remain viable for a period of time
when the body’s circulation ceases. The Human Tissue Act is currently silent, as I said, on these antemortem procedures. The act does provide for the transplantation of organs and tissue in another person
after the death of the donor or for the use of the tissue for therapeutic or medical or scientific purposes
after the donor’s death but does not cater, as I said, for the needs of the current reality of what is
happening in terms of human tissue and organ donation.
This is a sensible bill. It is an important bill, but I think what is more important is to recognise that we
only have a human tissue and organ donation statute book, so to speak, because of the generosity and
the kindness of people—of Australians and Victorians—and because of the express desire to support
people, whether they be family members, as is often the case with organ donation, but more generally
in this area it is people you have never met who will benefit from the life-giving opportunity. That is
something to celebrate and to support, and we also should take a moment in this context to celebrate
what we have done as a community to support each other over the last eight months through this
pandemic. I could not be prouder to be a Victorian, and my contribution on this bill gives me an
opportunity to thank again the community for all the work it has done. This is just another example of
the goodwill that exists between people and amongst people—good people—everywhere, every day.
It is my pleasure to make a contribution on this bill, and I wish it a speedy passage.
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (12:49): It is indeed a privilege to rise and speak on the Human
Tissue Amendment Bill 2020 and follow some outstanding contributions from members of this
Parliament, having heard some extraordinary examples of working in this area from both a health and
an advocacy standpoint. I thought the contribution from the member for Footscray, giving a shout-out
to one of my local nurses in this area, was outstanding. I also want to place on record my great
appreciation of the people who work in that sector, to Jodi McInnes, who is well known in my
community, the Edithvale community, for her work, and indeed all nurses in this space. What a tough
area to work in, what a confronting and difficult area, but it is filled with such compassion, nurture
and care. We are privileged to have that care and compassion indeed in our state and in our nation.
In the last few decades we have seen relatively significant gains made in organ and tissue donation,
which have had an immense impact on people’s lives. The description by the member for Melton was
apt when he was talking about his brother who was saved—to think of that parallel moment, of the
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preservation of life when we think about what organ donation and tissue donation mean for people’s
quality of life going forward as well. In the decade since those reforms in 2009 we have seen
extraordinary uplifts in organ and tissue donation. We have seen Australia’s donation rate per million
population increase from 11.4 per cent to 22.2 per cent. Victoria’s rate exceeds the national average.
It has gone from 12.1 per cent in 2009 to 29.9 per cent in recent times. That just shows the amazing
compassion of people and that empathy—that in their darkest and most confronting moments they try
to bring care and comfort and support to others.
Just to hear some of the stories and some of the feedback and to look through this bill and read about
what this will mean to people as well, I can see that the change in terms of interventions you can make
before the taking of either organs or tissue from a potential donor is really critical and important. It is
interesting to note that of the 756 consents that were put forward nationwide just last year some 208
were not suitable or did not go ahead due to medical or logistical reasons. If those medical reasons
related to some of the issues with intervention before someone has tragically passed away, then that is
potentially a number of people who do not get supported, do not have their life preserved or do not
have their quality of life enhanced from those procedures and that support into the future.
It is important to put that into perspective, sadly. When I was sitting in the chair as Acting Speaker, I
think the member for South-West Coast summed it up—and it is confronting for someone who has
not been in the health industry—by saying death is a part of life. It is a part of life, and it is a reality
we will all confront. Each year some 80 000 people pass away in hospitals around the nation, and of
those, 1300 are potential organ donors; there are 1224 requests, but then we only end up with about
550 donors, so it is down to that level—quite a rare event.
That is why some of the attitudes and feedback that you get from some of the surveys and comments
from DonateLife are really interesting and telling about people’s perceptions and why they may not
prioritise it or why it is not on their radar. One of the comments or pieces of general feedback they get
when they do polling or engagement or community attitude surveys is that people believe there is a
high donation rate or that a lot of people already donate. That underlines just how rare and how
challenging it is to match people up based on various criteria as well. It is that sliding doors moment
of such bereavement and tragedy with people unexpectedly losing their lives but in that moment being
able to potentially give so much to preserve the lives of others into the future as well.
It is such a raw thing for our Parliament to be dealing with, these life-and-death matters. If you think of
the work this Parliament has done throughout this year, and indeed in the pandemic—something the
member for Oakleigh rightly reflected on—it is very much a community, caring and compassionate
approach to how we support people into the future. I think some of the points raised around trying to
encourage and allow people to understand more about organ donation are really important. We cannot
do more in this space. People have that choice and that right to understand and consent to what they
might be doing, but we know—and this is that important step—that when families know that their loved
one has consented, that relates then to seeing those donations proceed as well.
I think when you hear some of the stories of the preservation of life—and the member for Tarneit’s
contribution on one of her friends talked about a lung transplant, quality of life and all those wonderful
things that she described is just one example of the more than 1400 recipients of organ or tissue
donations who benefit each year. We need to do more to promote and support families in that space
during the absolute turmoil of the loss of a loved one—or the potential for or being on the edge of that
bereavement. I could not have begun to understand, unless people had experienced that or shared that
with us, what that would mean. In that moment of great stress and duress to make these decisions
would be so very tough. So for us to be able to promote and get more people involved in organ
donations and understanding what that means is so important.
The amendment that has been put forward, importantly, around some of the safeguards and critical
elements are welcome. I acknowledge the minister’s statement earlier and also the shadow minister’s
contribution. This is really important legislation. I would have hoped that in this moment, particularly
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on a bill that interconnects with health in our state, we would have seen the speaking list flooded a bit
more. There is nothing more visceral, there is nothing more personal than life-and-death matters. When
we have dealt in the Parliament previously with legislation of this nature we have seen significant and
heartfelt contributions. Hopefully after the matters of public importance this afternoon we will see a
few more on the opposite side front up, contribute and maybe offer an opinion or a view on this bill
and what it would mean to their communities. We have got a lot of people who are speaking on this
side about what it means to them, and there is an obligation and indeed a passion that should be brought
to this place each and every week when you get a chance to front up on behalf of your community and
pick the bills to speak on. There is nothing more important than the life and death of our communities,
and this is a bill that really more should have fronted up for.
In a parliamentary sitting session where members of the opposition have been pleading for more time
to debate bills, to tease out issues, to make contributions on behalf of their communities, it is a bit rich
then when you are not standing up and you are not talking about such integral bills to the life-anddeath outcomes and circumstances of communities. It is a bit of a shame that we have not seen more
getting involved in such a critical bill, but we will take the load today. We will make sure that on
behalf of their communities and on behalf of all Victorians we support organ donation and tissue
donation into the future and that we make these amendments and changes to allow greater potential
for recipients of donations.
As I said, throughout Australia over 200 of those consents actually do not go through to donations for
various reasons, whether it is medical or logistical. If we were able to make sure that one potential donor
was then not put into the category of being unable to proceed because of medical or logistical regions,
that might lead to a life saved. It might lead to the preservation of a person’s life into the future. There
can be no greater importance or imperative in this bill. Its importance is of high interest to my
community and indeed all Victorians. I commend the bill to the house and wish it a speedy passage.
Business interrupted under resolution of house of 27 October.
Members
MINISTER FOR PREVENTION OF FAMILY VIOLENCE
MINISTER FOR PORTS AND FREIGHT
Absence
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (13:01): I rise to inform the house that today I will answer
questions for the portfolios of Aboriginal affairs, prevention of family violence, women; consumer
affairs, gaming and liquor regulation; ports and freight; and fishing and boating.
Questions without notice and ministers statements
BUSINESS SUPPORT FUND
Mr M O’BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (13:01): My question is to the Minister for
the Coordination of Jobs, Precincts and Regions: COVID-19. Victorian Ombudsman Deborah Glass
is investigating the Labor government’s Business Support Fund following complaints from over
750 small business operators whose applications were unfairly rejected. Ms Glass said it appeared
government officials were showing a lack of reasonable discretion and common sense, saying, ‘Sorry,
you are not going to get it because you made a mistake’. Minister, small businesses are desperate for
support. Rather than waiting for the Ombudsman’s report to be finalised, will the minister commit to
an immediate review of every single rejected application?
Mr PAKULA (Keysborough—Minister for Industry Support and Recovery, Minister for Trade,
Minister for Business Precincts, Minister for Tourism, Sport and Major Events, Minister for Racing,
Minister for the Coordination of Jobs, Precincts and Regions: COVID-19) (13:02): I thank the Leader
of the Opposition for his question, and he asserts in his question that all of those that are being
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investigated have been unfairly rejected. I would say he is pre-empting the Ombudsman’s findings in
regard to that. But I would make the point to the Leader of the Opposition that in the first round of the
Business Support Fund applications there were some 95 000 businesses which submitted applications.
We have already funded over $2.5 billion of support for business through the Business Support Fund,
and we have supported over 125 000 businesses. From that first round of applications the Ombudsman
has identified some 398 applications for investigations. Now, it is an extremely large program.
Businesses were supported extremely quickly with not just the first round of BSF payments but then
the second and the third round of payments—and there has been a huge amount, the vast majority,
well over 99 per cent of those that came in—have been supported appropriately.
Now, in regard to the substance of his question, in terms of reviews of course those matters are reviewed
constantly. In fact as the Leader of the Opposition probably knows, members of his side of the house
have written to me constantly—a number of members—and there have been a number of reviews.
Mr M O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, my question goes specifically to: will the minister
commit to reviewing all rejected applications? The Ombudsman has identified concerns about
systemic problems in his department. We cannot wait until the Ombudsman finalises the report. Those
small businesses deserve a fair go now, and I ask the minister to commit to a systemic review of every
rejected application now.
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order! I heard the question, and the minister is being relevant to the question that
was asked.
Mr PAKULA: I was trying to indicate to the Leader of the Opposition that those reviews are
happening as a matter of course, so when a matter is brought to my attention, as members of your side
of the house would well know, investigations are conducted, and if there has been some unfairness,
they are being rectified. We are working very closely with the Ombudsman’s office to resolve the
complaints and ensure that all of the applicants are treated fairly. I can inform the house that in terms
of the reviews—the 398 that I referenced in the earlier part of my answer—in 205 of those cases there
has been a review and the department has confirmed the initial outcome of the assessment. There are
another 112 cases that have been reviewed, and there is reconsideration occurring of those applications
and, if eligible, the applications will be approved for payment. In some 37 cases the department is
seeking additional information from the applicant, and there are another 44 cases still under review by
the department.
So the substance of the Leader of the Opposition’s question was: will we not wait for the
Ombudsman’s review? We are not waiting. There are reviews occurring all of the time. We are
working closely with the Ombudsman and, amongst these tens of tens of thousands of applications,
where it has been found that there has been some unfairness and a payment should be made, then the
payment is being made.
Mr M O’BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (13:05): Doug Bail, who operates a small
school supplies business, says:
The onus is all on the small business to complete everything … There’s no help at all to get the form filled in
correctly …

Instead of helping small businesses fix their forms, the minister’s department has been rejecting them
so applicants miss grant deadlines. Minister, why are you making it so hard for struggling small
businesses to get the support that they deserve and which you promised is available?
Mr PAKULA (Keysborough—Minister for Industry Support and Recovery, Minister for Trade,
Minister for Business Precincts, Minister for Tourism, Sport and Major Events, Minister for Racing,
Minister for the Coordination of Jobs, Precincts and Regions: COVID-19) (13:06): It would not
surprise members to know that I completely reject the suggestion that our department is not assisting
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businesses. Our department is assisting businesses—125 000-plus have already been supported. The
call centre is dealing with matters of this nature on a daily basis. There are a number of members on the
other side of the house that I think would be able to attest to the fact that when matters have been raised
they have been dealt with expeditiously by my office and by my department. I make the offer to the
Leader of the Opposition in regard to the small business that he referenced: if he wants to provide us
with those details, we will follow those concerns up in the same way that we have been following up
concerns every day and every week for the past couple of months. This is a huge volume of applications.
The vast, vast majority have been supported without issue, and for those where there are issues, if the
payment ought to have been made, then they are being appropriately reviewed by the department.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: COVID-19
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (13:07): I am pleased to rise to update all Victorians that
we have just 80 active cases of coronavirus across our state. There are two new positive cases today,
but both of those individuals are close contacts of previously known cases. They were subject to a
comprehensive public health response and present no risk to public health. The system is working as
it should. I want to make special mention of today and to thank the 24 673 Victorians who just over
24 hours ago went and got tested. Arguably there is nothing more important than a symptomatic
Victorian going and getting tested as soon as they register those symptoms.
Members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS: Well, yelling will not do anything about it. Getting tested is what is the important
thing, and nearly 25 000 people have gone and done that. What that means is over the fortnight to
today we have had more than 200 000 Victorians come forward and get tested, and I want to thank
each and every one of those 200 000-plus Victorians for coming forward to get tested. If we find where
the positives are, we can support you and your family, make sure that you are not spreading the virus
and make sure that every family is safe.
Because of that testing, and despite the groans of those opposite—and we know they are not particularly
happy—we can report today that 180 000 Victorians are back to work. That is what we can report, not
because of playing politics with the pandemic every single day but by staying the course and working
with Victorians to make sure that we deal with the health problem first, then the economic recovery. I
am delighted to be able to report that despite the shouting—the ineffective shouting—and politics of
some, we have stayed the course as a state. One hundred and eighty thousand people are headed back
to work at 16 200 retail stores, 5800 cafes and restaurants, 1000 beauty salons, 800 pubs—the list goes
on and on, and some are desperately unhappy, because it is always about the politics and never
about people.
GREEN BEAR RECYCLING
Mr M O’BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (13:09): My question is to the Minister for
Energy, Environment and Climate Change. Last October the minister visited Green Bear Recycling,
a company that she awarded $500 000 from the Resource Recovery Infrastructure Fund. Minister,
what was the value for money taxpayers received from the awarding of this half-a-million-dollar grant
now that the company, less than one year later, has gone into liquidation?
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (13:10): It is okay. That is fine. It is all good. They are obviously interested in the
answer, Speaker.
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order! The house will come to order.
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Ms D’AMBROSIO: They are not interested in the answer, Speaker.
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Members on both sides will come to order.
Ms D’AMBROSIO: I thank the Leader of the Opposition for his question. Can I just say from the
outset that our government actually has an extremely proud record of fixing up our recycling system.
When we came into government we inherited an absolute mess—a mess that no-one had confidence
in, a mess that let people down every single day. I am very pleased to report that that has changed, and
that has changed dramatically by quite a significant amount of regulatory change and record
investment in our recycling system. Our grants programs are second to none in terms of the size and
the support that they have provided the industry to actually become ready and capable of receiving
materials and recycling materials.
Mr M O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, I think the minister has had ample time to set any
scene. This is a specific question about a specific grant to a specific company, which is now in
liquidation. I ask you to bring the minister back to the question.
The SPEAKER: The minister has been answering the question for less than 2 minutes, so she is
coming to the grants program.
Ms D’AMBROSIO: Thank you very much, Speaker. We have a number of grants programs that
have been made available to many, many industries, many businesses, in this state. The grants
programs speak for themselves in terms of their success. Hundreds of millions of dollars are now going
to be made available; tens of millions have been made available. We have many businesses that are
providing significant recycling programs and of course the jobs that come with them.
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party! I ask members from both sides
to cease shouting across the chamber.
Mr M O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, the minister has not turned her attention whatsoever
to the specific question, which was about a specific grant to Green Bear of half a million dollars of
taxpayer funds to a company that is now in liquidation. I ask you to bring her back to answering this
important question.
The SPEAKER: The minister to come back to answering the question.
Ms D’AMBROSIO: Our grants programs have very, very important criteria and milestones that
need to be met. There are, on occasion, grants recipients that are not able to meet those criteria, those
milestones. The overwhelming majority of the grants that have been awarded under this government
have been diligently utilised to create jobs, to improve our recycling system and to return it to a point
where people can be confident of it.
Mr M O’Brien: On a further point of order, Speaker, the question is about one grant to one
company: Green Bear. She has not mentioned the words ‘Green Bear’ or ‘that grant’. I ask you to
bring her back to answering this question. If she doesn’t know what she is doing, she should just say
so, sit down and save the rest of us the pain of listening to her blather on.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of the Opposition is not raising a point of order. I was listening
carefully to the minister’s answer, and she had come to answering the question.
Ms D’AMBROSIO: Thank you very much, Speaker. I am absolutely delighted with the grants
programs that we put out there. Most businesses overwhelmingly are able to meet the milestones,
receive the funding and actually get on with the job of employing people and getting our recycling
working in the interests of Victorians. From time to time with any grants programs there will be
businesses that will not be able to meet the milestones. The department has its own diligent processes
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for dealing with those, but overwhelmingly, our programs are well funded, well supported and actually
are delivering, so that Victorians can have the confidence in our recycling system that they deserve.
Mr M O’BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (13:14): With over 90 per cent of sole
traders in this state unable to access any state government support, how does this minister justify
handing out half a million dollars of taxpayer money to a company that has gone broke just a few
months later?
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (13:14): I thank the Leader of the Opposition for the supplementary question. Geez,
if only this government sweated the small stuff, as has been demonstrated by the Leader of the
Opposition, to understand—
Mr M O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, it is an insult to every taxpayer for this minister to
call half a million dollars of taxpayers money ‘sweating the small stuff’.
The SPEAKER: Order! It is not a point of order.
Ms D’AMBROSIO: The Leader of the Opposition does not have his finger on the pulse of what
is actually important here. We have had a recycling system in Victoria that has actually been able to
continue to operate during COVID, supporting many, many business out there—and of course,
importantly, you are doing your level best to ensure that there is some thin thread that comes back to
sole traders, which is not the case at all. The Leader of the Opposition would learn well to understand
that we have been working very closely with all businesses that are associated with the recycling sector
to ensure that they are able to continue in a COVID-safe way and continue to provide the service that
Victorians deserve and need.
Mr M O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, the question invited the minister to justify how
handing out half a million dollars of taxpayers money to a company that went broke is in any way
justified. The minister has not referred to that at all. I ask you to bring her back to the question in the
last 15 seconds.
The SPEAKER: Order! The question is a very broad one—how a minister justifies something.
The minister to continue her answer.
Ms D’AMBROSIO: Thank you, Speaker. Lastly, the department has a due diligence approach to
any businesses that are unable to fulfil their obligations under funding agreements, and we stand by
that. They are thorough, they are transparent and they are audited. The overwhelming majority of the
funds that we have provided to the recycling system are working. They are creating jobs and creating
a recycling system that we can be proud of.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: COVID-19
Mr FOLEY (Albert Park—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services, Minister for
Equality, Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (13:16): I rise to
update the house on the continued improvement of Victoria’s contact-tracing system. This is a system
that has helped Victoria get to the position we are in today of being open and being safe. Throughout
the pandemic we have always looked to ways that we can improve our response to this deadly virus’s
spread right across our community—indeed the globe. Our test, trace and isolate systems have really
withstood the stress test of real-world application like few others. Testing, tracing and isolating
connections and contacts is no simple task. It is the hard work and skill of our over 2600-strong public
health response teams and their dedicated contract tracers, working closely with families and
communities, that have driven this capacity to drive down those infection rates. Our dedicated tracers
and contact tracers have worked hard, and I want to thank them on behalf of all Victorians. This
demonstration has been rolled out in multiple areas in more recent times. I can point to Shepparton,
Kilmore, Frankston and Chadstone, and I look forward to the current northern suburbs outbreak
following that same path.
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It is not just me saying this. I would point to the national cabinet’s website for COVID responses in
Australia, which measures the performance of all states. When you look at the past month’s results
you will see Victoria all green on all measures. We are meeting and surpassing all these national
measures in relation to cases, close contacts and workforce readiness. Indeed the measures achieved
for contact tracing set that as a 72-hour benchmark. In Victoria we have set ourselves and are achieving
a target of two days. We have shaved a whole day off the national measures and are continuing to
focus on ensuring that every minute and every hour counts to keep Victorians safe and open.
PORT OF MELBOURNE
Mr M O’BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (13:18): My question is to the Assistant
Treasurer. The Essential Services Commission (ESC) recently reviewed the effects of Labor’s
privatisation of the port of Melbourne and found that fees and charges had increased massively. The
report concluded:
… the Port of Melbourne has power and has exercised this power in a way that causes material detriment to
the long-term interests of Victorian consumers.

Minister, how much has this forced up prices for Victorian consumers?
Mr PEARSON (Essendon—Assistant Treasurer, Minister for Regulatory Reform, Minister for
Government Services, Minister for Creative Industries) (13:19): I thank the honourable member for
his question. On this side of the house we recognise the Essential Services Commission has a vitally
important role to play when it comes to regulating important state-owned assets. It was a Labor
government that introduced the Essential Services Commission back in 2001. It was not those
opposite—those opposite have always believed in the free market, to the detriment of consumers.
When they privatised the energy and gas assets in the 1990s, as the member would well know, they
did not have any checks and balances whatsoever. It has only been the Labor government that
established the Essential Services Commission, which has provided the appropriate regulatory
framework of these crucial assets.
Now, when the government looked to privatise the port, we recognised there was an important role
for the Essential Services Commission to play in relation to ensuring that there was appropriate
regulatory oversight, and we built in those checks and balances at the time of the lease back in 2016
to ensure that the Essential Services Commission could conduct regular and independent reviews of
these arrangements. And that is exactly what the Essential Services Commission has done. I want to
take this time now to congratulate the Essential Services Commission.
Mr M O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, we appreciate the history lesson, but the point is the
ESC has found that this government’s approach to privatising the port of Melbourne has actually led
to long-term detriment for Victorian consumers, and the question is: how much has it pushed up prices
for Victorian consumers? I ask you to bring the minister back to answering the actual question that
was asked. He has had plenty of time to set the scene.
The SPEAKER: Order! When members raise a point of order there is no need to repeat the
question. The minister has been entirely relevant to the question that has been asked and is working
towards the substance of the question that the Leader of the Opposition just repeated.
Mr PEARSON: These reviews are designed to help governments better monitor and protect port
tenants and broad consumer rights. We are committed to working with port stakeholders to provide
greater balance in real negotiations. That is exactly why we are now looking at setting up a voluntary
mechanism between the port and tenants over the course of the next months—to get the balance right,
to make sure that port tenants have got access to relevant information and to ensure that there is
enhanced reporting and sharing of lease information as well as a dispute resolution process.
Mr M O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, I will not repeat the question, but it was asking the
minister to quantify how much this failure of regulation has forced up prices for Victorian consumers.
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The minister has not referred to consumers whatsoever, so please bring him back to the question.
Consumers actually need to know the answer.
The SPEAKER: Order! I understand the point of order. The minister is being relevant to the
question that has been asked.
Mr PEARSON: We will review the lease arrangements, progress the development of this
enhanced voluntary negotiation framework and monitor its effect over the course of the next
12 months. Now, if the ESC’s concerns, which they have outlined in their report, cannot be addressed
in this time, then as a government we will explore further options, including regulatory intervention.
This inquiry is a new process for Victoria, but it is important to recognise there is a process because
we recognise that these important assets need to be properly regulated—unlike what you saw from
those opposite when they had the opportunity. When they looked at privatising these assets, it was just
a free-for-all. It was laissez-faire economics writ large. That is not the way we are governing these
assets, and that is not the way we are looking at ensuring these assets are being appropriately managed.
Mr M O’BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (13:23): The ESC report also said:
Further economic regulation is justified to ensure there is mitigation of the ability of the Port to exercise power
through rent seeking.

Given Labor’s port sell-off has led to a rip-off, why is it going to take the minister 12 months to fix it?
Mr PEARSON (Essendon—Assistant Treasurer, Minister for Regulatory Reform, Minister for
Government Services, Minister for Creative Industries) (13:23): We are setting up this regulation. We
are setting up a process to make sure that we get the balance right. I am somewhat confused—the party
of the free market seems to want to heavily regulate these assets.
Mr M O’Brien interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of the Opposition will come to order.
Mr PEARSON: This is about getting the balance right to make sure that we have got an appropriate
regulatory level of oversight, to make sure that tenants get a fair deal but that the owner of the port can
get a fair economic return. I am very confused by the questioning of the opposition leader.
Mr M O’Brien interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of the Opposition asked the question.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: COVID-19
Mr PALLAS (Werribee—Treasurer, Minister for Economic Development, Minister for Industrial
Relations, Minister for the Coordination of Treasury and Finance: COVID-19) (13:24): There is an
intrinsic link between the health of one’s people and the health of the economy. The mounting
evidence around the world is that jurisdictions that control the virus are also the ones that suffer the
least shock to their economy and recover faster. The economic dividend of controlling the coronavirus
is clear: less economic damage, a faster recovery and more jobs on the upswing.
Speaker, you may well ask whether there were alternative approaches considered. Not by this
government, can I assure you. We follow the advice of experts, but of course the member for Malvern
has had no plan but to criticise and to weaken our collective resolve. Despite that criticism we continue
to maintain the course—not deviate from the path—prescribed by the experts in health, science and
economics. We did not abandon Victorian businesses recklessly to chase a surplus. We did not open
up too early and invite more waves of this pandemic coming over and over again. We got on with the
job. We brought case numbers down and we provided $13 billion worth of assistance to business.
Unfortunately for Mr Fifteen Per Cent over there, he is no John Howard. In fact there is no triple
bypass coming his way—
Members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER: Order! I ask the Treasurer just to pause for a moment. I need less shouting across
the chamber to be able to hear the Treasurer’s contribution. I also warn the Treasurer to refer to
members by their correct titles.
Mr PALLAS: The member for Malvern is no Lazarus with a triple bypass. In fact he is more the
Tin Man or the Tin Ear Man, of course ably assisted by the member for Kew and the member for
Gembrook, making up that feckless trio of the befuddled Scarecrow and the Cowardly Lion. The best
way, the fastest way, the surest way to restore Victorian jobs and to grow Victorian businesses is to
control this virus.
DJAB WURRUNG SACRED TREES
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) (13:26): My question is to the Premier. On Monday, on the very day the
Premier was announcing that Melbourne would come out of lockdown, the government cut down a
sacred Djab Wurrung directions tree, which has devastated many in the Djab Wurrung community
and First Nations people. Premier, did the government deliberately choose to cut down the tree on the
very same day we were coming out of lockdown or was this just a coincidence?
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (13:27): I thank the member for Prahran for his question.
The answer to his question is no, and what is more the question is riddled with assumptions and
assertions that are not borne out by the views of the traditional owner group who speak for that country
and with whom the government has been deeply engaged. In order to establish that fact beyond any
doubt let me quote from a statement, which I am happy to hand up. It is speaking of the realignment
of the road, something the government has done as part of an agreement with traditional owners to
make sure that cultural heritage is in fact preserved. So speaking of that process:
This realignment saves 16 trees that were identified as culturally significant. This includes two identified
birthing trees, as well as other trees of significance, such as the ‘marker’, ‘directions’ and ‘grandmother’ trees.
…
On Monday afternoon, the removal of a towering fiddleback tree—felled in preparation for the highway’s
expansion—made headlines.
Despite its age and majesty, extensive re-assessments did not reveal any characteristics consistent with
cultural modification. It did not appear to have been altered by our peoples for usage in our cultural traditions.
Independent arborists have indicated that the tree in question is ‘highly unlikely’ to pre-date European
occupation.

The assertion of the member for Prahran is wrong. In pointing that out I mean no disrespect to any
Aboriginal Victorian who may have a different view. People are entitled to have a view that is different
to mine or different to the government’s. They are even, within the Aboriginal community and beyond,
able to have a view that is different to the traditional owner group, who have made their view very clear.
There have been 100 incidents on this road in recent years. Eleven people have lost their lives on this
road in recent years. We have come to agreements with the traditional owner group who speak for this
country. This road must be redesigned and upgraded. It must be improved. And whilst there are some
in the community—and I mean no disrespect to any of them—who may feel very, very personally and
profoundly about this issue, I dare say that the families of the 11 people who have died on that road
take these matters pretty personally and feel about them pretty deeply as well.
We have had a respectful, inclusive process to come to an agreement. The traditional owner group has
been very clear on what their expectations are, and they are being met. We cannot sit around and see
more people dying on this dangerous road while we wait for 100 per cent agreement. If we wait for a
unanimity of view, then this road will never get upgraded and people will continue to die. I am not
prepared to settle for that. I committed to getting this road built, and that is exactly what I will do. I
point out for the member for Prahran that the cultural heritage framework in this state is the product
of a Labor government and treaty will be a product of this Labor government, and commentary from
the sidelines that is actively misleading the community is of no benefit whatsoever.
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Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) (13:30): When the Premier refers to ‘other people’ or ‘other people with
different views’ I suspect he is actually referring to Djab Wurrung people themselves and the Djab
Wurrung women who are connected to this country and connected to that tree, where the primary
opposition is actually coming from.
A member: Greens party members!
Mr HIBBINS: Again, it is not coming from me or Greens party members; this is coming from
Djab Wurrung people and Djab Wurrung women with connection to country. Premier, in cutting down
this tree despite the significant and ongoing opposition of the Djab Wurrung people and First Nations
Victorians, isn’t the government actually undermining its own treaty process and putting at risk good
faith treaty negotiations?
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (13:31): No, we are doing no such thing. But I am obliged
to point out that there are some who would like nothing better than that outcome, and they have
demonstrated that by being tepid in their support at best—opposed at times—and have seen this as a
political opportunity. We will get a treaty in this state because that is the fair and just and right thing
to do, and we will also not throw out in that process a structure of traditional owner groups speaking
for country. That is a recognised framework. That is in no way disrespectful of the diversity of opinions
within the Aboriginal community and the diversity of opinions within the broader Victorian
community. It is in no way disrespectful. To the extent that it is, according to the member for Prahran,
it is okay to actively misrepresent what the government is doing. That is apparently an act of
fundamental respect. That brings the debate forward. We have got to get this road built without the
political games that I am very disappointed to say the member for Prahran is actively playing.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: COMMUNITY SPORT
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke—Minister for Multicultural Affairs, Minister for Community Sport,
Minister for Youth) (13:32): Today I rise to provide an update on the easing of community sport
restrictions and how the Andrews Labor government is supporting this sector during the global
pandemic. With metropolitan Melbourne moving into the third step on the road map for reopening,
this means the resumption of outdoor sports for those aged 18 and under, as well as outdoor noncontact sports for adults. This is a great step forward for community sport in metropolitan Melbourne,
with many summer sports now able to get in a full season. In regional Victoria restrictions have been
further eased, with the resumption of indoor community sport and recreation for those aged 18 and
under. This means gymnastics, dance and so many other much-loved sport and recreation activities
can now resume indoors in regional Victoria.
We continue to provide support through the second round of the $40 million community sport sector
COVID-19 survival package. Community sport is incredibly significant in the lives of Victorians, and
the Andrews Labor government is proud to support this sector through this challenging period. More
than 5000 clubs across Victoria received grants in the first round and top-up payments in the second
round, and beyond this another 1400 clubs, leagues and associations have received support of $1000
and $2000 during round 2 of the program, including the following clubs in metropolitan Melbourne:
Armadale Bowls Club, Mornington Golf Club, Gembrook Riding Club, Albert Park Bowls Club,
Bentleigh ANA Cricket Club, Brighton Ranger Guides, Ringwood Little Athletics Centre, Croydon
West Enchanted Brownie Guides, Mount Evelyn Junior Football Club, Donvale Cricket Club and
Karingal Netball Club. I wish well all those involved in community sport as they return to train and
play across metropolitan Melbourne for the summer season, and I look forward to the further easing
of restrictions over the coming weeks.
METRO TUNNEL PROJECT
Ms STALEY (Ripon) (13:34): My question is to the Treasurer. The Metro rail project is now
billions of dollars over budget. Yesterday in question time when I asked what oversights the Treasurer
had been forced to put in place to fix the Minister for Transport Infrastructure’s failures, the Treasurer
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said that he had set up the Office of Projects Victoria (OPV). Given the Treasurer’s admission that he
has oversight of major infrastructure projects, why is the Treasurer failing to ensure this project is
delivered on budget?
Mr PALLAS (Werribee—Treasurer, Minister for Economic Development, Minister for Industrial
Relations, Minister for the Coordination of Treasury and Finance: COVID-19) (13:35): Well, despite
taking exception to some of the verballing that went on from the member for Ripon, let me be very
clear. The work that the Minister for Transport Infrastructure is doing in oversighting this project is
first rate. It is a vitally important project to Victoria. It will connect our transport network. Those
opposite have been nothing but critics of this vitally important project. So yes, there are systems of
oversight because I am the Treasurer of the state, and there is nothing special or exceptional about the
fact that the Treasurer of the state expects all spenders of public money to hold themselves to account
for the purposes to which that money is applied.
Might I say the Minister for Transport Infrastructure does an exceptional job in holding herself to
account for the processes that we have put in place, because effectively we believe in getting on and
delivering quality infrastructure to this state, unlike those opposite, who could not even jump over their
own shadows, let alone get up and care about the interests of the Victorian community. When they sit
back in the long sweep of history to analyse exactly what those opposite did, it will be a big fat nothing.
Maybe they will say that ‘We managed to criticise things critically’.
As Treasurer I stand up quite substantially and consistently for the effective utilisation of public funds.
That is what the Office of Projects Victoria does. That is what the Department of Treasury and Finance
does, and we have a respectful but, might I say, substantial engagement with all spending ministers.
That is how it should be. The minister is a great deliverer of transport infrastructure, and I intend to
make sure that that infrastructure serves the community’s interests and gives taxpayers value for money.
Ms STALEY (Ripon) (13:37): One of the functions of the Office of Projects Victoria is to provide
recommendations to the Treasurer to mitigate systemic project risks. Given the multibillion-dollar
blow out on the Metro Tunnel, has OPV failed to do its job or have you failed to act on its
recommendations?
Mr PALLAS (Werribee—Treasurer, Minister for Economic Development, Minister for Industrial
Relations, Minister for the Coordination of Treasury and Finance: COVID-19) (13:37): The Office of
Projects Victoria of course is a new innovation. We had to put it in place; there were so many projects
going on. Those opposite had no projects, so they did not need an Office of Projects Victoria. In fact
they could have had an office of no projects Victoria.
Quite frankly, the Office of Projects Victoria is adequately and substantially effecting its remit by
looking at all substantial and major projects—not just this minister’s, every minister’s—and they run
a diligent process of scrutiny around those projects. Might I say we are well served by the engagement
we have with delivery agencies, because they make themselves accountable and they provide—
Ms Staley: On a point of order, Speaker, it was a pretty simple question: has OPV failed or has the
Treasurer failed? We have not got an answer. It is an either/or question.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Treasurer has moved away from and back to being relevant to the
question. Before he was interrupted he was being relevant to the question.
Mr PALLAS: Well, OPV are doing a great job and they have delivered for this government. Unlike
those opposite, who delivered nothing and therefore failed the Victorian people, this government is
delivering.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: COVID-19
Mr DONNELLAN (Narre Warren North—Minister for Child Protection, Minister for Disability,
Ageing and Carers) (13:39): I rise to update the house on the government’s support for vulnerable
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Victorians facing extreme hardship during this pandemic. It is a tragic reality that people who are
really doing it tough in our community are those who are suffering most at present—people who
struggle to put food on the table. Very much this government has acknowledged that and has boosted
our existing food relief programs massively with an $11.3 million package of support to ensure
vulnerable Victorians do not go hungry.
The package includes $5 million for the Community Food Relief Fund, with grants of up to $75 000 to
support local community groups providing food to Victorians in need—and I thank many of those
groups who are already doing this work without the extra grants that the state government is going to
give them—and $3.5 million to improve regional distribution of food relief services across the whole
of this state. We will also continue our existing emergency relief program in partnership with the Red
Cross and Foodbank, and we are providing a further $2.3 million to deliver packages of food and
essential supplies to people in mandatory isolation. And finally, we are establishing the food relief task
force, bringing together industry leaders, charities and all tiers of government to make sure we get a
coordinated and targeted effort to ensure we help those most affected.
I would also like to take the opportunity to very much thank all the food relief organisations, the charities
and the volunteers for their work during this incredibly difficult period, in particular Foodbank,
OzHarvest, SecondBite, FareShare kitchen, the many neighbourhood houses and the many small
charities—I could be here forever—who are doing that marvellous work to assist those in need. We are
seeing unprecedented demand, with many people who have never needed such support in their lives. It
is important to note that we are stepping up also with temporary visa holders in Victoria, who do not
get any income support from the commonwealth government. We have set up a $50 million fund for
this cohort, who are confronting extreme financial hardship. Earlier this month I announced the
doubling of these payments to this cohort— (Time expired)
Mr D O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, I have outstanding constituency questions—4505
and 3596—both of which are well overdue. If I could ask you to follow those up with the relevant
ministers.
The SPEAKER: Thank you, we will follow those matters up.
Constituency questions
POLWARTH ELECTORATE
Mr RIORDAN (Polwarth) (13:42): (4662) My question is to the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change. Can the minister immediately intervene in the renegotiation of Crown leases
along the Great Ocean Road that in some cases have been in limbo for more than two years to ensure
workable and viable leases are in place so that such important local attractions as the Kennett River,
Separation Creek, Marengo and Peterborough caravan parks and the iconic Cape Otway lighthouse
can continue to trade, provide employment and support their local communities? The current private
leaseholders are on unviable short-term leases. These businesses are currently being forced to consider
closing up on the cusp of what could be a life-saving, business-saving period of the year. Without
these businesses being prepared to stay open, invest and support jobs, many of the small coastal
communities in Polwarth will be left with massive holes in their local tourism offers and people will
be without jobs into the future.
BAYSWATER ELECTORATE
Mr TAYLOR (Bayswater) (13:43): (4663) My constituency question is to the Minister for
Housing. I ask the minister to please provide me with information on what the Andrews government
is doing to support social housing throughout our state. Growing up in Dandenong, I went to school
and lived in a community with many friends who benefited from social and public housing. Without
a shadow of a doubt, many would not be where they are today without this support. Everybody needs
a stable roof over their head—everybody. Without a roof over your head, you cannot keep safe. Earlier
this year the Andrews government invested an unprecedented extra $500 million into building
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168 brand new units as well as upgrading tens of thousands more, creating jobs and stability for those
that are doing it tough and the hardest hit in our community. But I know from my childhood and
importantly the local context in the community I represent that there is more to do. I am very keen to
find out what the government is looking to do to further support putting more roofs over people’s
heads. I will always be a member that stands up for social housing, knowing the huge difference that
it makes in the lives of the people who benefit from it. I will always advocate on behalf of them and
other locals who need it but do not necessarily always have a voice. I thank the minister for his
consideration of this question and for the work he does and the Andrews government is doing to back
in those who need it most.
GIPPSLAND SOUTH ELECTORATE
Mr D O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) (13:44): (4664) My constituency question is for the Minister
for Housing as well, and I ask: does the government have plans for further public housing and
emergency housing in the Wellington shire area? I have been rather alarmed at recent cries for help to
my office from people, particularly women and particularly those seeking emergency housing support.
Sadly, we recently had a woman attend the office armed with a knife and threatening self-harm due to
her stress at having been homeless for the past three months. She had recently been living at the Sale
cemetery. Local Department of Health and Human Services staff and the various NGO agencies
working in this space do their best, but I know of at least one agency that has already spent its entire
crisis care budget for the current financial year, and it is only October. One of the issues this
government has focused on—and I give it due credit for this—is tackling family violence, but I think
emergency accommodation for those fleeing violent situations is something that we may need in
Central Gippsland. The minister may need to work with the Minister for Prevention of Family
Violence, but I would appreciate any advice he can provide on official levels of demand and plans for
more public housing and emergency accommodation in the region.
NARRE WARREN SOUTH ELECTORATE
Mr MAAS (Narre Warren South) (13:45): (4665) My constituency question is for the Minister for
Youth regarding the new scout hall to be built in my electorate of Narre Warren South. Minister, are
there any updates on the status of the construction of the new scout hall? The scouts are such an
important part of many young people’s lives, providing real-life skills and a sense of belonging within
community. The Victorian budget committed $650 000 towards this new hall project, which is an
investment in the young people of Narre Warren South and the many community groups who utilise
scout halls for events such as dance classes, community theatre rehearsals and fitness classes. I would
appreciate any further information on the progress of this scout hall project in my electorate, and as
always I look forward to sharing the minister’s response with my community.
BRIGHTON ELECTORATE
Mr NEWBURY (Brighton) (13:46): (4666) My constituency question is to the Minister for
Planning, and I ask: can the minister inform me what protections this government has in place to stop
fake and costly adverse possession claims being used as a device to oppose residential development?
Elwood residents Adrian and Nataly Gardiner had a dream of renovating their residential property.
Despite the proposed changes being within the planning scheme, the Gardiners’ dream has become a
nightmare. Their neighbours have launched an adverse possession claim to shave off centimetres from
their property boundary and stop a terrace being built. Typically, the bureaucracy has not got the
processes in place to protect the Gardiners or offer adequate right of reply. The Gardiners have spent
thousands on a caveat and lawyers fees, and the department has sat on the claim for a year not knowing
how to deal with it. What is the government doing to protect the Gardiners and the broader community
from fake adverse possession claims?
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PASCOE VALE ELECTORATE
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) (13:46): (4667) My constituency question is for the Minister
for Education. The question I ask is in relation to what government support might be available to
students in the Pascoe Vale area, those students attending both mainstream and also specialist-sector
schools, who are transitioning back to face-to-face learning. Indeed this week has been an exciting one
for school students in my electorate and I am sure across the state as students in years 8 to 10 are
joining other year levels in returning to onsite learning. We know that remote learning has required
great levels of resilience for local students with the transition to teaching and learning in new ways
and that their families have also worked diligently with those students to help them with their teaching
and learning while at the same time helping to keep our community safe. I have heard from numerous
students across my electorate about the toll that this has taken on them. For some it has been a positive
experience; for others it has been a difficult one. So I ask what supports might be available.
MILDURA ELECTORATE
Ms CUPPER (Mildura) (13:47): (4668) My question is for the Minister for Community Sport and
relates to the Mildura South regional sporting precinct. Can the minister provide an update on the
community consultation that has taken place with sporting groups and associations in the Mildura
region about the importance and benefits of the project being completed in full? The project is a
$40 million project being jointly funded by federal, state and local government entities. Due to a
$10 million shortfall in funding, the project is currently being constructed in two stages. If completed
in full, the Mildura South sports precinct will provide Mildura with a top-quality venue capable of
hosting AFL pre-season games, NBL and WNBL basketball games and national and state sporting
carnivals in what would be a huge boost for our community. Not only that, but it would be home to
many sporting associations and teams from Mildura, providing a community hub which will provide
positive health and wellbeing outcomes.
TARNEIT ELECTORATE
Ms CONNOLLY (Tarneit) (13:48): (4669) My question is for the Minister for Public Transport.
Can the minister please inform my community and me on the progress of the additional 500 car parks
at Tarneit train station? As the minister knows, Tarneit station is the linchpin of my community’s
public transport network and the second-busiest station on the V/Line outside of Southern Cross, and
it has certainly caused much frustration over the past couple of years with parking and traffic
management. With a lot of development happening in the west it is more important than ever that we
get people off the roads and onto public transport, but it is also very important that our public transport
network is one that is accessible. Our government’s commitment to improving access to Tarneit train
station by building an additional 500 parking spaces has been welcomed by my community. As I
understand it, geological evaluations have been recently undertaken as part of the planning process for
these additional spaces. I know that local residents would greatly appreciate knowing where we are at
in the planning process.
SANDRINGHAM ELECTORATE
Mr ROWSWELL (Sandringham) (13:49): (4670) My constituency question is for the Minister
for Small Business in the other place, and on behalf of local businesses and residents I ask: when will
the minister respond to the 16 unanswered letters which I have written to her on behalf of small
business operators since 20 July this year? Now, in a desperate attempt to clean up the mess for which
they are responsible, the Andrews Labor government imposed some of the most crippling economic
restrictions in the world. But in their desperation to clean up their own mess they plunged hardworking
small business people into chaos. Repeated phone calls from my office have been made to the
minister’s office, and on two separate occasions my office has been requested to resend all outstanding
correspondence in its entirety. The minister’s continued silence adds insult to the injury which so many
traders have sustained at the hands of this Victorian Labor government, and it is inexcusable.
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BROADMEADOWS ELECTORATE
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (13:50): (4671) My constituency question is to the Minister for
Education. What supports are available to provide the best opportunities for students in the state district
of Broadmeadows? I want to use this contribution to thank the minister for the Victorian government’s
assistance package for Victorian certificate of applied learning and vocational education and training
students, which is crucial to the life chances of so many young students. I thank the minister for the
assistance package that so many students can access for special consideration to complete their VET
qualifications while guaranteeing enrolment at TAFE or dual-sector providers to finish their studies
next year. Broadmeadows is home to Kangan Institute and the skills required for local jobs for local
people where they are needed most, particularly in manufacturing, which is what we are trying to bring
back as a nation. So developing Kangan Institute for the skills for recovery is really important
economically and socially. I look forward to working with the minister on more innovation, especially
using technology, to connect the disconnected and improve the social determinants of life.
Bills
HUMAN TISSUE AMENDMENT BILL 2020
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) (13:52): I rise to speak in support of the Human Tissue
Amendment Bill 2020. Now, at any given time there are around 1700 Australians on the waiting list for
life-changing organ transplants. Last year alone 1683 lives were either saved or transformed by donors,
both deceased and living. There are over 200 000 Australians registered on the organ donor register. So
this bill that we are talking about today is not merely making amendments on some technical issues
around the original act. Of course it is also a reminder of how important organ and tissue donations are
for those recipients, because they can overwhelmingly change lives and also save lives.
Our Labor state government has always been committed to supporting organ and tissue donation for
transplants, and of course this is why we thought about this bill and some amendments. As we know,
society, the way we live and community expectations are forever evolving and changing, and
legislation is required to follow that evolution. Whether it is based on a set of experiences that we have
had or a deficit that may have been highlighted within a piece of legislation, no matter how well it has
been drafted or put together, things change, and this is the case in terms of this amending bill.
This bill will amend the Human Tissue Act 1982 to include a process for the authorisation of carrying
out what are called ante-mortem procedures for the purpose of donations of human tissue. That means
a procedure or procedures that may be required to prepare those organs, which essentially are still in
a living body, to be preserved as best they can be so that when they are provided to another person
those organs are in the best possible state, because of course immediately upon death the body and its
organs begin to deteriorate. These certain procedures mean that we can preserve organs and human
tissue so that they go to the next person in the best possible state and can therefore have the greatest
possible chance of success.
There are a number of procedures that fall within this category. While at the moment these procedures
are required in terms of transplants, the legislation, it was believed, needs to be clarified even further
to ensure that these procedures can be done within the strictest ethical guidelines and also to ensure
that the proper and appropriate consent has been received from those closest to the person that has
agreed to donate human tissue or their organs. In the case of donations of organs the most senior next
of kin does have that role to agree to implement the person’s wishes. But in this legislative amendment
it is going to be the person that has been designated to give medical consent for treatment of the person
that will be the one that actually is required to agree or consent to the ante-mortem procedures that
would be required. So in this case essentially it will mean two people—if they are not the same
person—will be required to consent to a transplant of either human tissue or an organ. In the sense that
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the dying person has given authority to determine their medical treatment, they are required to give
consent to the preparation of the organ prior to removal, but it is still up to the next of kin to agree to
the actual transplant or the removal in the first place.
When we talk about things like this, they are very emotional things of course. It is around people that
are passing on doing a really selfless act by agreeing to have their organs or human tissue provided in
order to make somebody else live and perhaps live a fuller life than they otherwise would have, rather
than—for example, in a kidney transplant—being on dialysis every day and unable to go about the
normal things that we all take for granted in life. Of course the transplant of a kidney can allow a
person to be free of that and to live a more fulfilling life.
Now, this issue around the transplant of human tissue and organs is something that has very polarising
views. There are people that are quite opposed to the issue and there are people that are very, very
committed to and supportive of these procedures. I am a person that is very committed to these sort of
procedures, and I and my family are all on the organ donor registry. We hope nothing happens to us,
but in the event of some sort of tragic situation, if we can provide something so that others may live a
better life, I think that as a human being and for humanity it is a very important thing that we do.
When talking about this bill, one of the things that struck me was thinking about the family of Zaidee
Alexander Turner. There is a Zaidee foundation. She was a little girl—seven years old in 2004. She
passed away—her life was taken—and at seven years old she determined that she would want to give
her organs to another child, because of course organs are of different sizes and there are a whole lot of
other reasons why organs are suited to some people and not others. But she did this very selfless thing,
and her family, in loving memory of their daughter and her selfless act, established Zaidee’s Rainbow
Foundation, which does two things: it supports raising awareness of organ and human tissue donation
and also advocates for a greater responsiveness from the community and how governments can
perhaps further persuade or encourage people to donate their organs or put themselves on the registry.
The SPEAKER: Order! I interrupt the member at that point. The time has come under the
resolution of the house for us to break for lunch and cleaning of the chamber. The bells will ring for a
quorum at 3.00 pm. I remind members to take any personal belongings with them because the cleaners
will come in and clean the chamber.
Sitting suspended 2.00 pm until 3.02 pm.
Business interrupted under resolution of house of 27 October.
Matters of public importance
REGIONAL MEDIA
The SPEAKER (15:02): Order! I have accepted a statement from the member for Shepparton
proposing the following matter of public importance for discussion:
That this house notes the very important contribution our local regional media plays in curating and delivering
community-based reporting, expresses grave concerns about the consolidation of media organisations and
loss of media diversity in our regions and calls on our federal and state governments to show their support for
regional media generally by noting:
(1) the important role that a local media presence has within regional communities;
(2) the concerning decline of localised journalism;
(3) the impact of COVID-19 on regional media in Victoria;
(4) the trends that have emerged in recent years leading to the decline in regional media; and
(5) the need for both the federal government and the Victorian state government to support media diversity
and provide the financial support to ensure the continued viability of our regional media.

Ms SHEED (Shepparton) (15:03): Before the drought, before the bushfires, before coronavirus,
regional media was in trouble. As evidenced by many media reports—and that is somewhat of an
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irony—the closure of Victorian and Australian regional media outlets has been accelerating.
Following decades of contraction, we are now witnessing takeovers, consolidations and closures like
never before.
In just June last year WIN Television station closed its WIN News bureaus in Orange, Wagga Wagga,
Albury and Bundaberg. Just this year we lost our Channel 9 reporter from Shepparton. At the start of
March it was announced that AAP would soon cease, with the loss of 180 media jobs. This was
shocking news in the media industry. At the eleventh hour it was bought by a philanthropic group of
investors and will continue to produce but with a much smaller staff.
Earlier in the year it looked like here in Victoria we would lose Mildura’s Sunraysia Daily, the Swan
Hill Guardian, the Gannawarra Times from Kerang and the Loddon Times in Loddon Mallee. Most
of these have been able to continue again by reducing their capacity and publication dates. This year
News Corp announced the suspension of printing of 60 regional newspapers across the country, with
only three of them resuming print. This is part of the News Corp digital-only strategy, where a reporter
is locally embedded in a region that a digital masthead covers. Presently they have trialled 16 of these
sorts of publications with only one reporter in each community. It is not clear whether this strategy
will continue and roll out for some 76 other print publications, but if so, there will be a massive loss
of journalists in our regions.
It can be difficult to identify how many newspapers and television and radio outlets have been closed
down in regional areas, or left, in recent years. The Australian newsroom mapping project, which is
conducted by the Public Interest Journalism Initiative, suggests that there have been contractions of
about 192 newsrooms and 54 expansions, and a net loss therefore of 138 newsrooms. This may or
may not be accurate because we hear anecdotally of many others.
These closures cannot be measured in raw dollar terms. They impact our entire communities. These
closures come at tremendous cost culturally, economically and even democratically. The ABC
performs a vital role in regional and rural communities, and that is evidenced by their bushfire crisis
coverage and by an ongoing dedicated presence in the bush via television, radio and online. But the
ABC is a stretched service. It has nowhere near the media resources of our combined country and
other media organisations that currently employ journalists in the hundreds across our state.
Rural and regional media place journalists in the courtrooms, they place them in council chambers,
they follow state and federal politics and they hold local, state and federal politicians to account.
Regional journalists hold me to account, and so they should. Rarely a day goes by when my office is
not fielding questions from a local media organisation—television, radio, print and online—on the
policies held by me, my peers, the state government and local leaders and on the happenings in my
community and the direction we are travelling.
They publicise public campaigns. I dare say that without the fantastic media coverage we had, our
2015 All Aboard campaign, when hundreds of members of our community jumped on the train to
Melbourne to protest for better rail services from Shepparton to Melbourne, would not have been
successful—had it not been for the extraordinary media coverage that we were able to harness. That
campaign amounted to stages 1 and 2 being fully funded, with a further $320 million recently
announced by the federal government, an investment that will produce nine VLocity trains from
Shepparton to Melbourne—over $600 million worth of investment out of a community campaign.
Local newspapers, television and radio gave both proponents and opponents of the new Greater
Shepparton Secondary College a forum to express their views loudly and clearly. This is a valuable
form of communication between me and my constituents, because I do not get to dictate the terms. I
am challenged, I am required to explain myself and my thoughts and politics, and my words are
weighed up against those of others in the game along with those of experts who hold their own
opinions. The audience is truly enriched by this process and the function of journalists as they present
the multiple views across so many audiences. This coverage allows the reader, watcher or listener to
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judge the merits of whatever argument is being made in context rather than someone like myself just
dictating the terms of it.
But I am not just a subject of the local news; I am also an avid consumer. As a member of my
community I am connected to and saddened by the loss of each and every journalist. Previously that
loss was felt when one of ours went off to expand their career from the regions to the cities—people
like Barrie Cassidy, who started writing for a small weekly newspaper in his home town of Chiltern
and later went on to the Border Mail, then to the Shepparton News before going on to the Herald Sun
and the ABC and having a very distinguished career, before his retirement. Annika Smethurst started
her regional reporting career at the Bendigo Weekly. So many others—Tony Wright, Zoe Daniel, Ben
Knight; I could go on at length—all started in regional newsrooms, where they learned their
professions, crafted their skills and learned how to present the news. We want people to succeed in the
country and we want them to go off and do great things, but their loss is felt greatly. When they leave,
when they lose their jobs and they have nowhere else to go, we lose them from the profession. Many
are now looking for work in fields other than their chosen profession. This devalues their education,
their training and the experience they have built up over years.
Country journalists, however, do not just serve up politics and court and cover the local community.
They do cover those things. They cover netball, sport, cricket. They cover BMX and motocross and
fishing and equestrian—all part of the local mix of our communities. They venture into our schools
and our aged-care facilities, our churches and our clubs. They attend our local festivals and events, our
plays and our musicals. Our local Shepparton Theatre Arts Group often has the talent of local
journalists, such as ABC’s Matt Dowling, who strut the stage in many performances. They participate.
They do not just report on sporting events; they participate in that local sport. These journalists cover
our culture. They explain it, they curate it, they disseminate it and they store it. These journalists also
form a guard against corruption.
Studies out of the UK, the US and Australia indicate that where local media closes, communities suffer
a commensurate rise in corruption and political disengagement and a heightened distrust in public
institutions. The author of a 2016 King’s College London study, Dr Martin Moore, observes:
We can all have our own social media account, but when local papers are depleted or in some cases simply
don’t exist, people lose a communal voice. They feel angry, not listened to and more likely to believe
malicious rumour.

And haven’t we seen that. In 2019 Australia’s Public Interest Journalism Initiative found that a third
of local government areas reported no journalists attending local government meetings. Last year’s
Australian Local Government Association annual report lamented that a large part of local government
business goes entirely unscrutinised and unreported. In the United States the term ‘news desert’ has
been coined. A recent report by Harvard Business Review claims:
The demise of local newspapers … is also linked to a rise in local corruption and an increase in polarization,
as news consumers rely more on partisan-inflected national outlets for their information.

The academic evidence has been building for decades and supports the notion that local media is both
vital and in crisis. So what is going wrong? Ask any editor or advertising manager and you will receive
a different answer, which amounts to the same answer. The editor will tell you that the media giants,
primarily Google and Facebook, are stealing their content, while the ad manager will tell you that the
same entities are taking their revenue. It amounts to a serious attack on our vulnerable newsrooms that
they cannot fend off and becomes particularly concerning when considering Google and Facebook do
not even create content but merely collate it and serve it up in one form or another. Google and
Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, Instagram and all the other social media giants will never replace the local
knowledge, the curiosity and the dedication to journalistic ethics of those employed in the media within
our communities. We are now coming to see that they craft and manipulate information to suit their
long-term needs. For those of you who have not yet watched The Social Dilemma, a documentary
exploring the dangerous human impact of social networking, with tech experts sounding the alarm at
their own work, you should do so straightaway.
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For about two decades local media have been struggling with how to transform themselves into digital
platforms to varying degrees. Many have tried. They are trying to be innovative. They are branching
out into data journalism, into blogs and into podcasts and are creating content to try and please the
broader audience. They have experimented with paywalls, and many during the COVID crisis have
taken down their paywalls just so that their communities can access information freely. And yet now
with the coronavirus they are facing their very own crisis—just when we need them the most.
Simultaneously, sources of advertising—the precious revenue that keeps journalists, photographers,
camera operators, editors, subeditors and producers paid and the news flowing—have plummeted as
local businesses shut down or close or simply minimise their expenditure during COVID.
Governments can help, and in this regard I think it is important to note that at a local government level
we have seen the significant removal of local government advertising from our local newspapers.
Things like annual business plans and budgets, rates declarations and variations, service charges—I
could go on—all the sorts of things that you would normally see in the classifieds section of a local
newspaper, have now been removed and put over on the local government website. That is not where
people go to see those sorts of things. It is a much more random exposure than people in the community
want and demand. If it is not in that scanning of a newspaper, it is often entirely missed, and again that
is that notion of lack of scrutiny generally.
Local government can play a significant part in all of this by resuming advertising, but I am very
concerned to see that our current Local Government Act 2020 actually removes any obligation that
used to be there on local government to advertise in newspapers, and I think that must be rectified.
You might wonder what governments have been doing about all of this. The very existence of Save
Our Voices, the website advocating for change to preserve regional media, points to a lack of
government engagement on this topic.
There are things that can be done. Firstly, we could all subscribe to our local newspapers, print and
online, and support our local radio stations and news media rooms. Secondly, local government could
do as I have said—publicly advertise. The state government can continue its support through
advertising. But the one thing that is very clear is that we have an extraordinarily outdated Australian
broadcasting act. It has been there for a very long time, with only a small bit of reform along the way.
I am hearing from many people of the need for an absolute revamp of that legislation. It barely takes
into account the fact that the internet is here, and it has been here for a long time. Organisations like
Southern Cross Austereo, Prime, WIN and Australian Community Media have banded together to
form this Save Our Voices website, but they are really struggling to get governments to come to the
party to talk to them, to talk about the one-to-a-market rule and some of these really important
initiatives. Lowering the threshold for public interest journalism grants is an important feature of what
could be done. There is an opportunity for tax rebates. There are all sorts of things that governments
could do, particularly at a federal level.
In closing, I would just like to say that the result of the ongoing contraction of media diversity in our
regional areas means that there will be less transparency, less access to information for those who are
not deliberately going in search of it and ultimately a lot less accountability. This denigrates our
democratic processes. To be able to participate you must first be informed and you must be educated.
If we wish to maintain a healthy and vibrant media now and when we emerge on the other side of this
health crisis, regional media need the support of government and the support of their communities. The
alternative is a future without regional media, and that is a future I do not want and neither should you.
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure, Minister
for the Suburban Rail Loop, Minister for the Coordination of Transport: COVID-19) (15:18): I am
rising to support the Independent member for Shepparton’s matter of public importance that has been
brought to the Parliament today, and in doing so I agree with much of what the member for Shepparton
has just presented to the chamber. A strong, vibrant, diverse media landscape is vitally important in an
open, pluralist, democratic society, and in this state and in this country we rightly cherish our
democracy, our right to free speech and our right to practise our faith free of persecution. And a vital
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cog in this democratic machine is the ability for news to be reported widely with a diversity of views
presented. Journalists and media outlets that report the news tell our local stories to the rest of the
world and bring the rest of the world literally into our lounge rooms, and for the smallest of country
towns and our regional cities media plays an additional and vital role in giving those communities, our
communities, an identity, a name, a voice in the big wide world and an ability to have local issues
heard and, importantly, listened to.
I just want to quickly share an example from my own community of Bendigo. A couple of years ago
we had an incredibly divisive debate in our community around the construction and the establishment
of a mosque in our city. There was a very narrow minority of voices who agitated, who were pushing
our community, causing division on this issue, and many local leaders stood up for what was right—
the right of people, in this instance Muslim people, to practise their faith in their own place of worship.
But what was particularly important was the role that our local media outlets played in understanding
that they too could have a voice in this debate, be part of this debate, by putting the information
forward—not responding to the noisiest, loudest, narrowest voices but putting the information forward
and encouraging our community to cherish that right of freedom to practise faith and see the
construction of this mosque. I am pleased to say construction is now underway.
The member for Shepparton rightly identified that governments at all levels have an important role to
play in addressing what we are seeing. It was once a slow decline; it has now rapidly increased in
terms of regional media outlets. The Andrews Labor government recognises that it has a role to play,
which is why since July of last year it has lifted the percentage of government advertising expenditure
to be spent on regional media outlets to stand at 15 per cent. Understanding, as I said, that we have a
role to play with our own expenditure, we have gone further on this with additional funding during the
bushfires earlier this year, and we have signalled again to those bushfire-affected communities that
there will be further advertising support to come. Also during the pandemic, understanding that there
needed to be emergency support to help regional print media survive, we provided $4.7 million to
newspapers to help them through these very difficult times.
I should declare I have a bit of an interest in this issue, a longstanding interest, because I actually
wanted to be a journalist myself. I applied for a job as a cadet at the Bendigo Advertiser as a young
19-year-old and did not get the job. Of course all of my colleagues in the chamber would say politics’
and the Parliament’s gain is the Bendigo Advertiser’s loss. But I do have a deep interest in this issue.
The member for Shepparton pointed out that not only is it the loss of the regional community’s voice
being heard, it is having regional people be part of the debate. The member for Shepparton mentioned
Barrie Cassidy. I remember as that young aspiring journalist seeing Mike Amor, who now presents
the news for Channel 7, working in the Bendigo Advertiser newsroom. But it is not just journalists—
young kids from country towns who have aspirations to go on and be journalists. For a number of
years Alex Ellinghausen worked at the Bendigo Advertiser, and he is now a much-lauded photographer
in the federal press gallery who impresses time and again with his wonderful photography skills and
presentation of what goes on in Canberra. There are so many reasons why we need not just to protect
the diversity and protect the multiplicity of regional media outlets but to have an environment that
allows them to thrive.
Can I say it is at this point that I will draw the house’s attention to an alternative approach that has
been put forward by the National Party. The National Party’s suggestion for a solution to this problem
is a National Party newsletter, and I think it is offensive to those principles of freedom of speech, of
reporting without fear or favour, for the National Party to suggest that this is the solution to the problem
of the decline in regional media outlets. I refer the house to an ABC Goulburn-Murray radio report
from 9 October, when it was announced that the National Party is launching a good-news website and
that the leader insists articles will not favour his party. However, they would be vetted good-news
articles, and they would be from contributors who would be expected to write for free—journalists
being asked to produce content for free. When I heard this report, it did cause me to speculate: would
this newsletter, this so-called news outlet that was vetted by the Leader of the National Party, allow
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the publication of—I do not know—the government’s grant to East Loddon P–12 College, which is
being upgraded by the Andrews Labor government? Would it allow the publication of a story about
how we have had to rebuild this school after years of neglect by the National Party when the member
for Murray Plains represented this school? I think we know the answer to that—I think not. And I say
this because—and I am quoting from the article—
Mr T Bull interjected.
Ms ALLAN: The East Loddon P–12 College came into the electorate of Bendigo East following
the 2014 election, and since then I have secured an upgrade of the gym and a $4.5 million
redevelopment of a school that was neglected for many a long year by the National Party. I go on to
point out that in this article the Leader of the National Party says:
We’re not recruiting staff.

I have mentioned the free labour that they are seeking people to provide, and he says—and this is a
quote:
The content will be vetted by myself to make sure the articles are appropriate.

Well, I put it to the Leader of the National Party and member for Murray Plains that if he is tired of
his job in this place there is a job as a senior journalist and a subeditor at the Hamilton Spectator that
he might wish to apply for—if he is that interested in a job as a journalist and a subeditor—and he
would get paid for what he does, rather than vetting these articles that are supposedly to be put to the
National Party and, can I note, be funnelled through the electorate office of the Leader of the National
Party. An electorate officer will be managing this process for the National Party through the electorate
office of the Victorian Nationals—again, I am quoting from this article. This is not an alternative. If
the National Party and the Liberal Party really wanted to make a difference in this area, if they really
wanted to put their energy, their leadership and their voice behind efforts to garner change, they could
knock on the door of their own party colleagues in Canberra. It reflects their weakness time and again
to stand up for what is right and for the communities they represent.
Regarding rural and regional MPs in communities that get ravaged by bushfires, I will acknowledge
that over the years I have seen many a National Party MP and Liberal Party MP do the right thing
during those periods of time during bushfire and go out there and support their local communities, but
part of that is getting on the local radio and telling the rest of the world what is happening in their
community. I recall well listening to the federal member for Gippsland, Darren Chester, over this
summer; I remember it well. I was at home and I was in tears listening to him describe what was
happening at Mallacoota over the course of this summer. That is powerful storytelling that the world
needs to hear, but when it comes to putting that powerful voice behind stopping the cuts to the ABC
or taking action on federal regulatory and legislative change that is required, we hear nothing from
those same members of Parliament.
And can I say it is not just the ABC that is feeling this pressure; it is the commercial media sector as well.
Over years, news that used to be produced and read out of Bendigo has been moved to Mount Gambier,
as one of a number of country towns’ news bulletins that are read from that area. Country newspapers
have folded. Mildura has lost its TV station with WIN Television withdrawing from the town. This is
happening over and over again, and what it means is that it is a loss of a country community’s voice. It
is the loss of the ability for their stories to be told. It is the loss of the ability for important issues in those
communities to command state, national and international attention to bring about change, and I have
mentioned the example of the Bendigo mosque. There are just countless examples.
I remember many a long year ago seeing the campaign against the closure of the Dunolly hospital by
the then Kennett Liberal-National government. That decision was reversed because of the massive
outcry and the media spotlight that was shone on that decision. We see the powerful stories, the tragic
and powerful stories, that have come out of country communities around Ballarat and in the Western
District about the young boys and men who experienced institutional sexual abuse associated with
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religious institutions. Those powerful stories gathered national attention and have brought about
substantial change. These are the stories that need to be told, that must be told and that only really get
a voice when you have a diversity of media outlets that enable that to happen.
As I have referenced already, the member for Shepparton has said that leadership is needed, and I have
taken us through that. Where we can play a role, the Andrews Labor government has. But the levers,
the big policy levers to bring about the real change that is needed, sit with the federal government. It
is the funder of our ABC. It is the regulator of the media environment, and we are just not seeing the
leadership that is needed on this matter—which is why into this vacuum has stepped the Save Our
Voices campaign, and it is gathering a head of steam. This is something that regional communities are
feeling deeply and passionately about, and so they should.
Now it is more important than ever that we stand up and take this action because we are living in times
where the ability to debate different opinions is under threat by this dismissive retort of ‘It’s just fake
news’. That has become the weapon to push back on diversity and differences of opinion. It is
dangerous, it is corrosive and it undermines our democracy. I am not anti-social-media—we all
consume social media—but one of the great challenges with social media, of course, is it enables
people to go into their own little vacuum, to only get a singularity of a particular view, a particular
ideology. That is just accelerating some of the challenges we have: the inability to debate and have
that contest of ideas. That is what we need to see more of, not less of, because if we do not, that
narrowing of individuals’ views starts narrowing a society’s views and heads us down a path that we
just should not contemplate. That is why I am very pleased to support the member for Shepparton’s
matter of public importance today.
It is vital that those of us who have the privileged position of having a voice—of being subject to
media attention that we sometimes like and sometimes do not like—take it on in all forms, that we
understand we have a privileged position and that we raise our voices to call for action and to push to
bring about change. We do need to see change brought about in this space. We are seeing too many
jobs lost from country towns. We are seeing too many of our newsrooms being wound down and too
many of our country stories being told by people who live nowhere near those country communities.
We need to identify what the problem is here. The problem sits with that federal legislative and
regulatory environment, which needs to bring about the change.
Look, we know there are some in important positions of power who would prefer to see large sections
of the media silenced, who are threatened by difference, who do not want a range of views put out there
for public debate, but the health of our democracy demands the very opposite. That is why I am speaking
today on this matter, not just because a long, long time ago I aspired to be a journalist but because,
having grown up and living and raising my own family in a country community, I want to see those
communities continue to have their stories told, to recognise difference, to embrace debate, to have
international news brought to our doorstep with a range of different opinions that come with it. That is
so critical; it is so important. We are so blessed that we do live in this wonderful democratic country,
but being blessed we have to understand that we have got a role to protect it and recognise where there
are threats and challenges. This is an important matter. I hope it gains the support of the Parliament
today and that we continue to consider our role in pushing to support our regional media outlets.
Mr T BULL (Gippsland East) (15:33): It is a pleasure to rise to speak on this matter of public
importance (MPI) today. It is very interesting: we often hear the member for Bendigo East blaming
the opposition for its time in government. We were in government for four of the last 20 years, but
everything seems to be our fault.
It is a pleasure to speak on this issue. I went for a job as a cadet as well at the age of 17—I was lucky
enough to get mine—and spent 20 years in the media and 10 years as a country newspaper editor. I
must say when I got the MPI today from the member for Shepparton, I found it interesting that we had
an MPI at the state level that, as the first two speakers pointed out, goes to the heart of, I guess, a
federal regulatory regime—we are talking about the Australian Broadcasting Act 1942 nationally—
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when we have a whole lot of issues in rural and regional Victoria at the moment. Businesses are on
their knees. Particularly in areas of northern Victoria we have got a shortage of labour force. We have
got one of the highest youth unemployment rates in the state, and we have water security issues. You
know, rural media is certainly very important—and I am not downgrading that—but I just question
whether perhaps it should be at the top of the list. But anyway, we will get on with the discussion.
Having worked in the media for two decades, rural media has suffered significantly over the COVID
period, like many, many other businesses have suffered over this COVID period. Working in that sector
for 20 years gave me great insight into the importance of country newspapers. Therefore during this
very tough economic period—I was surprised that the two leading speakers never raised this—the
federal coalition government actually established a specific fund to assist country media, which seems
to have been overlooked. This was the $50 million Public Interest News Gathering program. In my
electorate alone and in my region alone East Gippsland newspapers received $90 000 out of that fund
to keep the doors open and support local journalism during the coronavirus pandemic. The Latrobe
Valley Express received $205 000 and the Gippsland Times more than $100 000 in the electronic media
sphere. We had WIN Television and regional newsrooms across Australia, including the one in
Traralgon, receiving $4.5 million. I am assuming that this level of support was afforded to media in
northern Victorian and the Shepparton region as well, so I am surprised that it never got a mention.
It is clear that the support from the federal coalition government has been key to keeping a number of
these rural and regional newspapers and media outlets afloat, and I have had that feedback given to
me directly. But despite that, the reality is that some have closed their doors, and when we talk about
print media we have had some that have had to cut back on the number of editions they publish each
week. We only hope they can recover, because I think everyone in this chamber would agree that our
country newspapers and country media outlets are very, very important.
One thing we can do to help save them and to help get things functioning is to get the local economies
operating again. Our newspapers rely heavily on advertising support to keep them going, and they rely
heavily on local businesses to operate profitably and then be able to advertise in their local papers. As
I said in this chamber yesterday, we can make some decisions now in relation to this COVID period
that will help our local businesses and therefore help our local media outlets, because when we help
one, we invariably help the other.
Here are some examples of how we can help our local media through supporting our local business
sector. At the moment we can have 20 people in a church and we can have people in a cafe, but we
cannot have 20 people in a cinema. It makes no sense. Cinemas are larger than churches and larger
than cafes. We cannot have 20 people in there, but we can have them in a church for a church service.
If we change the rule to let our cinemas operate, they will start advertising in our local newspapers.
Cinemas are one.
We have some restaurants with only one room—most restaurants have only one room. We say that
we can have up to 40 people in hospitality. That is not true. It is a misrepresentation of the facts,
because we have got a 10-person limit. So restaurants are not opening. The foreshore at Lakes Entrance
is littered with restaurants. While the Premier says we can have 40 people in the restaurant, they
cannot, because they have one room and they can only have 10 people.
Other states, other jurisdictions, are operating under the 4-square-metre rule, but we are not. Let us
change that to operate how the other states are operating—very safely, without increasing the health
risk—and they will start opening the doors and they will start advertising in our local newspapers. The
same goes with pubs—10 people per room. They cannot open the doors for 20 people. At lot of pubs
have just got a bistro and a bar. Let us move to the 4-square metre rule and get 40 people in. The pubs
will open, and they will start advertising in the local newspapers.
Not all newspapers and not all media outlets were going badly before COVID. One in particular in my
electorate was growing quite significantly. They changed their model and they were growing. It is a
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challenging time, as previous speakers have pointed out in relation to social media getting into the
market and people being drawn to that forum, but other media outlets have adjusted and were doing
quite well. What we need to do now is change our COVID rules to get our economy functioning and
get our newspapers back on their feet.
I have got a ferry service operator in Lakes Entrance. He has got a massive boat. He has got 100 square
metres of floor space on his boat. It is huge. He can have 10 patrons. Now, he is a big advertiser in our
local paper. If we were able to work with businesses like that and allow them to open sensibly, we
would have our newspapers receiving more advertising, being more profitable and getting back on
their feet. It is this reduction in advertising revenue that has really hurt our country newspapers and
media outlets.
For well over a century country newspapers have been the lifeblood of many of our country towns.
Television and radio are also critically important, particularly in the fire period and emergency
situations that we have. They can report in real time, whereas newspapers cannot, but they all have
their very important role in the community. The country newspaper, however—and I guess that is
where my heart lies—in many cases has become the fabric and the backbone of a lot of country towns
and a lot of country communities. Not only do they record the current news but they have become a
great recorder of history in those locations. People can go back through the records of these papers
and find out about all of the events of significance that have occurred in those particular townships.
On many occasions over recent times we have seen a number of very important issues changed by
local media. The previous speaker, from Bendigo East, certainly touched on that. Typically she pointed
out some of the issues that related to the coalition government but conveniently overlooked a lot of
the issues that have been raised in local media about this current government that have caused a lot of
consternation in local communities. But country newspapers do play a critical role. The federal
government has put its money on the table and offered significant support. It would be good if that
was matched to the same level by the state government.
I will just touch for a few moments on why country papers are so critical. Many people of my
generation bought their first home from their country newspaper. They bought their first car from their
country newspaper. They catch up with all the local sport through their country newspaper. You
announce the birth of your children to the community in the newspaper. Unfortunately and sadly, often
the death of loved ones is announced to the community in your local newspaper. Our weddings are
announced in our local newspaper. The classifieds—the births, deaths and marriages—which back in
the day were commonly referred to as the ‘hatched, matched and dispatched’ by people in the
newspaper game, are so critical in keeping our communities up to speed with everything that is going
on, not just at a community level but also at a personal level.
They do play a critical role, country newspapers. I support the federal government’s significant
financial commitment to keep them going. It would be terrific if that was matched at the state level,
but on top of that we can make a lot of changes now in related to our COVID restrictions that will help
get our local media open and back on track.
Ms SETTLE (Buninyong) (15:43): I rise too to support the matter of public importance before this
house, and I thank the member for Shepparton for raising such an important matter. I have spent a
large part of my life in regional Victoria, and I know that our local news is often the lifeblood of our
community. Our local media—our papers, our TV, radio and online news—are critical to the way of
life in regional Victoria. They tell our stories; they keep us informed of what is happening. The back
pages that document our local sports teams’ achievements are a must read on a Monday. When
Melanie Whelan, at the Ballarat Courier, details a weekend game you feel like you were there for
every kick by the mighty Borough. And of course let us never forget the vital role that ABC radio
plays in regional communities when the fire season is on us. Remember that when you hear that the
Liberal government in Canberra want to gut the ABC.
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When I lived in Ararat we relied on the Addy for notice of the best garage sales, the social events that
were coming and as a way to celebrate the extraordinary people in our community. It was tough in
Ararat when the Addy closed during the pandemic, but as an indication of how important local news
is a young man, Jack Ward, immediately started up Ararat’s first local news podcast. His efforts
highlighted the importance of local news, and within weeks he had been hired by the newly minted
Ararat Advocate. Jack is a passionate young man. He was still at school when he started his news
reporting, and he was the winner of the Student Journalist of the Year awarded by Youth Journalism
International in 2020. Members in this place would do well to follow him on Twitter to hear the voice
of our future leaders.
Regional media also play a vital role in supporting local business. The Ballarat Courier were quick to
promote local businesses as the regions came out of lockdown. With my good friend and colleague
the member for Wendouree I celebrated the opening of hospitality in Ballarat at the wonderful Pancho
in the heart of our dining district in Armstrong Street, and the local media were there to cover it.
In our smaller towns like Ballan the Moorabool News is the place to go to know about the big local
issues, like council elections, or the details of the great events, like the Ballan Autumn Festival. But
regional outlets, like their counterparts in Melbourne and across the world, face significant challenges.
We need to look no further than the fact that this month regional media company Australian
Community Media closed Ballarat’s Wendouree printing complex, leading to the loss of 134 jobs.
As the member for Shepparton says, governments can help, and the Andrews government is. In
September 2018 the Victorian government made a commitment to increase the proportion of
government advertising expenditure dedicated to regional press. This has given regional publishers
and broadcasters more certainty and ensured vital messages around road safety, bushfire preparedness
and local infrastructure and services get to regional communities. From July 2019 this has stood at
15 per cent of government advertising.
As the pandemic hit, regional media was among the first to be impacted. I spoke to the editor of the
Golden Plains Times early in the pandemic, and he told me that their advertising was drying up. I was
very happy to increase my advertising spend with them and with the Moorabool News. It was good to
support them but, just as importantly, I knew that it was the best way to get the important health
messages out to communities—and it worked. It helped stop the spread, and it helped to support
regional and rural publications. This government knew the best way to talk to regional communities
was through the local media.
In April the Victorian government announced emergency support to help regional print media survive.
With a $4.7 million commitment, we gave newspapers the guarantee that the Victorian government
would book one page of print advertising and digital advertising for six months, and that followed an
investment of $5.275 million in the last financial year. I know that our local media ran a significant
amount of government advertising during the coronavirus pandemic as we used our local papers to get
the message out.
It was the regional media that also carried the stories of what those opposite had done to our
communities when briefly they were in government. Under the last, short-lived Liberal-Nationals
government businesses and TAFEs closed their doors, funds dried up and kids were leaving home
looking for work and study. Unemployment in regional Victoria increased to 6.6 per cent. The
coalition oversaw the destruction of TAFE, with devastating impacts on our regional communities.
Their $1.2 billion cut forced TAFEs to cut courses, sack teachers and in many cases close campuses
altogether.
Nine years ago I started a TAFE course in Ballarat in professional writing and editing, and after I
finished my course was one of those that they cut. It was a great course and helped me to get back on
my feet after 10 years as a stay-at-home mum who needed to reskill and get back into the workforce.
As part of the course I did a two-week internship with the Ballarat Courier, and on one fateful day the
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intern was the only person available to attend a car that had driven into Lake Burrumbeet. I got front
page, and I shall lord that over the member for Bendigo East forever.
Regional people care about these stories. I did not go on to become a journalist, but many from our
local media outlets have gone on to achieve great things. I would like to acknowledge ABC Ballarat
radio journalist Charlotte King, who has been nominated for a Walkley award this year. And my
deepest congratulations to the Ballarat Courier’s Kate Healy, who got a well-deserved gong for her
outstanding photography at the Rural Press Club of Victoria awards.
The Liberal-Nationals do not care about regional Victoria. They do not care about our stories. The
Andrews Labor government has always known that regional Victoria is just as important as
Melbourne. The Honourable Steve Bracks knew it back in 1999. Ballarat born and educated, Steve
knew how the regions contribute to our state. After Kennett killed the country, the Bracks government
worked hard to reconnect and reinvest in regional Victoria, and I will always remember the joy of my
then two-year-old son as he rode the first train into Ararat with the Honourable Steve Bracks.
And I remember how important the Addy was in fighting to get those trains back. During the dreadful
Kennett years it was those regional papers that led the charge, letting people know when each and
every cut was made to our community. While Kennett was gagging the Auditor-General, gagging
everyone he could, those local papers stood firm and fought back for their communities.
The Andrews Labor government wasted no time in getting on with the job of investing in our region,
and this government put so much back into regional Victoria, with more than $15 billion in capital
investment. We are investing locally with GovHub, which will bring 1000 public servant jobs to the
Ballarat region, building new trains for the train line and upgrading our local schools. These are the
things that we said we would do, and we have been getting them done. Labor slashed regional payroll
tax, introduced free TAFE and put Victorian workers and Victorian jobs first. The 66 000 new jobs
that Labor created had reduced regional unemployment to the lowest in the country prior to the
outbreak of COVID-19.
And who was it that was telling those stories? The Moorabool News, which gives out 12 500 free
copies across Moorabool shire to towns like Ballan, Gordon and Myrniong; the Buninyong & District
Community News, coordinated by the Buninyong & District Community Association; Moorabool
Online, a new online starter in Moorabool shire; the Woady Yaloak Herald, distributed in Haddon,
Smythesdale and Scarsdale; the Meredith & District News, which runs out of the Meredith Community
Centre; the Ballarat Courier, a proud paper which had its first edition on 10 June 1867 and has a total
monthly readership of over 333 000 people across Ballarat and our region; the Golden Plains Times
and Ballarat Times News Group, which produced close to 70 000 free copies for regional Victoria
through these and other publications; ABC Ballarat radio; Voice FM; 3BA—our radio stations do an
amazing job to keep us informed; WIN TV; 9 News Western Victoria; and of course young Jack Ward.
I would like to thank all of those wonderful regional media outlets for supporting our regions.
This government will continue to support regional media because we know that the regions matter.
We know that the people in the regions have stories to tell that matter, and I would like to support this
matter of public importance to the fullest and trust that our government will continue to support
regional media.
Ms STALEY (Ripon) (15:53): I rise to speak on the matter of public importance in the name of
the member for Shepparton about media. I thought the member for Gippsland East made a very telling
point when he noted that media regulation is federal, yet of all the things we could be discussing today
we are discussing that. I also have listened intently to the member for Bendigo East and then the
member for Buninyong, and I think the thing I would start with from the member for Bendigo East is
that she wanted to make much of the fact that 15 per cent of government spend is now spent in the
regions. Well, where is the other 10 per cent? We are much more than 15 per cent of the population of
Victoria, so why aren’t we getting our population share of media spend in country Victoria? It is not
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something that I think she should be boasting about; she should be in fact saying there is much more
to be done—much, much more to be done.
But of course this was the member for Bendigo East trying to broaden her political persona beyond
her usual ad nauseam repetition of, ‘We’re not wasting a day’—a slogan that now is of course six
years old and pretty tarnished, given the major project in country Victoria, which is of course the
Murray Basin rail project, which she has completely botched and now abandoned. So for her to be
saying she is not wasting a day on the major project in country Victoria I think rings pretty hollow. As
we say, she is trying to broaden her appeal, no doubt still trying to hang in there if there is a leadership
change, but her contribution was of course what happens when the department does not write her lines.
Then we moved to the member for Buninyong, and once again, I have got to say, she got up and talked
more about the electorate of Ripon than she did about her own electorate. I am happy to take her on in
Ripon any time, could I say—any time. You want to come and stand in Ripon? It is game on. But once
again, while she was doing that, she then talked about the Moorabool News. She moved out of Ripon,
and she talked about the Moorabool News. She missed the biggest stories being covered by the
Moorabool News. She wanted to say that the Moorabool News covers council matters—and I am sure
it does cover council matters. But what it also covers are the proposed high-voltage powerlines that her
government are proposing to put through her electorate and mine and the toxic soil that is being trucked
from the West Gate Tunnel Project into Bacchus Marsh, on the edge of her electorate and the electorate
of Melton. So it was very convenient not to mention those things that her local newspapers were—
A member interjected.
Ms STALEY: Yes, they are too toxic—too toxic.
I will go back to the matter submitted by the member for Shepparton, and I am going to start with the
part about support. I have been through the recent support that the federal government has offered to
country news outlets. There have been three rounds of it recently. I looked particularly at those in my
electorate that might have benefited from that. I noticed in 2018 the ACE Radio network, a great radio
network—and in fact they give away a free print paper as well—benefited so they could develop a
digital media and mobile app. But then who else benefited? The McPherson newspapers—those would
be the Shepparton newspapers. They did pretty well out of the first round from the federal
government—that would be the federal Liberal Morrison government.
Then we move to the 2019 round of this grant, which is the Regional and Small Publishers Innovation
Fund. What we saw there was the Local, which is an online website, but it is more than that; it is sort
of a digital publication from Ripon. Also the Maryborough Advertiser—they wanted to build a new
website. Now, that is a great independent local newspaper that has done it really tough over this period.
I and others in the community really upped our advertising there to try and make up for the advertising
they have lost from business. But they have done it tough—a great little newspaper. And the Buloke
Times, a quirky and yet brilliant newspaper that covers Buloke, also benefited from this fund. But who
else benefited? McPherson did—the Shepparton News did again.
In the 2020 round the Maryborough Advertiser again were successful, but so was North Central News,
which covers St Arnaud and up through Charlton. They were able to get some support—again, another
paper that is really struggling through the lack of advertising that has come through business closures.
McPherson were not successful in that round, but then there was another program, the PING award—
that is, the Public Interest News Gathering grant—and McPherson were able to gain $700 926 in that
round. So the member for Shepparton should be well assured that the federal government is supporting
her major news outlet and they have been very successful in gaining support from the federal
government.
It is at this point that I did want to mention something that has happened with the Shepparton News
group—they have stopped publishing papers there, and they have moved their printing press to
Wodonga. That has significant negative effects for my electorate because a number of papers in my
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electorate were printed in Shepparton, and to go from a place like Ararat to Wodonga—which is the
choice—to get something printed is just a bridge too far. One of the suggestions that local proprietor
Craig Wilson—and those opposite would remember that Craig’s mother was in fact a member of this
place for the Labor Party—has put to me and to the federal government is the view that one of the things
that governments could do is assist in this sort of downstream printing capacity in rural and regional
Victoria, because of course the Ballarat Courier have shut theirs as well. There is nowhere in western
Victoria now to get a colour newspaper printed, and that has dire consequences for our media because
if you cannot get them printed, well, it is just yet another hurdle to keeping the kind of diversity that we
want to see in regional media. I do think that this is something that government could look at. I think
there is a profitable business to be had there if that initial capital investment could be assisted with in
some way.
Having said all of that, I would then return to my local newspapers, of which there are too many to
mention, I have got to say. I am very, very blessed with the diversity of media that I have across Ripon,
including, I think, eight print titles, several radio stations, four television stations both in Bendigo and
Ballarat—two in each—and multiple smaller newsletters. These are, as others in this debate have said,
the lifeblood of these communities. It was very disappointing to me that Australian Community Media
chose to stop printing the Ararat Advertiser and the Stawell Times-News. They have kept going
digitally, but those papers have been printed for over 150 years, and I thought it was pretty low,
personally, that they stopped printing them during the pandemic. Other smaller papers kept going, and
in fact Ararat now has two papers—we have the Ararat Advocate as well—because there was a market
opening. And Craig Wilson saw that market opening and started a second newspaper. The great
metropolis of Ararat, where I live, of course is now a two-newspaper town, and long may that continue.
I support media diversity, I support country media and I commend the matter to the house.
Ms ADDISON (Wendouree) (16:03): I am very, very pleased to have the opportunity to speak
today on the member for Shepparton’s matter of public importance. It is lovely to hear my friend Craig
Wilson being acknowledged by the member for Ripon, and I certainly have been up to Ararat and am
very interested to see the good work that Craig is doing with the Ararat Advocate. But that is the end
of me talking about Ripon; I will now talk about Wendouree.
I strongly support a strong and diverse regional media and believe that it is a key pillar of my
community and, more broadly, a democratic society. Our local media is an important feature of
Ballarat life and needs to be supported so that we can continue to share our stories, raise issues and
hold a mirror up to our community. We are fortunate in Ballarat and western Victoria to have a diverse,
enthusiastic and professional media landscape. I regularly engage with WIN News Ballarat; 9 News
Western Victoria; the Ballarat Courier; the Ballarat Times, local radio stations 3BA, Power FM, ABC
Ballarat, ABC South West Victoria and Voice FM; and more recently News Corp’s digital masthead
the Ballarat News.
Rather than competing for news, these journalists and outlets have their own perspectives and often
depict our local stories in unique ways. Our local TV, radio and print journos, the editors, the camera
operators and the photographers are engaged and care about our community. I am thinking of reporters
like the Ballarat Courier’s Greg Gliddon and WIN News’s Jordy Wright. It is wonderful to see young
journos gain experience and cut their teeth in Ballarat before sometimes moving to larger cities with
bigger papers and TV networks or other comms jobs, like Ollie Haig, Alex Keefe and Crys Ja. Former
Ballarat media-trained success stories include Candice Wyatt, formerly of ABC Ballarat and ABC
South West Victoria, now on Network Ten. Justine Mackenzie, as WIN News watchers knew her,
now Justine Conway, is now a reporter on the Nine Network, and we often see her on our tellies. They
were both trained in Ballarat.
Our weekly free paper, the Ballarat Times, has an ethos of focusing on uplifting and positive local
stories—
Ms Thomas: And so many of them.
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Ms ADDISON: So many of them. Reading the Ballarat Times every Thursday is an opportunity
for people to stay in touch with their community and check out who they know in the paper for the
week, and I know lots of people love to look through it. The Ballarat Times team, including locally
educated Ballarat women Edwina Williams and Ruby Staley, do an outstanding job reporting local
news and keeping us informed. The print run of 25 000 copies per week of the Ballarat Times and the
Golden Plains Times dropped to around 15 000 at the height of COVID, with cafes and restaurants
closed, but it is now trending up again. When they were not able to deliver the hard copies to local
seniors centres there was a spate of older people seeking assistance from family and friends so that
they could work out how to access the free content online, because Ballarat loves its local media and
wants to access it. I was interested to learn that even people who used to live in Ballarat—they might
be expats around the world or just around the country—are also followers of the Ballarat Times,
wanting to keep in touch with the great city of Ballarat.
It is well known that regional media provides essential services and support for regional communities
during times of bushfire and natural disasters. What is often not known is the huge amount of
community work that our regional media do week in, week out. For example, Ballarat radio stations
3BA and Power FM have a basic philosophy that they are part of the community and have a
responsibility to care for and communicate with the people of Ballarat. As well as their annual
Christmas and winter appeals, they help get the message out for dozens of local organisations and
events each week. In fact it is estimated that they deliver over $1 million worth of messaging free
every year for community organisations. What a great thing for our community—$1 million worth of
promotion for community groups in our city.
When COVID hit us in March the stations doubled down on the positive community messaging. They
continuously provide uplifting messages about mental health and supporting each other while
encouraging the community to stay safe and follow the guidelines. The 3BA We’re Still Here
campaign has provided local businesses with additional visibility and given them the opportunity to
promote their takeaway options or amended business hours—such important support for local business
when they need it the most.
Station manager John Fitzgibbon places a real emphasis on the relationship between the listeners and
the station. With a licence area that takes in 130 000 people, around 80 000 people tune in weekly to
3BA and Power FM—huge numbers, absolutely huge. I love it when listeners call in to 3BA or Power
FM. Whether they engage with Brett Mac, PT or Jules and Kris, they are given the opportunity to
speak and be heard, and that is one of the greatest things about regional radio—that local voice
constantly coming through.
By supporting regional journalism we are supporting media diversity. Our local journalists work
tirelessly to uncover and develop local stories for local audiences. They are professionals who
corroborate the information they bring to us—the facts on issues that are central to the lives of regional
Victorians. Ballarat journalist Caleb Cluff, who is well known to anyone involved in politics in Ballarat
and western Victoria, said:
Not everyone wants to hear what a journalist says, but if we do our job properly, then we can change society
for the better.

We have seen innovation by our regional media outlets to stay afloat during this very challenging time.
The Ballarat Courier, which has been in circulation for over 150 years, has actively embraced the Save
Our Voices campaign and has run powerful advertising of their journos really delving into what it
means to them. The Courier has almost 6000 digital subscribers and approximately 30 000 unique
users who access its content every day. Importantly—and this is what regional media do—the Courier
made sure that additional content was offered for free about COVID during the pandemic, once again
to support our community. And according to the Courier’s editor, Eugene Duffy, his aim is to show
the whole of Ballarat in its complexity, so whilst there are uplifting stories about schools and families,
there is also scrutiny of government and our courts and a responsibility to cover the darker side of our
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community, whether it is the scourge of family violence, homelessness or drugs and alcohol.
Essentially their mission is for Ballarat to see itself.
The member for Shepparton calls on both the federal government and the Victorian state government
to support media diversity and provide the financial support to ensure the continued viability of our
regional media, and I am proud to say that the Andrews Labor government is doing this. We know
how important the role of media is, and that is why in April this year, at the outset of the COVID crisis,
we announced an additional $4.7 million in emergency support for our regional print media to survive.
The survival package was through Victorian government advertising in over 100 media outlets, with
the dual goal of keeping Victorians informed and keeping strong local journalism afloat. We
guaranteed that the Victorian government would book one page of print advertising and digital
advertising per week for six months. We have delivered on this, and I have heard from local media
outlets that the state government advertising through COVID has been a lifeline.
Regional media supports regional identities. It supports discussion and debate over issues that are
integral to the lives of regional Victorians. It creates jobs in regional areas for photographers, like Kate
Healy, Lachlan Bence and Adam Trafford, as well as journalists, and it provides training, as I have
already talked about, and experience for journalists to develop their skills on the ground.
So in closing, I thank the member for Shepparton for raising these very important issues. Regional
media is at the very heart of regional communities, and at this pivotal time we must support it as it
supports us. As Courier journalist Jolyon Attwooll said:
Good reporting holds power to account and celebrates our most inspiring people. On its day, it’s the greatest
job in the world.

You do hold us to account, . You do ask us awkward questions. But we are so grateful that you are
with us.
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (16:13): I think everybody who has lived or lives in country Victoria
knows and understands how important local media are. Whether that local media is print—
newspapers—or the radio, they all play a particularly important role in that community connectedness.
We see often other magazines that cover more regional areas pop up as well to really showcase and
highlight some of the wonderful things that are done in those particular regions.
I have quite a number of newspapers in my electorate, all covering different parts. To start at the top,
I have got the Mansfield Courier. They have been around for quite a long time, and they do a
marvellous job in covering local issues and getting on board with community interests. I think
particularly of the secondary school at Mansfield that was being neglected and needed an investment;
then the upgrade was going to put in adjoining the school, a single basketball court rather than dual
basketball courts, and the newspaper really got behind the community need and the community
sentiment. Equally, if it is about an emergency services precinct or upgrades to the hospital—things
like that—the community papers really understand what people are looking for locally. The editor
there, Jarrah Loh, is fabulous, as is their journalist Rhyll McCormack. Like many others, they also
take on cadets and trainees; Sam Rouget from Yarck, from the Koala Cherries family, has just finished
her cadetship and might be doing some cherry picking for the summer—but we hope not.
Moving south to Alexandra and Yea, the Alexandra Standard and the Yea Chronicle now fall under
the same ownership, and they have been around for a really long time. Growing up in Yea, we had the
Yea Chronicle, which was a very, very large sheet that was folded in about 50 and which was how we
got our news. It was owned, printed and edited—everything—by Tom Dignam, the father of one of
my very close friends, Brendan. But I grew up with the Yea Chronicle, and likewise, people in
Alexandra would have had the Alexandra Standard.
Now, things have changed somewhat, and we struggle in many areas to get local journalists and also
to keep local journalists and to be able to afford journalists to be out and about on weekends and doing
a lot of the things that used to be done. I know certainly over my course of being an MP that things
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have changed a lot. The journalists are not out every weekend at all of the events, because there is not
the budget anymore for them to be able to do that, and that may diminish some of what gets reported.
But at the Chronicle and the Standard, Anne Richey is the editor there, and Karen Morrison is manager
in charge. We have also got the Local Paper, and Ash Long is well known in media circles and has
been around for a very long time. At one point in time he actually had the Yea Chronicle but also had
the Sunday Observer and was very instrumental in its early days. Ash is always out and about on the
ground, and he is heavily invested in this. It is his paper and he does a lot of the reporting. It is not
unusual to see him trawling through Hansard, trawling through the records or in fact out on the streets
on a Saturday morning to just check out what is going on there.
Further south of the Yarra Ranges we have got the Mountain Views Star Mail and the Upper Yarra Star
Mail, and they are essentially the same publication. We have had a number of journalists go through
there at various points, and at the moment we have got Romy Stephens and Jed Lanyon. Jed is a young
up-and-comer who struggled when COVID came out, because there was not the money for the hours.
One thing I have certainly noticed with these newspapers, and in particular at the Mail, is they now have
somebody who goes across all of their newspapers, and they might come out one day a week. So if they
want local photos, things like that, on that one day, this person will go to four or five different venues
across the Yarra Ranges to make sure that they can have the quality publication that they have got.
We have got the Leader papers—and that heads more into the suburban. We have got Lilydale there.
The Diamond Valley Leader has been there, and we see a lot of the changes that have been there and
certainly with the Lilydale & Yarra Valley Leader too.
Being country, where would we be without the good old Weekly Times? It is a publication that was
always on the table as I grew up, and Stock & Land likewise. We have got Southern Farmer as well
in my part of the world; it is one that we have now.
These newspapers, as I have said, have been doing it tough over the journey, and it has been a changing
landscape. It has been a changing landscape, as I have mentioned, in terms of photographers, but it has
also been a changing landscape with online publications—the way that they had done things for years
and years. They had to try and find new ways of doing things and get used to having that online presence
and the online market and getting things up really quickly. That has been quite a change for a lot of
these newspapers, to have to do that. I have mentioned a lot of them really help out with young kids
coming through, with their traineeships and cadetships. If I have a look at the Leader, Kimberley Seedy,
who is now on Channel 7, went through the ropes at the Leader in my area.
Likewise, we have the radio stations, and the radio stations are instrumental. At Upper Goulburn
Community Radio FM out of Alexandra we have got Peter Weeks and Peter Rice, who I talk to on a
very regular program there. They are out and about in their van often. But in times of emergency
broadcast, such as during the bushfires, these guys did an extraordinary job. They actually were on the
ground, and their coverage of what was happening when was far superior to anything that you would
have had on ABC radio at the state level on 774. Locally, on the ground, they interviewed the captains
of various brigades about where they were, what was happening right there and then, and who needed
to be evacuating right away. They do an extraordinary job.
UGFM also work closely with Radio Mansfield, and I am on there regularly with Tony Cox—our
little chat fortnightly to catch up with what is going on. The president there is John Coffey. For Upper
Goulburn FM the listenership is enormous. It is so wonderful—I will be in the post office and I will
say to somebody, ‘Oh, no, I’m heading up to Mansfield’, and they will say, ‘I know what you’re doing
today. I heard you on the local radio’. My office will often ring after I have been on the radio talking
about various things—usually reporting potholes or things like that. It is great to know that the
listenership is there on these local community radio stations.
Yarra Valley FM also—their real claim to fame is the football on a Saturday. Now, this year that was a
big loss for them not having the local football and the advertising revenue that goes with it. As we have
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hit hard times now with COVID the stations have really struggled with advertising revenue. The
newspapers have struggled as well with that, and they have needed support. I, like many other MPs, have
made sure that I have kept a presence by upping the amount of advertising I do to cover some of the gaps
in some of the businesses that are just under the pump and cannot afford to do this at the moment.
These newspapers create a real sense of belonging and unity within the community. They know what
is going on locally. They know the local roads. They know the issues that are important to people.
They report on the livestock market—from the Yea cattle sales, whether it is the weaners or the general
sales. They report on the prices and who was there. Equally the achievements of everybody locally in
their sport—it is not unusual for the footy to be on the back few pages or the netball. There might be
fishing or shooting or tennis, depending on the season, or the bowls. They really let people know what
is going on and keep us very much connected. I think it is so important that our community media do
not die out.
It was great to see some of the support that is being given at the moment by the federal government—
their regional media package, offering that $50 million relief. Locally we have seen the local media in
Yea get over $14 000. We have seen the Mountain Views Star Mail in the Yarra Ranges and beyond
get $451 000 and more and the Leader over $96 000. Of course this matter of public importance was
put forward by the member for Shepparton, and the McPherson Media Group, in her electorate, has
had over $700 000 through that grant.
There are so many other issues, though. Their importance is widely recognised. I think Chris Kenny
in the Australian Business Review in June talked about the fact that regional newspapers are more
important than pubs and sporting clubs, more important than the shops, because they draw all of these
elements together. That is where you go if you are looking for the local tradie or somebody who might
be advertising. You want to support local, and these papers do such a good job of supporting them.
Mr CHEESEMAN (South Barwon) (16:23): It is with pleasure that I rise this afternoon to speak
on the member for Shepparton’s matter of public importance. There is absolutely no doubt that
regional Victorians, and indeed I think regional Australians, love to be able to tell our own stories in
our own words. We very much like to read regional Victorians and regional Australians writing about
ourselves, telling our stories in the terms that make us who we are. I would very much like to
congratulate the member for Shepparton for this particular MPI.
Of course I am very fortunate to represent a Geelong-based seat, and we have in Geelong a very
parochial and very proud local media market. We have the Geelong Advertiser, which has been telling
Geelong’s story on the growth of Geelong since about the 1880s and has very much contributed in a
very detailed and strong way to the stories of Geelong through that period of time.
We also fortunately have a couple of local radio stations that are owned by the Macquarie Radio
Network. We have K rock, who have been providing a local news service and an outlet for telling our
stories and have been a very proud and long supporter of the Geelong Football Club. Almost every
Saturday they are calling a Geelong match to Geelong people. That is particularly important because
not everyone can get along to the footy. They also have a sister radio station called Bay FM, a radio
station that is targeted to a slightly older audience than K Rock. They typically play music that is a
little bit older, catering for a slightly older audience, but again that is an opportunity for locals to tell
their stories in the terms that matter to them.
We also have some local freebie newspapers that get distributed. We have the Surf Coast Times and
the Geelong Independent. These are again not only important papers for telling local stories but also
very, very important for providing that opportunity for local businesses to advertise their services and
the products they have on offer. They play an important role in our local communities.
We also have an ABC journalist who provides Geelong content to the Victorian ABC audience, and
that is important. Geelong is Victoria’s second-largest city. We have an important story that we want
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to not only be able to tell ourselves but of course also tell the rest of the state about what is important
to us, the significant life and times of living in Geelong, Victoria’s second-largest city.
Unsurprisingly, in listening to my regional colleagues and some from the other side we have also heard
some of the significant challenges that we seem to have across our nation with emergencies. I
particularly want to acknowledge the ABC for informing our communities across the state, across the
nation, of some of those significant events that seem to happen in different parts of the country at
different points, whether it be bushfires, whether it be floods or whether it be cyclones. These events
can create significant devastation to our local communities, and it is important when that happens that
we have the ABC telling those stories, informing the country, informing our state and informing the
community about the consequences of these significant emergencies when they occur and of course
importantly holding authorities to account in terms of how the emergency was managed and holding
authorities to account in terms of the recovery and the rebuild from these events.
It might also be acknowledged that our very local media outlets play a role as well, though they do not
have the same opportunity and the same reach to be able to tell our stories locally, across our state and
indeed across the nation. I think that is very, very important to acknowledge.
I think it has been mentioned through the course of this week that a large number of government
regional MPs are here today and this week contributing to the debate that is taking place this week
here in this Parliament. I am very pleased to have gathered with my regional colleagues from the
Andrews Labor government to contribute to this MPI put forward by the member for Shepparton.
I think I might finish on this point. I was reflecting on a thought bubble, I think—but perhaps more
than a thought bubble—from the member for Murray Plains. The National Party have decided to
establish their own media outlet, and I thought, ‘My gosh—the National Party are going to go about
establishing an outlet’. And then I thought, ‘Well, there was the Ipsos poll out this week, where the
Leader of the Opposition secured 15 per cent’. It was written in the Age. And I thought, ‘Well, if we
allow the National Party to write that up, will they actually write it up? Will they put that in their
paper?’. And then I thought, ‘Well, the National Party probably would—they probably would write it
up’. They probably would not mind a change of leader, because they know that the current leader has
no chance of taking them to an election victory, because they do not stand for anything. They have no
plan for our state. So I thought that was quite amusing, that the National Party wanted to establish a
media outlet to be able to tell regional stories. And I thought, ‘I wonder what they’ll do with the Ipsos
poll’. I struggled to think what they would do, but I think I have decided that they probably would run
it. They probably would form the view ultimately that it is in the best interests of regional Victorians
to know how poorly the Leader of the Opposition is doing.
But in all seriousness our regional media market is important. It is important for regional Victorians
to be able to tell our own story and to be able to hold a mirror up to our own communities and, dare I
even say, from time to time have our regional media outlets hold a cannon when required to politicians
to make sure that regional Victorian stories are told. So I would like to commend the member for
Shepparton, and I hope to see further regulation from the commonwealth in this space.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Richardson): I call the member for Polwarth.
Mr RIORDAN (Polwarth) (16:33): Thank you, Acting Speaker, for the opportunity to talk about
one of my favourite topics, that being regional media. The wonderful electorate of Polwarth has some
of Victoria’s best and most well known award-winning regional contributions. But before the member
for South Barwon leaves—he was very quick to make a dig at some of my colleagues about their
coverage—I will remind the member for South Barwon as he leaves the chamber that it was in fact
regional media that broke the big story at the time when he was a federal member that he was backing
Mr Rudd for his failed takeover of the Labor Party of Australia. Of course that access of regional
media exposing the then member for Corangamite also led to his demise at a federal election. So we
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know that regional media plays an important role in keeping local constituents very abreast of the news
that is important to them.
But talking to the matter of public importance today from the member for Shepparton, it is in fact an
important topic for us to talk about, and that is the viability and functional nature of our country media.
In my area, of course, I will just run through the types of media that we have. We are very fortunate
to have both electronic and traditional print media. In our region we have the award-winning Colac
Herald, which has now been in place since 1866. It is a paper that has morphed many times, but just
in my own time it has gone from broadsheet to tabloid style, and very recently, in the height of the
COVID pandemic, it has taken a big leap and gone electronic too through subscription, which has
been a great innovation, showing once again that regional media is quick to adapt and move on.
We have the 3CS MIXX FM group radio under the auspices of ACE Radio. But very luckily for our
community, despite the hard and difficult times, we have continued to maintain a very, very proactive
locally broadcast morning program, which features—if you are listening, Acting Speaker, on a
Tuesday morning at 7.30, you will always hear—the dulcet tones of the local member promoting the
good work of the local community.
We also have further down the highway the Western District News group. They have such wonderful
mastheads: the Cobden Timboon Coast Times, the Mortlake Dispatch, the Camperdown Chronicle
and the Terang Express, whose buyers and readers last week would have seen the member for
Polwarth on the front page promoting the wonderful work of the local RSL, which again speaks to
community spirit. No matter that you cannot get together and cannot use community assets because
of the overly paternalistic views of this government in the way it is treating regional Victorians;
nonetheless, that Terang RSL has been out and about and is still bringing its local returned services
and community members together in the outdoor park that they have grown and nurtured in that
township. To the east of Colac we have the Surf Coast Times and the Golden Plains Times, both
important weekly journals that go around filling in the niche gaps in those bigger communities in
Geelong and Warrnambool. The Warrnambool Standard and the Geelong Advertiser also bring their
sphere of influence.
But today I want to particularly talk about those locally owned and operated sources of news that are
so important. Any country person knows, whether you have a weekly or a tri-weekly news journal,
that there is one page you migrate to first. If it is on a Monday, of course you look at the footy, cricket
and tennis results on the back page, but importantly most country people, young or old, rush to the
‘hatch, match and dispatch’, an important institution in all country newspapers. It is one of those things
that social media has not yet even come close to—the sheer joy of opening a paper to see whether one
of your voters has come, gone or just been brought into the world. If you are in business, you want to
know if you have got new or old customers. Most importantly you are always keen to know where the
community is at. Marking those monumental moments in families and communities is something that
country people do very, very well. It is at the basis of the way we hold our communities together,
respect each other, look after each other and support each other. It has been another element of this
whole COVID crisis that this government has failed miserably to comprehend. With the ridiculous
laws that are in place at the moment we can have 70 people at a pub, but we cannot allow 70 people
to gather and remember and respect someone who the local paper has reported has sadly died under
terrible circumstances. We have this situation, and our local papers and local news sources have been
very important at this difficult time.
I want to pay great respect to my local papers in the Polwarth region. Sadly, across regional Victoria
many trusted and long-term news sources have folded under the pressure of falling advertising
revenues and other things. I proudly say that in my region not only have they all managed to keep
producing either their weekly or tri-weekly editions but they have actually gone online as well.
Particularly with the Colac example, I have spoken many times in this chamber about the lack of
support that this government showed our country town at the time of a very severe coronavirus
outbreak, where if we were Melbourne it would have been 40 000 active infections. We got to 108. It
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was institutions like both our local radio and our local newspaper that spread the right information at
the right time. As an accurate source, they kept people informed. I am really proud of the fact that they
generated their own campaign, not something from the Department of Health and Human Services
with its 1300 numbers. They came up with their own slogans: ‘Get Colac Back to None, Keep Colac
Safe’. They were mantras that the local media put out every day consistently. They worked together.
They shared the information. They had posters and banners generated. They created social media
videos. They put it out and they shared it with the community. There is absolutely no doubt that a
local, active, locally controlled media really benefited our community in a time of crisis. And of course
country people understand this because we are used to the odd little drama wrecking a good year for
us, whether it is bushfire, flood, drought—whatever it is, we rely heavily on that sense of community
we get with our local media.
It has also been a difficult year for many country media outlets with the demise of regular and
affordable printing services. It varies across the state, but western Victoria is pretty bereft of printing
and the printing now for our part of the world pretty much comes from Gippsland. There is a huge
cost involved and there are very, very short deadlines available, and yet these wonderful organisations
still manage to get the paper to us and the news to us in a quick and timely fashion. It is like that with
our local radio also. Despite increasing cost pressures and the need to centralise and corporatise, they
are still able to offer our community a very, very valuable local service.
In terms of an option for this government—and there are those asleep on the other side, as usual not
listening to the great contributions from the opposition—I remind you to look much more proactively
at what you could be doing to support local media and regional communities. One great example that
has been put up—and I know my local media will all be pushing it—is instead of throwing millions of
dollars at pointless consultants and other airy-fairy concepts that you might come up with, how about
you say to our local media, to our local businesses, to local tourism authorities, ‘If you go and spend
some money on some advertising and put it through your local media to promote what you are doing,
we’ll go halves’. Rather than wasting money on things that deliver nothing, how about you put real
money into local businesses and into local media and you get out there and provide a real incentive? It
will help keep our media alive. It will help promote our local businesses. It will help drive business.
We know this coronavirus situation is going to stop international travel. It is going to stop people going
interstate. It is going to keep people local, and it is a great opportunity for this government to harness
the ‘buy local, stay local, live local, eat local’ message. It is something that would mean a lot to our
local media, and it would mean a lot to our local businesses to have that extra support because
something this government seems to have fundamentally misunderstood is that with nearly
700 000 small businesses in the state of Victoria it has only helped about 104 of them. I can tell you
what: the great whack of small business in my electorate of Polwarth has missed out on your largesse.
They are not large union-based employers. They are not big business. They are small mum-and-dad
businesses to whom it would mean a lot if they could have discounted advertising that they could then
put through their local media, killing two birds with one stone and ensuring that a vibrant, viable,
functional and informative rural media stays in place.
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (16:43): I am very pleased to rise today, and I congratulate the member
for Shepparton for bringing this important matter to the house. I note of course that the member is now
in her second term in this place, and I congratulate her on that and on her having of course knocked
off the National Party sitting member when she was elected in 2014. I would also like to take this
opportunity to note that it is the Labor Party that now has more members representing country people
in this place than the National Party, so I am really pleased also to be able to join with so many of my
Labor colleagues to talk about the importance of regional media.
Our regional media are vital to our country communities. They tell the stories our locals want to hear.
They provide a huge boost in support to local business, to our schools, to our community groups and
to our sporting clubs. They retain a commitment to telling the truth, to quality journalism and to
nurturing the talents of so many young journalists. We all know that local regional media outlets are
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facing hard times. We have had the digital media revolution. We have had Facebook moving in on
space that was once the province of local newspapers. Of course we have also had COVID on top of
that. But the biggest and the best way in which we can support regional media here, as the state
government is, is by ensuring that we spend our advertising dollar with them.
Now, this has been a long-held commitment of the Andrews Labor government: 50 per cent of all of
our government advertising goes to regional papers, and indeed we have extra support for our TV
stations. Not only is it important to put our money where our mouths are, but it is also about making
sure that very important health, fire, safety and other messages get out into our communities. So I have
been picking up on the member for Polwarth before me. Not only is the state government advertising
in our local, regional media; so too are all of our local members. I am very proud to be a regular
advertiser in all of the titles across my electorate, and indeed my most recent campaign is the Shop
Local, Spend Local, Enjoy Local campaign. I am also very pleased that my federal Labor colleagues,
Lisa Chesters, Rob Mitchell and Catherine King, also proudly support our local media.
In preparing for today’s contribution I had the opportunity to talk with the editor of the Midland
Express, Angela Crawford, and for her to explain to me some of the challenges that they are facing.
The Midland Express is an independent operator. Unlike Rupert Murdoch, our independent
newspapers are committed to staying the course, staying the distance and being there for our local
communities. They rely on advertising, and they continue to find new and innovative ways to get that
advertising. But the Midland Express is just one of the many much-loved titles in my electorate. As I
said, it is really important for us as a government to continue to support these newspapers and to watch
as they innovate. Indeed what is happening at the Midland Express is, while they have had to put some
of their special publications on hold, they have in fact been very much focused on providing good
news stories so as to keep the spirits of our community up while also developing a special advertising
feature called ‘Explore your own backyard’ to promote visitation to areas that have been permissible
under regional restriction guidelines. So I congratulate them on that.
It is also worth pointing out that from the Midland Express’s point of view the state government
advertising has been very welcome, and that commitment, as I said, is 15 per cent of our total budget.
But the Victorian Country Press Association was required to give the federal government a very big
nudge on this issue, and they had to be reminded many times of the importance of federal government
advertising in regional Victorian papers. So really the Morrison government has got to do much more
to support the regional media that country Victorians rely on.
Thinking about some of the great stories that come out of our local media, of course we get great
insight into council business; the health of the Coliban River is always a very important issue; fires;
wastewater challenges—and solutions, I might say—in Kyneton; profiles of our artists and makers
and new and innovative businesses; and of course, as I said earlier, local sport. Ange said one of her
favourite stories this year was to introduce Joe Camilleri, who has recently moved to my electorate
and has recently taken up Australian citizenship. That was one of the most popular stories published
by the paper this year.
But I am sure that Ange would also agree that the paper has played a vital role in telling the story of
Hanging Rock. Hanging Rock, let us be very clear, was under direct threat of commercial development
when the previous Liberal government were in power in this state, and it was a very key election issue
in 2014 and one that the Midland followed very closely. It is in no small part as a consequence of their
reporting and the storytelling of what was going on there that I was able to secure a commitment that
only the Andrews Labor government would protect Hanging Rock and do the hard work meeting with
and working hand in hand with traditional owners to develop a 50-year strategic plan for that muchloved site.
Our local TV stations are always happy to get right behind our local businesses and to share stories,
and I would really like to thank WIN News for all that they do promoting our local businesses and
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telling the story particularly of all the fantastic innovation and the regenerative producers that are out
there creating products that are wanted all around Australia and indeed the world.
I asked local reporter Shannon Schubert what she thought one of her most important stories was. She
said to me, ‘The Macedon Ranges regional sports precinct’, and she is absolutely right. This is a story
that Shannon has followed from the time when the Andrews Labor government first made the
commitment, now delivered in full, of $11.6 million in order to build this precinct, and has stayed on
the case with the federal Liberal government, who have yet to commit a single cent to this shovelready project, one that they could put $10 million towards right now in order for us to get this project
underway and create jobs in my electorate. My challenge to Shannon today would be to get out there
and run that story again, because we need to keep pressure on the federal government to get that
funding that our community needs.
Of course, our local media have also played a very important role in reporting on key social challenges,
family violence and mental health in the regions, and I thank them for that. So many quality journalists
have come out of the local media in my electorate. Indeed, I want to point out that when Sumeyya
Ilanbey was a student she interviewed me and continued to do so in her time at the Star Weekly. We
have had many local journalists head to the ABC and elsewhere, many of whom got their start at the
Free Press. Of course, there are so many great journalists that I still work with—Amy Hume, Shannon
Schubert, Jordy Wright, Steph McNicol, Lauren Duffy, Jess Micallef, Donna Kelly and Helen Tatchell
from the Moorabool News, who I have to say gave me my favourite headline ever. Upon securing
funding to completely upgrade the sewerage system in Blackwood, she gave me a headline that said
‘Pollie gives a crap’. I thought that was a pretty good one. I really enjoyed that.
For all of the challenges that our regional media are facing, let us be clear: we know that the answer is
not Nat News. Yes, you heard it right, you heard it here. The member for Bendigo East spoke about it
before. Apparently the National Party are going to establish their own news outlet, Nat News. My
friend the member for Broadmeadows suggested we bring back the National Times, a fine masthead
from many, many years ago. But I am so disappointed that the editor is not here today. Here is a perfect
platform for the member for Murray Plains to get up and explain to all of us what on earth he is thinking
about establishing his own news media website, it would seem funded by the Parliament. I suggest
that he seize this opportunity, bump the next speaker off the speaking list and come here and explain
to us what on earth he is thinking. As I said, our local media has got a problem, but a National Party
news website is not the answer. I did learn some interesting things about the things that the National
Party holds dear, and I will tell of them another time.
Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) (16:53): I rise to speak on the matter of public importance. I
am going to focus my contribution on point 1:
the important role that a local media presence has within regional communities …

Absolutely I endorse that statement. It is incredibly important that our local media has a focus on
telling the stories of rural and regional communities. In fact, it is vitally important. I am incredibly
lucky in my electorate to have a daily newspaper, the Standard; a biweekly newspaper, the Portland
Observer; and local ACE Radio stations, which run daily local news services. There is also a locally
based ABC office in Warrnambool. We also have a number of online news outlets that have begun
appearing. Stories of the south-west are being told to a very receptive audience, and I am very lucky
to have such diversity in the electorate.
There are very obviously some changes that need to be made to ensure local media in regions outside
mine are kept strong and can compete on an even playing field. The world has certainly changed, as
has the media, and so we need to keep moving to keep up with these changes. The issues impacting
rural and regional Victoria will eventually impact on metro Melbourne, so our stories deserve to be
told. Those stories also need to be highlighted. I think every rural and regional MP in this place
certainly understands that and is supportive of the cause.
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I will begin by talking about some examples we have in our region, where our local media have done
an extraordinary job supporting the community to get projects supported. If I go back in time, I can talk
about the chopper that was campaigned so hard for—the air chopper so that people can be airlifted to
safety and to medical support. That campaign was very well supported by the local media. Another one
that springs to mind was the campaign to save Deakin University, very much led by the local
Warrnambool Standard, so much so it won a Rural Press Club award for the work it did on that.
From more recent times I can probably talk about the roads campaign that has been going on for some
time. I am sure you do not actually have to live in South-West Coast to know that we do have dreadful
roads, because I talk about them in this place all the time. But the paper really do do a great job of
supporting the voice of the community and me to make sure that that situation remains highlighted
and at the forefront and so that the pressure remains on the government, because the Labor government
can only keep saying for so long that they have done a good job. When you look at our roads—and
they have been in government for almost the last 20 years—there is no excuse. Particularly with the
budget coming up, hopefully next month—that is what we are led to believe; it certainly has not been
confirmed, but it would be good if it was—there is ample opportunity post COVID to get local projects
up in the region so that we can get our roads fixed. So I hope the message that the local newspaper and
the community have worked hard to ensure that the government is hearing loudly about the problems
we have with our roads has been heard and that the budget gives a significant amount of money to
start that project of getting them fixed.
A journalist at the Portland Observer, Chalpat Sonti, has been in the regions reporting for many, many
years. He has recently come to the Portland area, and he has embedded himself into the community
and is doing a fantastic job of reporting on important issues like the Alcoa situation. There have been
lots of challenges for Alcoa, but particularly the price of energy. The government has a massive role
to play in making sure that energy is affordable so that manufacturing is not lost in Victoria. Again,
with the COVID situation, what the government has a massive responsibility for is making sure we
maintain manufacturing capacity and capability. So hats off to the Portland Observer for the work
they are doing there. I recently had the Shadow Minister for Energy and Renewables visit Portland
and meet with Chalpat, so it gives an alternative view for the community to have an understanding.
Of course it would be remiss of me not to take this opportunity to talk about the rail situation. Our
trains are so old and decrepit that it is beyond a joke. The Warrnambool Standard particularly does a
very diligent job weekly, monthly, of reporting on the breaking down of trains and the poor punctuality
report that continually comes out about the shocking state of the rail in South-West Coast.
It would be remiss of me not to point out that they have got an important role also in holding me to
account. It is about reporting so that the community are really empowered to understand what is going
on. In our region we have got some fine examples of locals. Our local editor of the Warrnambool
Standard, Greg Best, is an example of a person who is from the region, started as a junior and is now
the editor. Every Sunday he provides me with an overarching summary of what has gone on in the
region, which I particularly enjoy. Another young lady, Rachael Houlihan, who is now the deputy
editor, started off as a junior at the Standard. We have local radio identities such as Jeremy Lee, who
gives us the breakfast show every day; Daniel Miles, someone who came from Melbourne and has
embedded himself in the local community and does a terrific job of reporting local news and issues;
and young—well, probably not so young anymore—Matt Neal, who is from a dairy farming family
and really understands the local issues.
I think I can encapsulate the importance of regional news well when I tell you the story of the night of
the St Patrick’s Day fires when we had been evacuated from the farm. I decided it was probably safe
to go back, and we went back at about midnight. We had lost power and lost the ability to hear
anything, because we had no power, we had no internet, we had no radio and we had no way of
charging our phones, so it was really quite difficult. But what I did do was pull the car up, turn the
radio on and listen to the local radio station. Dave Drinkell and Lachie Rooke—the voices all night of
those two guys—actually kept me able to know whether I was safe to stay or to leave. We could not
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obviously go to sleep and rest easy. It was a pretty intense experience. But I will never forget their
voices all night, which gave me those updates. In the morning when I went in to the emergency centre,
the incident control centre, where we put people who had evacuated and stayed up all night, it was
because of what they were reporting that I was aware of what was happening and what to do. There
are many others that I could talk about, like Jon Vertigan and Kate Meade.
The Weekly Times is another paper that has been part of my life, with a farming background, and
young Alex Sinnott I actually used to know when he visited his grandmother next door to my mother’s
place. Ed Gannon, who has been reporting for many years, I have had a long association with through
my dairying days. There are so many programs and projects that the local papers—whether it be in
Portland, whether it be in Warrnambool—and the radio do that support our community.
Earlier in the day, when I was doing my contribution on the Human Tissue Amendment Bill 2020, the
member for Ivanhoe mentioned the Warrnambool hospital. I think he forgot that in that campaign it
was the Liberal government that funded the cancer centre, and it was the local community, along with
the local media, that actually pushed for that. The current Premier was the Minister for Health at the
time, and he actually looked Vicki Jellie in the face, she tells me, and said ‘That’ll never happen’. So
there is a really good example of where local media empowered the community, together with some
forceful and organised people who brought about something that the actual health minister said would
never happen. But it was the federal Liberal government and the former Napthine government—the
local member—who funded that project, which gives such hope and faith to people who are going
through some challenging times at the moment. There are articles like this one, which talks about the
wind towers that have not got the local content the government talks so much about being proud of. It
is a missed opportunity when local wind towers are coming through the port—and they are not local,
I am sorry, and jobs at Keppel Prince are being lost. Chalpat from the Portland Observer tells the story
so well and informs the local community.
Before I finish, I will acknowledge that just today Jackson Graham at the Warrnambool Standard has
been awarded, from the Walkley Foundation, a William Buckland fellowship, so he is going to be
seconded to the Age. There is only one of those awarded every year, so I am very proud to have a local
young man from the Warrnambool Standard receiving the award. Last year Rachael Houlihan, who
is the deputy editor, was also a recipient of that award. So it just goes to show what stellar people we
have got reporting. I will finish with this quote. It was Thomas Jefferson who said:
No government ought to be without censors; and where the press is free, no one ever will.

I think that quote applies in this instance because if we have strong media, particularly local media,
we will be strong.
Bills
HUMAN TISSUE AMENDMENT BILL 2020
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) (17:03): In the short time I have left I just want to add that at its
core and in essence this bill and this amendment are all about facilitating a person who wishes to
donate their organs or human tissue. This bill is to facilitate their wish to do so and to ensure that the
process is one that supports the wishes of the person who at the end of their life wants to contribute
and to support and to help others improve their lives into the future. While clearing up some
technicalities, the essence behind the legislation and its purpose from the government’s point of view
is to assist those people who want to help the lives of others.
Just quickly, before I close, I want to again just acknowledge Allan Turner, who I have met and who
is one of the founders of Zaidee’s Rainbow Foundation, for all the tireless work he does, as do his wife
and family, to advocate for people to be donors of organs and tissue at the end of their life in order to
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support and help others to live a better life into the future, just as their beautiful, selfless daughter did
when it came, sadly far too early, for her.
Mr SCOTT (Preston) (17:05): I rise to make a brief contribution on the Human Tissue Amendment
Bill 2020, and I do so not because this is a particularly controversial bill but because I do think that it
is incumbent on all of us to highlight the wonderful work that is done to encourage organ donation
and the work that is done in an administrative sense, and that was mentioned by the member for
Footscray in terms of her previous work to encourage organ donation, including with DonateLife. But
I would say a couple things about the bill, because removing ambiguity and ensuring the process of
providing treatment prior to death to ensure that organs—and tissue also, not just organs—can be
successfully donated are important parts of the work that is undertaken, and the improvements in the
likelihood of the success of donation are dependent in many cases on that work. So this is an
administrative bill in many senses that responds to a series of ambiguities that exist in the current
legislation which was brought into place, from memory, in 1982.
However, I would also like to highlight that there are significant cultural barriers in some cases to
organ donation. There are taboos that exist in terms of the disposal of bodies, but there are also taboos
in terms of discussing death and openly discussing the nature of death and the entire issue. I am
particularly aware, as a former Minister for Multicultural Affairs and in fact a husband of someone
from China, that there are cultures whereby to discuss death is seen as increasing its likelihood of
occurring and your own actions in life are seen as being correlated to the propensity of those events to
occur. I note the Minister for Multicultural Affairs is at the table, and it is important that we reach out
to migrant communities and others to ensure that the work that is undertaken to encourage people to
donate—and I, I am sure like most members of this house, am an organ donor—is undertaken in such
a way that it addresses those cultural beliefs, some of which relate to religious or cultural practice but
some of which relate to the willingness to discuss openly death and the consequences and the issues
surrounding death and immediate circumstances.
So I would certainly wish the bill a speedy passage. I would like to place on record my personal gratitude
to all those who work around organ donation. Like many in this house, I am aware of people whose
lives have been touched by organ donation and I am aware of people who have donated their organs
who have passed away. So I would think it is something that we can unite around in this house, and
again, on behalf of the community that I represent, I would like to both wish this bill a speedy passage
and again encourage every person who can to take that small step. I checked online myself. It is a very
quick process to become an organ donor. All it requires is really a Medicare card, so I would encourage
all persons to take that step to register, because all of us here are mortal. All will pass from this earth.
But if in that passing any of us can save other lives, any of us can give to others selflessly without
knowledge of who they are in most cases, that is something which I am sure would be of comfort to
most families and be of great comfort in fact. I know of people where there have been donations and
that has been a comfort—that the life has been lost, the person they love is no longer with them, but that
person can leave a legacy which gives life and new hope and joy to other families. That is at the heart
of the work of organ donation. So again I would encourage all to take that step, to take the little bit of
time—and it is not much—to become an organ donor and to take the time to help others on that journey.
Mr FOWLES (Burwood) (17:09): It is nice to be addressing the chamber from the seat normally
occupied by the member for Lara, who is not with us this week of course but makes terrific
contributions in this chamber and is a great friend. I thank the member for Preston for his heartfelt
contribution on this bill as well—the bill, of course, being the Human Tissue Amendment Bill 2020.
The key purpose of the bill is to amend the Human Tissue Act 1982 to include a process for authorising
ante-mortem or predeath procedures necessary for the ultimate donation of human organs or tissue. I
think in my time in this place it is not often that amendments to acts have made reference to acts of the
age of this one. This one is almost as old as me—1982. It has obviously managed to stay on the books
for a very long period of time, and I think that speaks to there being broad agreement about the
fundamentals of some of these matters.
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The act presently authorises the removal of tissue from a deceased person, but what it does not do is
talk about the ante-mortem interventions that are necessary to be administered to the person before
they die to make any donated organs more viable when in fact they are transplanted. Prior to the
introduction of the Medical Treatment Planning and Decisions Act 2016 ante-mortem procedures
were authorised for a patient in accordance with the Medical Treatment Act as the definition of medical
treatment in that act included ‘any other medical procedure’. The Medical Treatment Planning and
Decisions Act 2016 was found not to extend to ante-mortem procedures because the definition of
‘medical’ in the new legislation did not extend to procedures that are of no benefit to the patient. So
the net result of all of that is that we are recommending this amendment to the house to make the
change to the Human Tissue Act to remove to any ambiguity, to clarify the process for authorisation
of those ante-mortem procedures and frankly just to make sure that the act becomes consistent with
current practice. Essentially the proposed change is just a technical fix. It will enable clarity around
the authorisation of those procedures.
The bill includes the definition of an ante-mortem procedure being ‘a medical procedure carried out
to determine, maintain or improve the viability of tissue’. ‘Determine’, ‘maintain’ and ‘improve’ are
all adjectives that are fundamentally positive in nature, and this is indeed fundamentally a positive
change. The bill provides for ante-mortem procedures to be authorised by the designated officer of a
hospital after a number of preconditions are satisfied. One of the preconditions is that the medical
treatment decision-maker for a person may consent to ante-mortem procedures for that person for the
purpose of tissue or organ donation, for transplantation, for other therapeutic purposes or indeed for
medical or scientific purposes.
Donations after circulatory death now constitute about a third of all organ donations, which means that
the ambiguity around the legality of these ante-mortem procedures does have the ability to decrease
the number of organ donors by that quantum. That of course would see a similar reduction in
transplants, and I think we can all agree in this place that that would be a very bad result indeed. To
add some context in terms of the numbers, in 2018 Victoria had 193 organ donors providing organs
for 529 recipients. Of the 193 donors, 63 were via the donation after circulatory death pathway—
63 donors in these circumstances providing organs for 126 recipients. One hundred and twenty-six
lives were changed and many of those lives saved. Ante-mortem procedures for DCD are treatments
that are given to a patient before their death when the patient is reasonably expected to be an organ
donor after death. Those interventions can include delaying the withdrawal of cardiorespiratory
support, taking blood samples to ensure organ matching, administration of medications to control
blood pressure as well as antibiotics and anticoagulants—and these are very important interventions
when it comes to the viability, the usage and the ability to use what is ultimately donated by, sadly,
that person who is soon to be deceased. These interventions happen with every single potential
donor—every single one of them—so it is really important that we get the legislative support for what
is current practice right.
There are a number of optional procedures that are more significant, which DonateLife Victoria
estimate may occur in about half of cases. These can include interventions undertaken to either assist
in assessing the quality of those organs, such as a bronchoscopy, where they take a camera and put it
somewhere to determine what is going on down there, or to improve organ viability, like the
administration of heparin, which I referred to indirectly earlier. That is an anticoagulant that prevents
the formation of blood clots.
Amendments to the Human Tissue Act 1982 have been called for by representatives of the Law
Institute of Victoria, the DonateLife Network, the Australian and New Zealand Intensive Care
Society’s death and organ donation committee and the national medical director of the Organ and
Tissue Authority. The Organ and Tissue Authority, interestingly, was established by the Rudd Labor
government through the passing of the Australian Organ and Tissue Donation and Transplantation
Authority Act 2008. The authority then created the DonateLife Network in 2009 as part of the Rudd
Labor government’s health reform agenda. Until I conducted the research for this contribution, I had
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not realised that the creation of a national organ donation scheme was actually an outcome of then
Prime Minister Rudd’s 2020 summit held in May 2008.
A member interjected.
Mr FOWLES: Yes. Since the establishment of the Organ and Tissue Authority and the DonateLife
Network, Australia has seen impressive growth in organ donation and transplants across the nation.
Donations since that time have more than doubled. This is a trend we obviously want to see continuing,
and the amendment to this legislation will ensure that it happens. The 2020 summit was the subject of
some criticism at the time, if I recall correctly, and it is terrific to see that one of those really concrete
outcomes from that summit has made a difference and continues to make a difference today.
I want to acknowledge the member for Brunswick’s contribution, in particular around organ donation
registration. Now whilst the specifics are a matter for the executive, I think we can all agree that we
should encourage broader voluntary uptake of organ donation and organ donation registration. Like
the member for Melton, who made a terrific contribution, I would welcome a debate on an opt-out
model for organ donation. As a mature, responsible body politic—most of the time—I think we can
have that debate in an informed, calm and sensible way. Over two-thirds of Australians are willing to
be organ donors, and yet only one-third are registered as donors. We must close this gap. For those
who are not registered but want to be, please head to the DonateLife website: donatelife.gov.au.
If anyone has doubts about the life-changing power of organ donation and the importance of these
reforms, I would urge them to visit that DonateLife website not just to check their own registration but
to read some of the stories in what they call their Book of Life. They are incredibly moving stories. If
I may, I will just share part of one story that stood out to me, and that was of 33-year-old Aleisha.
Aleisha was diagnosed with a genetic kidney disease at a very young age. It led to hearing and eyesight
problems and eventually dialysis—devastating for a young person. At 10.30 one night the phone rang
and changed Aleisha’s life forever: she had been offered a kidney. Aleisha had this to say about her
unknown angel:
I know it is hard for most people to understand what it feels like to be given life, and the easiest way I describe
it is like this … I wouldn’t be here today if the family of my donor said no to donation. I will be forever
grateful and humbled to my unknown angel.

We need more of these unknown angels, and we should honour and celebrate their gift of life. To the
families who are having to make decisions on behalf of seriously ill family members who may not
themselves have expressed a view on this issue, I say this: please, do your best. Through the fog of
grief, through the tears and the pain and though it is hard, really hard, please, please authorise donation.
Spare another family the pain you are now experiencing and provide a living legacy for your loved
one—the most extraordinary gift anyone can give, the gift of life. I commend the bill to the house.
Ms CRUGNALE (Bass) (17:19): I rise to speak to the Human Tissue Amendment Bill 2020. Back
in 1982 this house passed an amazing act. At the time it was groundbreaking. It gave life and hope to
those who had been living with a terminal condition and little or no chance of making it through. The
legislators at the time were brave people. The late John Cain, Jr, was the Premier—a man of integrity,
a compassionate man of vision and a great leader. This Assembly passed the Human Tissue Act 1982,
and with it came a future. I have no doubt that at the time there were those that bitterly opposed the
legislation for a whole lot of reasons. They would have found the concept of organ and tissue
donorship beyond their comprehension. Some tried to stifle the debate and described organ donation
as ‘taking and getting, not giving and receiving’. Others could not reconcile it with their religious
beliefs, while some found the concept of death simply too confronting to discuss. Yet for almost
40 years this legislation has stood and saved or improved the lives of thousands of Victorians. By
2017, Victoria was the nation’s leader in this gift of life, and now DonateLife Victoria works with six
primary Victorian hospitals that provide the transplantation services. They work collaboratively with
the Donor Tissue Bank of Victoria and the Lions Eye Donation Service to increase tissue donation
from hospital services.
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As with the best of legislation, there must always be reflection and review. Times and technology
change, and legislation must reflect this. Terms such as ‘medical treatment decision maker’ was
unknown when originally the bill passed, and it was our Andrews Labor government that established
the Medical Treatment Planning and Decisions Act 2016, allowing Victorians to write a legally
binding advance care directive. It gave rise to the term ‘medical treatment decision maker’, and at the
time when existing laws were fragmented the health practitioners were understandably confused. Put
very simply, the medical treatment decision maker is appointed by a person to make decisions on their
behalf if they have lost that capacity.
Fast-forward almost 40 years to 2020, to the current Human Tissue Amendment Bill 2020. This bill
in so many ways is more procedural than groundbreaking, but that does not diminish its importance.
While currently and appropriately there are ante-mortem procedures needed to ensure that organs are
viable for donation, the original act does not specify how these procedures are to be authorised. The
1982 act did not include a process for authorisation of testing, and this amendment bill clarifies the
process for obtaining consent and removes any ambiguity.
There is no greater time of stress for the families and loved ones of an organ or tissue donor. Often the
discussion was meant to be held but they just never got around to it. It is telling that almost 70 per cent
of Australians are willing to donate their organs and/or tissue when they pass away. However, only
one in three Australians are registered organ donors. This is why at any given time there are around
1700 Australians on the waiting list for an organ transplant.
The onus of responsibility on anyone working in the area is also enormous, and we owe it to them to
make the rules as clear as possible. The process of authorisation is key to this, and new section 24A
highlights the current complexities by defining the term ‘ante-mortem procedure’ as a medical
procedure to determine, maintain or improve the viability of human tissue. Preserving organs and
tissue is of course imperative and is needed with every donorship. Many of us may even wonder why
we need to define the term, but technology has changed drastically in the 40 years since the original
legislation and we must make sure it reflects current practice. Perhaps 40 years ago the concept of
improving the viability of human tissue was inconceivable.
This bill is compatible with the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006. There is no
inference that medical experimentation or treatment without consent could occur. Examples of antemortem procedures are the taking of blood for serology and tissue typing to ensure matching of donors
and recipients. It has been estimated that without this amendment potentially one-third of organs would
be unviable for transplantation, and that would be a tragedy in itself.
DonateLife Victoria will work with our government, clinicians and stakeholders to develop a Victorian
donation after circulatory death guideline, to ensure that all ethical obligations are understood and met.
They will also develop an education package specifically for designated officers, so that these
clinicians have clear instructions around their professional ethical obligations. Checks, crosschecks
and protection for everybody—that is the essence of this legislation. Sections 24B, C, D and E deal
with the procedures required to ensure that they are designated officers to certify and authorise antemortem procedures.
For example, 24D clearly specifies the requirement that two registered medical practitioners with five
years or more post-qualification experience must concur that life is being maintained artificially and
that irreversible cessation of brain function would occur imminently if this were ceased. This gives the
families involved surety that processes are in place, and it protects the medical professionals as well.
It also gives our doctors very clear operational procedures to follow at the most difficult time of their
practice. It ensures that there are designated officers at the hospital and that they consult and listen to
the person making medical decisions for the donor. Furthermore, the person making the medical
decision must consent to the procedure.
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Some may make light of this legislation, saying it is no more than an academic exercise of dotting i’s
and crossing t’s. But that misses the fundamental role of this Parliament—to legislate for and to protect
all parties at undoubtedly the most fragile and traumatic time of their lives. So I congratulate our
Andrews Labor government for being prepared to address the fundamental issues and not shy away
from the difficult discussions. This will ensure that Victorians are provided with safeguards, and
hopefully this discussion will also encourage more Victorians to become donors after death or to have
that conversation with their loved ones.
The twenty-second of November 2020 is DonateLife’s Thank You Day this year, a national day of
gratitude and celebration and a day to recognise all Australians who make organ and tissue donation
possible. The celebrations may be smaller than in other years, but the gift of life will be as enormous
as ever. Undoubtedly donorship is the most generous gift that we can give. Please have that discussion.
Do not be scared of raising the subject. Make sure that your wishes are known. Register with the
Australian Organ Donor Register via the DonateLife website—all you need is your Medicare card and
it only takes a minute. Encourage family and friends to read the DonateLife Book of Life, stories of
lives saved through donations. Nominate and ask someone you trust to be your medical treatment
decision-maker. Family will always be asked to confirm your donation decision, but make it your
decision; it may be the most important one you ever make. I commend the bill to the house.
Ms SULEYMAN (St Albans) (17:27): I rise today to speak on the Human Tissue Amendment
Bill 2020. Clearly, as we have heard from previous speakers, this bill will make changes to a number
of elements of the act, but most importantly this legislation ensures life-saving donations can continue
and proper processes are in place to fulfil the wishes of each organ donor and their loved ones.
I know how important organ donations are, because it was one of the issues that I raised in my
inaugural speech when I entered this place and one of the first issues I actually spoke about. It is
personal to me, but also I do recognise how important health care is. I did say at the time that health
care is an opportunity to present leadership, innovation, research and, most importantly, best practice.
Since then, for a number of years it has been extremely important to me. Looking at the donation rate
of this state, even though we are generous as a community, when it comes to the record, it simply is
not enough, and the waiting list outnumbers the supply. We have heard personal stories today, and
there is no doubt that this needs to change. We continue to have the ability through medical science to
save lives, but we need to do much better.
Last year close to 1700 lives were transformed through organ donations. It is not just the organ
recipients; it is also their families, and it should be acknowledged that there is broad support for
donation. Almost 70 per cent of Australians are generally willing to donate their organs and tissue
when they die, but sadly the reality is that only one in three Australians registers for organ donation—
20 per cent of Victorians were registered as of 2015. Many Australians are waiting for life-saving
organ donation, with up to 1600 Australians, as I said previously, continuing to wait. If there is
anything that we can take from the important contributions that have been made today, it is to go and
get registered as an organ donor. You can save and improve the lives of 10 or more fellow Australians
and their families. In 2019 there were 221 000 new registrations on the Australian organ donor register.
Despite the strong public support and the awareness campaign for organ donation, we know that there
are many Australians still waiting on those lists. And one of the key priorities around organ donations
I believe personally is to continue to create positive campaigns, to raise awareness, to bring in the
registrations. We need to encourage Victorians to register and to have those very difficult
conversations.
We know and we have heard previous speakers talk about the cultural and social sensitivities when it
comes to donating organs. These are very difficult and challenging conversations to have with our
multicultural communities and multifaith communities, but we must do more to reach out and engage
with our multicultural communities and our multifaith community leaders and really tell the story of
the importance of organ donation and how to make it simpler and make it accessible for our multifaith
and multicultural communities to be able to register. I think those difficult conversations need to be
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had. We have already had started those conversations, but there needs to be more advocacy and much
more positive awareness that it is okay to donate your organs.
As I said, we need to continue to actively break down those barriers by creating a much simpler process
of registration. We have seen other countries like Canada take on the task of making registration
simpler, and once they did implement a better process for registering and make it much simpler, they
saw a massive increase in their community registering to donate their organs. So we can actually see
how other countries do this much more simply, positively working with communities to break down
those barriers, improve the campaigns and make reforms in this space. It must happen, because we
cannot have a situation where our waiting list continues to grow and the amount of donations continues
to not meet those challenges that we have as a community, as a society and as a nation.
I do also note the issue in relation to what I think the member for Burwood spoke about—opt in or opt
out—and having that debate that needs to be had in our community about what system we should
have. But having a debate on whether the opt-in or opt-out system would be a better place for our
community is something that I look forward to actually engaging with my community on, because this
space needs much more work, there is no doubt.
We have heard a lot, as I said, from many speakers today in relation to what this bill means, and I want
to commend our government for taking leadership. These changes, as I said, will really make an impact
on not only organ donation but also making sure that we are saving and improving the lives of so many
in our community.
The bill seeks to amend the Human Tissue Act 1982 to introduce a process for the authorisation of
ante-mortem procedures for the process of that person donating their organs after death. This is an
important process that does not leave any confusion. The request of the person that is donating their
organs is very clear. As I said, we continue to make these changes, and I think we need to commend
the minister and the government for bringing these changes.
I do also want to note that 22 November, next month, is DonateLife’s Thank You Day. This is a day
that recognises all Australians. It is a positive campaign. Make a donation and register to be an organ
and tissue donor as soon as possible. This does save lives. As I said, up to 10 Australians can be saved
through this process.
I want to also take this opportunity to bring the matter of organ donation to the public’s attention. More
campaigns need to occur, and I think multilingually as well. We need to make sure that we are reaching
out to a multicultural communities on this issue, because as I said, it is very difficult and sensitive and
the barriers need to continue to break when it comes to this issue. The amendments in this bill will
bring about vital changes to organ donation processes in this state. We cannot overstate the impact that
it will bring to so many people—not only the recipients but also their families and communities across
Victoria. As I said, I thank the minister for bringing this to the house, and I commend the bill.
Following speech incorporated in accordance with resolution of house of 27 October:
Mr NORTHE (Morwell)
I’m honoured to make a contribution to the Human Tissue Amendment Bill 2020. This bill seeks to update
the Human Tissue Act 1982 to establish a process for authorising ante-mortem procedures for the explicit
purposes of donating human tissue after death. It does not change the process of consent regarding organ and
tissue donation if a loved one passes away; rather it updates the legal framework to allow medical tests to
occur before they die in order to give any donation they generously make more chance of success.
I believe that most in the community would agree—if not all—that anything we can do to increase the chance
of life-saving organ donations a success is a positive step. And with this legislation supporting the medical
professionals undertaking these procedures, we are taking positive steps towards this being easier and more
frequent. Being an organ donor is the most selfless thing that any of us can do—the gift of life upon death.
It’s shocking to think that over 1700 Australians are currently waiting for a transplant with a further 12 000 on
renal dialysis who would benefit from a kidney transplant. That’s a lot of very sick Aussies suffering, where
organ donation would be a life-saving event. Whilst statistics show that most Australians say they are willing
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to donate their organs, the national consent rate is around 62 per cent, or two in three. This is below the
averages of other countries showing leadership in organ donation around the world, and we certainly have
some opportunities there. Over many years there has been discussion regarding the merits of an opt-out donor
register, which hasn’t materialised; however, the reality is that it’s incredibly disappointing people are still
languishing for long periods awaiting a transplant.
Having conversations regarding your wishes with your loved ones is very important, as is registering to be an
organ donor, and I have personally been registered as an organ donor for many years. This is a quick task
which anyone can do very easily on the DonateLife website—all you need is your Medicare details. If more
of us did this seemingly simple task, we would be a community of life-savers, which would make an
enormous difference in so many lives around the country.
Just last week I was able to visit the wonderful staff at the Traralgon Red Cross Lifeblood centre for my first
plasma donation, and again, thank you to all the team who do such a great job—and on a public holiday! I
have been donating blood regularly for a number of years, but plasma donations are also important for a whole
range of purposes, and like blood it is in great demand. For those who are able to donate blood or plasma, you
can easily get in touch with the Australian Red Cross service on 13 14 95 or visit the Australian Red Cross
Lifeblood website. My visit last week reminded me how these simple activities we can undertake can make
a huge difference in another person’s life, and for their families also.
In this regard this bill, containing measures which may indeed be life-saving, certainly has my support.

Ms SPENCE (Yuroke—Minister for Multicultural Affairs, Minister for Community Sport,
Minister for Youth) (17:37): I move:
That the debate be adjourned.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Ordered that debate be adjourned until later this day.
JUSTICE LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (SUPPORTING VICTIMS AND OTHER
MATTERS) BILL 2020
Second reading
Debate resumed on motion of Ms HENNESSY:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (17:37): I rise to make a contribution today on the Justice
Legislation Amendment (Supporting Victims and Other Matters) Bill 2020. I do this in my capacity
supporting my colleague in the other place, Edward O’Donohue, the Shadow Attorney-General. There
are a number of parts to this bill. A big part of it is dealing with an area within the Attorney-General’s
remit in the justice portfolio. There is also a fair bit in the corrections portfolio, which is my area. We
have got some specifics in the emergency services area, which I know the member for Evelyn and the
member for Ferntree Gully will both have contributions to make on. In the fire services area, the
member for Evelyn will raise some specific issues with that. Then we have the workplace safety area,
which is very much in the area of industrial relations, and my colleague the member for Ferntree Gully
will also have issues and comments to raise with that.
We are dealing with victims, which is a really important area certainly for our side of the house. It
should be for all members, and I know it is for all members, but we on our side have always put victims
first when it comes to matters that are raised before the law. That is why we have a Shadow Minister
for Victim Support, the member for Gembrook. I know the member for Gembrook will have a number
of issues which he would like to raise and some concerns with this bill.
They say, ‘If at first you don’t succeed, try and try again’. If this was not such a serious bill that we
are talking about, it would be funny. We have had a go at a bill and we have had a go at legislation.
The government has put legislation before the Parliament and brought in huge changes which affect
the way women, particularly, are supported—women that have faced the most heinous situations of
rape and violence. Unfortunately, in the instance of the bill that was put before the house in February
and the changes to legislation that the government had put before this Parliament to effectively silence
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victims; it is now having a second crack, having a second go of trying to redraft legislation to protect
those women that have been gagged, to protect those that have been silenced. It is bringing before us
another go, another bit of legislation that we are debating here today, and we find that victims’ families
and loved ones that have somebody that is deceased, somebody that has been raped and killed,
according to this bill before this Parliament, are now going to be gagged.
I want you just to think about the types of situations, of names that are certainly first and foremost in
many of our heads, that we have seen, recent cases in recent years: the likes of Jill Meagher, the likes
of Eurydice Dixon, the likes of Aiia Maasarwe—three women that were brutally attacked—and about
their families gagged, not being able to speak up, not being able to use Jill, Eurydice or Aiia’s names
going forward if this bill continues in its current form before this house. I think it would be fair to say,
as we have had many victims contact us already, that it is shameful that this government and it is
shameful that the Attorney-General would bring a bill before the house without consulting with victims,
without talking to victims and their families, without asking them for their views, particularly after the
massive, massive—there is no other word to describe it—stuff-up that happened in the first place.
There is no question this bill has been hurried through. It has been rushed through with no attention to
detail, with no attention to detail whatsoever, and to think that this is going to affect people’s lives—
people that have lost lives, the families of people that are no longer with us today—and they will not
be able to live their story. It is not only not being able to live their story but to face a fine—if Aiia
Maasarwe’s father puts something on social media, he could be fined, he could be arrested. If Eurydice
Dixon had a post by her family put on social media naming her, again, they would not be able to do
that. Jill Meagher: we have seen situations where her mother has said how horrific this is—and again,
imagine in all of these situations not being able to name these individuals in public and not being able
to refer to Jill Meagher, in her case her forever being referred to as Adrian Bayley’s victim. What a
disgrace.
At this particular time I want to thank Nina Funnell, who has created the Let Her Speak campaign and
has worked tirelessly to really enlighten many of us about the plight of many victims that have
experienced the kind of neglect by this government of not only failing them once but failing them
twice. Thank you to you, Nina, for standing up for many of those victims, some of whom I will talk
about in this contribution, in regard to my own electorate of Caulfield.
We are still waiting in a particular case for a teacher to come back, and in that situation we have had
umpteen cases overseas, umpteen cases of the sisters Dassi Erlich, Elly Sapper and Nicole Meyer
being in the situation of trying to get their perpetrator back. Now, in that situation, just before the final
process of the extradition to have that case heard and to have the perpetrator come back, those victims
were gagged. Those victims had to apply to the Magistrates Court and pay up to $10 000 to ensure
their voices could be heard at a crucial time when the public needed to know. They wanted to ensure
that their voices were heard. We have countless situations like that. I would like to move a reasoned
amendment to the Justice Legislation Amendment (Supporting Victims and Other Matters) Bill 2020.
I move:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted and replaced with the words ‘this house refuses to read this bill a
second time until the families, loved ones and advocates for deceased sexual assault victims have been
consulted on the proposed changes and are comfortable with the bill.’

In moving this reasoned amendment I cannot find any words more appropriate to share with you than
those from Jill Meagher’s lovely but furious mum, Edith, on the proposed changes to this law. Edith
wants me to share this, after the bill was drafted ambiguously, to show what it means to victims’
families when they cannot publish the names and stories of women—gorgeous women—like Jill,
buried. The legislation should be urgently fixed. What Edith Scott McKeon, Jill’s mum, had to say is:
We have not being contacted and it’s so wrong. Its such a heartache on all of us who lost our precious ones. I
am fucking fuming that they haven’t even contacted any of the family. How dare they who have never been
in that situation, which I wouldn’t want on any parent … Gillian would have been 38 next Saturday and would
have been a brilliant Mom. We will fight it.
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Those words should resonate for every single one of us in this Parliament. It is a case we will never
forget. And for a mum to be gagged, to be silenced, and to not mention Jill Meagher’s name again—
that is why this bill should not pass. That is why this bill should be rejected, and that is why the
Attorney-General should urgently contact Edith and every single victim that is struggling with the pain
right now to ensure that what changes need to be made are made so that they are not gagged. It is
simple. We will not stop until their fight is heard and ultimately their plight is one which this
government at least has the decency to recognise.
I want to raise the context of all of this, because the Let Us Speak campaign started just after February,
when the legislation was changed the first time. Many would say that it was an oversight. I accept that
it could have been an oversight in the drafting of the first lot of legislation, where rape victims were
effectively gagged and not able to speak. What we had was a situation where from February there was
a fight to try and get things changed and the Let Us Speak campaign had Maggie. Maggie was one of
the rape survivors who spearheaded the Let Us Speak campaign, and her first reaction was that we
need to do something and we need to fight.
In Maggie’s situation her father repeatedly molested and raped her from the age of eight before he
murdered Maggie’s older stepsister. When she reported him to the police for abusing her too, she was
told at the point when this legislation was changed that for her to be able to tell her story and have the
gag lifted she would need to have permission from her father. Maggie said:
If I have to ask his permission to tell my story now, then I’ll just say ‘no’. And I’ll hate the law forever because
yet again they have deterred me and let me down. It gives him all the power. It takes me back to when I was
a child I had to shut up and do what he said.

The fact that a victim would have to ask a perpetrator for permission to use their name just beggars
belief, it really beggars belief, and obviously changes had to be made. But Maggie went on to fight
this, and what I wanted to bring to the house’s attention is that the government had knowledge about
the issues since April. We are sitting here now in November—in October, getting there, late October—
and they are now bringing these changes before the house.
I wanted to bring to the house’s attention that when News Corp journalist Sherele Moody first
approached the Victorian Attorney-General on behalf of Maggie, she went to the Attorney-General’s
office around 20 April 2020 hoping for a quick resolution. She just wanted it fixed. Maggie’s situation
was one in which she had to ask her father for permission to be able to talk about her situation of being
raped when she was a child, and she wanted that fixed. She went to the journalist, the journalist went
to the Attorney-General hoping for a quick fix on 20 April, and what was the response? The News
Corp article reports:
Ms Moody described the response she received at the time as “underwhelming” adding that it contained
“platitudes for the Government”.
“The response did not acknowledge that there was a problem with the legislation change, it did not
acknowledge [Maggie’s] own anguish or the impact this change would have on other survivors of sex
predators—

none.
Ms Moody says that the Government should have actioned change from the moment she first put the issue
on their radar.

If you think of the countless individuals since that would have had to apply to the court and pay up to
$10 000—I have got cases here where people had to choose between putting food on the table or
paying $10 000 to be able to lift the gag so they could talk about their past—I just cannot believe this.
The government did nothing in April. They did nothing. Then Ms Moody said:
I would like to know why it took a swath of negative publicity [last week] for her to acknowledge there was
an issue.

It goes on, because in May news.com sent a follow-up request for the information and again received
a dismissive response from the Attorney-General, who wrongly claimed that the laws did not have the
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effect of prohibiting media outlets from identifying survivors. This is crucial. This point is crucial,
because what it says is when News Corp contacted the Attorney-General in May, the Attorney-General
said, ‘Don’t worry about it. There is no issue here. There is nothing prohibiting media outlets from
identifying survivors’. Why do I say this is crucial? Because the Attorney-General put out a media
release today and in her media release she said there is no problem in deceased people being named.
There is no problem. So we could not trust her here, and if we did then why are we sitting here talking
about these changes? We could not trust her the first time and yet we are having another go and she is
defending it and saying, ‘Don’t worry’ to Jill Meagher’s mum, to Aiia Maasarwe’s dad, to all the
victims. ‘Don’t worry. You’ll be okay, you’ll be able to use the deceased person’s name.’ Well, I tell
you what, I think that is why we need to support the reasoned amendment here and ensure that the
Attorney-General speaks to those victims’ families and reassures them that they will not have to worry
and they will be able to use those names. I would like to advise the house of some amendments, if I
could, and request that they be circulated.
Opposition amendments circulated by Mr SOUTHWICK under standing orders.
I will not go into the detail of them. Ideally these amendments would not be needed because I would
hope that when we go to vote on this bill the government supports our reasoned amendment and
effectively delays this bill from proceeding until the victims’ families are properly contacted, as we
have said in the reasoned amendment. But if we unfortunately do not see reason from this
government—and there have been plenty of times when the government have not seen reason in this
and have not supported our very, very reasonable position of at least contacting victims’ families and
survivors—if the government sees themselves right to not put victims first, then the changes that we
are proposing here ensure that there will not be a gag.
They are to ensure that we allow the names of the deceased that have been raped, that have been
attacked and that have lost their lives are not lost and not used in vain but are used as symbols of hope
and of stories to ensure that these kinds of situations do not happen again. They are to educate and
inform so that ultimately we do not have a legal system that favours the abuser and the perpetrator but
puts the victim first. That is our position effectively on that part of the bill.
This effectively becomes an omnibus bill today. There have been a whole lot of things that have been
cobbled together in this bill. The situation for victims, rape victims and those that have been killed by
a perpetrator, should be shown the decency of separating this bill and dealing with it on its own. I
would be prepared to do that. Certainly the opposition would be prepared to carve up this bill and give
it the just treatment it deserves, and I am sure many victims listening today would want that as well.
But what we have done is cobble a whole lot of stuff in here, and it makes it very, very difficult. Some
of this we would like to get on with, but because it is all put in here we cannot support it. Quite frankly,
we cannot support a bill that failed the first time and has the chance of failing victims for a second
time. It would be completely irresponsible for an opposition to fail a bill that has been wrapped up and
that puts victims and their families dead last. We will not be supporting this bill unless our reasoned
amendment is supported.
I do want to make some comments on some of the other parts of this bill. One area that is in my
portfolio specifically looks at drugs, looks at corrections and looks at changing some things when it
comes to drugs in our prisons. Our prisons are the worst performing prisons in the nation and have the
highest costs. We have the Minister for Corrections at the table. She would know that. She is only a
new minister—I appreciate that she has still got her training wheels on—but let me say the mess is
already unfolding under this minister. What we saw reported—
Ms Hutchins interjected.
Mr SOUTHWICK: No response on the weekend, Minister. No response on the weekend from
you, and this was reported in the Herald Sun. We saw the increase in drugs while prisons were in
lockdown. We do not have the opportunity of someone visiting the prison, yet we are up 14.3 per cent
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with heroin and drug-replacing ibuprofen—14 per cent while we were in lockdown. Alcohol and
home brew were up 51 per cent—gee whiz, they are having a ball in there, aren’t they, compared to
what we have been doing in lockdown—and syringes and needles were up 58 per cent. While we have
been in lockdown this has been happening in the prison system—the highest amount of drugs. We
have the worst performing prisons in the nation with drug spiking under lockdown. It is costing us—
Members interjecting.
Mr SOUTHWICK: Well, I had the cost down of about $150 000 a year for a prisoner. The Premier
actually corrected me and said it was $250 000. You know what? Compare that to New South Wales,
which is running at half the cost and getting a better rate of reoffending than we are. I tell you what, I
would take New South Wales’s system any day, Minister for Corrections, over what you are running.
Minister, you did not look at contact tracing and what was happening over there in New South Wales,
and we are in a mess here. You would probably do yourself a good service to see what is happening
in corrections in New South Wales and learn a thing or two from over there as well.
So our prisons are failing. They are failing under this government. No-one is getting rehabilitated; they
are actually going in and going onto drugs in prison rather than getting off drugs. It is an absolute
disgrace that we have got more drugs coming into our prison system than we have ever had before,
and we need to get people off drugs. We need to be able to rehabilitate our prisoners, and that is not
happening under this government. It is not happening under this government. I could give you story
after story of situations that have been happening in our prison system. It is an absolute mess, and we
would hope that the minister would take this seriously.
The minister would be happy to know that at least in terms of some of the changes, particularly in
terms of mail coming into the prisons—having that mail properly scanned and having it photocopied
and sent through—I support them and we support them. But it is too little, too late. This should have
been happening a long time ago. Up until recently we did not have guard dogs in our prisons that were
able to actually search out buprenorphine. We did in other states, but we did not in Victoria. So the
minister can sit there and say, ‘Oh, this isn’t right. This is wrong’. Well, in other states you have got
sniffer dogs that can sniff out buprenorphine. Up until recently we did not have any of that happening
in Victoria. So we are unfortunately at the back of the pack again under the Premier and the Labor
government, and unfortunately we need to get this kind of stuff. So we do support that. We do believe
that that needs to happen, but it should have happened a long time ago.
There is also some work in this bill that deals with the Workplace Injury Rehabilitation and
Compensation Act 2013. I know that that is something, again, that the member for Forest Hill will
raise some more concerns and discussion about. There are also some other issues with the Forests
Act 1958, and the member for Evelyn will raise some specific concerns on the Forests Act and
amendments. But I will say this: we had the Fire Rescue Victoria changes and we know that a lot of
those changes kind of happened at all costs. They were pushed in like a round peg trying to get itself
into a square hole. It was just pushed. Probably not the best analogy there, but let me tell you: it was
literally rammed in. It was rammed in at all costs. What we are doing is we are suffering the
consequences of this. The member for Evelyn will talk further about that, but there are some concerns
with that as well.
The other part of this bill also deals with amendments in terms of defamation provisions, and again
this is something which looks at uniform defamation laws conducted by the Council of AttorneysGeneral. Again, it is pretty straightforward in terms of some of that. It encourages early resolution to
disputes pre trial.
And then we have got the other part that I just want to touch briefly on last in my contribution: the
terrorist offender scheme. This allows for more of a national approach in being able to ensure,
particularly with those terrorists that are in prison, that we have them properly managed all the way
through so that we do not see the option of early release and obviously threats to our community safety.
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I will draw the house’s attention to a case in February. The Minister for Corrections, who is at the
table, was not minister at the time, but I am sure she will make herself familiar with this. There were
reports that dozens of violent offenders had been radicalised by convicted terrorists in Port Phillip
Prison, raising serious concerns about community safety under the Andrews Labor government. These
terrorists had reportedly targeted serious violent offenders, including those found guilty of armed
robbery and serious sexual and firearms offences, and what they were doing was radicalising them in
prison. So herein lies part of the issue in terms of how we are dealing with some of these prisoners. I
do want to point out that, according to an article that was written, I think, in the last 24 hours about
some of those prisoners who are coming up to the end of their sentences, they have not taken up any
of the deradicalisation programs that have been on offer and essentially their parole is coming up. So
that is the kind of situation we need to be on top of, because the last thing that we want is somebody
that is still radicalised let back into our community to be a threat to our community.
In my final minute, I know there are a number of times when we agree on some things and disagree
on others in this chamber, but with this particular bill, when we are talking about rape victims and
when we are talking about particularly women experiencing family violence and families losing a
loved one through a rape and having those stories being effectively silenced—those people being
gagged and not being able to speak up—as we heard from Let Us Speak and others that have been so
strong in pushing this campaign, can I say: we hear you, we understand your plight and we respect
you. You can rest assured that on this side of the house, under the Liberals and Nationals, we will
always put victims first. We will always do that. We will always seek a just society, a just world, a just
place that ensures fairness, balance and ultimately a point at which we do not have the kinds of
situations where these crimes are continually happening and putting people’s safety at risk.
The fact that we are here again—I cannot believe that we are here again after the government failed at
fixing this the first time. They have had another go, and they have failed. I ask them to respect those
victims, to seriously consider our reasoned amendment and to take the opportunity to take this bill
back, to talk to victims’ families, to hear from them and to ensure their voices are heard before we pass
more legislation and effectively jeopardise their voices going forward.
Ms HUTCHINS (Sydenham—Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister for Corrections, Minister
for Youth Justice, Minister for Victim Support) (18:08): It is my privilege to rise to speak on the Justice
Legislation Amendment (Supporting Victims and Other Matters) Bill 2020. This bill contains so
much, and I am only going to touch on a number of the great outcomes of this bill. But as Victoria’s
Minister for Victim Support, Minister for Corrections and Minister for Youth Justice, I am really
delighted to be able to contribute to this bill and to talk about the role that we have as a government in
ensuring that victims’ voices are heard. But it is not our role and it is not their role to determine exactly
what justice victim-survivors should get. It is our job to ensure that victim-survivors can share their
stories, access financial assistance and participate in law reform in a way that allows them to have
more control over their lives by accessing our justice system, and that is exactly what this bill does.
Unfortunately those opposite have chosen to play very serious politics with this bill before us today
and certainly have only gone to what half of the changes are in this bill and have told quite outstanding
lies in this place. We will always listen and respond to the concerns raised by victim-survivors, and
we have a proven track record. That is why we actually have the position of Minister for Victim
Support, and I am very proud to be that voice and fulfil that role in this place.
In terms of the amendments to the Judicial Proceedings Reports Act 1958, I want to thank all the
victim-survivors who have courageously come forward to speak about the profound violence and
trauma that they have experienced. In doing so I acknowledge the great difficulty that they have faced.
Navigating the current Judicial Proceedings Reports Act is complex and confusing, and this amending
bill is the first step in an overhaul of that act which is way overdue. I acknowledge the AttorneyGeneral for her quick and considered response to reforming this act, particularly when these matters
were raised at the start of the second lockdown during this pandemic.
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This bill will make it clear that victim-survivors, both adults and children, may lawfully self-publish
information likely to identify them as victim-survivors of sexual offences, including on social media.
Young people and children under 18 will need the support of an authorised independent person. The
bill will clarify when a third party may publish materials that identify a victim-survivor. In relation to
most adult victim-survivors, publication will be allowed if the victim-survivor provides permission in
writing. This is a really important safeguard. In cases where victim-survivors do not have the capacity
to provide permission themselves, it remains necessary for the court to retain a role in granting
permission for publication.
We know that there are cases where there are multiple victim-survivors of a single offender. It is
possible that the publication of the identity and experience of one victim can lead to the identification
of other victims, and unfortunately we have seen this within families. If someone wishes to self-publish
details that lead to the identification of additional victim-survivors, they can only do so where they
first have obtained written permission from those other victims. This ensures the privacy and
anonymity of each victim-survivor and their right to determine when and how experiences are shared
and how this is protected. This is a very, very important part of this bill. Like most communities, there
are diverse views on how these things should be handled. As in the community of victim-survivors,
there are diverse views about how public details should be and how much should be exposed when it
exposes somebody else who has been a victim and may not want their story told.
Now, I want to turn to the opposition’s amendments, which have just been circulated. I would say I
am surprised that the opposition is playing politics with victim-survivors’ lives and stories, but, you
know, that is their form, isn’t it? These amendments that are before us here, on the one hand they are
saying we have not moved fast enough because of the pandemic being in the way of how many days
this Parliament has been able to sit, and yet on the other hand they are saying, ‘Let’s put these changes
on hold for further consultation’. You cannot have it both ways. You cannot do one and do the other.
So maybe those opposite need to get their act together and stand up and voice their real, true concerns
rather than playing politics with poor women’s lives that have been destroyed by these sorts of crimes.
You simply cannot choose a victim’s story and say that only one side of that story matters. You simply
cannot choose a victim’s story and say that the view of their family members represents the view of
all family members impacted by sexual offences. It is untrue, and it is insulting to many families who
have different views and should have the right to determine how their own stories are told and shared.
Unlike the opposition, we listened to the views of as many families as possible who have been affected
by such crimes. I can assure members of this house that there are many families who have had incredibly
distressing, inappropriate reporting affect their lives. They have not wanted their loved ones to be
identified, and unfortunately in the past that has happened. We have decided to engage in further
consultation with victim-survivors’ families so we get it right. We will not be rushed by the opposition,
who seem to only talk about the lives of victim-survivors when it suits their own political agenda.
Allowing for further work to be done on this important legislation means we can strike the right balance
between ensuring families of deceased victims who wish to share the stories can and those who do not
are not identified. We have the support of the Director of Public Prosecutions on this, and many victimssurvivors, advocates and their families support this decision. The Law Institute of Victoria supports this
decision, and I am not sure why the opposition will not listen. The opposition amendments are rushed
and are unacceptable, and the government will not be supporting these amendments.
In addition, this bill also amends the Victims of Crime Assistance Act 1996 to allow for the delegation
of certain powers and duties to specific Victims of Crime Assistance Tribunal staff—commonly
known as VOCAT staff. VOCAT provides financial assistance to victim-survivors of violent crimes
under the VOCA act. VOCAT hears and determines applications for financial assistance by victims.
The financial assistance can cover expenses that have been incurred or can help in the future direction
of getting support as a direct result of crime. To speed up the decision-making process on applications
for financial assistance this bill will create a new class of tribunal staff called tribunal officers and
allow the Chief Magistrate to delegate certain powers and duties of VOCAT to these tribunal officers.
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Basically what we are doing is getting on board with designing a new financial assistance scheme and
having a team dedicated within the Department of Justice and Community Safety to progressing these
reforms. It is a key step in implementing the government’s election commitment to significantly
progress the Victorian Law Reform Commission’s recommendations in reducing the backlog at
VOCAT. Unfortunately the backlog is currently sitting at around 8000 applications, and this bill is a
major step forward in the important commitment to get rid of that backlog and to address the needs of
victims. The backlog in seeking assistance and addressing this means that victims of family violence,
victims of sexual assault and many other victims can often find the system that currently exists
retraumatising. By making these changes and by making these reforms we know that we will be able
to have a more accessible system in place for victims that prevents retraumatisation.
The bill also goes on to amend the Victims of Crime Commissioner Act 2015 to change some of the
powers around that and to extend the term of the committee chair for the victims of crime
commissioner and its committee from two years to three. There are a lot of fantastic changes, and
unfortunately I am going to run out of time to go through these. Finally I would just like to say that
the Andrews government is taking action to reduce the waiting lists for assistance for victims of crime,
allowing them to more appropriately share their stories and to provide a stronger voice in government.
If the opposition is serious about supporting victims of crime, they will support this bill. I thank all the
victim-survivors for the courageous stories that they have told on the need for this reform. We do hear
you, and we will continue to reform the victim support system that supports you.
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) (18:18): I rise to make a contribution on the Justice Legislation
Amendment (Supporting Victims and Other Matters) Bill 2020 on behalf of the opposition and
particularly to support the reasoned amendment by the member for Caulfield, who was our lead
speaker on this bill. I congratulate him on putting forward such a strong and passionate case on behalf
of the victims of these horrendous crimes.
I am surprised by the minister at the table, the Minister for Corrections, and her contribution on this
bill—that on behalf of the Andrews government they could just be so tone-deaf to the victims of these
crimes, that they would not actually consult with those families before this legislation came forth and
that they have taken so long to try to correct what was wrong in the first place with this legislation
earlier this year. COVID aside, I know from this side of the house that we have been ready to come to
Parliament any time. It is the Andrews government that actually used the excuse of COVID not to
have the Parliament sit for a whole range of reasons. To my mind, there is no excuse for the Parliament
not to sit to pass legislation. I am surprised at the tone deafness—the tin ear—of the government when
it comes to these particular families and the fact that, as the member for Caulfield talked about, Jill
Meagher’s mother is absolutely fuming that she has not been heard on these particular issues. We saw
the article in the Herald Sun with all the families that do not want this legislation passed. They actually
believe this legislation is wrong and it restricts them from talking about their loved ones. And Jill
Meagher’s mother said:
We have not being contacted and it’s so wrong. Its such a heartache on all of us who lost our precious ones. I
am fucking fuming that they haven’t even contacted any of the family. How dare they who have never been
in that situation, which I wouldn’t want on any parent … Gillian would have been 38 next Saturday and would
have been a brilliant Mom. We will fight it.

The member for Caulfield and the opposition are actually sticking up for those victims and putting
forward their argument about this bill. The reasoned amendment of the member for Caulfield says:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted and replaced with the words ‘this house refuses to read this bill a
second time until the families, loved ones and advocates for deceased sexual assault victims have been
consulted on the proposed changes and are comfortable with the bill.’

It is those who have been impacted by these horrendous crimes whose voices need to be heard before
this legislation is passed. I know the government have a deaf ear and are tone deaf to these things, but
I would urge them out of compassion to actually go and talk to the families, listen to the families of
the victims and come back and have a look at this bill and see if it is as good as they believe it is. They
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got it wrong once, and we do not want to see them get it wrong a second time so these victims are
actually penalised.
The other thing I found interesting when the previous speaker for the government, the Minister for
Corrections, spoke was that there are amendments that deal with the corrections system in this
legislation. The minister could quite easily have made a contribution about her own portfolio on this
legislation and responded to what the member for Caulfield said about the fact that we have one of the
worst jail systems in the nation in this state. It just defies logic to me, when you have got COVID
restrictions and you have got visitation rights being reduced in the jails, how you could actually have
an increase in illegal substances getting into the jails and being used. It just does not make sense to
me. Obviously something is very, very wrong with the system. It would have been much better if the
Minister for Corrections had spent her time addressing that in her contribution to the chamber rather
than slagging off at the opposition.
This bill also obviously amends quite a few other pieces of legislation. It introduces nationally agreed
amendments to the model defamation provisions to modernise and improve the uniform defamation
laws. If it does what I believe it does, it will probably be a step forward, because we have all had issues
with extreme groups who use defamation to effectively fund themselves. As Minister for Agriculture
and Food Security in the 2010–14 government I was sued by a number of environment groups at
various times who used, I think, very frivolous cases to run these defamation charges. As is usually
the case, they ended up getting paid a little bit of money to go away. I think if these changes do what
they say they will do, that might stop money being paid out in such cases of frivolous charges by
effectively what I would call recidivists when it comes to litigating just to get money to run their
organisations into the future.
The bill amends the Victims of Crime Assistance Act 1996 to provide for the delegation of certain
powers and duties to specified tribunal staff. It amends the Victims of Crime Commissioner Act 2015
in respect of the terms of appointment to the Victims of Crime Consultative Committee. It amends the
Corrections Act 1986 to support a national high-risk terrorism offender scheme and to strengthen
powers for officers to deal with letters received by prisoners for security purposes. It amends the
Workplace Injury Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 2013 and the Accident Compensation
Act 1985 to exclude periods of reduced earning due to COVID between 1 March 2020 and
31 December 2020 in the calculation of workers compensation and entitlements. On that particular
legislative change, if we actually had a Victorian government that could run hotel quarantine and had
a proper contact-tracing system, there probably would not be a need for this legislation. People would
not be out of work. Melbourne would not have been in lockdown for over 100 days. We would not
have seen the carnage when it comes to jobs in this state and we would not have seen the carnage when
it comes to small business in this state if the Andrews government had not actually let COVID get out
of hotel quarantine and had not had a very, very poor contact-tracing system.
Given the fact that we have seen the devastation from a health point of view and the loss of 800 lives
because of the second wave and the fact that we have seen the jobs that have been lost and the
businesses that have closed, to have the Premier of Victoria front the Coate inquiry and say to serious
questions ‘I can’t recall’ 27 times I think is an appalling situation both from a governance point of
view and the fact that we have a Premier who cannot recall effectively anything that was done around
the appointment of the private security guards to guard hotel quarantine. What example does that
evidence and that type of answer from all the ministers—‘I just don’t recall’—set the young people of
this state about honesty and integrity? That is where I think we have a real challenge in this state.
People see what the Premier and the government of the day do and do not actually take accountability
for, and they ask why they should be honest and truthful when the Premier of the state can just sit there
and continually say, ‘I don’t recall. I don’t recall. I don’t recall’. We have seen that it is not playing
out quite so well at the IBAC for James Pinder at the moment, but for all the ministers that went to the
inquiry to say that they did not recall I think was an appalling situation. We would not have the need
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for these particular changes to the legislation if everyone had still been in work because we did not
have the COVID second wave.
The last piece of legislation this amends is the Forests Act 1958 to provide the Forest Fire Management
Victoria firefighters with legal authorisation to operate within Fire Rescue Victoria fire districts.
Again, the fire issues are very vexed issues for this state. We have seen what has happened to the CFA
over quite a few years now—the total lack of respect the Andrews government has had for CFA
volunteers, an organisation that has been around for decades. Thousands and thousands of Victorians
have given service to the CFA, have put their heart and soul into making sure our communities are
protected from fire and from other emergencies, because the CFA do a lot more than just fire; they are
quite often the first responders to road accidents, particularly in country Victoria. The lack of respect
for the CFA volunteers over a number of years from the Andrews government I think has been
appalling and again has just set the wrong tone for this state about how we should actually be
respecting those who volunteer and give service to the community rather than trashing their reputation
just to pay back Peter Marshall and the United Firefighters Union of Victoria.
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong—Minister for Prevention of Family Violence, Minister for Women,
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (18:28): It is a pleasure to rise in support of the Justice Legislation
Amendment (Supporting Victims and Other Matters) Bill 2020 today. As we have heard from
previous speakers, this bill canvasses quite a number of issues and makes a number of changes, but I
would like to focus my attention today on the elements that relate to victim-survivors of sexual assault
and specifically the amendments to the Judicial Proceedings Reports Act 1958, which I know my
colleague the Minister for Victim Support also spoke to earlier in contribution to this bill. Sadly, sexual
violence, whether it be sexual abuse or sexual assault, is not rare—certainly not as rare as it should be.
One in five women has experienced sexual violence since the age of 15. These people are in our
families, they are in our friendship circles and they are in this place. They have always been in this
place, and it is always important that we remember that.
I want to begin my contribution therefore by acknowledging each and every one of the many survivors
in the Victorian community—survivors of sexual abuse, survivors of sexual assault or any other form
of sexual violence which we know pervades our societies, our homes, our communities, our families
and our friendship groups. We should never lose sight of the fact that those people who experience
these things often silently do so without us maybe even ever being aware of it. We should be mindful
of that in this place as we speak about victims and pretend to know what it is like or pretend to know
what they think and fail to acknowledge the diversity of thought in that as well. I would caution people
to be careful in the comments they make about the experience of others.
I also want to specifically acknowledge those who have reached out to me to communicate their own
personal experiences and the impact of the changes that were made on them and on the community of
victim-survivors that we know exists in Victoria. I know this advocacy, this sharing of such personal
trauma, comes at an enormous personal cost. It is not easy to reach out to try and convey to a virtual
stranger, even if they are a minister or a politician, something that has been so costly and so damaging
to you and to share an experience that has fundamentally changed you. I really do want to thank those
who made that effort and acknowledge the fact that, as one of them rightly communicated to me, each
of those conversations takes some time to recover from in and of itself, and we should never be flippant
about the bravery of sharing one’s story.
I also want to communicate to those people and all of those that they spoke on behalf of that I heard
your message. I heard you loud and clear that we need to do better for those who want to speak out
about their experiences of sexual assault. I have also heard you tell me about how these experiences do
and do not intersect with experiences of family violence—the fact that we know sexual violence does
often occur in the context of familial arrangements, whether that be intimate partner or other familial
arrangements, but it often does not, and there are differences in the experiences of those people. I want
to thank those advocates I have spoken to in recent times who have gone to great lengths to explain
those differences and to explain the sometimes uniqueness of the experience of sexual violence.
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It has been an offence since 1991 to publish details that are likely to identify an alleged victim of a
sexual offence. This was intended as a safeguard to protect the privacy and anonymity of victimsurvivors so that fear of public identification would not deter the reporting of and the prosecution of
sexual offences. I think it is fair to say that the conversation has moved on quite substantially since
then, but I also think it is fair to say that we still have a very long way to go in removing the stigma
associated with sexual violence and with speaking out about sexual violence, sexual abuse or sexual
assault. While we have seen discussions around family violence become elevated in our community,
I still think there is quite a long way to go in terms of destigmatising sexual abuse and sexual assault.
This is a part of our discussion that has not been elevated quite at the same pace as the conversation
around intimate partner violence or family violence more broadly, and we need to fix that. We need
to fix that because it leads to improvements in policy, it leads to better investment and it leads to better
outcomes for community. I know in my role it is something that I hope I can contribute to—a
destigmatising of that conversation so that we can achieve better outcomes for our community.
I acknowledge that the initial changes that were made, or came into effect, earlier this year to facilitate
victim-survivors speaking out in a way that protected them from legal action did not quite hit the mark.
They had some unintended consequences. While the initial exemptions were intended to provide
pathways for victim-survivors or others to publish identifying details, we know that the law
effectively—and this is again repeating what was conveyed to me—was too complex and did not give
enough agency to victim-survivors over their stories. We heard that; I heard that. So the bill before us
today removes the requirement that a victim-survivor of sexual assault must go through a court process
in order to tell their story. It places their stories in their hands, which is exactly where they belong. It
means children and young people have mechanisms in place to strike the balance between respecting
their agency as victim-survivors in their own right and also obviously ensuring their informed consent
through the use of independent, trusted people to attest to their capacity. Sometimes when we work
with children we sort of make assumptions about their capacity, but when dealing with these issues it
is really important that we also acknowledge their agency.
It also allows victim-survivors to tailor their permission. They can give permission for some of the
details to be published—for example, their name—but not others—for example, their image—or limit
publication in a range of other ways that are incredibly important. It also makes clear that consent to
publish in one forum is not a consent to publish in another forum. Those publishing this information
need to ensure that they have the explicit consent of a victim-survivor. I have heard from many victimsurvivors and their families of the trauma they experience when their names or those of their loved
ones are used without their permission, and I may hopefully get an opportunity to talk about that later
in my contribution if I get time.
While we need to do better so that victim-survivors can tell their stories, we also need to make sure
that those who do not want to be identified as a victim-survivor or those who are unable to consent are
equally protected. Protection means something different to all of us. For some, the ability to speak out
and tell your story is protection. It is what you find empowering. It allows you to regain some control
of your story and who you are after significant elements of that have been taken away from you. For
others, that is not the sensation you get from doing that. Protection is your anonymity. And we need
to respect that diversity of opinion. I am not going to pretend for a minute that this is easy—that it is
easy to capture that diversity in any piece of legislation. I think this exercise and the fact that we have
a need for the corrections that are being made here today make that point loud and clear.
There will be cases where it is not possible for a victim-survivor to provide permission for their
identifying information to be published. In cases where victim-survivors do not have the capacity to
provide permission themselves, it is necessary and appropriate for the court to retain a role in granting
permission for publication, but the court must consider any wish of the victim-survivor in these cases.
But you can understand, I hope, why in certain circumstances that part of the process may still need to
be retained, in order to make sure that protection is applied in certain situations where there are
basically heightened levels of vulnerability.
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Critically, the bill will also make it clear that the views of the offender must not be considered by the
court in deciding whether to authorise publication. Sadly also we know that there are cases where there
are multiple victim-survivors of a single offender, including cases where victims are members of the
same family or community. If one victim-survivor wishes to self-publish details that are likely to lead
to the identification of a second victim-survivor, they can only do so where they have first obtained
the other victim’s written permission. I know that this will cause some distress, particularly within
family settings where you might have situations where multiple family members have been abused
but not everyone wants to speak out. That is very distressing. We accept that. This is an exercise
sometimes in imperfection. I wish it was not so, but often it is.
I know that there are still some outstanding issues around situations that involve a deceased
victim-survivor and how we manage a very, very difficult situation to that end. Other speakers have
spoken to that. Just as there are families who want to be able to share their stories of their loved ones
publicly, there are others who do not. There is more work to be done on this. While that has not been
able to be fully resolved in the legislation today, I know that the Attorney-General will be exploring
further options into the future, which is wise. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr BATTIN (Gembrook) (18:38): I rise to make a contribution on the Justice Legislation
Amendment (Supporting Victims and Other Matters) Bill 2020, and first will note my support for the
amendment tabled by the member for Caulfield. That is particularly around consultation with loved
ones and advocates of deceased sexual assault victims who have been consulted on the proposed
changes. They want to make sure they are comfortable with the bill.
In starting on the bill, I will first put on record that I know that no person in this chamber would sit
here and ever want to go out of their way to put in place a piece of legislation that is anti any victims.
That is just reality. For anyone to say that someone in this chamber would be anti-victims I think would
be disingenuous. Now, that does not mean that there cannot be errors that happen along the way, and
it means that things have to be assessed and things have to be looked at. One of my roles now as the
Shadow Minister for Victim Support also opens up your mind, as the member for Dandenong has even
said, that different victims will have different views, different ideas, different concepts. They will see
what happens with their crime, how they can speak about it or not speak about it, but it should be their
choice. I think that is where we want to come back to today. I think it is really about that choice.
Some of the issues within the bill would be specifically around when you are talking about people
who are deceased and what the changes are there. I note the member for Dandenong said the AttorneyGeneral is reviewing the aspect in relation to a deceased victim and if there is another victim involved.
Whilst we believe that is the right thing to do, that it does need some of that further consultation, it is
a concern that we have got legislation before the Parliament again where we have to go back out and
have those discussions again with victims who have gone through this again and again and again.
And when it gets out, you have the people we have heard from, like Jill Meagher’s mum, and I know a
few have read out the tweet. I do not need to read it out, but when you get a message from a mother
who has the fear that in the future if they are to refer to their daughter in any social media realm it has
to be as Adrian Bayley’s victim, I think that should send shockwaves through everybody. We need to
ensure that is right. We need to ensure and guarantee that the legislation before us today is going to
protect people like Jill Meagher’s mum, Edith, so she has that right to go out and talk about what she
can talk about, about her daughter. That is not just for her. I know we refer back to one victim; there are
so many different victims throughout Victoria, and again there are so many with stories that we could
go through in relation to how that impacts them. I think it is important again to say that some people
would be more than happy and would see it as a way when they are a victim to go out and talk about
it—how that could be something that is a positive for them, something to express how they feel, to let
other people know. There will be others that will never want to talk about it again. We have to respect
the rights of all of them as well, and I understand there is always going to be some conflict there.
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This does go back to 7 February 2020, when we originally had the act come through this Parliament.
At that time there were some concerns raised in relation to what was going to happen with this, and
the advocacy groups had come forward then and approached the Attorney-General. Now a few of the
groups have come to us and spoken to us about this to raise their concerns, to raise some of their issues,
and one of the things they were concerned about was a few felt that they did not get the hearing they
deserved from the Attorney-General. I think it is important that the Attorney-General listens to all
people, all victims, when they are talking about this. The concerns were around the changes to the
Judicial Proceedings Reports Act 1958 which were quietly introduced in February to silence all sexual
assault victims whose offenders have been found guilty by banning them from ever speaking under
their real identities.
This was part of the Let Us Speak campaign, and this was written up in the Herald Sun on 26 August
2020. They were aware that concerns were raised by advocacy groups regarding these reforms. There
was a comment from the Attorney-General to say that she was aware six months prior to that, and the
concern for us at the time was that nothing was actually done about it. There was an opinion piece at
the same time by Nina Funnell which says:
Convicted rapists and paedophiles in Victoria must be cheering in their jail cells today, to learn their victims
are no longer able to … publish autobiographies, or do any kind of public advocacy work — at least not under
their real identities.

That would be a very big concern when you are talking about victims who can go out and speak to
people in schools, people in other community groups, and let them know the experiences of what it is
like as a victim, because it is also those experiences that may make people think about how they act
out in the community. Now, victim blaming is one of the worst things in the world, but if a victim says
there are certain things they would change in their lifestyle now to prevent them from ever putting
themselves in that position, that is a very important aspect to get out there. If you have got legislation
that may ban them from speaking about that, I think that is a very big concern that many of the victims
that are coming to us are speaking about. The opinion piece went on to say:
It’s also a thumping victory for all convicted sex offenders in Victoria, not only because their victims are now
significantly hobbled in the media, but because the only way for an affected survivor to overcome the gag
restriction is to go back to court at their own expense and inconvenience to apply for a court order.

And this was predicted to cost up to $10 000. So we have got victims out there who, if they wanted to
have their name and use their real identity, would have to go through a procedure in court that could
cost them up to $10 000, and you could see how if you were a victim you would feel that is an injustice.
I think it is really important that we let them know that the Let Her Speak campaign, which became
the Let Us Speak campaign, is very, very important to ensure that those victims have the right to go
out there and campaign and get the message out there. They are the victims. We should not be there
protecting the offender, and it is really important that we do that in the future.
We also came out and spoke about this, urging the Attorney-General to consult with the victims. We
have been speaking about this for a little while. That is why I will support the reasoned amendment
today, because one of the most important aspects of this is the consultation, and we do say that it
actually is a failure. It is a failure to not go out and consult with them before this has come in here
today. I understand there are the discussions around COVID; however, I would say that there are ways
and means that the consultation could have happened within what is happening with the COVID
restrictions, and that could have been done via phone calls. You still could have had meetings at set
times with people and made sure there was adequate social distancing, because I think this legislation
is too important to have come through this Parliament without the proper consultation going through
at those times. What we have seen over a period of time is the Attorney-General put out media releases
at different times. One that came out on 13 October says:
A second tranche of reforms will consider related issues, including a more detailed examination of how the
law should apply to the publication of details of deceased victims.
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We do ask: why hasn’t that been brought in now? Why do we have to go back again and again to the
victims and make them relive those stories? As the member for Dandenong said, some people do not
want to talk about it. Some people want to get their message across once and it is done. Some want to
talk about it and it is part of the way they live their life now. What we do need to do, though, is make
sure that we as a government go and speak to them once, twice, and get the message from them and
not have to bring them back, effectively, for the discussion again and make them relive those moments
so we can get new laws in the future.
We are very, very serious when we say that everything in the legislation must be about putting the
victims first—and not just in the legislation but prior to the legislation. We have seen too many times
where legislation like this comes before the Parliament from this government and it is not based on
everything that should be happening and it is not based on the words of the people who are the victims.
It is based on what the government are looking for as a legal system, and we say it should be based on
what we need for a justice system.
I am going to finish off my contribution today by saying, first of all, to the victims out there: thank
you very much for putting your words forward. It is so important that you do continue to do that. But
I also want to say thank you to Nina Funnell of the Australian and the Herald Sun, who ran the
campaign and changed it from Let Her Speak to Let Us Speak, because victims’ voices can only go
so far without having the media support for them. Nina has given the victims support along the way
when she has made sure she has listened to them and raised questions with government, and she has
done it in my view in a very respectful way to ensure that the message is out there and to ensure that
people in the community and at home can understand what the victims are feeling and why they are
raising these concerns.
I know there was discussion about this being political, but when you go and speak to a victim as a
journalist from any paper and go out and have conversations and raise questions with the government
on behalf of those victims, those victims are not political. Those victims just want to make sure their
voice is heard. I implore the government to have a look at the reasoned amendment and go back out
and consult. It is not too late. That vote could ensure that this bill gets from its position now. It can go
on hold and be adjusted, and we can also bring in the changes we need to ensure that victims and
families of deceased victims have the opportunity and the right to speak, which they are due. I implore
the government to support that reasoned amendment.
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) (18:48): I am grateful for the opportunity to contribute to the Justice
Legislation Amendment (Supporting Victims and Other Matters) Bill 2020. First of all, I would also
like to acknowledge all of the victim-survivors of sexual assault. To those who have been able to report
these crimes, thank you. This is not an easy step. Reporting these crimes and taking part in any
prosecution carries an enormous burden. We know it can bring up trauma and it can further that sense
of just extreme personal violation. Unfortunately it still today carries shame, embarrassment, guilt and
stigma for many victim-survivors.
For many victim-survivors privacy is paramount. Many victim-survivors want and need anonymity,
and they should absolutely have this right, this agency to decide whether their story is told and retold
and who can retell it. This should not be for others to decide. Frankly it is not for those opposite to
decide; it is not for any of us to decide. This is for the victim-survivors to decide and for the families
of victims who have died. That privacy should be absolutely upheld and respected.
Can I also acknowledge those victim-survivors who have come forward and who have shared their
stories. Thank you for sharing. Thank you for speaking up and speaking out and for drawing attention
to these violations—these very, very personal violations. But overall, to all victim-survivors of sexual
assault: we hear you, and we thank you for advocating for change, for empowering women to speak
up and for helping us to continue our fight for what is right, and that is as we pursue gender equality
in this state and as we pursue an end to gendered violence against women and girls. The bill before us
acknowledges this too. I also am only going to speak about one part of this bill, and that is about
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addressing a wrong. I want to commend the Attorney-General for listening and for consulting and for
taking urgent and decisive action to bring in these amendments that are here before us today, these
reforms, to make sure that women who want to tell their stories can do that.
This bill will amend the Judicial Proceedings Reports Act 1958. We know this is an old piece of
legislation. The provisions in this act which prohibit publication of the identity of victim-survivors
were introduced in 1991. They were drafted at a point in time when community attitudes were very
different to those today and cultural norms were different. Section 4(1A) of the act currently bans the
publication of details likely to identify a person against whom a sexual offence is alleged to have been
committed. We know this provision was inserted to protect the privacy of victim-survivors and to
encourage other victim-survivors to come forward and to report, and to then continue with the
prosecution of those sexual offences. This section quite rightly reflects the concerns that are expressed
in the Victims’ Charter Act 2006—that our criminal justice system should not cause victim-survivors
additional trauma. To this end, the current section, section 4(1A), provides that if someone identifies
a victim-survivor of an alleged offence, they are guilty of an offence. This applies from the time a
complaint is made to police and then continues before, during and after the conclusion of any
proceedings, and it continues indefinitely. It continues even after the death of a victim.
It is currently a defence to this section if the publication of the victim’s identity was made with the
permission of the court, and I think we know that this restriction on publication actually serves a really
important purpose and has an important role to play. It reassures victim-survivors that their privacy
will be respected, and that will then encourage other victim-survivors to come forward and to report.
We know that public reporting of such cases can cause complainants further trauma, shame or
embarrassment and that the public identification of victim-survivors can cause long-term distress—it
is irreversible. It is equally important for victim-survivors that this restriction on publication should
apply automatically. This means that those victim-survivors do not have to jump through that extra
hurdle of having to seek an order from the court to protect their identity.
The current section is designed to protect victim-survivors. However, as we now know, what was never
intended was that this law can also operate to prevent victim-survivors from talking about their
experiences. And this law can operate to restrict important public discussion around the nature and
prevalence of sexual offending. The bill before us addresses this. This bill will amend the Judicial
Proceedings Reports Act to make it clear that victim-survivors of sexual offences, whether they are adults
or children, can self-identify and self-publish. It will also enable adult victim-survivors to be publicly
identified if they give written consent. This means that no longer will court permission be required.
But importantly, and this is something I want to pick up from the opposition, this bill will provide
protection to the families of victims of sexual assault who have died, and to frame it up in any other
way is wrong. I think it is mischievous, it is reckless and it is cruel of the opposition to suggest that this
bill silences families. On the contrary, what this bill does is actually provide a protection to families—
it is a temporary protection, a temporary measure—so that those families can speak up. For other
families, the public identification, we know, of their loved ones as victims of sexual violence prior to
their deaths is a deeply distressing and traumatising thing. Those families deserve protection too. It is
not up to those opposite to unilaterally make this call. Quite rightly, the Attorney-General will consult
with families before making further amendments on this, and that is absolutely the right thing to do.
The bill before us brings in some really significant and important changes to this part of the law. It is
really about balancing the right of sexual assault victim-survivors to identify themselves and to speak
publicly about their experiences. We know that every victim-survivor is different, and these
amendments, importantly, provide that flexibility. Appropriately, these amendments give agency to
victim-survivors to decide themselves whether they want to share their stories or not. We know that
for many the experience of coming forward to describe their abuse may be as impactful on the future
direction of their life as the experience of the abuse itself, but that choice should be in the hands of the
victim-survivor. That is something that the Let Her Speak campaign have called for.
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I think it is worth noting too that Victoria’s charter of human rights contains a fundamental principle
around balancing our rights and observes that privacy is not only about the protection of information
but about the control of that information. To that end, a victim-survivor’s choice to publish is an
exercise of privacy rights. I think certainly the Me Too movement has highlighted the role that the
publication and reporting of sexual offences and sexual assault cases can play. Placing these cases in
the public domain can and does encourage other women to come forward, and this can and does help
to challenge the myths. It dismantles gender stereotypes and it removes some of that stigma. The public
airing of allegations has seen institutionalised sexual harassment and abuse brought to light, and it has
seen calls for change. That change is happening, and it is a really important thing to do. The
amendments in this bill are about giving victim-survivors choices and voices.
I just want to quickly touch on another element of this bill, which is related to that, and that is for
changes to defamation law. Defamation law is a really complex part of our law, and for some time
there have been real concerns around the balance. We feel that we probably have not quite got that
balance right, between freedom of speech on the one hand and protection of personal reputation. We
have seen actually some pretty high-profile cases, where the women who have alleged sexual offences
or the media who have spoken about it have all of a sudden found themselves defending defamation
proceedings. We need to address that and to just recorrect the balance. That has been picked up in the
model defamation amendment provisions, which this bill will implement. The changes in this bill are
important. They are about listening to the voices of the many victim-survivors and the families. I
commend this bill to the house.
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (18:58): I rise this evening to make my contribution to the Justice
Legislation Amendment (Supporting Victims and Other Matters) Bill 2020 and note there are a lot of
clauses and a lot of acts that are being addressed through what would be described as an omnibus bill.
Obviously, like many others, I will not be speaking on each component. I do not know actually what
is more laughable in this bill. Is it the inclusion of almost identical amendments that were proposed in
other bills during the last month or two, or is it the fact that the minister has had a couple of goes at
trying to fix the judicial proceedings component and has mucked it up twice?
What I want to start with is really the government’s legislative agenda. Do they actually know what is
going on? Do they know whether the right hand and the left hand are speaking? Because I really do
not think they are. They are not working in sync. The thing I find most interesting, and we clarified
this at the bill briefing, is that the bill incorporates amendments to the Victims of Crime Assistance
Act 1996 and the Victims of Crime Commissioner Act 2015. These particular components were
previously introduced and second read in June this year as part of the Consumer and Other Acts
Miscellaneous Amendments Bill 2020. This was reported to us in shadow cabinet by the member for
Forest Hill. The fact that the same clauses have been introduced in two bills is really quite laughable.
It is the same also with components of the Worker Screening Bill 2020—the original bill there has not
progressed within the Legislative Assembly. It is quite amusing. We were told that the provisions
brought forward in this bill are more urgently required, so that then puts these bits into this bill here,
but you have got to wonder why it did not prioritise the Consumer and Other Acts Miscellaneous
Amendments Bill 2020.
Now, I am actually going to spend a bit of time talking about the Judicial Proceedings Reports
Act 1958. I certainly want to commend victims of crime and support them for speaking out, because
this is something that is terribly difficult for victims to do for a bunch of reasons, and sometimes those
reasons are shame and also reliving the trauma. But there are others who do want to speak out, and it
is important that they do speak out, because without those brave people we do not actually always get
to fully understand what they have been through, what it means for them, how it has impacted their
lives. I think this is particularly important.
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But I want to also show my support for the reasoned amendment that was put forward by the member
for Caulfield, and I want to read that reasoned amendment because I think it is important to keep
highlighting it:
That … ‘this house refuses to read this bill a second time until the families, loved ones and advocates for deceased
sexual assault victims have been consulted on the proposed changes and are comfortable with the bill.’

Because I know at the moment these families, the loved ones, are not comfortable with this bill and
have spoken out. Each time they have to speak out for something like this, for them it is also reliving
that heartache and the trauma that they have suffered. So the Judicial Proceedings Reports Act here
aims to clarify and simplify the circumstances in which information likely to identify a sex offence
victim can be lawfully published, and we have clause 4, which relates to the publication of the details
likely to identify those victims of sexual assault.
In February 2020 this was introduced, and there was an oversight. They made the mistake—the
government made the mistake—of robbing sexual assault survivors and the families of the deceased of
their voice and their right to self-identify and publicly share their trauma. As I said, there are some
people who want to have their privacy protected, but there are others who absolutely want to speak out,
and we have heard the families of victims this week speak out. When this happened in February 2020
and it became known that there had been this oversight I was very quick to hear about it. I had people
in my electorate immediately on this expressing anger, disbelief, frustration and overarching sadness.
The minister did say she would fix it eventually, and here we are months and months and months later
when she is having another go at fixing it. But still now we see that because the families have not been
adequately consulted they will have to go and seek a court order if they want to speak out and have
their details and their stories published in the media. It is something that they think is very unfair. I
think it was during this consultation with the victim-survivor advocacy representatives that we were
certainly made aware of the issues regarding immunity around past publication, particularly the
implications it would have for previous reporting of incidents where the victim is deceased.
Now, we know that the intent here was to make things easier, but at the moment the balance has not
been met; it is not quite right. There is further work that needs to be done, and I implore the government
to listen to the families of those survivors. We know the families—Jill Meagher’s mother. These are
horrendous crimes where women ended up being murdered. There was Eurydice Dixon. These stories
absolutely tore at our hearts. They tore at Melburnians’ and Victorians’ hearts. There was also the
young overseas student Aiia Maasarwe and the issues there.
Now, I want to very quickly touch on other components of this bill, the Victims of Crime Commissioner
Act and modernising of some sections of that, but one thing I do want to comment on is the committee
members who are currently victims of crime. They are not expressly entitled to remuneration, and this
bill provides that for them. That aligns them with other members of advisory committees, and I think
that is a good thing. It also changes the number of appointments to three, up from two. Currently
committee members who are victims of crime cannot be reappointed, and this will enable
reappointments for one further term of up to six months only, and this is, I think, a good thing.
It also makes changes to the Corrections Act 1986, one part relating to supporting the commonwealth’s
high-risk terrorist offenders scheme, and I think this is a matter of increasing importance. It may have
taken a backwards step at the moment due to COVID, but I think that it is extremely important in the
current climate that we live in that there is a focus on high-risk terrorist offenders. What this scheme
does is enable a state Supreme Court to make a continuing detention order in respect of a convicted
terrorist. I think this is actually broadly consistent with what happens interstate and certainly in New
South Wales, and the coalition has no issue with that because stronger management of terrorist
offenders is something that we can all support. We all want that greater community safety, and ongoing
detention of high-risk individuals is a key component of community safety and is certainly a priority.
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The other area that I want to touch on is providing the powers for copying non-exempt prisoner mail
and the destruction of original correspondence. This was something that actually I was quite surprised
to hear about. I was alarmed to think that during COVID, when there were no visitors to correctional
institutions, contraband and drug offences were still happening. There were—who would have
thought—wafer-thin drugs that were able to be smuggled in through letters. I did not know that that
existed, but the bill before us is actually allowing for mail as it goes into the prison system to be opened
and to be scanned and so for that letter to be passed on and the original destroyed. We look at what
happens inside correctional centres, and we know that it is quite alarming. To think that with syringes
and needles there was a 59 per cent, almost, increase; there were 289 seized over a five-month period.
These are quite alarming statistics. This heroin replacement, which is what I was talking about, was
up 14.33 per cent. This is really quite alarming, and I think that measures do need to be taken to try
and get on top of this. I know that we have been very behind in Victoria. Sniffer dogs have recently
been introduced, and I know that there is more. So there are some components here that I support, but
I certainly support the reasoned amendment by the member for Caulfield.
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (19:08): This bill allows Victorians to speak truth to power.
Victim-survivors of heinous sexual crimes will be able to use their voices to tell their stories.
Journalists will be able to report on matters in the public interest. These are significant reforms that
the Victorian government has prioritised to ensure that even in a pandemic we strengthen our
democracy. For too long the stigma that wrongly surrounds sexual assault has pervaded the law.
Perpetrators benefit from silence. Following these reforms, victim-survivors will no longer have to
seek court approval to publish their stories. They can grant permission to the media to publish—but
within the limits of what they approve being revealed and only where it is not likely to identify another
victim-survivor who does not want their identity to be published. These are important protections built
into this bill. Victim-survivors must also retain the right to privacy. If they want to tell their stories,
they should be able to do so on their terms. These reforms will ensure victim-survivors have agency
and are empowered to speak their truth, but only if that is what they wish.
Such power cannot be underestimated. When we conducted the Victorian Inquiry into the Handling
of Child Abuse by Religious and Other Non-government Organisations, I listened carefully to
victim-survivors. They told harrowing stories of abuse and neglect, of childhoods being destroyed and
of blighted lives. The dark heart of sexual crimes against children has always been individuals and
organisations getting away with the use and abuse of power. For many victim-survivors it had taken
decades to build the strength and courage to give voice to heinous crimes. Their fortitude was inspiring.
Their courage remains humbling.
The Victorian Parliament was the first to provide that forum. It prompted the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse, which also served as a truth-telling forum. The
landmark Betrayal of Trust report validated the rights of individuals and secured unanimous support
across this Parliament. Victorian governments have since implemented its crucial reforms to protect
victim-survivors. This bill builds on these important principles. The Labor government stands up for
people whose voices are too often ignored and fights to give voice to the voiceless. We fight for
accountability, justice and a better democracy.
The reforms to defamation law in this bill are also important in this respect. The new public interest
defence will promote and protect public interest journalism. The bill will also implement a serious harm
threshold to deter trivial matters leading to expensive litigation. It will restore a cap on damages so that
the threat of multimillion-dollar payouts does not deter journalists from also speaking truth to power.
The bill modernises our defamation laws in the interests of media freedom. In recent years the federal
government has sought to criminalise public interest journalism by passing laws that have a daunting
impact on our democracy. By contrast these reforms seek to strike a balance that promotes freedom of
expression. Politicians may not always approve of or rejoice in the scrutiny the media provides—as a
former investigative journalist, I have been on the receiving end—but it is imperative that in a time of
fake news, when facts supposedly no longer matter, public interest journalism is protected.
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It was the work of investigative journalists throughout Australia and especially in Victoria that exposed
the systemic and institutional nature of child abuse. The fourth estate played a dogged, significant role
in exposing what I have defined in this Parliament and in the media as a cover-up that killed. I want to
acknowledge everyone involved in fighting for these causes and turning such defining principles into
legislation, the Attorney-General and other relevant ministers. Our work is never done, but this bill
serves as another step towards justice.
Ms STALEY (Ripon) (19:13): I rise to speak on the Justice Legislation Amendment (Supporting
Victims and Other Matters) Bill 2020. In doing so I strongly support the reasoned amendment moved
by the member for Caulfield that the bill not be read a second time until consultation with victims’
families is undertaken.
My remarks will only be about the proposed amendments to the Judicial Proceedings Reports
Act 1958, which form part 2 of the bill. These amendments seek to fix previous sets of amendments
that have now been found to have had adverse impacts on the ability of families of sexual assault
victims, and victims themselves, to tell their stories. If we go back to 1991 and the history of these
provisions, the intent of the law reform at that point was to make it easier for victims of sexual assault
to tell their stories while at the same time making it harder for the media and others to name victims
of sexual assault without their consent. I support the rights of victims of sexual assault to choose
whether their names and details are published.
In February this year amendments were made to this act which turned out to have perverse
consequences. I accept that this act needs amending, and I also accept that these are complex changes.
Nina Funnell, creator of Let Us Speak, campaigned—initially single-handedly—for reforms to these
unacceptable outcomes. Once Nina went public with her campaign the government announced urgent
further changes would be introduced. But once again with this bill, the Attorney-General has got it
wrong. The amendments before us now will require family members of deceased sexual assault
victims to get a court order to talk about them. This is crazy, it is unworkable and above all it is
wrong—wrong in the absolute sense of right and wrong. Indefensibly wrong.
Violence against women, and the particular violence of rape and murder, is not only family stories,
compelling though they absolutely are. The rape and murder of women, as the member for Carrum
has said recently:
… is not a women’s issue. Violence against women is a whole-of-community and a whole-of-society issue.

The member for Sydenham, when speaking about Eurydice Dixon, said:
Ninety-eight per cent of sexual assaults in Australia are committed by men. We have a gendered violence
crisis in this country, and 10 000 people in Princes Park last night said, ‘Enough is enough’.

The member for Macedon, also speaking about Ms Dixon, said:
What happened to Eurydice is terrible, it is frightening and thankfully it is rare, but the fear is ever-present
and it affects our sense of control, freedom and agency. This fear stops women and girls from living our lives
to the fullest.

Ms Shing, of the other place, said:
It is with an increasingly familiar sense of anger, frustration and grief that I rise today to talk about Aiia
Maasarwe … as a student, as a friend, as a colleague and as a family member when she was brutally murdered
earlier this year.

I agree with the members for Carrum, Sydenham and Macedon, and Ms Shing. In their own words
they have captured the anger I also feel when I hear of yet another woman raped and murdered. Let us
be very clear here: the particular crime of rape and murder is overwhelmingly—not exclusively, but
overwhelmingly—male violence against women, and sexualised male violence is integral to the act
and its motivation. So why, if these Labor women want anybody to think that their words are anything
other than hollow platitudes, are they supporting this bill, which victims’ families have told them they
do not support and which dehumanises victims of crime?
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Jill Meagher’s mother, Edith Scott McKeon—her words are powerful, and they should be listened
to—has said:
We have not being contacted and it’s so wrong. Its such a heartache on all of us who lost our precious ones. I
am fucking fuming that they haven’t even contacted any of the family. How dare they who have never been
in that situation, which I wouldn’t want on any parent. So wrong. Gillian would have been 38 next Saturday
and would have been a brilliant Mom. We will fight it.

These amendments are wrong in drafting and they are wrong in intent. As Nina Funnell says:
We do not empower people through silencing them in the name of paternalistic protectionism.

The Attorney-General has got it wrong again. The Labor women opposite should be ashamed. They
should be ashamed of themselves for being part of this dreadful act against women’s empowerment.
It is not too late. If they cannot break their caucus solidarity, and I understand why they cannot, they
must privately demand the Attorney-General pulls the bill herself and goes and undertakes the
consultation that should have happened before this bill got here.
It can only be retrograde to put unworkable hurdles in front of families of murdered sexual assault
victims telling their stories. It can only be a backward step if journalists cannot name and draw a picture
of the victim when families want that to happen, because every time we put a face, a name, a family to
a raped murder victim, we are reminded how it could have been us—our sister, our daughter, our friend.
This bill should not proceed, and for that reason I commend the reasoned amendment to the house.
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) (19:20): I stand to speak on the Justice Legislation Amendment
(Supporting Victims and Other Matters) Bill 2020. From the outset can I just say how seethingly angry
I am after hearing some of the opposition’s contributions. Some of the opposition need to look past
the Herald Sun, and some of the articles in it, and actually read the bill. In the short time allotted to
me, I would like to just go through three points where the basis of the opposition’s argument has no
foundation at all. If they had read the bill and if they had spoken to some victims, they might actually
see that. I stand here today as family of a victim-survivor. Trust me, I would rather not be standing
here as a family member of a victim-survivor. It has been fairly tough, but I do know that for my
family member it has been cathartic, it has been healing, it has been a journey to open up and tell their
story. But for many, many other people, including some people that might be in this house today, it is
not, and they should be protected. This is about giving people options. This is about protecting people
who do not need to relive the trauma over and over again.
Now, I have heard time and time again from opposition members that there has been no consultation.
That is totally wrong. It is clearly wrong. Now, it would be remiss of me to mount an argument to say
that we have consulted with every single victim-survivor and their families, because that of course has
not happened. But certainly there has been consultation, and those opposite know this. They know
there has been consultation. There have been many families who have been spoken to. Of course it is
rather traumatic when you bring this up with families, but I believe nearly all families agree that for
those who do not want to be identified there should be protection, and most families agree that people
should not be pressured into agreeing to the publication of details about their loved one. When the
government was considering how to deal with this issue, they did certainly speak with many families.
There is no consensus, though, about how people feel about this. It is not unilateral. It is always going
to be something that is a very, very personal choice.
The second point that I would like to bring up is the statement that families cannot speak out. Again,
after reading the bill, after reading the explanatory notes, it seems very obvious that this is totally and
utterly wrong. The opposition would seek to remove the facts of this matter in their contributions
today, but the fact is that the Judicial Proceedings Reports Act 1958 already prohibits the publishing
of the identity of a person who has been the victim of a sexual offence, and it does this through
section 4(1A) of the Judicial Proceedings Reports Act, which has not been amended since 1994. So
families have not been able to publish the identity of a deceased person in their family since 1994.
That section of the judicial proceedings act says, and I quote:
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(1A) A person who publishes or causes to be published any matter that contains any particulars likely to lead
to the identification of a person against whom a sexual offence, or an offence where the conduct
constituting it consists wholly or partly of taking part, or attempting to take part, in an act of sexual
penetration as defined in section 35 of the Crimes Act 1958, is alleged to have been committed is guilty
of an offence, whether or not a proceeding in respect of the alleged offence is pending in a court.

So the opposition is totally wrong in their interpretation of this act. They could not be more wrong.
And the Victorian Director of Public Prosecutions, Ms Kerri Judd, QC, has also confirmed that in her
legal opinion the law as it stands applies to deceased victims. So as it currently stands there are no
protections under the current legislation for families speaking out about a deceased relative. There are
no protections. If I spoke in here last year or earlier this year about my father when he was deceased,
I would be protected because I am in Parliament—parliamentary privilege. But if I step outside that
door and someone has got a problem with that, I might not be.
We have also heard that victim-survivors’ families cannot actually speak out and that that is a victory
for sex offenders. Again, this does not take into account that there is a process whereby victimsurvivors’ families would be required to seek a court order, but this court order, to my understanding,
expressly forbids the consideration of the offender in the decision. I think that is pretty plain. The
opposition has been utterly wrong, incomprehensibly wrong, on the three things they have mounted
their whole argument on. We have heard speaker after speaker following the lead opposition speaker
on this bill saying the same thing, and they have been wrong.
I would like to bring in a fourth point where there seems to be a little bit of frustration and a lot of
confusion and that is why a family member or members would have to go and get a court order to
publish anything about their deceased victim-survivor. Well, we live in a very complex society and
the court system sees some very sordid and very complex cases, including cases where family
members might be the perpetrators and the victims could be siblings or other loved ones like daughters,
sons. Those victims need to be protected, and this is how it is done. Again, do we live in a perfect
world? No, we do not. The very fact that we are standing here talking about this bill, talking about
what I would say is a male problem—because, as the member for Ripon said, 98 per cent of gendered
violence is caused by men—shows we do not live in a perfect world. But this bill goes a long way to
protecting people who do not need the added trauma of reliving these incidents, sometimes multiple
incidents, every time their name is mentioned in that context. I imagine—and I only imagine, because
I do not think I can do anything else—that every time that scab is picked, every time you relive that
trauma, there is a little bit of you that is just whittled away. From speaking to people this is the
impression that I get.
The other protection that this bill provides victim-survivors is if there are multiple victim-survivors, it
gives people protection. So if one victim-survivor allows their name to be used or their image to be
used, it protects the other victim-survivors. This is very important. We know that often perpetrators do
have multiple victims and, sadly, people are dragged into the media when they do not need to be.
I would just like to conclude by saying that I find it really offensive, and I am sure some other people
do, that some people in this house would make an emotive argument not based on factual evidence
about this bill and would try and speak for victim-survivors without actually informing some people
that since 1994 that actually has been the law and legally you cannot go out and do what you think
you can do. This provides you an option and it provides you the safety and security to do that under a
court order. That is why this bill makes a lot of sense. As I said, is it perfect? No, but we are dealing
with a very, very imperfect and complex issue. The bill has my full support.
The reasoned amendment is just rubbish, in my opinion. After reading it and hearing the lead speaker
with the three falsehoods we have spoken about, I am not even sure that the bill was read in the first
instance by the lead speaker. This is a bill that will give people the ability to heal. It empowers people
but at the same time it protects those who are vulnerable or do not want to share what they have been
through. It is very important. It gives us a sense that our culture is changing and our legal framework
and legislation are changing with our culture, which is very important. I commend the bill to the house.
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Business interrupted under resolution of house of 27 October.
Adjournment
The SPEAKER: The question is:
That the house now adjourns.

COVID-19
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) (19:30): (4672) I wish to raise a matter for the attention of the Minister
for Health, who I note is at the table. The action I seek is for the minister to provide me with a copy of
the health advice that supports the restrictions on places of worship, as announced by the Premier
earlier this week. The current COVID-19 restrictions in Melbourne allow only 10 people plus a faith
leader to attend indoors at a place of worship and 20 people plus a faith leader to attend outdoors at a
place of worship. I note that these numbers will be increasing to 20 people plus a faith leader to attend
indoors at a place of worship and 50 people plus a faith leader to attend outdoors at a place of worship,
from 11.59 pm on Sunday, 8 November 2020. As an aside, I also note the fact that these revised
numbers come into play on a Sunday night rather than a mere 24 hours earlier on the preceding Saturday
night. Given many faith communities, especially Christian communities, meet on Sunday mornings, I
think this just reflects the meanness and terrible attitude towards people of faith, particularly Christian
faith, from the Premier and his government.
I have been in touch with a couple of my large local churches. They have auditoriums of around
1000 square metres. I am also aware of other temples, mosques and places of worship that are of a
similar size. Under the government’s guidelines, after 8 November the stipulated 20 people inside
these huge spaces will have 50 square metres each. If the requirement was for each person to have
8 square metres, 125 people could be inside. If the requirement was for each person to have 4 square
metres, as it is for a hospitality venue, 250 people could be inside. These requirements are in stark
contrast to the local supermarket, for example, where people from anywhere jam in as they like with
no recording of attendees or other constraints on attendance. Also, if we look at hospitality venues,
inside they can have a maximum of 20 patrons, with a one person per 4-square-metre density
requirement, and after 8 November, 40 people. Outdoors, hospitality venues can have up to 50 patrons,
with a density requirement of one person per 2 square metres, and after 8 November, 70 people. When
looked at in light of the aforementioned strict requirements for places of worship, these requirements
do not make any sense.
The government needs to be consistent between crowd numbers regardless of the purpose of the
gathering rather than discriminating against faith communities. Also, whilst at the place of worship
attendees can keep their masks on, as opposed to hospitality venues where attendees obviously have
to remove their masks to eat and drink. I look forward to the minister—who I note has now left the
table—providing this important health advice as soon as possible so that I can then in turn provide this
advice to faith leaders to explain why the government is treating faith communities as they are in this
discriminatory way.
BURWOOD ELECTORATE YOUTH ROUND TABLE
Mr FOWLES (Burwood) (19:33): (4673) This evening my adjournment matter is directed to the
Minister for Youth, and the action I seek is for the minister to join me at the first Burwood youth round
table later this year. The district of Burwood has one of the highest proportions of young people in the
state, thanks largely to Deakin University, which sits right in the heart of my electorate. Over 20 per
cent of Burwood voters are under the age of 30, and 42 per cent of all Burwood residents are under 30,
compared with the state average of just 38 per cent. Simply put, if it is important to young people, it is
important to Burwood. We know young people have a unique perspective on life and often face very
different challenges to those who represent them, whether in Parliament, local government or
elsewhere. Only young people can truly describe the contemporary challenges around navigating high
school or searching for your first job, particularly given the enormously difficult year we have had.
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Our obligation as representatives is not just to voters but to all residents. In my case that extends of
course not just to under-18s but also to a very large non-voting youth cohort—that being those
studying in Australia from overseas. This is a group that has had a torrid time this year. Despite the
contributions they make directly to the commonwealth’s revenues through income tax, the
commonwealth has seen fit to provide not one dollar in income support to international students during
this pandemic, even as the casual jobs they typically occupy have evaporated—not one dollar.
I am proud to be part of a government running a genuine youth engagement strategy and to be creating
a youth round table in my seat of Burwood. This is a strategy that is about genuine and deep
engagement, not just paying lip-service to young people in a cynical attempt to harvest votes, or,
worse, in an attempt to be hip. We will speak not just to those who live here permanently but also to
those who make such a large contribution to our state by choosing to be educated here in both tertiary
and secondary settings.
The Burwood youth round table will bring together a diverse cross-section of young people who do
not traditionally engage with our political system so that we can better tackle the issues they face and
better support young students, young workers and young people seeking opportunities to work or
study. I know they will appreciate having the Minister for Youth in the room to hear firsthand the
issues of importance as we emerge from this global pandemic. As a father of four, I am constantly in
awe of how young people contribute to our community, and I greatly look forward to meeting with
these young people and, along with the minister, hearing their perspectives so that I can better represent
their views. There has never been a more important time.
CATTLE UNDERPASSES
Mr RIORDAN (Polwarth) (19:35): (4674) My adjournment matter this evening is for the Minister
for Agriculture in the other place. The action I seek is for the minister to immediately authorise the
Victorian Farmers Federation (VFF) to continue to honour this government’s commitment to
11 farmers in regional Victoria who were issued official authorisation to start the construction and
building of cattle underpasses on what are busy regional roads. Due to a variety of issues around
planning and the environment, the relocation of important community infrastructure such as power,
gas and rail, and of course coronavirus these 11 farmers were not able to complete their cattle
underpasses by 1 September 2020. I note that in the authorisation letters the government was very,
very clear in stating that the cattle underpasses had to commence construction by 1 September, not be
completed by 1 September. Each of these projects has expended considerable funds. One farmer has
spent well in excess of $100 000 in preparatory work on approvals and relocations. Each one of these
farmers, when they signed up to this program and received approval from this government—nearly
three years ago in some cases—did not expect construction of this road safety measure to take so long,
and they cannot be blamed for the glacial speed of some of our local councils. The Colac-based
contractor in charge of these—
A member: Surely not local government?
Mr RIORDAN: No, not local government. The Colac-based contractor for the company, Civil and
Precast, has spent many tens of thousands of dollars on the manufacture of components that are now
sitting stacked on pallets in their yard ready for installation. Construction of a cattle underpass of
course is very season dependent. It is in fact in spring, summer and autumn that these vital pieces of
rural and regional infrastructure need to be put in, because winter is simply too wet in many of our key
dairy districts.
Minister, it is important for you to work on this immediately because not only have the contractor and
the farmers spent a lot of money but the money has actually been allocated and is sitting in the coffers
of the VFF, and the VFF have been instructed not to release those funds. In fact the government is
seeking to recall those funds when these farmers have been put in a very difficult position. The small
business contractor, Civil and Precast, in Colac has been left high and dry, with many hundreds of
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thousands of dollars of what will be worthless components. I look forward to your quick resolution of
this matter.
MERNDA TO WHITTLESEA RAIL TRAIL
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (19:38): (4675) My adjournment matter tonight is for the attention for the
Minister for Public Transport and Minister for Roads and Road Safety, and the action I seek is for him
to request that VicTrack work with me and the local community to examine opportunities to progress
the Mernda to Whittlesea rail trail. The Northern Regional Trails Strategy was announced in 2016—
a comprehensive network of trails that, as you are very well aware, Speaker, includes this trail. It was
part of work done by the Northern Metropolitan Partnership Assembly. They really saw it as getting
our community active, connecting our community. They saw it as a health thing but also as a means
of public transport and beneficial to the visitor economy as well. I am really pleased to see the work
that is occurring on the Diamond Creek Trail—Diamond Creek to Hurstbridge—connecting into the
Yarra Trail all the way to the city. Today the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
announced the beginning of consultation, of which you are aware, Speaker, on the Plenty trail that will
go from RMIT to Mernda through the magnificent Plenty Gorge Park. With the next part in this
wonderful trail network, that consultation will be open for eight weeks, and we want the community
to be involved.
That part has been funded, but the next step—you have always got to get ahead of the game and do
the planning for the next step—I actually secured planning funds for Whittlesea council to do a
feasibility study some decade ago, and now it is time to dust off those plans again. We have got a new
CEO in the City of Whittlesea, Craig Lloyd. He has come from Murrindindi shire so he understands
full well what a great asset this would be not only for local people to use and get to the Mernda rail
trail but to be active with their families. The City of Whittlesea, sadly, has the highest rate of heart
disease in Victoria, and trails like this could really turn this around.
I want to congratulate a fabulous new community group, the newest community group in Whittlesea;
they are the Whittlesea Trailblazers. They formed themselves and they want to be a lobby group to get
this trail moving sooner rather than later, connecting it into Kinglake National Park, and then we have
got those great opportunities across to Nillumbik as well. The Whittlesea Trailblazers are being
mentored by the Hurstbridge-Diamond Creek trailblazers, who were the great community group that
advocated for the Diamond Creek Trail’s extension. Their work is done, so they are now mentoring
this new community group. They are really keen for me to have the minister get VicTrack to sit down
with me and the local community to look at the next steps so that we can make this rail trail from
Mernda to Whittlesea a reality.
BAW BAW SHIRE ROADS
Mr BLACKWOOD (Narracan) (19:41): (4676) I raise a matter for the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety, and the action I seek is the provision of $3 million in financial assistance to the Baw Baw
shire for planning and costing of major road projects in Warragul and Drouin. Baw Baw shire is a
rapidly growing peri-urban municipality set to double in size by 2035. That is going to be over
100 000 people, mainly centred in the towns of Warragul and Drouin. I fear without critical support
and funding from the state government, population growth will severely compromise community
safety in these major towns. This rapid population growth is placing immense strain on our local and
arterial road network. Already residents struggle in Drouin and Warragul during peak periods, during
school drop-off and pick-up, as well as on weekends to move around the community. There is a real
need for strategic investment by the Victorian government to support the Baw Baw shire by providing
funding to help finalise the planning and costing of a number of critical road projects.
Recently I supported the Baw Baw shire at the launch of their advocacy initiative designed to advance
the urgent need for assistance from the state government. Drouin is in desperate need of an east and
west bypass to give trucks an alternative to using the main street and to reduce the volume of local
traffic moving through the town centre. The hospital roundabout and the intersection of Burke and
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Howard streets in Warragul has become very dangerous as traffic volumes continue to increase.
Duplication of Princes Way between Warragul and Drouin is urgently needed to cope with the
growing demand for connectivity and to improve the arterial flow between the centres.
This situation is much like the road network issues faced by Cardinia shire a decade ago as Pakenham
underwent rapid population growth and township transformation. In the scheme of things $3 million
is not a lot of money, but the impact it will have by facilitating the planning and costing of this work
will be enormous. These are projects that are supported by Regional Roads Victoria and seen as a
priority, and with the upcoming budget there is an opportunity for the minister to allocate funds for
these projects. Investment now means Baw Baw can avoid the issues Pakenham residents faced for a
decade. Investment now can restore the community safety of residents and visitors, provide more
certainty for developers and have this critical infrastructure delivered before the Baw Baw shire’s
population hits 100 000 and becomes completely gridlocked. I call on the minister to seriously
consider this approach from the Baw Baw shire for assistance with the $3 million required to finalise
planning and costing and to find a way to earmark funding for this much-needed infrastructure in the
upcoming budget.
BALLARAT HEALTH SERVICES
Ms ADDISON (Wendouree) (19:44): (4677) I direct my adjournment matter to the Minister for
Disability, Ageing and Carers, and the action I seek is for him to visit my electorate of Wendouree to
thank the outstanding aged-care workforce at Ballarat Health Services for the excellent job they did
managing the COVID outbreak at Bill Crawford Lodge. Ballarat Aged Care is the largest public agedcare provider in the country, with 424 beds, and there have been zero deaths and only five cases of
COVID—an outstanding achievement. Two residents and three nurses were infected but all have
recovered and are going well. This is because the outbreak was so well managed by infectious disease
specialists, clinicians, nurses, allied health, ward assistants, cleaners and catering staff with support
from staff at Jack Lonsdale Lodge.
There are many frail aged-care residents, but due to the quality clinical care, safety and compassion
shown by staff they have been protected from this deadly virus. Nurse-to-patient ratios and the clinical
response are critical factors in keeping patients safe throughout the COVID pandemic. The management
and containment of the virus was world’s best practice. The use of PPE, screening, cleaning, separating
and active testing prevented the spread to the rest of Ballarat. Thank you to the entire BHS aged-care
workforce for their efforts and everyone at Ballarat Health Services for the job they have done and the
leadership they provided for our community. I am very proud of the excellent care that Ballarat Health
Services aged care provides and would welcome a visit by the minister to formally recognise our
hardworking and committed workforce. I look forward to the minister’s response.
NATIVE FOREST LOGGING
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) (19:46): (4678) I have got the member for Narracan sitting next to
me and I do not think he is going to appreciate this one, so I apologise in advance. My adjournment
matter is to the Minister for Resources and Minister for Agriculture, and I ask the minister to meet
with me to explain why this government continues to log our native forests in Victoria even after
summer’s devastating fires which decimated them and to explain what changes, if any, have been
made to the logging regime after so much forest was lost in the flames.
Last summer’s climate change-fuelled fires, as we know, were truly devastating in Victoria. I know
we have been through a lot as a state since then with COVID-19, but let us not forget that these fires
were less than a year ago. In just the last 10 months or so, even despite COVID restrictions, logging
has continued to happen in some of the last unburnt bits of forest that we have left in this state. These
fires burnt 70 per cent of East Gippsland’s forests and 78 per cent of Victoria’s remaining rainforest,
and 244 endangered species lost over 50 per cent of their habitat. And while you would think this
would be enough for the government to say, ‘Enough is enough. We’ve lost too much. Let’s protect
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the last remaining bits of forest we have’, they did not. In fact it seems they have done the opposite. It
seems as if they are logging like nothing has changed at all.
Now, I know a lot of people do not want me to criticise this government, and we often support them,
but when it comes to logging we do have to call it out. Just last week I received emails and photographs
from concerned residents in East Gippsland showing us that some of the important areas in the
Cottonwood ranges that did not burn in the fires have just been freshly logged, razed to the ground.
This forest is precious habitat that urgently needed to be saved, but now it is gone. And last week the
Age ran a story about a brown tree frog found at Mount Jersey, a frog so rare it was thought to be
extinct, but it was found. But 88 per cent of its habitat was burnt over summer and now this
government has just logged 200 metres from where it was found. It is deeply upsetting for Victorians
who care about our future.
The time for native forest logging in Victoria, unfortunately, is just over. Our planet urgently needs
every last bit of forest that we have left. They are invaluable for carbon storage, for water catchments,
for habitat and for our own future, and yet our government logs them just to make cheap paper and
woodchips. It beggars belief. After the catastrophic fires last summer any good government would
stop logging these last remaining bits of unburnt forest. They would immediately protect what little
we have left. So please, Minister, we need to talk about bringing forward the transition out of native
forest logging so that we can give workers some hope for the future and protect our environment before
it really, really is too late.
TARNEIT TRAIN STATION
Ms CONNOLLY (Tarneit) (19:48): (4679) My adjournment is for the Minister for Public
Transport. The action I seek is that the minister join me for a visit to Tarneit train station to discuss our
government’s efforts to improve community access to our public transport network. As the minister
well knows, Tarneit station is the cornerstone of our community’s local transport network for both
buses and trains. In fact it is the busiest V/Line station outside of Southern Cross, and as such the
station can become hard to access, with parking often full by as early as 7.00, 7.30 in the morning.
Now, to alleviate pressure on parking our government has committed to building 500 additional
parking spaces at Tarneit station as part of our government’s Car Parks for Commuters Fund. In
addition, we were fortunate enough to announce the funding of two brand new bus routes to improve
access to the station from new and developing estates in Tarneit and Truganina.
Now, this was an announcement welcomed by an overwhelming number of residents right across
Tarneit and Truganina. It goes to show that not everyone wants to drive and park at our train stations,
and if we put the buses on, people in my patch, well, we will leave our cars in the driveways and catch
those buses. I look forward to the minister and I continuing our dialogue about the estates that still
require bus routes. COVID restrictions permitting, I would welcome the minister joining me to see
firsthand the positive impacts that our government’s commitments will make for Tarneit commuters.
GOULBURN-MURRAY WATER
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) (19:50): (4680) I am delighted to rise and raise a matter for the
Minister for Water. The action that I seek is for the minister to launch an external investigation into
the manipulation and dishonesty that is happening in Goulburn-Murray Water. It is taking place on a
property in Whitfield and maybe at other locations.
In 2016 a farm dam was installed on a Whitfield property, which in turn ceased the flow of a vital
creek, so the creek just stopped. That had provided a great water stream and resource for downstream
users. Now, complaints have been raised by Chris Masters and other downstream impacted users. I
have visited the property and I have seen and witnessed what appear to be illegal works. Stopping
creek flow flies in the face of exactly what Goulburn-Murray Water’s role is in upper catchment
regions. In fact a Baxter review some years ago highlighted that springs, streams and watercourses
could not be blocked or stopped and that they certainly could not be harvested to 100 per cent.
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After writing to Goulburn-Murray Water to seek an onsite inspection with them, aggravated
downstream users and I have been denied: shut down, no meeting, no consultation with me. The
minister needs to make sure Goulburn-Murray Water are accountable and transparent. The letter I
received back from Goulburn-Murray Water says:
… we believe there is nothing further we can discuss.

So they will not meet with me. Well, I am terribly sorry, Minister, but Goulburn-Murray Water should
be held accountable. Primarily there is a way forward, and I have suggested it to Goulburn-Murray
Water and I would like the minister to do this investigation. It is called a winter-fill licence. Instead of
blocking a waterway with shared usage, there are plenty of catchment streams and waterways that
have winter-fill licences. That means you can pump out of that waterway during the winter but you
cannot use it in the spring and the summer when the water is low. The way Goulburn-Murray Water
have refused to meet with me and downstream users reeks of a cover-up. When does the surface water
miraculously become groundwater? Well, the answer is: when it suits Goulburn-Murray Water.
Minister, we must get to the bottom of this.
COVID-19
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) (19:52): (4681) I appreciate the opportunity to raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Youth, and the action I seek is that the minister provide me with an
update on the work being done by the Andrews Labor government to support young people now and
into the future as we emerge from this challenging time for our community, given the impacts of the
COVID-19 global pandemic. This has brought many challenges for our young people, and in fighting to
keep our communities safe many of them have had to make changes. They have all had to make changes
to the way they work, the way they learn and the way they socialise. While these actions have obviously
been necessary to control the spread of this dangerous and deadly virus, we know that this has had an
impact and particularly so on our young people given the sacrifices that they have had to make.
Young people in my community have raised with me the challenges that they have experienced in
relation to their mental health, their employment, their engagement and their concerns about the future.
The economic impacts of the global pandemic present added challenges to and pressures on our
younger generation looking to find work and training opportunities. Representing the needs of young
people in my community and acknowledging their experiences and their voices, I am keen to provide
my constituents with an update on what our government is doing immediately and what we have
planned for the long-term future to listen to their needs and their concerns and to respond to the
challenges of the pandemic as we recover going forward.
RESPONSES
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong—Minister for Prevention of Family Violence, Minister for Women,
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (19:54): The member for Forest Hill raised a matter for the Minister
for Health regarding restrictions relating to religious gatherings in this COVID-19 environment. The
member for Burwood raised a matter for the Minister for Youth requesting that the minister join him
at a Burwood youth round table. The member for Polwarth raised a matter for the Minister for
Agriculture relating to a matter that was a completion of cattle underpass projects in his constituency.
The member for Yan Yean raised a matter for the Minister for Public Transport relating to the Mernda
to Whittlesea rail trail. The member for Narracan raised a matter for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety requesting financial assistance to the Baw Baw shire for road projects in Warragul and Drouin.
The member for Wendouree raised a matter for the Minister for Disability, Ageing and Carers
regarding a visit to Wendouree to thank local aged-care workers at Ballarat Aged Care. The member
for Melbourne raised a matter for the Minister for Resources and Minister for Agriculture regarding
the logging of native forests—a contribution that made me fear for the health of the member for
Narracan. The member for Tarneit raised a matter for the Minister for Public Transport requesting a
visit to Tarneit train station relating to issues of public transport access. The member for Ovens Valley
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raised a matter for the Minister for Water requesting an investigation into Goulburn-Murray Water.
The member for Pascoe Vale raised a matter for the Minister for Youth requesting information around
the work being done to support young people during the COVID-19 pandemic and recovery period. I
will refer all matters to the relevant ministers for response.
The SPEAKER: Thank you, Minister. The house now stands adjourned.
House adjourned 7.56 pm.

